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Abstract 
Wicca is a religion that emerged in Britain in the mid-twentieth century, and has shown 
steady growth in Europe, North America, and Australia. This thesis discusses Wicca in 
the light of current psychological and sociological theory, and focuses on conversion 
processes in Wicca, with specific reference to male converts. The fieldwork consisted of 
participant observation and qualitative interviews, with thirty-five Wiccan men and a 
comparison group of, twelve Wiccan women. Wiccan men were found to be seeking a 
religion that fitted their personal belief system better than religions they had previously 
encountered. One of the strongest attractions to Wicca was an emphasis on feminine 
divinity and the 'The Goddess'. Connection to Nature; an esoteric belief system 
including the viability of magic; lack of dogma and a personal connection to tile Divine 
were also cited as important attractions. Respondents reported a sense of recognition on 
encountering Wicca, and initiation feeling like 'coming horne'. This sense of home- 
coming is discussed in the light of current conversion theory. No significant difference 
was found between attractions for male or female adherents. Long-term practice was 
believed to facilitate personal growth and spiritual development, and to enhance 
confidence and general well-being. Effective social support was also cited as an important 
factor for increased well-being. Analysis of these conversion biographies led to a 
refutation of Tanya Luhrmann's (1989) theory of 'interpretive drift' in favour of the 
proposed model of 'schematic integration'. The Schematic Integration Model (SIM) 
draws on stage theory and scherna theory. It proposes that a number of psychological 
schernas (mental templates) are laid down at stages in a seeker's life, and when Wicca is 
encountered the religious model it offers fits converts' personal schemas better than other 
belief systems. Initiation into Wicca confirms and fulfils these schemas leading to a sense 
of 'coming home'. Tile Schematic Integration Model could be applied to conversion to 
any religion. 
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This study examines conversion processes in Wicca, with particular reference to 
Wiccan men. Wicca, along with Druidry, provided the foundation for the renaissance of 
Paganism in twenty-first century Western society. It is a religion that does not fit easily 
into any of the typologies yet created to examine religion (York 1995). It has all the 
ingredients that would be expected of a post modem creation, yet keenly maintains its 
traditions and is proud of its pre-Christian heritage. In sociological terms it can be seen as 
a New Religious Movement (NRM) since it became visible during the latter half of the 
20"' century, and is steadily gaining membership and recognition in Europe, the United 
States, Canada and Australia, and to a lesser extent in other regions of the world. 
It establishes a profile of conversion biographies of Wiccan men, who are an 
invisible minority in academic studies of contemporary Pagan Witchcraft. It discusses 
how they encounter Wicca, what draws them tojoin, how Wicca affects their daily lives, 
and how their commitment to 'the Old Religion' matures. It provides a demography of 
these converts (along with a small female comparison group) , and discusses conversion 
and adherence to Wicca within the context of New Religious Movements in 
contemporary Western society. 
Wiccan adherents call themselves Witches and Priest/esses of the 'Old Religion'. 
Although they use the terms 'Witch' and 'Witchcraft' they do not see or practise Wicca 
as the operative malevolent sorcery that is traditionally associated with these terms. 
Instead, they feel that they are members of a growing religion that claims to be a revival 
of the ancient Pagan mystery cults, resurfacing from a long forgotten past, to take its 
rightful place as a religion in the new Millennium (Crowley 1989). 1 have capitalized 
Witchcraft and Witches whenever I am referring to the religion and its adherents, and use 
lower case to write witchcraft if it is referred in the common historical/anthropological 
sen. se. I have also left it in lower case within quotations. 
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When the word 'Wicca' is referred to in this study it is used as is commonly 
understood in Britain. There are differences in practice and ideology of Wicca on both 
sides of the Atlantic. In the United States 'Wicca' has come to mean any Wiccan based 
Pagan system, whereas in Britain 'Wicca' remains the title for the practice of a religious 
system that is passed down initiatory lineages descended from its two main publicists, 
Ger-ald Gardner and Alex Sanders (Gardnerian and Alexandrian initiates). In America 
those who practice initiatory Wicca tend to adhere closely to the original texts and 
rituals, while those who have stepped outside the tradition have created their own body 
of ritual and literature. In Britain the ideologies and practices within Wicca are more fluid 
but remain within the original tradition. In accordance with this, American Wiccans have 
adopted the title British Traditional Wicca to differentiate themselves from tile latterly 
developed forms of Modem Pagan Witchcraft. The use of the word 'Traditional' in 
America does not refer to 'Traditional' in the same sense as in Britain. In Britain the 
word 'Traditional' is used to signify those Witches who claim that their traditions predate 
the one promulgated by Gerald Gardner after the publishing of his first non-fiction book 
in 1954. For the practitioners themselves these boundaries of nomenclature and practice 
are easy to distinguish, but for the researcher they can be confusing, and lead to 
generalizations or conclusions with which the scholars who are also Practitioners disagree 
(Oakley 1997; Pearson 1998a). 
Wicca's historical roots and emergence in the last century have been meticulously 
documented by Hutton (1999). The Wiccan belief system have been extensively 
described in foregoing studies of Paganism and Witchcraft (Orion 1995; Berger 1999; 
Greenwood 2000; Pearson 2000) however, for clarity, I wi II briefly introduce them here, 
before we turn to the practitioners' descriptions of their beliefs and experiences of 
Wicca, which are the main focus of this study. 
Wiccan philosophy 
The Wiccan spiritual tradition cannot be fully understood without an appreciation 
of the magical inheritance which has framed and inspired its development. Wicca 
represents a natural development of magical traditions which can be traced to the 
Renaissance period and, before this, to Gnostic hermetic roots. The influence of the 
magical esoteric tradition can be observed in both the practice and philosophy of the Z- 
Wiccan religion. 
The Wiccan view of life and nature, and the human relation to the divine in 
nature, can be traced in traditions of Gnostic, Hermetic and Alchemical practice. 
Fundamental to the Wiccan view is the sense that all of life is in some way connected, 
and that ultimately the living universe is a unity of which we are a part. This core idea of 
a state of union being the essence of the divine reality can be traced through hermetic 
works such as the corpus Hermeticum, which date as a body of texts to the first three 
CCIItUries, and beyond this to Ancient Greek and Egyptian philosophy. 
Central to the elaboration of this idea was the development of an astrological 
view of the world, and a belief that all life emanates from a central creative source. 
Astrology as a proto-scientific approach to nature attempted to systematically describe 
and explain the connectedness of all things, and to map the hidden relationship between 
the human, the divine and nature. The astrological viewpoint became the framework 
within which the practice of magic evolved. Magical ritual aims to influence the web of 
connections mapped by astrological science; the magician seeks on the one hand to 
influence material outcomes, but on the other to embrace within their consciousness the 
unity of all nature, to literally become one in consciousness with the divine Godhead. 
Wiccan experience of God and Goddess 
Since the core of Wiccan philosophy is its belief in the interconnectedness of all 
things, and the overwhelming natural law of all life, Witches believe that humans are as 
in 11 uenced by the tides of the planets as the plants and natural world, and that by 
understanding and working with the tides of natural energy they can live more 
harmonious lives than they previously might have done. As the divine is immanent in 
Nature, and all is interconnected, so all life is perceived as sacred. 
The Gods worshipped in Wicca are ancient Pagan deities from a variety of 
pantheons. Strong influences have been Robert Grave's romantic poetry in The TVhite 
GotIdess, and Charles Godfrey Leland's Aradia; Gospel of the JVitches (1899). Leland 
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was a folklorist who claimed to have written down the legends of Aradia from an Italian 
gypsy informant, Madalena, and that the information she gave him described the Pagan 
rites of the Italian Strega. 
The Goddess is invoked and worshipped in the form of Maiden, Mother and 
Crone, symbolized as the moon that waxes and wanes between full and dark, and back 
again, and by the many Goddesses of the ancient pantheons. The Consort of the Goddess 
is usually' the Homed God of the forest, Herne or Cemunnos, and sometimes Pan. 
I lerne/Cemunnos is seen as the leader of the wild hunt, and patron of the wild beasts, at 
once hunter and hunted. Wiccans believe that this Homed Lord is not the Christian 
Devil, but that He is an eternal deity who was worshipped before Christ was bom. They 
do not equate Him with Satan, whom many see as a Christian heresy, and all regard such 
a Christian 'thoughtform' as irrelevant to their religion. For them the homs are a sign of 
masculinity, virility and strength (Farrar and Farrar 1984; Crowley 1989). 
Although these are common forms of deity within Wicca, each Witch chooses the 
deities they work with, and moreover, each Witch is free to interpret how that deity fits 
into their esoteric map of the universe. For some the Gods are seen as real as family 
members, to others the Gods stand for anthropornorphisms of natural forces, for others all 
Gods lead to one Godhead, and the Gods they worship are facets of a much bigger 
picture that leads to a sacred centre. All these beliefs are seen to be variants on a single 
strand of Pagan belief, and are constantly being discussed and redefined. 
Fate and Reincamation 
Many Witches also believe in Karma. While the term may be derived from 
eastern esoteric philosophy Wiccans tend to see Karma as the path every Witch walks 
in this life, each pace in life forming the future path that Witch will take. There is a 
teaching of a 'Law', the 'law of three-fold return', seen as a sort of scientific law (like the 
law of gravity) whereby anything anyone does will return to them three times over, or 
three times stronger; it can easily be equated with the secular saying 'what goes around, 
1 While the concept of a triplefold Goddess of the moon and a Homed God is prevalent in Wicca, these are 
not exclusively used to represent the Divine. 
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comes around', and its Christian counterpart 'As ye reap, so shall ye sow. ' The 'Law' is 
seen as relevant in this lifetime as well as the next, and is usually simply explained as a 
reminder of the most practical way to ensure a life that is free from guilt or needless 
hostility. Farrar and Farrar liken working with Karma to a farmer working with the land 
(Farrar and Farrar 1984: 122-125). Some Witches prefer to use the Saxon word 'Wyrd' as 
opposed to Karma, to try to differentiate Western occult lore from its Eastern counterpart. 
As might be expected in a religion that encompasses Karma as an influence in this 
life and the life to come, reincarnation is a part of Wiccan philosophy. Wicca is a 
religion that actively seeks to understand and harmonize with natural tides of anabolic 
growth and catabolic destruction, with fertile growth and fertilizing decay: life is seen 
as an end less wheel of generation, death and regeneration. The core of this belief is 
encapsulated in the Legend ofthe Goddess which is a myth that is central to Wiccan 
ideology. 
To fulfil love, you must return again at the same time and at the same place as the Loved one, and ZI 
you must meet and know and remember and love them again. But to be reborn, you must die and 
be made ready for a new body (Gardner 1954: 4 1). 
I lowever, the belief is not as simple as it may seem, for Witches also believe in 
the Suniiiierlands, where one goes prior to reincarnation. Perhaps this is the place where 
one is 'made ready for a new body'. The Farrars talk about the Summerlands thus: 
The intermediate stage between detachment from the physical plane and complete withdrawal of Zý 
the Individuality seems to be a period of varying duration in what are generally called the 
Summerlands. The Summerlands have a real existence on the astral plane, and yet are to a certain 
extent self-created, whether on an individual or a group basis. In other words, the kind of 
Suini-nerland in which you find yourself, and company you meet there, depends on your own state 
of deve I opine nt and on the strength of your I inks with the other entities concerned. Partsofthe 
Personality of your last incarnation, on astral and lower mental levels, are obviously still involved. 
In general, it seems to be period of necessary rest and recuperation, and of the absorption (and 
discussion with friends? ) of the lessons of the incarnationjust experienced' (Farrar and Farrar 
1984: 120). 
Wiccan practice 
Wiccan practice is placed on an equal footing with Wiccan belief Adherents 
woi k pri vately as often as they like, but coven meetings are most often structured by the 
festivals and full moons, which mean that a coven will meet approximately once a 
fortni,, lit. All these rituals are performed within the bounds of a magical circle. The 
sacred mecting place of the Witch is not set in stone, but is chosen at any site that may be 
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appropriate and consecrated anew each time formal worship takes place. The area for the 
ritual (the 'Nwrk') is cleansed and consecrated, then defined as a circle of sacred space 
around whicli are invoked guardians of each cardinal point, and within which the Wiccan 
Gods are invoked and worshipped (Crowley 1989). 
Sabbats 
The Wiccan religious calendar centres around eight seasonal celebrations called 
Sabbats (also known as the 'Wheel of the Year') and thirteen gatherings held at or close 
to the full moon, which are called Esbats. The Sabbats occur on the Solstices and 
Equinoxes. and what are referred to as the four cross quarter days. The rituals are not 
identical. Different covens use different myths and understandings of the cycle of the 
seasons as the basic template on which to base their rituals. Differing experience of 
those who . N,, rite the rituals add greatly to the autonomy of each coven. 
In Sabbat rituals psychodramas are enacted that use various myths to take the 
coven members through the entire human life cycle each year, in a system of practice and 
belief that aiitlit-opomorphises nature and natural forces. The rituals are also known as 
festivals, as they are a time of celebration and feasting. They are believed to unveil the 
mysteries in Nature as the wheel turns, with each Witch partaking of their own ever- 
growing understanding of eternal ineffable truths about life and death. The cycle starts at 
Samhain, or Ila] loween, the 31 October. Other holy days are Yule (21 December), 
Imbolc or Candlemas (2 February), Spring Equinox (21 March), Beltane (I May), 
Midsummer (21 June), Lammas (I August), and Autumn Equinox (21 September). 
Esbats 
Esbats or full moon circles are celebrated on the thirteen full moons of the year. 
The Esbat is a tinie when magic is 'worked'. The Witches work for themselves and for 
others even if the people they are working for do not necessarily believe in Wicca or 
magic (CroNýther 1998). The Charge ofthe Goddess proclaims: 
Once a month and better it be when the moon is full, then ye shall assemble in some secret place 
and adore the Spirit of me whom am Queen of all Witchery. There ye shall assemble, ye who are 
fain to learn all sorcery, yet have not won its deepest secrets, and to these will I teach that which is 
yet unknown. 
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Whilst meeting on the full moon is the most common, Witches also sometimes 
work at the dark moon, the opposite point in the lunar cycle to the full moon. At the dark 
of the moon the powers of the universe are perceived to be on a waning tide. This is 
often considered a difficult time to practise magic, as the natural flow of energy is 
believed to be somewhat chaotic, or at least draining to work with. If, however, a Witch 
wishes to work a waning magic, for example the diminishment of a wart or tumour, or 
decrease in an infection, this would be the time to do it. Most Witches do prefer to work 
on a waxing tide, feeling that this is possibly safer, and that directing any kind of energy 
to a sick person at a waning tide might have unwanted negative effects. At this time it is 
more likley to see Wiccan healers keeping a dedicated candle burning for someone 
throughout the darkest time in the lunar cycle. 
Wiccan Initiation Ceremonies 
Celebrating the seasons, and celebrating rites of passage, are common in all 
contemporary Pagan religions. Working the Esbats is also usual practice in most 
Witchcraft traditions. Many traditions also practice initiation, whether it be self- 
initiation. or initiation by others into a coven. Most of the newer traditions borrow from 
the initiation rites of Gardner and Sanders, who in turn borrowed from various sources 
including Freemasonry and occult Orders. However, for British Wiccans the defining 
difference between them and other Witches or Pagans is their initiation experience, and 
the consequential experience of working Craft within the Wiccan coven and initiatory 
system. Whilst the outer form of initiations, i. e. the ritual itself, admits the initiate to 
Wicca and to a certain tradition or lineage, the inner form ie the experience, is regarded as 
a set of sequential steps further into the Wiccan 'Mystery'. 
The abilities to perform magic and spiritual growth are gained through hard work and persistence. 
Spiritual growth can be achieved by the solo practitioner without any kind of initiation ceremony 
and will be gained through life experience as well as mystical and magical practices. However, C, 
what these cannot do, and what self-initiation cannot do, is to open the individual up to a particular 
Wiccan tradition. This can only be done through initiation conferred by others already within the 
tradition (Crowley 1989: 53). 
The initiatory degrees are seen as a process that brings each initiate through a 
series of psycho-spiritual developments within a framework that facilitates a deeper and 
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more complex understanding of themselves, as well as the ineffable mysteries of the 
universe. 
The process is one of practical learning of the arts of magic, and understanding of 
the tides of nature, the cycles of the moon, sun and stars. The initiate becomes familiar 
with the Wiccan religion, and dedicates time and commitment to their own development 
and spiritual growth. The initiate may come to Wicca for a variety of reasons but will 
then often find him or herself on ajourney of personal growth and development. This is 
normally the result of, rather than the incentive for, seeking initiation. 
Wicca has three levels of initiation. The initiations are known as 'degrees'. At 
first degree the seeker is initiated as a Priest/ess and Witch. This initiation is when the 
seel. er has their inner committment confirmed in the initiation ceremony, and is believed 
to be magically linked into the esoteric 'current' of Wicca. Further degrees are often 
referred to as elevations rather than initiations per se. 
The new initiate becomes ajunior member of a coven, learning vicariously and by 
training, watching more experienced coven members preparing, performing and 
organising rituals. They will be given small jobs to do in rituals that build over time, and 
are expected to collect the 'working tools' of the Witch. These are also known as the 
inagical weapons of the Witch and include all the paraphernalia necessary for creating the 
sacred space of the Wiccan religion. 
As Wicca has evolved the time span involved in moving up the degree system has 
changed according to different initiatory lineages, which have different expectations of 
xNhat should be attained at each degree and why. Currently in Britain first to second 
deg. -ee usually varies between one and four years depending on initiation criteria, but 
there is no stigma attached to those who wish to remain first degree. At second degree 
the initiate becomes a High Priest/ess of Wicca. 
Criteria for elevation to second degree vary widely. There are no standard criteria 
for any initiation and no central body for determining credential or levels of 
knowledge/ability needed before an initiation is undertaken. Despite the seeming 
incongruence of different covens' criteria for initiation there is usually a coherent system 
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within each coven line, so someone who had second degree after relatively little practice 
might well not hive off until after third degree, whilst someone who had undergone an 
intensive period of practice prior to second degree might leave to run their own coven 
sooner. 
What all second degree initiations have in common is that during the rite a 
physical laying on of hands 'passes the power' of the initiator to the initiate. This is 
perceived in more conservative covens as the power to receive invocation and channel 
deity, but not to initiate others, which is seen as valid only if performed by third degree 
initiators. However, in many covens today, particularly those derived from Maxine and 
Alex Sanders, elevation to second degree is perceived to mean the initiate is now 
empowered to initiate others. It is possible to trace when, how and why the different 
systems of initiation grew from the original Gardnerian one, but that is not within the 
remit of this thesis. Vivianne Crowley describes the passing of the power thus: 
It is not only the initiator's personal power but a cumulative legacy of witch power from all those C, 
who have been in the initiatory chain. The old tradition was that the 'willing, of the power' was 
somethin- which a witch or cunning man did on her or his death bed -a literal legacy. Here the `:, ý> C, 
aim is to make the initiate equal in power to the initiator (Crowley 1989: 205). 
Criteria for third degree initiation also vary widely, and achieving this degree 
usually takes between three and ten years in Wicca. At this stage the initiate has 
undergone the full initiatory process. A practice that is becoming common among many 
covens in Britain today is that an initiate is given third degree when they are ready to give 
second degree to their own initiates, or has been a long-standing member of a coven, 
helping the High Priestess and Priest with the training and running of their mother coven. 
Ultimately the initiatory process, combined with the long-term practice of Wicca 
is hoped to align the initiate to an understanding and enjoyment of his or her true place 
within the cosmos, to the achievement of what some esotericists have called 'True Will', 
and others have called the 'attainment of the Holy Guardian Angel. ' It is a condition 
some have likened to the Jungian concept of 'individuation' (Crowley 1989). 
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Rites of Passa2 
Like any religion Wicca has rites of passage, including three degrees of initiation. 
since this dissertation focuses on conversion and initiation, these are discussed at length 
in the following chapters. Rites of passage which were not referred to in the field work 
are briefly described below. 
Wiccanings 
Babies are blessed in naming ceremonies called 'Wiccanings'. They are given 
God and Goddess parents, and the Gods are asked to protect them, but they are not 
committed to the religion. That is deemed to be their choice when they are of age to 
choose their own religion. 
A wiccaning ceremony for a child of a witch family does not, therefore, commit the child to any Zý 
one path, even a Wiccan one. It is similar to a Christening in that it invokes Divine protection for 
the child and ritually aff irms the love and care with which the family and friends wish to surround 
the newcorner. It differs from a Christening in that it specifically acknowledges that, as the child Zý 
matures into an adult, it will, and indeed must, decide its own path (Farrar and Farrar 1992: 154). 
1 laiidfastings 
Handfastings are performed in which couples are bound together for an agreed 
period of time in the presence of the Wiccan deities, and with the blessings of their 
friends and families. They literally have their hands tied together during the rite, make 
oatlis, are blessed by all, and usually they jump over a broomstick to ensure fertility on all 
levels. 
The traditional period for the duration of the hand fasting is said to have been a 
year and a day; however, couples usually prefer to see marriage as a life-long 
conirnitment, so might opt for an engagement period of a year and a day, then a marriage 
and handfasting. Most handfastings include a phrase 'as long as love will last', but are 
undertaken with the idea of a life-long monogamous commitment, and frequently include 
sonie reference to meeting, knowing and loving one another again in the next lifetime. 
In Europe at this time most handfastings have not been legal2 , and many Witches 
resent the fact that Wiccan religious ceremonies have to be legitimized by a registrar in a 
In 2004 the Scottish Pagan Federation succeeded in securing the right to perforin legal handfastings. I 
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civil ceremony, with rigid restrictions as to its form and content. Expense and stress can 
be doubled by this necessity. There is, however, the flexibility of writing one's own 
handfasting ritual and, for many, the escape from the format, formalities and expense of a 
traditional Christian ceremony is welcome. Often handfastings take place in hired 
venues or in family homes. Since the relaxation of the laws on venues for legal marriages 
and the inception of registered venues, Witches have been able to create civil marriage 
ceremonies that fit their own aspirations and also reflect certain aspects of the traditional 
British wedding, this can be a happy compromise for parents and the betrothed. 
Handfasting rituals often encapsulate all the romantic ideas of the bride and 
groom, but also include the idea that if love ends then both partners vow to behave with 
honour towards each other to make any parting less bitter. Should things go wrong there 
is also the possibility of a Handparting ritual, in which the magical and spiritual ties can 
be severed ritually to prevent a long and untidy ending. This is considered to be good 
practice if possible. 
This ancient rite binds two people together, but only for as long as their love for one another endures. C, 
If, unhappily, their love wanes, they have a duty to be honest with one another, talk the matter over in 
the Circle, then, if possible, agree to part as friends (Farrar and Farrar 198 1 
Funerals and Requiems 
Funerals and requierns are performed, as far as possible, in accordance with the 
beliefs of the departed soul, and tend to mention death as a transition rather than a 
finality, and rebirth. Covens usually perform the last rituals for departed coven members 
(Crowther 1998: 30). 
Within the wider Pagan community support has been set up for Pagans (and 
anyone else) in need of practical ministry. The Pagan Funeral and Hospice Trust 
(formerly Voyager Trust) was established in the 1990s to support the dying Pagan. It has 
since passed on into two different bodies, the Guild of Soul Midwives, and Life Rites. 
The Guild of Soul Midwives trains Pagans to respectfully prepare and lay out the 
deceased and perform personalized Pagan or non-religious funeral ceremonies. Life Rites 
does the same and holds a list of trained celebrants who can assist in all rites of passage, 
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Pagan and Humanistic. Both offer spiritual and practical support to the dying and their 
loved ones. 
Numbers of Witches and Wiccans 
Orion (1995) points out that it is difficult to know how many Pagans there are 
since those that are Witches are often still secretive for fear of reprisals, and that there is 
no reliable central agency to provide statistics. Such statistics are now becoming available 
in census material. The census of Canada in 1991 listed 5530 people who wrote that their 
religion was Pagan. In 2001 it showed that Paganism had doubled in size in Canada 
between 1981 and 1991, then quadrupled between 1991 and 2001; with such statistics it 
is easy to see why Pagans describe their path as the fastest growing religion. However, 
wile it is fast growing, it still remains relatively small. The Canadian census of 2001 
showed that Paganism had doubled to 10,632. Ronald Hutton and Jo Pearson, both 
independently and using different means, estimated about 100,000 self identified Pagans 
in Britain in 1998 (Hutton 1999; Pearson 1998b). In contrast the British census of 2001 
showed only 42,000 or 0.07% of the population actively identified themselves as Pagan 
(calculated as an inclusive category). The discrepancy between these estimated figures 
and the census could be because it remains difficult to find how many Pagans exist. 
Many do not answer questionnaires, or the census, or subscribe to magazines. Hutton and 
Pearson's educated estimate may be more accurate than the government statistics, for 
these reasons. Counting Witches is even more difficult. Many people call themselves 
Witches in accordance with their spiritual or feminist beliefs. Some are initiates, some 
are not, and others are initiates of several types of Witchcraft. 
A interesting view on Pagan numbers was encapsulated by Dennis Carpenter's 
message on the academic internet forum Natrel; 
My sense about the number of Pagans is that it is impossible to determine. I think that the number 
of people who actively practise Pagan rituals or take part in some other activities is probably 
smaller than some of the boastful numbers thrown about. If one were to consider how many 
people share the Pagan world view regarding immanence of the divine, the notion of Nature as 41 
divine, and so forth, the numbers could be far greater than those circulated. I wholly disagree with I Paganism is the fastest growing religious movement in America. My hope would be that the 
'ecological world view' might be one of the fastest growing world views in America (Carpenter 
1998). 
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Wicca has been increasingly included in literature regarding New Religious 
Movements in recent years, perhaps since Eileen Barker first included it in her 1989 book 
published by the HMSO, New Religious Movements, A Practical Introduction. It also is 
often included in discussions of New Age spirituality (York 1995; Heelas 1996). Hutton 
(1999) and Jones (2003) contest that Paganism is not an NRM. Hutton sees Paganism's 
lack of evangelism and lack of challenge to wider society as antithetical to labelling it an 
NRM. Jones cites the independence of its practitioners from charismatic leadership and 
totalitarian regimes, also quoting Adler (1979 ) who pointed out that Pagans do not live in 
Ashrams. Adler used the cult stereotype of NRMs in her study as a point of contrast to 
the individualistic independence of Pagan practitioners, arguing that the active seekership 
of someone who becomes Pagan is so different from the passive conversion into 'cults 
and sects' (Adler: vii) that Paganism cannot be related to such movements. This 
reluctance to categorise Paganism as an NRM is a valid concern when studying this 
seemingly unique religion, but does not take into account the nuances of religious 
conversion, or world-affirming or accommodating religious movements, and relies upon 
the negative stereotyping of other NRMs that may not be viable under closer scrutiny. 
Helen Berger has provided two of the most extensive sociological surveys of 
Witchcraft and Wicca (Berger 1999; Berger, Leach and Shaffer 2003) and describes 
Wicca as an NRM/religion set firmly in late modernity that should be viewed as a 
community of interest. She points out that it is in a process of change, with ongoing 
discussion about the disadvantages or benefits of routinization. She sees it as at a 
crossroads in which it may achieve Robbins and Bromley's (1988) criteria for long term 
viability if it successfully negotiates the transition between being a religion of first 
generation converts and one that can socialize its second generation of children. She feels 
that if it develops an organised structure and manages to achieve some sort of 
accommodation between itself and the wider community, to become a viable long term 
religious model, it will have achieved the 'rudimentary transformation' of a late modern 
religion. This thesis hopes to build upon her work, and to further locate Wicca within the 
twenty-first century spiritual landscape, via exploring conversion to Wicca within the 
academic framework of New Religious Movements. While it is fair to say that Wicca is 
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not a stereotypical NRM, there is much in the literature which can add insights into this 
fascinating religious revival. 
New Reliaious Movements 
Defining New Religious Movements 
Since this study defines Wicca as a New Religious Movement a brief 
introduction to NRMs is included in this chapter. The term 'New Religious Movements' 
covers a wide variety of movements and groups who follow many and varied religious, 
political and ethical ideologies. Since the 1960s and 1970s many have emerged that are 
closely aligned to the New Age Movement and New Social Movements. Some of tile 
more prominent NRMs are Eastern based, such as Brahma Kumaris or ISKCON (Hare 
Krishna). Most of the Eastern based movements are only new to Europe and North 
America i. e. the fast growing Sokka Gakai which brings a new way to a very old faith, 
e. g. a lay priesthood working with the teachings of Mahayana Buddhism. Other NRMs 
are characterized by charismatic leadership and fire the public image of 'cults', these 
include the Unification Church or 'Moonies', the Children of God or 'The Family', or the 
Chvrch of Scientology. 
Eileen Barker's definition of an NRM is widely used in the literature. It is used 
for any group that 'has become visible in its Present form since the Second World War, 
and that it is religious in so far as it offers not merely narrow theological statements about 
the existence and nature of supernatural beings, but that it proposes answers to at least 
some of the other kinds of ultimate questions that have traditionally been addressed by 
mainstream religions' (Barker 1999: 16). 
The Japanese NRMs are distinguished as shinko shukyo (newly arising religion) 
and shin shukyo (new religion) or even shin shinshukyo (new, new religions). Peter 
Clarke comments on these typologies: 
Problems do not end with dating: the question of what to include in the category 'new' religion is 
also difficult. 'New' religions draw heavily on the established religions for their teachings and t, 0 
there are no clear and precise ground rules for distinguishing between a renewal movement within 
an established religion and a 'new' religion as such. Many observers adopt the position that if the 
movement in question has a new founder and a new name, then it is new, although it might serve 
the same functions as the older movement from which it has emerged (Clarke 1999: 198 ). 
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Wallis was the first person to create a typology specifically aimed at NRMs. He 
suggested that NRMs emerged in response to the alienating process of scientific 
rationalization during the 1960s and 1970s. He perceived failure of family life, lack of 
economic possibilities and alienation at work as part of the dehumanizing process of 
rationalization. This leads to a search for a coping remedy or to try to transform the 
world into Utopia. 
Based on this theory Wallis developed a tripartite typology for defining NRMs, 
which is often used when trying to locate new religions within the field. This typlogy is 
based on three broad categories. The first is world-affirming, which have much in 
common with cults and frequently offer training at high expense in return for which they 
provide psychological insights (EST, Scientology, and Transcendental Meditation). zn 
Second is world -accommodating which aim to give a more powerful direct contact with 
the Divine and facilitate ecstatic revelatory experience including glossolalia, (such as 
charismatic groups within denominations, and Neo-Pentacostalism). His third category 
is the world-rejecting NRMs, these are similar to introversionist sects, tend to be the 
most controversial with their deep rejection of the secular world (The Moonies, The 
Children of God and ISKCON). His typologies have been very useful in trying to 
understand NRMs and far more appropriate than the traditional Church/sect models. 
Counting New Religious Movements. 
Counting NRMs depends on how they are defined. It is also difficult to assess 
how many members most groups have, since this also depends on definitions of 
membership from Priesthood to nominal, and different studies have counted different 
levels of membership, which may include former members or members of several groups 
who have beeii double counted in different studies. 
Barrat (1982) estimated thirty-two million adherents of over 7,000 NRMs in sub 
Saharan Africa. In 1986, Pereira de Queiroz gave a figure of 30 million adepts who were 
full members of Afro-Brazilian cults in Brazil. In 1999, Shimazono cited estimates of 
NRMs in Japan as between 800 and a few thousand, depending on definition. Clarke 
writes of millions of people associated with Japanese NRMs now building new Utopias 
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in Brazil. Barker estimates that there are approximately 2,000 NRMs in Europe, Melton 
gives a figure of 1,000 groups in America, excluding human potential groups (figures 
from Wilson and Cresswell 1999). 
New Religious Movements as responses to moderni 
The study of NRMs is a huge field in itself, and the success and failure of any 
NRM will depend on its own unique structure and membership. Without being 
redLictionist it is impossible to describe exactly what holds the key to their appeal or 
success. However, for the purposes of this brief introduction, a summary of their appeal 
woLi Id be that they are invariably 'responses to modernity' (Clarke 1999: 20 1). Although 
NRMs range from retraditionalized religious beliefs to scientific cults, Wilson sums up 
the key reason for their growth in Europe, particularly the world-affirming ones that 
endorse, if not celebrate, Western capitalist society, and are demand led: 
in a consumer-oriented society, what religion offers has to be attractive to the potential clientele. 
Democracy, the ethos of personal choice, education, and enhanced incomes, no doubt among other 
factors, have introduced, even into the realms of religious belief, the idea that, to an increasing 
degree, the consumer decides (Wilson 1999: 5). 41 
NRMs can be'Seen to arise from unmet needs within society (Barker 1999; Lewis 
1982). They also can serve as a barometer on how 'open' or 'closed' is the legal system in 
a COLMtry, and shadow the underlying fears in any society by revealing perceived 
vuhierabilities of perceived victims. Barker notes that France has been particularly 
concerned with political intrigue, Britain with brain washing, the United States with 
fam i lY break-ups and financial matters, Japan with effects on adherents' careers, and 
Germany with social security issues. She points out that the interpretations and 
perceptions of events surrounding Britain's 'Satanic scare' in the 1980s could provide a 
good starting point for further study on this subject (Barker 1999: 29). 
Coritroversy regarding recruitment into NRMs 
NRMs tend to attract converts who are from affluent backgrounds and well 
ed Licated, who may have felt a youthful idealism (Barker 1984). Prior to joining they may 
have felt a level of psychological tension due to a conflict between their ideals and the 
reality of their family lives and western society (Levine 1984). Their apparent rejection of 
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predominant Western institutions and cultural values has seemed inexplicable to many, 
inclading parents of younger converts. This made the 'brain-washing' theory an appealing 
alternative to the possibility that they might have joined voluntarily, and a movement 
might retain members via their own free will. However, research into NRMs and those 
who join them, has proven brain-washing is not a satisfactory explanation for conversion. 
(Barker 1984; Beckford 1985; Richardson 1994). 
Beckford states that 'unconventional forms of religion have become especially 
problematic at a time when large numbers of people find even the most conventional 
religion a] ien' (Beckford 1999: 104). He goes on to illustrate the 'vicious spiral' that can 
occur in the worst case scenarios of an insular (world-rejecting) cult reacting to hostility 
with the sad cases of the Jonestown and Waco massacres of 1978 and 1993 respectively. 
Ile says that 'cult controversies cannot be properly understood unless the symbiotic 
relationship between the anti-cult groups andjournalist is taken into account' (Beckford 
1999: 105). 
Beckford points out that sensational news articles require quick news readiness, 
with no religious knowledge on the part of thejournalist. A focus on non religious issues 
means there is no reason to address matters of religious experience or belief He goes on 
to say that Such journalism trades on the fear of the unknown at a time when many are 
4religiOLISI)' illiterate' with nothing to compare to what is offeredbyanNRM. The 
majority ofthe general public acquire their information about NRMs from the mass 
media, Ahose interests are crucial in stimulating controversy, and thereby assist the anti- 
cult movement by publishing stories that are prejudicial to NRMs (Wilson 1999; 
Beckford 1999; Melton 1999). 
There has been a vociferous anti-cult movement working against these groups, 
made up ol'ex-members, frightened parents of young members, and those with a hidden 
religious aoenda of their own (Melton 1999). These include non-neutral governments L_ 
politicians seeking sensitive issues, clergy from mainstream churches and ex-members. 
In Britain. Christian evangelical groups are inextricably intertwined with the main anti- 
cult groups - the Reachout Trust and Deo Gloria (Chryssides 1999). 
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Wilson argues that negative reactions have been the primary if not exclusive 
focus of media attention to new religions and gives public disinterest as one measure of 
the new religions' success. He says: 
The new movements have clearly enjoyed a measure of success in making themselves widely 
known, but it takes a Ion-, time for a dissenting religious body to win any degree of disinterested 
approval frorn the general public ... No attempt to assess the response of contemporary societies to 
the wave of new religions now operating can ignore the anti-cult movement ... In some respects the 
anti-cultists themselves betray evidence of being not entirely dissimilar in posture from the way in 
which they depict the movernents they designate as cults. Their general attributes are single 
minded fanaticism, the supreme conviction of their own righteousness, a determination to 'save' 
individuals frorn their delusions, and indeed, thereby to save the world'. The impetus for these 
movements has come in great measure from kinsfolk of those recruited by one or another of the 
new reli-ions, and although each set of kin has usually had one or another particular movement in 
mind as their focus of hostility, they have made common cause to condemn a wide variety of 
religious bodies (Wilson 1999: 1-2,9). 
The demonization of NRMs via allegations of brainwashing has been called the 
modern version of accusations of demonic possession and witchcraft in the late medieval 
period (Anthony and Robbins 1980; Robbins 1988) Beckford points out that the common 
thread in such cases is the claim that reason has been subverted by an external agency 
(Beekford 2001). Richardson performed an analysis of various critiques of the brain- 
washing controversy and surnmarised them as follows: Misinterpretation of classical 
research, limited research of classical work, predisposing characteristics and volition 
ignored, therapeutic effects of participation ignored, large research tradition and 'normal' 
explanations ignored, and the lack of success of proselytizing new religions is 
disregarded. He concluded that: 
Serious attention should be paid to alternative explanations which demystify the process of 
recruitment to and participation in the new religions. Motivations for accepting such empirically 
weak theories as brainwashing should be examined. Also, those who propound 'brain washin , g, theories of participation need to examine the ethics of promoting such powerful 'social weapons' 
against minority religions. When such theories are used to limit people's religious freedom and ZI 
personal growth, then society itself may suffer (Richardson 1994 reprinted 2003: 165). 
Sociologists studying NRMs often describe them as part of a revitalization of the 
religious and social life of the West. Lilliston and Shepherd (1999) suggest that the 
public should not only abandon the traditional negative stereotypes they hold of NRMs, 
but that they should consider emulating some of their practices. They performed a 
review of empirical work on NRMs and found that, contrary to the popular image of 
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members being mentally weak or brainwashed, there was little evidence of poor mental 
health in adherents of NRMs. 
They found members of NRMs to have better stress-defence and coping methods 
than the general populace, and suggest that strong social support combined with use of 
techniques such as chanting, prayer, meditation and positive imagery were important 
buffers in terms of mental health. Furthermore, they found that children of the Family, 
The Hare Krishna and the Church Universal and Triumphant were 'extremely well 
adjusted and adaptive in comparison with children in larger society. ' They went on to 
suggest that 'schools and parents might benefit from adopting certain general approaches 
from these groups - such as tutoring, close supportive interaction with adults and older 
children, and establishment of a transcendent value system - to their own educational and 
socialization practices' (Lilliston and Shepherd 1999: 137). 
Barker argues that the societal reaction to NRMs has greater significance than 
their relatively small numbers. She calls for much more detailed work to be done, to 
understand the processes that occur within the movements and between them and the 
wider society (Barker 1999: 29). Hamilton describes NRMs, and conversion to them, 
thus: 
NRMs ... (are) ... religious experiments which offer the sociologist an opportunity to study 
religiosity in its purest forms uncontaminated by the complexities of motive, organisation and 
doctrine which characterize the long established churches and denominations. Sects also offer the 
opportunity to study what are ollen radically new ideas and beliefs, styles of organisation and life 
and the processes by which they emerge. Since a large proportion of membership many also be 
very recent converts, they offer an opportunity to study the conversion to unorthodox and 
'deviant' beliefs and practices and how such deviance is maintained against the pressure of the 
wider society. They offer insights into religious change and the emergence of new religious 
traditions. They are in short, something of a laboratory of the sociologist of religion (Hamilton t, 
2001: 229). 
Conversion Theo 
Within the literature of NRMs conversion is a crucial issue, not only because of 
the failure of the brain washing hypothesis, or even because they are seen as social 
'laboratories' but rather, as Lamb and Bryant point out, that conversion into NRMs is 'at 
the heart of the new religious pluralism that is sweeping the planet' (Lamb and Bryant 
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1999: 5-11). Religious 'conversion' has legal, political and cultural implications that 
vary in significance depending on the convert's chosen religion and the country in which 
they practise their faith. Therefore, I will now briefly outline the evolution of conversion 
theory, and describe influential models of religious conversion processes, particularly 
those which are relevant to this study. 
The early paradigm of crisis based conversion 
Until the 20"' century theories of religious conversion were heavily based on the 
Christian 'PaLiline' experience, and influenced by William James' model for dramatic 
conversion experience. He suggested that the subconscious mind could provide a 
reservoir of unobserved information, and a brew of non rational thought processes that 
might remain latent until presenting themselves in a 'crisis based' conversion. 
An early cognitive theory for the 'crisis conversion' is that of Moore (1938). He 
built on the work of Wieman (1926), and inspired Diekman (1966) and rejected the 
subconscious element of conversion. He saw that mystical experience could occur in 
major situations of breakdown of habitual response. These would be, for example, the 
splendour of Nature or on falling in love. He suggested that at such times normal 
selectivity of nifention was broken down, and the convertee experienced a far wider range 
of stimuli thaii are normally noticed at any given time, thus experiencing a oneness, and a 
totality of experience. Diekman's work developed the theory of 'de-automatization' 
developed from studies of hypnosis by Gill and Brenman in 1959. 
Crisis conversion has long links with psychopathology, including neuroticism 
(Roberts 1966), anxiety (Spellman et at 1971); and schizophrenic decompensation 
(Wooton and Allen 1983). It has also been associated with hyper-religiosity due to 
exophthalaniic goitre or 'Graves Disease' (Hellpach 1907) and temporal lobe epilepsy 
(Geschwind et at 1980). As early as 1873 Howden showed temporal lobe epilepsy can 
produce states remarkably similar to some accounts of the Pauline conversion, including 
convincing others that the victim is some sort of prophet. In 1919, Boven gave a 
psychodynainic explanation of this, stating that the religious agonies or ecstasies that 
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accompanied such states could be an unconscious process to assimilate and make sense 
of the sufferer's supernatural experiences during an attack. 
It is important to note that case studies of the epileptic personality and epileptic 
religiosity have come from patients under psychiatric care, which do not represent the 
large majority of sufferers of epilepsy with no psychiatric problems, and caution must be 
used when discussing such cases. Bearing that in mind, it is of interest that the ongoing 
development of neuropsychology has led to fascinating results regarding dramatic 
religious experience, the most notable being a series of studies lead by Persinger in 
Canada during the 1980s. This culminated in his statement that 'The God experience is an 
artefact of transient changes in the temporal lobe' (Persinger 1987: 137). He suggests 
that such experience is an inbuilt mechanism that enables us to compensate for future 
aversive stimuli, even death, and could be harnessed then developed as a healing 
mechanism. He also warns that it can, in its misunderstood state, lead to passivity and 
unreasoned decisions. 
The idea of crisis based conversion concurs with the Freudian psychoanalytic 
viewpoint that religion and magic stem from neurosis or delusions (Freud 1927,1930; 
Roheirn 1955; La Barre 1969). Although no longer the predominant model used for 
describing individual religious conversion, crisis theory can be usefully cross referenced 
with the psychopathology model of cult innovation of Bainbridge and Stark (1979). They 
describe this as closely related to the deprivation theory of revolutions and social 
movernents (Smelser 1962; Gurr 1970). In this model the founder of a cult experiences a 
period of crisis and creates compensators 3 for his own use; other members of his society 
Stark and Bainbridge (1979) described religion as a social enterprise which is an 'exchange system', 
whose chief purpose is to make, maintain and exchange general compensators that are supernaturally 
based. Compensators are recommendations for actions, or sets of beliefs, that acts as substitutes for a 
reward that may be achievable in the future or in some other context. Specific compensators act for specific 
rewards of moderate value (ie cures, ), while general compensators promise unlimited future rewards (i. e. 
Heaven or Nirvana). The Stark-Bainbridge model of a religious exchange system does not include sources 
of non-supernatural compensators such as political systems, or magical systems, since they define magic in 
the Durkheimian sense, and thus see it as only capable of providing specific rather than general 
compensators. They say that a magical system may become a religion if it develops into a social enterprise 
with the primary purpose of the generation of general rather than specific compensators, that are 
SLIpernaturally based (Stark and Bainbridge 1979). 
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who are experiencing similar problems to those first encountered by the leader respond to 
his solutions, and a cult is formed. This is likely to take place in periods of societal crisis. 
Bainbridge and Stark point out that most mental patients do not found cults, but 
that in such cases individual compensators are created in response to social as well as 
personal crisis, and when such compensators are taken up by cult followers they achieve 
'valuable cultural reformulations' that can be used as the foundation of social action with 
which to revitalize the adherents' society. This is the basis of the theory of revitalization 
movements (Wallace 1956; Le Barre 1972) which propose that all major religions may 
have evolved from a 'crisis cult'. 
A broadening of the concept of conversion experiences 
Although the psychopathology model of cult innovation is a valuable contribution 
to this field, it is not as useful for describing normal experience, and excludes or 
underestimates historical, institutional, ethical, volitional and intellectual influences. 
Literature in this area now tends to describe conversion as an integrated process of which 
crisis may be part of, but not the sum of, some converts' process. Critics of the crisis 
model can be seen to start with Pratt, a student of James', who described conversion as a 
gradual process of a sensitive person's susceptibility to the influence of evangelical 
teaching. He distinguished between the 'emotional' conversion of James, and gradual 
conversion, which he considered stereotypically as 'moral', characterized by its lack of 
drama, its ordinariness, and its lasting effect. He created a parallel typology of two types 
of mystic experience, the mild and the extreme, and felt that the extreme version, which 
could include pathology, drew much attention to itself while causing the more mild type 
to be overlooked and indiscriminately generalised about (Pratt 1920). Subsequent 
empirical studies based on his model have found similar results (Clark 1929, Greeley 
1975, Hay and Morisey 1978). 
Over the years increasing numbers of types of conversion experience have been 
noted. These include Starbuck's guilt vs inspirational (1903), Brown's intellectual, 
emotional and sudden (1963), Scobie's sudden vs unconscious (1973). These have been 
tested and built upon by other scholars. Paloutzian (1980) used the sudden, gradual and 
unconscious motifs alongside tests on purpose in life, social interest, dogmatism and 
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intrinsic and extrinsic religiosity with a subject population of born-again, ethical 
Christians, and professed non-Christians. He found that bom again Christians were 
significantly more intrinsically motivated in religious belief than ethical Christians, and 
also scored higher in social interest. Sudden converts scored significantly higher in 
intrinsic religiosity than gradual converts, and professed Christians scored more highly on 
the social interest and purpose in life scales than professed non-Christians. Liu (1992) 
found that those who had made a conscious decision to become a Christian, whether 
gradual or sudden showed higher devotion than the non conscious convert and scored 
more highly on devotion. 
Conversion Motifs 
Increasing complexities of factors for 'conversion' have consistently been 
discovered, and increasingly complex factors also been deemed responsible for an 
individual making an identity shift to commit to one particular religious group, and how 
that identity shift affects their sense of meaning and direction in life. 
Lofland and Skonovd (198 1) argued that it was misleading to talk of types of 
conversion at all but that conversion 'motifs' should be examined instead. They 
pointed out the diversity of literature in this field and conducted a 'stocktaking' exercise 
which looked at subjective perceptions of converts and attempted to define qualitative 
differences of experience whilst bracketing the experiences in longer temporal terms than 
the :: onvert might. They developed six conversion motifs, intellectual, mystical, 
experimental, affective, revivalist and coercive. Lofland and Skonovd stress that these 
motifs are only major aspects that help to place each experience within an extremely large 
area of possibility. These motifs seem to successfully expand upon earlier theorists' 
widening of the parameters of definition of 'conversion', and have created something of 
a foundation for other researchers to work from. 
Later researchers have found similar typologies to Scobie (1973) and Lofland and 
Skonovd (198 1) within very special ised areas of religious research. Lowenthal(1988) 
studied women committed to orthodox Judaism and found a typology similar to Scobie's 
but with some modification. There were no unconscious converts, 50% were forced to 
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think about their religion because of prejudice in the outside world and specific ways 
within their own lifestyles, so she called them 'affirmers'. Like Scobie, she found 20% 
were 'sudden' converts - although bom Jewish they had become inspired in a way that 
was not sensational but acute. The remaining 30 %were 'resisters', women who had 
married men who were very religious and become more so. 
Kose (1996) applied the Lofland and Skonovd motifs to religious biographies of 
converts to tslam and found a large range of differences with a few key features. 
Conversion happened relatively late in life with youthful conversion being comparatively 
rare; tile intellectual motif was the most common whilst the coercive one was very low. 
He found the conversion profiles of British Muslim converts to exactly fit the profile of a 
world-affirming religion apart from a higher occurrence of the affectional motif, 
particularly in women. 
Contemporary integrative models 
Conversion theory has steadily evolved over the last century from the crisis based 
theory to a more integrative and holistic model. The psycho-social study of New 
Religious Movements has been of prime importance in fostering this paradigm shift. 
Contemporary understanding of religious conversion is described by Rambo and 
Farhadian thus: 
A process of religious change that takes place in a dynamic forcefield of people, events, I ideologies, institutions, expectations and experiences. It is assumed that converting is always an 
ongoing process, rather than a single event. Converting cannot be extricated from the fabric of 
relationships, processes and ideologies which provide the matrix of religious change. Dimensions Z., C, 
of the converting process are multiple, interactive and cumulative (Rambo and Farhadian 
1999: 24). 
Em, -irically based Conversion Models 
Loflaiid and Stark 1965 
A conversion model that has had considerable influence is that of Lofland and 
Stark (1965). This was based on field work with a very early version of the Unification 
Church known as the 'Divine Precepts'. They observed recruitment strategies for the 
group (which they define as a cult), and gathered accounts of conversion into it. This 
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resulted in the following bi-partite, seven-stage model of conversion processes in which 
tlirc2 pre-disposing conditions interact with four situational contingencies to produce a 
'total' conversion experience. 
Three predisposing onditions 
I) The experience of acutely felt but enduring tensions in their lives. 
2) These tensions being felt within a religious problem-solving perspective as 
opposed to a political or psychiatric perspectives. 
The context of the tensions led to them coming to think of themselves as a 
religious seeker. 
Four situational contingencies 
I) Encountering the cult at a turning point in their lives. 
2) Forming an affective bond with one or more members. 
3) Reduction or elimination of extracult attachments. 
4) Exposure to intensive interaction with converts. 
The model has been tested in a variety of contexts over a number of years with 
varying results. Meta-analysis of these studies indicates that the model is not universally 
applicable but can be usefully employed as a statement of key conditions for religious 
conversion (Dawson 1996). 
Dawson 0 996) 
Dawson (1996) wrote a useful overview of the theoretical and empirical work into 
the question as to why people join NRMs, including many of the key studies in this area. 
fie synthesized this into a model in which availability for conversion to NRMs is 
conlitioned by seven generalizations, which he listed in order of empirical support. 
These are: 
Three conditions that frequently occur, and over which there is little dispute: 
1) Pre-existing networks and interpersonal bonds attract members. 
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2) Affective ties are important in recruiting new members. 
3) Intensive interaction with the existing group is pivotal to converting and 
maintaining the interest of new members. 
Four further conditions occur that frequently fit conversion situations to a variety of 
groups, but which are subject to greater variation and disagreement. 
Fewer and weaker extra-cult social ties due to youth or adolescence means more 
freedom for experimentation and spiritual seekership. 
5) Fewer and weaker ideological attachments encourage alternative attachments in 
the 'unchurched'. 
6) Although 'seekership' is not necessary to all conversions it precedes many. 
7) Direct rewards such as increased security, self-esteem, a sense of control and 
power in one's life, prestige, social and material aid, and career opportunities. 
The relevance of these social conditions varies between groups, the more deviant 
or migmatized the group the weaker the extra-cult ties will have to be to achieve a full 
conversion. They also interact with situational and contingent factors such as the NRM's 
presence and position in the culture from whence the convert is drawn. 
These models show conversion to be an ongoing process of transformation 
including religious, intellectual, ethical, affective, and social/political dimensions. They 
are based on cross referencing empirical research and can be usefully applied to a variety 
of religions. It is of interest to compare them to the contemporary understanding of 
conversion to Wicca (or any Pagan religion), where it becomes clear that there is very 
little research this area, and much more that could be done. 
Rambo and Farhadian 0 999) 
Rambo and Farhadian created a seven-stage model of religious conversion which 
caii be used in conjunction with those above, and amalgamates much of the foregoing 
research into religious conversion. It can be applied to any religion, each which will show 
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its own pattern of relevance to the model, and features the inclusion of multi-contextual 
factors in the conversion process. The stages of their model are: 
Context. This is seen as a dynamic forcefield including three levels of context in 
which conversion takes place. 
a) Macrocontext - religious, political, multinational, ecological and economic 
systems. 
b) Mesocontext - Regional politics, local government and local religious 
organizations. 
C) Microcontext - vocation, family and ffiends, and aspects of person's life that 
that has impacts on their actions, feelings and thoughts. 
Crisis. 
a) External crisis (social, political). 
b) internal crisis (illness, mystical experience) forces that trigger a questioning of a 
person's everyday world. Source, scope, duration and intensity are all crucial to 
the intensity of the experience. 
Quest. Motivational patterns, structural availability and response style are 
important factors in this stage, in which people seek to maximize purpose and 
meaning in life, and which may intensify during periods of crisis. 
4 Encounter. This is when a person engages in new options. The setting of the 
encounter, the potential converts, and the advocates all are major components that 
may trigger a conversion experience. 
5 Interaction. At this stage implicit and explicit leaming takes place from 
immersion into the new religious life. Rambo and Farhadian describe it as 
occurring from four synthesized directions; ritual, relationships, rhetoric and roles. 
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6 Commitment. At this stage a ceremony is often undertaken in which the converts 
publicly affirm their commitment (baptism, pilgrimage). It may include renaming 
themselves or adopting the outer garb and presentation of the group. It can also 
occur in the shape of personal and public testimony, or in the more extreme 
groups surrender of previous lifestyle and relationships to a religious authority. 
7 Consequences. The consequences of conversion will depend on how many 
aspects of a convert's life have been affected by the conversion, and to what 
depth the transformation has taken place. 
Wicca and Conversion 
There is very little specific literature on the Pagan conversion experience. The 
earliest study of conversion to Paganism seems to be the ethnographic study by FR 
Lynch that resulted in two short papers published in 1977 and 1979. Lynch undertook 
(initially covert) participant-observation, and interviewed twenty-two members and ten 
ex-members of a Californian Kabbalah/Egyptian group, 'Church of the Sun'. His 
findings show that membership and methods ofjoining occult groups have not changed 
much in thirty years. Lynch found conversion to occur due to reading, ritual practice, 
mystical experience and affective bonds. He challenges the assumption that people who 
join occult groups are deviant, saying that they are normal people seeking a response to 
societal problems, and that rituals and practice provide spiritual development, increased 
self-esteem, a deep sense of solidarity and communality. This feeling of communitas was 
noted even after members had left the group he studied, and then maintained a social life 
with other ex-members. 
in a chapter on religious syncretism in James Lewis' 1996 anthology Christel 
Manning reviewed the few studies extant that include any form of theory regarding 
conversion to Paganism. She cites Frederick Lynch (1977), Susan Miller Lloyd (1978), 
Gini Scott Graham (1980), Margot Adler (1986), and Tanya Luhrmann (1989), as 
contributing to the literature, she gives a brief overview of their research and concludes: 
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The five studies discussed above provide useful empirical data as well as interesting theory about Cý 
conversion to Neo-Paganism. I have argued that the deprivation hypothesis of Scott and Lloyd 
should be rejected, that Lynch's interactive drift hypothesis is conceptually useful, but unless 
modified, theoretically inconsistent, and that Adler's coming-home hypothesis provides an 
important challenge to traditional theory but remains itself based on an excessively narrow 
definition of conversion. I found Luhrmann's theory of interpretive drift to be the most persuasive 
general model of conversion Neo-Paganism, as well as the most useful for testing the specific C, t, 
hypothesis that syncretistic religion will encourage a different type of conversion. While open to Zý 
such an application even Luhrmann's model, however, does not directly address the issue of 
syncretism's impact on the conversion process (Manning 1996: 3 10). 
Tanya Luhrmann (1989) did not specifically study conversion to Wicca but 
aimed to write a thesis that examines 'ordinary middle class English people who become 
immersed in a netherworld of magic and ritual, and asks a classic anthropological 
question: why do they practise magic when, according to observers magic doesn't work? ' 
(Luhrmann 1989: 4) She developed the theory of 'interpretative drift'. This works by the 
new magician altering their perceptions, interpretations and ideas as they become 
increasing involved in the magical community. This theory can be cross referenced with 
Wallis' (1976) study of Scientologists which found new converts to adopt a particular 
language and come to view their lives through Scientology's conceptual framework, or 
Rambo and Farhadians' 5"' stage of 'interaction', and as such is a useful contribution to 
the field. However, it is not sufficient in itself to describe conversion processes for 
Wicca, or any other religion, and the fact that this effect has appeared in studies of other 
groups would indicate that it is not unique to esoteric religions. 
Graham Harvey explores the subject in his 1999 paper Coming home and coming 
out Pagan, but not converting. He says Pagans 'come home' to Paganism as to 
themselves, and relates the experience to 'coming out' as a lesbian or gay man. This 
&corning out' clearly relates to Rambo and Farhadians' sixth stage of 'commitment'. This 
is a similar finding to Orion (1995) who describes a predisposing factor of personal 
experience in conversion to Modem Pagan Witchcraft, in which: 
Persuasion is of the nature of confirmation, or explanation, rather than conversion to a new belief. 
in fact, confirmation by those whom they do not respect often has the opposite effect of causing 
thern to doubt their experiences or to regard them as shameful or pathological (Orion 1995: 53 
The work that inspired this thesis, my own undergraduate work on conversion to 
Wicca, (Harrington 2000) applied the Lofland and Skonovd conversion motifs to Wicca. 
It added a further motif 'Recognition', which was found to be the motif with the highest 
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presence. The mystical and intellectual motifs showed a high presence, affectional and 
revivalist motifs showed moderate presences whilst the coercive motif showed a very 
lowpresence. A statistically significant difference was found between very high, high, 
moderate and low motif scores. Statistical tests (ANOVA) showed only two significant 
differences between variables of tradition, level of initiation, gender and age. Older 
Wiccans reported significantly less experimentation than any other group, and more 
females than males reported joining Wicca because partners were already involved. 
Wicca was found to be a world affirming religion but with a higher occurrence of the 
mystical, affectional and revivalist motifs than is usual for a world-affirming religion. 
There was a marked heterogeneity of conversion profiles. The only significant 
correlation was the negative one of age and experimentation, this is consistent with the 
historical development of Neo-Pagan spirituality in the latter part of this century. 
Wiccan subjects strongly objected to the term conversion: they saw the term 
6conversion* to be heavily loaded with the baggage of the Christian Crisis/Pauline 
experience, and felt it was not a term they associated with their spiritual journey and its 
culmination in Wicca. They said that they had not ever converted to Wicca but had 
confirmed their faith, and also used the phrase 'coming home'. The main contribution of 
this paper to the field was the empirical data from more thanlOO initiated Wiccans, the 
introduction of the 'recognition' motif, and noting the strength of its interplay with 
Wiccan conceptions of 'coming home'. 
This thesis moves on from this early base by exploring exactly what 'coming 
home' to Wicca entails, and by looking at this experience in the light of a much wider 
discourse wiffiin the study of religion. Having undertaken this study my conclusions have 
were found to be in accord with those published in a paper by Professor Eugene 
Gallagher in 1994. This examined Margot Adler's book then challenged her reading of 
her own material. He says: 
I ... contend that 
for Adler the analytical category of conversion fulfills the essentially apologetic 
function of marking the distinctive character of neo-Paganism in contrast to other religions. The 
analytical category of conversion can, however facilitate the comparative enterprise of 
understanding neo-Paganism ... 
investigation of the usefulness of the analytical category of 
conversion with regard to neo-Paganism will have implications for our understanding of the 
categ, ory of conversion itself, including the presuppositions that inform its scholarly use, the 0 
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processes it is intended to describe, and its connection to specific types of religious traditions or 
communities (Gallagher 1994: 852). 
This stud 
This study follows Gallagher by applying the analytical category of conversion to 
Wicca, in just such an attempt to describe the process of becoming Wiccan, and to 
explore what connection to this religious tradition and community provides for its 
growing number of followers. It focuses on what Wiccan 'homecoming' entails, how it 
feels and how it is perceived to happen, in the words of people who have experienced 
various levels of the Wiccan initiatory system, and have continued in their practice. It 
examines encounter, attraction and commitment to Wicca and the consequences of that 
commitment. Subsequently, a model is created that particularly represents the Wiccan 
conversion experience, but can be applied to, and adapted for, other religions. This 
model is primarily a psychological one, and is called the Schematic Integration Model of 
Religious Conversion. These findings and this model are then related to conversion 
theory, particularly the conversion models of Dawson (1996) and Rambo and Farhadian 
(1999). Finally the findings are discussed, attempting to locate Wicca, and conversion to 
it, within the contemporary map of twenty-first century religion and spirituality. 
A further dimension to this study is that it particularly examines conversion 
patterns of Wiccan men. Previous studies have been influenced by the fact that there are 
many more female Witches than male Witches. In Wicca there are approximately twice as 
many female practitioners as male ones, while Feminist Witchcraft attracts an even 
higher ratio of female to male practitioners. Data and conclusions derived from the 
existing literature is effectively gendered, with male Witches forming an invisible 
minority 
This is not unusual in this field. Ferguson (1982), Streiker (1991) and Rose 
(1998) all mentioii the number of women involved in the New Age movement. Streiker 
notes Ellwood's (1979) comments that ecstatic, possession, healing and mystic cults from 
ancient Greek Dyionisians to the Japanese NRMs of today, showed a predominance of 
women participants; and reasons that women gravitate to the New Age to seek the power 
denied them by the patriarchal religions of the West. It is clear that the Pagan image and 
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use of the Goddess provides a powerful metaphor for women today (Warwick 1995; 
Greenwood 2000, Salomonsen 2002). What it provides for men has as yet been little 
touched upon. and never been the subject of specific research. In examining these 
conversion processes this study hopes to add to the current understanding of Wicca, and 
of religious conversion; particularly conversion to a NRM that ostensibly has little 
relevance in the modern society, yet has shown steady growth over the last fifty years and 
is enjoying increasing visibility and popularity in the western industrial world. 
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Chapter Two 
Literature Review - theoretical debates on Wicea 
This chapter provides a review of existing studies of Modem Pagan Witchcraft, 
and other publications relevant to this research. The literature in this field is growing, 
and beginning to provide an increasingly coherent picture of contemporary Pagan 
religion, There is very little literature that pertains directly to conversion to Paganism, the 
199 4 paper by Gallagher is sufficiently important to be given the first review in this 
chapter. 
Gallagher 1994 
Eugene V Gallagher argues that Margot Adler's (1979) statement that Paganism is 
a religion with no converts revolves around the image of conversion as passive 
acquiescence to aggressive evangelism. This is contrasted to a positive characterization of 
Paganism valuing the active self, which denies the reflexive notion of converting oneself. 
He points out that Adler's conception of dogma is tied to her understanding of 
conversion, and that despite her denial, dogma does exist in Paganism in the form of a 
series of basic affirmations. He then outlines similarities to conversion experiences within 
Paganism and the Unification church; reinterprets one of Adler's subject's experiences as 
a sudden conversion, and uses Luhrmann's 'interpretive drift' as an example of gradual 
conversion. Ile then shows how some of her respondents also described classic 
conversion biographies of experiencing close affective bonds prior to joining, and 
changing much of their identity after conversion. He then identifies elements of Stark and 
Bainbridges' various categories of cults and cult movements within Paganism. He comes 
to a fascinating conclusion that must bear some thought by those researching Paganism 
today: 
Adler's denial that no-one converts to neo-Paganism signals her association of conversion with the 
Subjugation of the individual to coercive external authority and her preference for religion that 
prornotes individual freedom and creativity. 
But the category of conversion can also encompass the activities of an active, decision-making cl tp 
self. From that perspective neo-Paganism and the revival of magic can be seen as belonging to a 
range of responses to continuing secularisation in Europe and North America. Focusing on the 
similarities that those groups share with other new religious movements also throws specific 
differences into sharper relief. Even if people can be said to convert to both neo-Paganism and the I 
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Unification Church, for example, that does not necessarily imply other similarities between the 
two movements. ... to preserve both the details of individual lives and their common context, more 
nuanced explanations need to be developed for why certain people follow specific conversion 
careers... The way that the members of a religious group choose to conceive the process of 
affiliation, however, reveals much more about how they understand themselves and their world 
(Gallagher 1994: 865). 
Gallagher's paper hits at the heart of Pagan self-identification, but then offers a 
more nuanced view of conversion to Paganism, whilst suggesting a means to understand 
the religion and give it a realistic place within contemporary comparative religion. There 
is no similar literature between that study and this one, but there is some interesting work 
within the field that has contributed to our understanding of Paganism and its appeal. 
Wicca, Esotericism, and the New Age 
Tiryakian 1974 
One of the earliest academic discussions on Witchcraft and Esotericism is 
Tiryakian's 1974 anthology of papers On the Margin ofthe Visible. This discussed 
cesoteric culture' and its distance from mainstream culture. It is split into three sections 
that examine the classics of esotericism including work by Carl Jung and Rudolf Steiner; 
Witchcraft's social settings in different times; and the theory and practice of the modern 
occult revival. Tiryakian argues that esotericism has been most visible at all times of 
major cultural paradigm shifts, and that it should be studied beyond the bounds of the 
sociology of religion since it is of relevance to societal change and secularisation. 
Hanegraaff 1996 
Hanegraaff has produced a clutch of papers on esoteric spirituality, and the book 
Neu, age religion and western culture: esotericism in the mirror ofsecular 1hought. Ile 
suggests that the New Age is the cultic milieu having become conscious of itself, fuelled 
bya reaction to rationalist and dogmatic philosophy, and a sense that is rooted in 
traditional western esotericism. He structures New Age religion within several basic 
tendencies: the anticipation of the coming New Age, the sacralisation of psychology and 
the psychologisation of religion; holism, teleological, pedagogical and creative 
evolutionism; and a weak attitude to the experiential realism of this world. Ile makes 
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important points about the western rather than eastern influence that can be traced by 
occultism and romanticism, and places Neo-Paganism as a trend within New Age 
religion along with channelling, healing, personal growth, New Age science and the 
millennial idea of a New Age. 
Faivre 1992 and 1994 
Faivre edited a volume on Modern Esoteric Spirituality with J Needleman in 
1992. He also was the sole author of Access to Western Esotericism (1994). Like 
Hanegraaff, he explores modem Witchcraft's links to Western Esoteric Tradition. Faivre 
(1994) defines six components of esotericism: four are essential and two are 'relative' 
elements. The essential elements are correspondences; living nature; imagination and 
meditation; and the experience of transmission. The relative elements are the praxis of 
concordance and transmission. 
Crowley 1993 
Vivianne Crowley discusses the therapeutic value of Wicca in Momen as 
Teachers and Disciples in Traditional and New Religions (1993) edited by Elizabeth 
Putlick and Peter B Clarke. In her paper she discusses issues of power within Pagans 
groups, especially 'power over' versus 'power within' in a group of equals. 
Saliba 1995 
The link between the New Age and ancient esotericism is also examined by 
Saliba (1995). fie points out that non-conventional religions are usually met with 
hostility. In a book that discusses the history of the Gnostics, the Cathars, the Flagellants, 
the Ranters, the Shabbatai Zevi and the Mormons he also discusses problems of defining 
cults as well as methodological weaknesses in several studies of New Religious 
Movements which lead to 'ambivalent and ambiguous' evidence (Saliba 1995: 97). 
Michael York 1995 
York explores contemporary Paganism in Britain and its relation to the New Age. 
York's work The Emerging Network: A Sociology ofthe New Age and Neo-Pagan 
Movements, discusses church-sect typologies and examines the difficulties inherent in 
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the label 'cult'. His thesis aims at 'some understanding of what the New Age Movement 
is; how it is formed; who is involved, who its leading spokespersons are; and in particular 
how it differs from, is similar to, and overlaps with what is simultaneously emerging as 
the Neo-Pagan Movement' (York 1995: 1). He argues that if cults or sects are necessarily 
small (Yinger 1982) then the New Age and Pagan movements are not definable by that 
label. 
He distinguishes New Age from its metaphysical antecedents by its own self 
consciousness and its self referral to the Age of Aquarius. Ile sees the Neo Pagan 
movement as something that is not readily distinguishable for the New Age but with a 
difference of orientation. He sees both representing 'a theological perspective with 
particular sociological consequences, which has been largely absent from and ignored in 
the Judaeo-Christian hegemony dominating the west' (York 1995: 2). Ile differentiates the 
two by noting that Pagans seek an immanent locus of deity as opposed to a transcendent 
metaphysical reality; and (as with Pearson) sees Paganism as a somewhat more tradition 
bound re-awakening as opposed to an eclectic awakening. Ile discuses the green politics 
and feminism of Paganism, along with the differing ideologies of meaning and morality, 
illusion and materialism later noted by Heelas. 
Ile notes the lack of literature on the subject, and his work clearly benefits by his 
approach of direct observation in which he aimed to 'develop an intuitive or subjective 
comprehension of the movements as a whole' while applying church sect typologies as an 
investigative tool. The model for his own methodology is Barker's (1984) empirical study 
of the Unification church, and it is this empirical extra that further lifts York's study 
away frorn Heelas' purely theoretical model. 
York's conclusions are valuable ones, particularly, his use of Marily Ferguson's 
(1987) definition of New Age as a SPIN of SPINS that is a contemporary 'holistic, 
movement which includes ecology and the Goddess movement, liberal politics etc. and 
concludes that if this is combined with the hierarchical church sect typologies, 
recognising this reticulated polycephalous structure then sociology would have available 
tools for studying these areas. 
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York makes many valid points in his thesis that have not been made clearly 
before. i. e. that Hill (1987) is wrong to suggest that a religious organisation that seems to 
lack organisation should be referred to as a cultic milieu. He prefers Robbins (198 8b) and 
Gerlach and Hine's theory (1973) that a movement might appear leaderless but is in fact 
6polycephalous', with leadership being situation specific, and a leader's position endorsed 
by continuous demonstration of worth. He agrees with Gerlach and Hine that a 
movernent is strengthened by polycephaly/polycentry because of its increased 
adaptability and innovation. He also mainly agrees with their definition of a NRM apart 
froin the assertion that there must be an element of active recruitment which he does not 
see as part of the Neo-Pagan ethos. He says their definition covers research on the New 
Age and Paganism very well: 
They define a movement by, and committed to, a purpose which implements some form of 
personal or social change; ... whose influence spreads in opposition to the established social order 
within which it originated, the non-centralised, many celled organisation is not subject to control, 
manipulation, or even prediction - hence, the ftequent antagonism against it that can be generated 
on both governmental and orthodox social levels (York 1996: 325). 
Ileelas 1996 
Paul Heelas' The New Age Movement (1996) is a wide-ranging attempt to define 
and explore the growth and salience of the New Age Movement, in which he explores 
the philosophy, history and diversity of this milieu. He defines the term New Age as one 
that has 'come to be used to designate those who maintain that inner spirituality - 
embedded within the self and the natural order as a whole - and serves as the key to 
moving from all that is wrong with life to all that is right' (1996: 160). Hecharacterizes 
the New Age Movement with three principles he calls the 'lingua franca' of the 
movement, and which he sees as the basis of a sacralization of the self. They are: the 
authority of the individual, the statements 'your lives are not working'-'you are gods and 
goddesses in exile' and 'let it go/drop it' (Heelas 1996: 20). 
Although this is a multifaceted study of counterculture and the New Age 
Movement it is somewhat too wide ranging and shallow in terms of the Pagan 
experience. Heelas refers to Paganism and Wicca throughout the book, but with only a 
page and a half devoted to Pagan practices he lumps all forms of Pagan religion together. 
fie then defines Paganism as New Age and squeezes it into the metaphysical boxes he 
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has formed with his principles. He brackets it with EST seminars where the candidates 
are reviled for having 'shit' lives, and with New Agers whom he says are averse to 
traditions, dogmas, doctrines and moralities. He says 'differences between the Human 
Potential Movement and neo-Paganism, for instance, typically being a matter of mere 
idiom and emphasis' (1996: 29) He sees Wiccan rituals as part of a wide range of 
practices available to New Agers, whom he describes as feeling unobliged to remain on 
any particular path, but to freely participate in a range of movements. He also presents 
Pagans as a homogneous group of eco-warriors and activists. 
Pearson 1998 
Jo Pearson wrote Assumed Affinities: Wicca and the New Age (1998) in a 
passionate response to, and refutation of, Heelas' book. In this paper she critically 
examines his three principles then applies them to Wicca. She strongly refutes them, 
basing her argument on her own Ph. D. research which focuses on Wiccans self- 
identification, and examines evidence of the rejection of British Wiccans of 
identification with the New Age (Pearson 2000). In this study, 86% of Wiccans surveyed 
did not regard Wicca as part of the New Age movement. Reactions ranged from horror at 
the prospect of such an association, to an acceptance that, although there may be some 
similarities, there was no evidence to support an overall categorisation of Wicca as New 
Age. 
Pearson stresses that none of her hundred subjectsjoined Wicca because their 
lives were not working. She argues there is no evidence that Wicca regards humankind as 
malfunctioning, and that it operates within a framework of pragmatic realism that 
includes dark and light rather than seeing the New Age as the light after the darkness. 
She notes a response from one High Priestess who refused to initiate someone who 
thought Wicca could solve his problems. 
Pearson points out that Heelas is arguing for a manichean dualism of matter/body 
versus spirit as typifying the New Age Movement, with Spirit being superior and 
ultimately far more desirable than matter, then contrasts this with the results of her study 
in which Wiccans claiming to not seek perfection but wholeness and completeness. She 
says that Wicca can be linked to the sacralization. of the self to a limited extent but that 
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Wiccans view ego, self and psychology in a different and more holistic way to that 
posited by Heelas. She also argues that attitudes to authority and commitment demand 
separate classification for Wicca and New Age. Citing coven structure and autonomy as 
an example, she states that Wicca cannot be seen as New Age since it demands long-term, 
process-centred commitment and intimate involvement rather than results centred 
temporary allegiance. 
Michael York makes similar criticisms to those above in a review of Heelas work 
in Religion Today (1997). He has similar concerns to Pearson and says 'the question of 
differentiating New Age and Neo- Paganism, however lies at the heart of the modem/post 
modern debate and the post modern agenda of 'hearing the voice of the other' rather than 
deprivileging a new or marginal groups quest for a recognised identity (York 1997: 401 - 
402). 
Wicca as a New Religious Movement 
Barker 1989 
Eileen Barker gave a practical introduction to New Religious Movements in her 
Hovie Office publication of 1989. It contains a brief synopsis of various characteristics 
of a New Religious Movement, and considers conversion or mind control, what NRMs 
offer to converts, areas of public concern, effects on the individual, personal relations and 
the family within the movements, and effects on and reactions of the families of 
members, as well as discussing forcible deprogramming of converts. Wicca is given a 
short, positive entry, as an NRM. 
Berger 1999 
Helen Berger started an eleven-year study of Modem Pagan Witchcraft in North 
America in 1986, and published the results as A Community of TVitches; contemporary 
Neo-Paganism and TViIchcrqfI in the United States in 1999. She used a combination of 
participation in the Neo-Pagan (NP) community, and fon-nal and informal interviews with 
over one hundred Witches and NPs. She was assisted by Andreas Arthen, the leader of 
larg. 'st NP group in New England, the Earth Spirit Community (ESC). Her qualitative 
research was thus localised so regional differences among Witches and Neo-Pagans were 
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not examined. However this research was supplemented by a national survey, 'The Pagan 
Census', which was distributed via Wiccan and NP organizations, given out at festivals, 
printed in journals and put out on the Internet. It received more than two thousand 
responses. 
This study is the most wide-ranging academic study of Witchcraft and Paganism 
undertaken in this field so far, and the most sophisticated in its sociological analysis. 
Helen Berger is a Professor at University of South Carolina, and had fifteen student 
assistants to code and enter data, as well as funding from the Faculty Development Fund 
at West Chester University. The simple sophistication of the analysis of her data is 
published as a short book, with well grounded theoretical arguments that are succinct and 
with vivid descriptive content. 
Berger sees Paganism as an NRM, and uses the term 'Neo-Paganism' (NP) 4. She 
found most adherents of Witchcraft to be white, middle class and well educated. The 
largest number of adherents lived in the East or West coast in suburban or urban areas. 
Adherents had come to NP via reading, friends and classes at occult bookstores or adult- 
education centres. There was a frequent assertion of a sense of 'returning home' on the 
first encounter of information about Neo-Paganism or Witchcraft. Berger found a strong 
sexual element within NP rituals, and a celebration of heterosexuality, homosexuality and 
bisexuality. She found the practice of magic to be based on the idea of the universe 
being an ordered web within which all events interconnect. Natural ability, training, and 
occult lore all taught the trainee Witch how to manipulate the threads of this web. Magic 
was also important as part of the process of self-transformation, particularly the ritual 
invocation of Goddess and God, although she differentiated it from the therapeutic 
'While it has been noted that British Pagans do not like the term Neo-Pagan, this does not seem to be the 
case in America. This point was discussed by myself, Jayran, Berger, York and Kranenborg during the 
dual session on Paganism at the conference The Spiritual Supermarket, Religious Pluralism and 
Globaliýalion in the 21" Century: the expanding European Union and Beyond, held at the London School 
of Economics 19 April 2001 - 22 April 2001. One conclusion was that America is very much a 'New' 
country, thus the term 'Neo' does not have the same pejorative implication that it might in Britain, where 
tradition and antiquity are part of the national psyche. 
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movement. Living within this magical web of a universe her participants found 
mysticism as a normal part of everyday life 
Berger found that the re-creation or return of a magical tradition of some 
antiquity is important to the NP practitioners. She sees the view of Wicca as the 'Old 
Religion' as important for four reasons. Firstly to differentiate Wicca from New 
Religious Movements and secondly, to legitimizeWicca as preceding the Monotheistic 
triad of Judaism. Islam and Christianity. Thirdly, by seeing Witchcraft in historic 
terms the practitioner identifies with the victims of the 'burning times' which then serve 
as a symbol to help unite the community. Fourthly, as the 'Old Religion' adherents link 
themselves to a mythic past in which pre-Christian communities lived with a reverence 
for Nature and equality for women due to their worship of the Goddess. 
Berger says that all this is: 
A process of re-creating a community of caring, in which nature and all people are treated with 
dignity. Modernity is viewed as having incorporated a patriarchal ethic in which nature, women 
and some men are viewed as objects of conquest and domination. Through returning to the old C, tý 
ways of folk medicine, magic, and celebration of the seasons they hope to create a new world 
(Berger 1999: 25). 
She sees Wicca (American definition ) as a religion of late-modemity, a product 
of religious Pluralism and globalism, which technology helps spread. She points out that 
the magical practices of the Neo-Pagan are different from magical practices of traditional 
societies, with an emphasis on the technology of self as well as results. She argues that 
the concept of community in Witchcraft is different from the normal sense of community, 
suggesting it is a global construct of community that has developed based on shared 
interest in mysticism, magic and Goddess worship. 
Witches often speak of a sense of coming home when they find Wicca. One element of that sense 
of belonging is finding a spiritual expression that is consistent with their lifestyle concerns. Being 
part of a community that celebrates these concerns, in turn, increases each person's awareness of 
changes that are required in their lifestyle for them to live consistently with their principles (Berger 
1991: 79-80). 
Berger argues that a sign of Wiccan modernity is that the self is negotiated and 
defined, and links this to the exploration of self identity, and the accessing of the magical 
self, both typified by the taking and changing of magical names. She points to the re- 
embedding of moral issues that occurs in Wicca and says: 
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Within the context of a liberal acceptance of differences and a recognition of the disintegration of a 
single moral basis of the creation of a universal ethical system, there is nonetheless the 
development of a value system - open, based on mutual tolerance, concern for equity among 
people, and respect for the environment ... It 
is a moral s stem in the making - which will never y 1ý have the ultimate set of rules and regulations that exists in the religious and moral systems that 
developed in earlier eras. It does however provide a form of political and moral life that helps 
unify this community (Berger 1991: 8 1). 
On the basis of her census in which she found 41.3 percent of respondents had 
children, Berger conservatively estimates that 82,600 children are being brought up in 
Neo-Pagan families across North America. She notes a contradiction between the 
concept of a spiritual path that is sought and attained and a religion that one is born with 
and quotes the concerns of one of her subjects who thought that this would dilute the 
religion by involving nominal participants. She points out that the redefinition of 41ý 
morality, cultural and political issues becomes intergenerational; the open sexuality and 
naked dancing at festivals has lessened significantly as people have become parents and 
now bring their children. She says the festivals thrive with magical children, but the 
overall tone is quieter. 
Berger raises the interesting question as to whether Paganism will remain a 
religion of converts, or whether it will develop an organic form of Paganism that can 
include new generations. She see the next generation of Pagan children as being direct 
causes for a routinization of the religion. 
Berger links this ageing and maturing of the Neo-Pagan population with the 
routinization of practice that she perceives occurring. She argues that within Neo 
Paganism it is not a person's charisma, but a practice (and creativity) that are routinized. 
She describes it as a late-modem religion where belief is 'shared', where there is a 
sharing of information via books and Internet, rather than via systematization of charisma 
by acolytes of a charismatic leader. Groups form with leaders based on administrative 
roles rather than on religious purity, and it is not magical qualities that are routinized but 
the rituals themselves. All this she sees as a growing search within the Neo-Pagan 
community for legitimacy and consistency, and a desire for acceptance into the 
mainstream. 
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This work was followed in 2003 by a further book called Voices From the Pagan 
Census; a National Survey of Witches and Neo-Pagans in the United States. Berger 
worked with Evan A. Leach and Leigh S. Shaffer to provide a detailed account of the data 
gathered from Neo-Pagans for the Pagan Census, including unsolicited comments that 
had been written on response forms. The rationale for this second book is that the first 
one included the use of journals, books, newsletters and participant observation, but the 
latter is purely based on the processed, cleaned and analysed data of the census, with 
secondary sources only being used to put survey findings into context. 
It gives a full account of all the data from the census, and thus a wide 
demographic picture of Paganism in the United States, and is intended as a resource to 
provide scholars with data for future research on Paganism, to give Pagans an insight 
into their community, and to allow the wider public an accurate overview of Paganism. 
They say: 
Our analysis of the data portray Neo-Pagans as sharing many characteristics with their non-Neo- 41 
Pagan neighbors but, nonetheless as a distinct community. Regardless of region or residence, Neo- 
Pagans tend to have a similar high level of education. This similarity is true even in regions of the 
U nited States where the average level of education is relatively low. Neo-Pagans also tend to be 
more politically liberal and more politically active than their neighbors. Although Neo-Pagans' 
ima 
, ges of 
the afterlife and their reported frequency of paranormal experiences differ from other 
Americans'. There are surprising overlaps as occult and paranormal beliefs have become more Z, 
widespread and accepted throughout American society. I 
Neo-Pa-ans on the whole have more untraditional life-styles than other Americans - that is, high 
rates of cohabitation or ritual but not legal marriages; significant proportions of their population C, 
that is gay, lesbian, or bisexual; and a high acceptance, if not practice of group marriage. Neo- 
Pagans who live in more conservative regions of the United States are more likely to be legally 
married and not cohabiting than are Neo-Pagans living in more liberal areas. Those living in more 
conservative regions are also less likely than other Neo-Pagans to be politically active, although 
they tend to hold similar liberal political views Berger, Leach and Shaffer 2003: xv-xvi). 
Wicca within the Pagan movement 
Lewis 1996 
Various anthologies of papers about Paganism began to emerge in the 1990s. In 
1996 James R Lewis edited a collection of papers entitled Magical Religion and Modern 
Witchcraft. This included chapters by most of America's leading academic writers on 
the subject and included six sections: The Goddess and the Witches' Worldview; Magic 
and rituals; History; Ethics; Christianity and Neo-Paganism; and Literature Reviews. The 
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Neo-Pagan revival, the Goddess, Nature Spirituality, spells. ritual, identity, magic, 
psychology and ethics are all discussed but there is no singular paper devoted to Wicca, 
particularly not in the British sense. Rather than reference each individual paper I will 
discuss them where they are relevant to this study in the main body of the thesis. This 
book includes two literature reviews, one by Sarah Pike and another by Dennis Carpenter. 
They include brief descriptions of studies ranging from Luhrmann's to studies on tarot 
and palmistry and include an introduction and commentary.. 
Hardman and Harvey 1996 
In 1996 Charlotte Hardman and Graham Harvey edited a collection called 
Paganism Today. This was the first British academic collection of essays on Paganism. 
Hardman and Harvey collated this book from papers that were given at a conference 
organised by them at Newcastle University in 1994. The conference was part of a 
series of conferences based on modem Paganism and organised by various university 
departments that have been held so far at London, Bath, Lancaster, and Winchester.. 
This format leads to a varied and often personal account of Paganism. It is split 
into three sections, Paganism and Historical Perspectives, The Main Traditions in 
Contemporary Paganism, and Paganism in Practice. Heathenism, Druidry, Wicca, 
Goýdcss Spirituality, Left Hand Path Magick, Shamanism, Sacred Ecology, Celticism, 
and the New Age and Paganism are included. Philosophy, tradition, ritual, individual 
choices, will, gender and power issues are all discussed. 
The only chapter which deals with Wicca is Vivianne Crowley's; this argues that 
Wicca is a modem Mystery religion. Her chapter explores the symbolism of Wiccan 
ritual and its intersection with psychology, and the impact those rites have on 
practitioners. She identifies three major strands within Wicca; religion, magic and 
mystery tradition. 
Harvey 1997 
Graham Harvey published Contemporary Paganism: Listening People, Speaking 
Earth in 1997. It is a book that covers all the basic questions about Paganism and gives a 
comprehensive overview of the religion as defined by Pagans themselves. He introduces 
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seasonal festivals and rites of passage, Druidry, Witchcraft, Heathenism, Goddess 
Spirituality, Magic, Shamanism, Ecology, and Earth mysteries; and discusses historical 
sources and influences and the interface of Paganism with other religions. He discusses 
Paganism as spirituality that is grounded in physical reality, and the way it has thrived 
without an apparent dogma, creed, priesthood, or hierarchy. It is one of the first 
attempts to widely discuss the practices, political and spiritual values and traditions of 
Paganism in an academic book. Harvey is particularly interested in Paganism's 
countercultural/activist leanings, hence the title of the book. 
When Harvey discusses Wicca he gives a very good overview and introduction 
but defines Mystery in a different way to the way in which it is usually defined by Wiccan 
initiates. He reduces the ineffable religious 'Mystery' that can only be unveiled by direct 
experience and is akin to Ottos' 'The Holy', to a lesser enforced 'mystery' i. e. 
something akin to agreed secrecy, saying: 
Self initiation is unlikely to be as memorable as that surrounded by mystery ... perhaps openness 
also depends on whether the Craft is primarily a Mystery, and on how much more open it will 
become to all who wish to learn its ways of listening and speaking to the earth (Harvey 1997: 45). 
Pearson, Roberts and Samuel 1998 
In 1998 Pearson, Roberts and Samuel edited a further British anthology on 
Paganism, entitled Nature Religion Today, Paganism in the Modern World. It contained 
papers selected from a conference held in 1996, and consists of three sections: A 
chthonic imperative? Religion and Nature in the Modern World: The Pagan Alternative: 
Got4dess and Nature, and Nature Religion in Practice. As with the other anthologies, I 
will refer to papers from this volume when, and if, they are relevant to this thesis, Jo 
Pearson's paper Assumed Affinities: Wicca and the New Age was published in this 
volume. 
Griffin 2000 
This anthology, Daughters of the Goddess; Studies in Healing, Identity and 
Etnpoijýernient, was edited by Wendy Griffin. It consists of chapters by a series of 
respected "Titers including some of the key authors on Goddess spirituality: Cynthia 
Eller, Melissa Raphael, Tanice Foltz and Griffin herself; an excellent volume that 
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complements Solomonsen and Rountree's work, this anthology includes chapters on 
conflict and mutuality, particularity and eclecticism, Goddess narrative, Patriarchy and 
the Goddess, Goddess spirituality and surviving alcoholism, transformatory politics, the 
power of dance and ritual for women and the technology of the sacred. Chapters that are 
of particular interest o this thesis are the chapters by Vivianne Crowley 'Healing in 
Wicca', and by Helen Berger, 'High Priestess, Mother, Teacher, Leader' . They are 
discussed in more detail where appropriate in later chapters 
Studies of Wicca, Witchcraft and Paaan Spiritualitv 
Scott 1976 
Gini Scott's 1976 doctoral dissertation became a book published in 1980 with the title 
Cult and Countercult: A study of a Spiritual Growth Group and a TVitchcraft Order. 
While sympathetic to the Pagan group studied her main question is whether followers of 
New Religious Movements are being exploited or are in danger; she concluded that both 
these options were possible in any group isolated from the traditional safeguards of the 
mainstream. Sarah Pike criticized the study in 1996 as having a defensive methodology, 
and not following the title but observing societal patterns from a distance. Pike says: 
Where previous scholars legitimise these groups in response to popular misconceptions, Scott's 
understanding of the Witchcraft Group is shaped by her responses to the spiritual growth group. 
Questions about the nature of participants' involvement in the Witchcraft Group are not dealt with 
at all because of this bias (Pike 1996: 359). 
Adler 1979 
A study that remains one of the most cited works in this field, nearly thirty years 
after it was first published, Drawing Down the Moon; Witches, Druids, Goddess- 
Woi -shippers, and other Pagans in America Today by Margot Adler. Adler bad been 
involved in Wicca for many years before she independently undertook this wide-ranging 
survey of American Paganism, and produced her 1979 book. Her work is inspired by her 
path as a Pagan priestess, it aimed to demystify Nature religion and radical polytheism, 
and present Pagan spirituality as a way of peace, and a viable spiritual alternative to 
destructive fundamentalist religiosity. It was bolstered in the 1986 reprint by 
questionnaire research that was integrated into the main book. In this later reprint she 
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discusses the Pagan world view; Paganism and prejudice; the Wiccan revival; women, 
feminism and the Craft; magic; reconstructionism; paradox and play; radical fairies and 
the growth of the men's movement. 
This book remains renowned for its wide ranging diversity (Pike 1996), as well as 
Adler's influential discussion of Paganism as a 'religion without converts'. She says: 
No one converts to Paganism or Wicca. You will find no one handing you Pagan leaflets on the 
street or shouting at you from a comer. Many people came across this book, or The Spiral 
Dance (or any of a number of related books), in some isolated comer of America or the world. 
Often they found it in a small-town library, or in a used bookstore, or stashed away on a friend's 
bookshelf. Upon opening the pages, perhaps they said 'I never knew there was an one else in the Iy 
world who felt what I feel or believed what I have always believed. I never knew my religion had 
a name' (Adler 1979: x). 
The problem with this assertion is that, although it accurately portrays the general 
Pagan understanding of 'conversion', Adler herself negatively stereotypes NRMs and 
uses a very narrow definition of conversion This viewpoint has now been refuted as a 
reductionist, particularly in viewing conversion only as a passive event in response to 
evangelism (Gallagher 1994; Manning 1996). These criticisms are discussed in detail 
later in this thesis, as integral to a more accurate and contemporary understanding of how 
people adopt the Pagan religion. 
Luhrmann 1989 
Tanya Luhrmann's Ph. D. thesis Persuasions ofthe TVitches Craft aimed to study 
'ordinary middle-class English people' and asks the 'classical anthropological 
question ... why do they practise magic when, according to observers, magic doesn't 
work? '(Luhrmann 1989: 4) She used participant observation and interviews within 
small number of magical, and Pagan groups, and wrote about her experiences as a 
beginner in this milieu. She identified 'a crude typology' of Witchcraft, Western 
Mysteries, ad hoc ritual magic and non-initiated paganism and used the word magician to 
describe practitioners of all four. 
Luhrmann (1989) coined the term 'interpretive drift' to try to explain why normal 
people in a rational society might come to believe in magic. She says: 
I use the terrn 'drift' because the transformation seems accidental, unintended. The once-non- 
magician certainly intends to become a magician and to practice magic. But that is very different 
from intending to believe. Rather the once-non-magician begins to do what magicians do, and 
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begins to find magical ideas persuasive because he begins to notice and respond to events in 
different ways (Luhrmann 1989: 312). 
Luhrmann suggests 'three loosely interlocked transformations' of interpretation, 
experience and rationalisation propel the change from one kind of understanding to the 
next. She sees systematic change in the actual structure of the interpretation and analysis 
of magic. New experience gives ideas flesh and new ideas give sense to other 
experiences: 'Intellectual and experiential changes shift in tandem, a ragged co-evolution 
of the intellectual habits and phenomenological involvement' (Luhrmann 1989: 315). 
Acceptance of a set of assumptions about the constitution of the magical world then 
leads to a belief in magic. 
Luhrmann succeeded in creating an integrative model for understanding magical 
beliefs and practices in contemporary society, that has been widely used since her work 
was first published. It has been criticized by subsequent scholars of magic and Paganism 
for some aspects of its methodology. These are discussed in the methodology chapter in 
this thesis as they are relevant to the methods used in this study. 
Carpenter 1994 
Dennis Carpenter (1994) tried in his unpublished thesis Spiritual Experiences, 
Life Changes, and Ecological Vieiipoints of Contemporary Pagans to define important 
temis within Paganism after qualitatively interviewing a wide sample of attendees at a 
large Pagan gathering in America. He describes Pagan spirituality as a post-modem 
phenomenon that offers an element of re-enchantment via nature. He talks of 
interconnectedness, immanence and transcendence, animism and spiritism, and magic. He 
concludes that the central theme within Paganism is the personal experience of the 
sacredness of life as opposed to dogmatic textually oriented doctrines with a central 
religious authority. Carpenter uses a model coherent with the theories of Starhawk 
(1989): 
Based upon a theme of interconnectedness, but going beyond it, magic involves recognition that 
each part of the interconnected whole affects every other part. Given this model, many Pagans ZI 
believe that magic can be used to gain insight from, as well as influence, other aspects of the 
interconnected whole (Carpenter 1996: 35). 
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Carpenter describes spirituality in premodern, modem and post-modem terms, 
summarising historic heritage and re-emergence, spiritual contours of world view, and 
review research already conducted, then locates the Neopagan movement as a post 
modern phenomenon. He sees the central themes within Paganism as the personal 
experience of the sacredness of life as opposed to dogmatic adherence to textually 
oriented doctrines with a central religious authority. He aims to investigate the impact of 
Pagan practice on those involved; their spiritual experiences, life changes and changing 
ecological viewpoint relating to those changes. 
Part of Carpenter's research was to ask how Pagans understand the divine and 
access it. Ile reports a wide range of 'triggers' and experiences including oneness and 
wholeiiess, connectedness, community, deities as energy, consciousness, visions, and 
timeless wonderful descriptions. Psychological sensations and physical manifestations 
are also reported in the Pagan understanding of the divine. He discusses consistent 
themes of re-enchantment via nature, with Paganism correcting the modem split 
between spirit and nature. He also mentions increased happiness and decreased stress in 
his subjects who report feeling of increased humour and wholeness, decreased conflict, 
increased confidence, better relationships, a vocation, life purpose, and life satisfaction. 
I le stresses the fact that most religious research has been based on Christian 
subjject populations, and that Pagan research has been extremely limited and mainly 
sociologically based and consisting of participant observation. He describes how Pagan 
beliefs are radically apart from some Western assumptions and thus automatically 
considered deviant and calls for a move beyond such assumptions, suggesting that the 
Pagan Subject population could be called upon to test the validity of many entrenched 
paradigins within the field of theology and religious studies. 
Simes 1995 
Amy Simes undertook a Ph. D. in Theology at the University of Nottingham that 
aimed to give a broad view of contemporary Paganism in the East Midlands of Britain. 
She became a participant and observer in various Pagan groups as well as conducting 
interviews with 18 interviews adherents of differing Pagan paths whom she deemed to 
be representative of the wider Pagan population. 
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After providing a description of the history and major tradition within Paganism 
she goes on to discuss ritual, myth and symbols, creativity, group dynamics, and 
individualism within Paganism. Finding no suitable classification for Paganism she 
creates a delightful one that may not survive outside her thesis, but suitably encapsulates 
the Pagan milieu in which she immersed herself for the duration of her studies - TREES - 
Trans-global Reformist Eclectic Esoteric Shamanism. Overall Amy Simes provides a 
useful ethnographic description of Paganism in a geographical sector of Britain, which 41 
also contributes to the field in its use of sociological theory to interpret her findings. She 
concludes that Paganism is: 
A religion of unusual combinations, influenced by the society around it, but selective and self- 
authoritative of what it deems acceptable. As a new religious movement it is indicative of a 
modern spiritual trend which supports and encourages individuality without denying a need for Zý 
communities within society. It is a religion for a modem world in transition (Simes 1995: 188). 
Orion 1995 
Lorretta Orion, like Luhrmann and Greenwood, and so many others, became a Witch 
while studying for an anthropological Ph. D. She used American Witches as subjects. 
Orion's first introduction to Neo-Paganism was via feminist-oriented literature and she 
has followed these strands within the movement. Creativity and feminism are stressed 
throughout the thesis, published in 1995 as Never Again the Burning Times: Paganism 
Revisited. 
Orion starts by pointing out that previous anthropological studies have generally 
focused on accusations and fears of malevolent witchcraft, and on the need to provide 
ethnographies exploring contemporary Witchcraft from the perspective of the Witches 
themselves. One of the greatest merits of this ethnography is the extensive presentation 
of how Pagans themselves see the magic they are doing, and how they themselves see the 
rituals, including a neuropsychological explanation. She explores the idea that Gardner 
is the prophet of a revitalization movement, and Wicca the carrier of the Western Occult 
Tradition. and examines the coming of age of the Pagan movement. She calls for 
discussion of what constitutes proper reward for service to community, for paid clergy 
and for greater recognition of the religion, and the way of life of the modem Pagan. 
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Orion examines the roots of Wicca within the western spiritual tradition, 
through Gnostic hermeticism and the revival of pre-Christian mysticism in the Italian 
Renaissance. the Hermetic texts, Giordano Bruno's psychology of magic and on to 
Wicca, and via Wicca to Neo-Paganism. She writes quite an eloquent essay on Giordano 
Bruno's mysticism and Wicca, including that the title 'The Book ofShadows' may stem 
from Bruno's treatise on memory, called The Shadow of1deas. Her view on magic is that: 
Like ail. is successful to the extent that it expresses something greater or more universal than the ZD individual artist. The witches attempt to ensure that their creations will be beneficial not only for 
themselves in their limited sphere of existence but in the broadest possible sense for the universe - 
all time and space - within which they locate themselves as eternal beings (Orion 1995: 34). 
Orion defines magic as a religious activity. She accepts that some level of 
'interpretative drift' may occur but argues that this is only true to a limited extent for 
Neo-Pagans. citing predisposing factors of personal experience, insights, and uneasiness 
about truths that are self-evident to others. 
flume 1997 
Lynne f lume aimed to provide an account of Wicca and Paganism in Australia, 
and to dispel negative stereotyping and fear of Witchcraft. Based upon participant 
observation and questionnaire reach Hume identified a Pagan population that was similar 
to the population found in the studies of Paganism in other parts of the world, although it 
was slightly younger, and groups were reported to contain almost equal numbers of men 
to women. Slie gives a good overview of Paganism and Witchcraft, including Pagan sub- 
groups, organization and structure, rites of passage, techniques, Otherworldy experience, 
morals, ethics and law. This is woven into a relatively brief overview of Witchcraft and 
Paganism in Australia that charts its history, development and current practice, and, thus, 
is an important contribution to this field. 
Greenwood 2000 
In 2000 Susan Greenwood published her Ph. D. as Magic, JVitchcraft, and Me 
01hervi-orIck An Anthropology. This researched much the same terrain as Tanya 
Luhrmann, but contests a very different point of view. The two studies form a useful pair 
in which to compare and contrast the rather different experiences, portrayal and 
interpretatioii of two young, white, female anthropologists' forays into the same terrain. 
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Greenwood employs a reflexive approach which allows a much deeper level of 
complexity and nuance in her work, and demonstrates how it is possible to derive valid 
scholastic information from personal engagement in Paganism, whilst maintaining a 
professional analytic stance. Indeed, the crux of Greenwood's rationale in her study is 
'the examination of magic from the inside'. She says: 
My aim is a self-conscious reflexive engagement with magical practices, and my contention is that I if an anthropologist wants to examine 'magic' then she or he must directly experience the 
otherworld (Greenwood 2000: 12). 
For Greenwood the crucial requirement in such a study is that questions about the 
Otherworld, 5 and its reality, should be asked within an area of analysis that includes 
6quasi-universal human experiences that fall outside a rationalist framework' and she 
says: 
Studies of ma-ic that do not encyage in the otherworld dimension of contemporary practice cannot 
hope to explain magic, and it is inappropriate to use methods developed for the study of everyday 
reality to analyse the magical otherworld. Just as the current scientific method is largely based on 
a rationality grouped in a logic associated with the linear causality, so the otherworld is governed t, Zý ID 
by its own logic and must be studied in its proper context (Greenwood 2000: 24). 
She sets out to provide such an analysis and concentrates upon 'The otherworld' 
which she defines as: 
Part of the holistic totality coexistent with ordinary, everyday reality; it is seen to be source of 
sacred power. Contact and communication with the otherworld is usually conducted through 
special rituals, a process that is seen to bring transformations both to the individual and to the 
wider cosmos. Connection with the otherworld is thus central to the magical practice and 
experience of Paganism (Greenwood 2000: 1). 
Greenwood entered the occult milieu of the London magical community, and 
joined a number of groups; including some that provided a training in ceremonial magic, 
a couple of covens and a feminist Witchcraft group. Like Luhrmann she also became 
immersed in the community, attending conferences, meetings and social engagements. 
The primary data that emerges from her field work is not unlike Luhrmann's and consists 
of diary entries, excerpts from rituals, explanations of magic, and insights into the world 
of the magician from various practitioners' points of view. However, Greenwood's 
analysis of the material is very different, and she draws some very different conclusions. 
51 have chosen to capitalize the Otherworld, since it is described as another world, more than another 
country, and thus deserving of capitalization. 
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She contests 'interpretative drift' and argues that aspiring magicians become engaged in 
magic with a prior belief in it. They then learn about its practice in a process that 
perceptually orders, interprets and maps the Otherworld. She agrees that there is an 
element of play in magic and interaction with the Otherworld, with fantasy being used as 
a source for re-enchantment. However, she then argues that live ritual enactment is more 
than play, and is a spiritual enterprise which can be seen as a source for nurturing as well 
as spiritual, psychological and psychical regeneration. 
She describes two models for magical working as formative in shaping 
contemporary ideas of magic, gender and sexuality. The first is that of Aleister Crowley 
which she calls 'the will model', and the latter is that of Dion Fortune which she calls the 
'sexual harmony model'. She describes the Crowley model as a relatively straight 
forward, Nietzchian 'male' model for men and women to achieve magical autonomy, 
which she says is essentially anarchical, and takes no account of 'the feminine'. She 
contrasts this with the Jungian 'sexual harmony' model described by the female occultist, 
Dion Fortune, which focuses on men and women achieving a harmonization of their own 
masculine and feminine forces, to gain a level of consciousness which is beyond gender. 
She ascribes the 'sexual harmony' model to Wicca and, in doing so, cites the writing of 
Vivianne Crowley which describes Wicca in terms of Jungian psychology (Crowley 
1989). 
This work aims to show how perceptions of the Otherworld affects magicians' 
ideas of morality, identity and gender, and to demonstrate how magical ritual is used by 
them in two complementary ways, firstly as a 'space of resistance to the rationalism of 
the wider culture', and secondly as a 'serious process of psychospiritual transformation' 
(Greenwood 2000: 2). It achieves this with considerable success, particularly in the 
richness of its ethnographic description, in her detailed analysis of the Otherworld and its 
influence, combined with the benefits of her reflexive approach. 
Penmon MOO 
This unpublished thesis Religion and the return of inagic: Mcca as esoteric 
spirituality provides an overview of Wicca alongside successfully locating Wicca as a 
modern esoteric religion that has direct links to a verifiable esoteric past. Although some 
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of this material has been already been covered in other areas of the literature, Pearson 
wrote a comprehensive thesis discusses the history, etymology, and image of Witchcraft, 
esotericism, magic and religion and historical streams of continuity with the occult 
revival of the nineteenth century. She then discusses the magical community, entry to 
Wicca, the core community, communitas in Wicca and Wiccan ritual and training 
techniques. 
Pearson uses data derived from participant observation, interviews, and survey 
techniques obtained during her four year's association with a group of Wiccan covens in 
the North West of England. She describes the Wiccan networks she joined, their beliefs, 
practices and relationships. She discusses Wiccan history, and what she perceives as the 
human need for a myth of continuity in relation to Wicca's past, which she sets along side 
a description of Wicca's history as given by Ronald Hutton. She cites Wicca' s birth as 
beit, g somewhere in the nineteenth century occult revival, and explores some of Wicca's 
roots as well as 'streams of affinity' between the esotericsm of the renaissance and 
contemporary Wicca 
'Wicca' is a religion which links itself to the mystery traditions of the ancient world, making use 
of material gleaned from mythology and known history of the mystery traditions in Egypt, Greece, 
Rorne, and whose initiates identify themselves as priest and priestesses of a modem Western 
Mystery Tradition as well as regarding themselves as witches and macricians (Pearson 2000: 5 1) 
Her thesis is focused upon locating Wicca within the religious worldview, and 
within it she strongly argues against Wicca being linked to the New Age, or being seen as 
deviant, and also argues that magic is a valuable part of religion, particularly in modern 
times. She points out that the Wiccan understanding of magic is not of an individual 
using a contra religious, instrumental means of control, but a participative group practice 
that is an integral element of the religion. She says: 
Magic in Wicca is understood in the same way as it was portrayed in the Renaissance. Magic is 
not set in opposition to religion, but rather is an important element of spiritual growth towards the I 
mystical attainment of gnosis, with any short term pragmatic goals being secondary to this end 
result, the experience of transmutation which produces insight into the hidden mysteries of the 
cosmos, self and God (Pearson 2000: 310 - 311). 
She states that Wicca is an esoteric spirituality that reclaims the harmonic 
synthesis of magic and religion that was lost in the Protestant reformation and last seen 
in the Renaissance. She builds on the connections noted by Hanegraaff and Faivre of 
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Wicca to the Western Esoteric Tradition yet seeks to distinguish Wicca as a mystery 
religion that is esoteric as distinct from exoteric Witchcraft and Paganism. She argues 
that flanegraaff and Faivre do not see Wicca as esoteric per se because they conflate it 
with exoteric witchcraft and Paganism. She makes a strong argument for Wicca's status 
as an esoteric spirituality, and concludes that much more work needs to be undertaken 
investigating its Renaissance roots. 
Pike 2001 
Sarah Pike spent five years attending the American Pagan festival scene, 
undertaking fieldwork for her Ph. D. She published this research in 2001 as Earthly 
Bodies, Magical Selves; Contemporary Pagans and the Searchfor the Conimunity. Pike's 
account is a rich description; a vibrant, insightful and intelligent exploration of 'the 
ways in which festival space both expresses and shapes the religious yearnings of 
participants who are searching for spiritual intensity and utopian community'(Pike 
2001: xi). 
The community Pike explores is amorphous, consisting of Pagans of all kinds, 
and of all levels of experience, yet following common goals of sharing religious beliefs 
and practices, at the vast camps that typify this North American milieu. She lucidly 
describes the participants' feelings of moving from this world to a magical one, beyond 
normal time and place, where they can be their 'true"' selves. The book is replete with 
excellent photos, maps, and material from her field notes. It smoothly moves between her 
reflexive account of her own feelings, her observances and her interpretation of her data. 
Pike describes how the Pagan gathering isjoumeyed to as a pilgrimage to the 
sci i. a pi igi image ý noine to tribe and family where *masks* are left behind. She 
evocatively describes the setting up of camping areas that express attendees' sense of 
aesthetics and of self-representation in this context . 
Her account of the levels of fantasy and play in this festival scene tallies with the 
account given by Luhrmann of play and fantasy amongst English magicians, but seems to 
make more sense of it, and to more accurately place it as a part of exoteric Paganism. It 
sits well with Jo Pearson's observation of exoteric vs. esoteric Paganism, and is one of 
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the best and most complete accounts of this particular magical community, and how it 
functions. 
She also provides a very detailed description and analysis of Pagans 'looking 
back at the landscape of childhood', and reconstructing their adult selves in relation to 
their remembered childhood. They have memories of being 'different' as children, with a 
passion for reading magical fantasy, daydreaming, an interest in spirituality, and innate 
magical and mystical capabilities that they did not understand at the time, she says: 
Neopagans construct childhood through stories that say as much about their current desires as 
about their actual experiences as children... Neopagans turn to childhood for the material out of 
which to shape identities, bringing the child forward in time ... (they) ... 
invoke the freshness and 
innocence of childhood to help them create the self anew; childhood is thus marked by narratives 
as the origin of a specifically Neopagan self (Pike 2001: 18 1), Zý t, 
Pike manages to portray the magic of the festivals but not overly romanticize 
them. She discusses cultural appropriation, authenticity, and power issues: 'Neopagans 
say that they reject forms of 'power over' to use Witch and political activist Starhawk's 
term. But in their attempts to practice alternative power relations within their 
communities, they often simply hide old forms of power under new guises and generate 
new forms of authority' (Pike 2001: 43). She also discusses conflict and conflict 
resolutions, both within the festival membership, and between festival go-ers and the 
local rural community who find they have Pagans in their midst. 
Pike concludes that her researched community is one that yearns towards a post 
modern collective, typified by malleable tradition, multiple identification, gender 
contestation, gay affirmation, serious play, and frequent contestation of behaviour and 
etiquette. However, she sees it as a community that is working with issues of 'high 
modernity', and how to transcend the limitations and frustrations of life in late modem 
times. She concludes that festivals provide a venue and opportunity for Pagans to work 
with these spiritual concerns, and also are a space and time of wonder, enchantment, 
liberation and renewal, that temporarily provide an ideal community in an imperfect 
world. 
Salomonsen 2002 
Jone Salomonsen of the University of Oslo undertook a Ph. D. researching the 
San Francisco Reclaiming Collective and Starhawk. Concluded in 1996, it provides a 
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detailed ethnography of the feminist-oriented Reclaiming movement, and was published 
in 2002 as Enchanted Feminism: Ritual, Gender and Divinity among the Reclaiming 
Witches qfSan Francisco. 
Salonionsen uses social anthropology and theology to discuss and analyse the 
beliefs and practices of the reclaiming Witches of San Francisco whom she describes as 
utopian and generic Witches revitalizing western spiritualities. She describes its growth 
from a smal I collective to a religious tradition, and then concentrates on describing and 
discussing it as a tradition, spirituality and social feminist construct. This is sensitive, 
richly descriptive and elegantly scholastic, neither adopting an apologetic nor critical 
approach. and using integrative methodology to give a very good picture of the 
Reclaiming network whilst examining it intellelectually. It also manages to render a clear 
reflexive account of Salomonsen's own journey through the research project, how it 
affected her, changed her, and how she affected the community she studied. She calls this 
a 'method of compassion', and it is discussed in the methodological section of this thesis. 
Salornonsen discusses the constant reflection of gender and feminism inherent in 
the Reclaiming community as well as the impact of its most influential member, 
Starhawk. She describes the utopian vision of these Witches, and how they aim to 
revitalize themselves and the world via magic, activism and living their philosophy. She 
succeeds in breathing raw vitality into an intellectual treatise that manages to show 
empathy with, but never uncritical acceptance of, the reclaiming Witches whose 
Witchcraft she describes as being aimed, thus: 
Eventually to liberate people, sanctify the world, and unify spirit and politics. This means to unite 
the values inherent in divine reality and the values circulation in social reality (Salomonsen 
2002: 152). 
Salornonsen then looks at the ways in which magic is taught, how ritual is 
conducted, the symbolic order of women's mysteries and, finally, how initiation can be 
used for transformation. She creates a wonderful analytic construct of magico-religious 
ritual as 1rhat - local symbolic expression; indexical character; religious context - 
alongside ritual as how - social practice and change of 'being' (Salomonsen 2002: 162- 
163). She also explores the 'circles within circles' within the network, and the positive 
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and negative implications of insiders vs. outsiders, and of consensual and implicit 
leadership styles, providing case studies and sensitive analysis. 
An unexpected consequence of Salomonsen's research was her eventual initiation 
into Witchcraft. She took ten years from initially meeting Reclaiming before undergoing 
initiation. She felt that to be initiated purely for research reasons would have violated her 
ethics as a theologian, and had conducted her research as a non-initiate. As a result of her 
continued involvement in the movement she moved from interpreting initiation as 
undemocratic, hierarchical and patriarchal to seeing initiation as a lost part of modem 
society, and a vehicle for rebirth, growth and regeneration. She says that she undertook 
this initiation for experiential and hermenutical reason, and thus will not be using it as a 
platform for initiating others, but as a means to provide 'reflective and reliable textual 
representations of this Craft tradition' (Salomonsen 2002: 52). 
This book clarifies many issues that have surfaced perennially in this area of 
research. She shows how it is possible to have a large anonymous subcultural network 
within the broader cultural environment, that remains relatively anonymous. She also 
shows how confusion can arise when feminist and non-feminist Witchcraft, or British and 
American Wicca are conflated, and describes this lack of differentiation as quoting from 
Luther when describing Catholics. Salomonsen's final conclusion is almost surprising. 
She argues that Reclaiming could be seen as a subcultural branch of Jewish and Christian 
traditions, with a spiritual direction of Reformation of a much larger ecumenical area than 
the Paganism from which it is ostensibly drawn. 
Jones 2003 
Ieuan Jones was awarded his Ph. D. from York University in 2003. He used 
participant observation and interviews with a variety of Northern British Pagans to 
inform this as yet unpublished thesis. With regard to his field work he refutes 
Greenwood's claim that many Pagans have dysfunctional upbringings and are seeking 
healing, contrasting her infon-nants with his, many of whom had enjoyed comfortable, 
indeed sometimes idyllic, childhoods. Jones describes 'the Pagan Phenomenon, ' reviews 
the main foregoing literature, and defines varieties of Paganism, before describing Pagan 
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spirituality. He describes this in terms of interaction with Nature and the environment, 
interaction with the Otherworld, Gnosis and self development, the meaning and 
performance of Pagan ritual, and Pagan individualism. He then goes on to examine the 
sociological significance of Paganism today in terms of individualism, the rise of cultic 
spirituality, secularization, and contemporary British religiosity; and then discusses 
theodicy and Paganism. He explores Paganism in the context of the New Age Movement, 
NRMs and the cultic milieu, rejecting including it in these categories, and preferring to 
call it a 'romantic rationalists' religion'. He points out that there is a so far unnoticed 
process of Pagan civic religion building up in Britain today, that may be an answer to 
secularization, and that has sociological potential to develop into a popular religious 
movement. The thesis is very well written, weaving together all the foregoing literature 
with his own work, to make a strong case for perceiving Paganism as a religion of late 4ý 
modernity, it is an excellent companion volume to Pearson and Berger's work in this 
area. 
Rountree 2004 
Kathryn Rountree's ethnography is aimed at detailing the beliefs and practice of 
Goddess spirituality, and to remedy New Zealand's invisible profile within the global 
goddess movement. The book is brilliantly written, and Rountree is wonderfully 
reflexive, describing her own dilemma as to how much she could put into the group that 
she had been part of for 13 years and still not affect her data. Her vast knowledge of 
feminist rhetoric and literature informs all her analysis, allowing for a much deeper and 
scholastically referenced discussion of this spirituality than has previously been 
available ie: 
As well as challenging the dichotomization of the witch and the goddess, the women I worked with 
challenge their designation as illegitimate images of womanhood. ... By deliberately playing with, 
deconstructing and transforming the stereotypical meanings of the two images, they are accepting CP Z, 11 41 
Cixous's charge to 'write themselves out of the world men have constructed for them by putting 
into words the unthinkable/unthought' (Tong 1989: 224). In Butlerian terms, they are daring to 
perform gender differently (Rountree 2004: 187). 
This ethnography is an excellent companion volume to that of Salomonsen, and 
together they not only give a very detailed overview of Goddess spirituality, they also 
provide insightful accounts of the struggles and dilemmas of researchers attempting to 
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use 'methods of compassion' whilst retaining credibility within the wider academic 
community. 
A gendered discourse of empowerment and initiation. 
Studies in this field have often come to discuss New Religions and Paganism, 
especially Witchcraft and Wicca, in terms of feminine empowerment (Warwick 1995). 
This is an important element of the appeal of Modem Pagan Witchcraft for women, and 
discussion of such empowerment has gone hand in hand with the rise of feminist 
spirituality and Goddess spirituality. There are many books in this area and key authors 
include Mary Daly, Carol Christ, Judith Plaskow, Starhawk, Zsusanna Budapest and 
Naomi Goldenberg. They are engaged in deconstructing patriarchal authority and 
centring the Goddess in an alternative spirituality that focuses on female images of 
divinity and power. Goldenberg describes how they see Goddess spirituality as a way in 
which to construct a meaningful and satisfying world within which to live today, and 
how they incorporate images and stories of Goddesses: 
[Goddess mythologies] provide a compendium of female passions and sensibilities. The myths are 
used to call attention to the complexity of female experience and to dignify that experience by 
revealing its ancient roots. Thus, to a large extent, Goddess religion pursues meaning in the way 1 41 that Mircea Eliade (1959) describes in his work on myths of'eternal return', which confer meaning Zý 
on the present by recalling ancient stories related to the foundation of culture (Goldenberg 
1995: 147 - 148). 
Eller 1993 
One of the first academic books to examine the contemporary feminist 
spirituality movement was Living in the lap ofthe Goddess (1993) by Cynthia Eller. It is 
an American study that places the movement alongside the New Age movement, New 
Religious Movements and feminism. It discusses the Goddess, ritual, magic, historical 
fluxes of women's power, the emergence of Goddess spirituality, and possible effects 
particularly on practitioners. Eller portrays the movement as having its root in political 
feminism, and as relatively dominated by feminist witchcraft. 
Puttick 1997 
Elizabeth Puttick's work tends to look at women's spiritual needs and how they 
are served in new religious movements. Her (1997) book Women in New Religions, in 
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Search qf Community, Sexuality and Spiritual Power, focuses on some of the larger 
NRMs and constructs a four-way classification. This consists of groups that are based on 
traditional Eastern wisdom, Eastern type groups that have been influenced by the Human 
Potential Movement, western groups that based themselves on Christianity, and their 
Pagan counterparts. Puttick examines women's attraction to new religions, and attempts 
to explain the growing numbers of women attracted to Paganism. She allows Pagans to 
speak for themselves, discussing views on the sexual empowerment of women in 
Paganism by Vivianne Crowley and Starhawk; the resacralization of motherhood, the 
sanctity of sex, and the meaning a triple form Goddess can have for all ages of women. 
Scarboro and Luck 1997 
This issue of feminine empowerment within Witchcraft is also discussed by 
Scarboro and Luck in The Goddess and Power: Witchcraft and Religion in America: 
Among the increasing variety of religious expressions on the contemporary American scene, 
Wicca has an important place - not only because of the large number of its adherents and 
practitioners, but also because of its implicit criticism of mainstream American beliefs and 
practice, as well as its lessons for our theorising in the sociology of religion. As a woman-centred, 
goddess-worshippin , g, nature-aff irming, participative, 
this-world-oriented religion, Wicca 
challenges such traditional American religious motifs as the masculinised metaphors for the divine, 
the radical transcendent character of the divine, the idea of the religious participants' insufficiency 
and need, and the traits of religious exclusivity and particularity. Furthermore, Wicca challenges 
much of the contemporary sociology of religion's thinking about religion, specifically the 
discipline's over-emphasis on the meaning-giving function of religion and its overlooking the 
salience of empowerment in religious experience (Scarboro and Luck 1997: 69). 
However, no studies have yet been done specifically on men and Paganism or 
Witchcraft, nor do I know of any academic books that cover this. Literature that covers 
conversion tends to be non-gendered, and interpretation of data on Witchcraft is thus 
usually subject to a feminine bias, due to the numbers of women involved compared to 
men. The lack of material in this uncontested area of research is the reason the subject of 
male conversion to Wicca was chosen for this study, which hopes to provide a profile of 
Wiccan conversion experiences, with particular reference to Wiccan men, as an original 




Chapter Three describes the methodology used for this study. The documentary 
sources consisted of 'insider' literature and academic research on esotericism, Pagan 
spirituality and Wicca, the most pertinent having been discussed in the literature review. 
The field work consisted of qualitative interviews with quantitative elements, with 
respondents drawn from a sample generated by snowballing. This is described in this 
chapter. followed by a discussion of emic/etic research and reflexivity. 
Methodological concems 
Any methodology has advantages and disadvantages, selecting the most 
appropriate one for a piece of research can be challenging. This study had its own unique 
set of circumstances which dictated its research format. I was a psychology graduate 
undertaking this research under the supervision of Professor Peter Clarke, head of the 
Centre for the Study of New Religious Movements, based in King's College department 
of Theology and Religious Studies. Thus, the main theoretical framework for this 
dissertation is socio-psychological, using theory and method that was predominantly that 
of social psychology. This would be an original contribution to this field, since the main 
works on Neo-Pagan Witchcraft published so far had been anthropologically based 
(Luhnnann 1989, Orion 1995, Greenwood 2000, Pike 2001, Salomonsen 2002). 
Therefore the goal of this research was not to produce another ethnography or 
monograph in which the conclusions drawn depended upon my personal experience and 
analysis in one group of Wiccans. The goal was to produce a study that could be 
reproduced by another scholar of any religious persuasion, with any other set of Wiccan 
respondents who could then compare results, observe the strengths and weaknesses of my 
work, and use my conclusions as a hypothesis to test, falsify, and generally build upon. A 
driving force in the construction of this study was the desire to produce a work that was 
not dependent on my position within Wicca, but benefited from it. 
Uilike many other studies in this area no rituals were observed or described for 
the purpose of this thesis. I have no field notes in the traditional anthropological sense, 
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although I do have notes on where the interviews took place, who each informant was, 
and how to contact them again with any queries about their interviews. I could not 
conduct this study within traditional anthropological boundaries since I had been an 
adherent of Wicca for many years before I undertook the study; I was already a 'native' 
and immersed in the belief systems of the people I was to study. I could not make the 
observations of a first time participant, or of an objective observer, since I was not a 
beginner or outsider. 
What I could bring to the study was the experience of thirteen years participation 
in Wicca when no part of me had needed to be objective. I had undergone the wonder of 
initiation, the joy of first degree, the responsibility of second degree, and the rite of 
passaue of third deQree Wicca. I was a respected speaker in international forums of 
Pa-anism and Magic, and had been involved in most peripheral activities that the keen 
newcomer, or the experienced contributor, can be involved in within European Paganism. 
This included coven membership, running covens and magical groups, lecturing and 
running rituals for hundreds of people in different gatherings across Europe, and 
undertaking different voluntaryjobs in various organizations as varied as the Ordo 
Ternpli Orientis and the Pagan Federation. 
In short, I had been involved in the religion for over a decade, become immersed 
in Witching culture during my twenties, then moved on to selective participation with 
motherhood and age. Unlike the previous researchers, I was outside of the domain of the 
newcomer, and now undertook a more mature, and measured participation than someone 
first investigating the milieu. I could see patterns in how people reacted to initiation, to 
covens, to the community; and discussed these patterns with others on my level. I was an 
invited member to many second and third degree discussion groups and coven leaders' 
forLI111S, in which we discuss the liturgies, rituals and the ethos of Wicca, and in some 
ways helped to shape it, by general consensus of opinion, or by taking those ideas back to 
our initiates, who absorbed them and took them away as a framework within which to 
make sense of their own journeys. In facilitating ritual for my coven and the wider 
community, I was inviting others into my own form of gnosis, using insights and 
connections that I had made to open up spiritual paths for others, or discussing my 
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findings with like-minded people, I was interacting in a web of ideas and ideologies that 
are the fluid, but essentially unchanging, theologies of Wicca. I hoped therefore to build 
upon the previous work that had successfully demarcated the field, and to be able to offer 
a deeper insight into what lies beneath Wiccan practice and belief 
To balance the pitfalls of such 'native research', I consciously tried to remain 
constantly aware of being an insider, and strove to make my research as objective as 
possible. This led me to choose to model Wilson and Dobbelaeres' sociological 
methodology rather than use participant observation for data collection. Where I drew on 
my years of participation and observation of Wicca was in creating the questionnaire 
itself. In a sense I used grounded theory, whereby I attempted to crystallize what I had 
learnt in years as a participant into the bare bones of Wiccan belief and practice, then put 
that into the questionnaire to be used as a tool to prompt Wiccans to describe, in their 
own words, how the initiatory system of Wicca worked for them, then derive my 
conclusions from that. 
In using this approach I also hoped to avoid the dilemma of anyone involved in 
researching a closed group, that I should avoid betraying the trust I had been given 
whilst not letting this impinge upon the clarity of my research. Although I was writing 
this thesis with the blessing of my respondents, I felt ethically bound not to betray any 
confidences, nor portray any observances from inside a ritual, and that all interviews 
would be taped in full view, then be typed up, and open to scrutiny. I was also aware that 
the very basis of my research might offend some conservative Wiccans, defining Wicca 
as an NRM, and comparing it to controversial NRMs, suggesting Wiccans convert when 
they are 'coming home', all fall outside of the normal threads of discussion of 'The Old 
Religion'. However, while my aim was to protect my respondents, and observe my 
initiatory oaths, it was not to avoid discussion of what Wicca is, and how it functions, or 
looking at its history and belief system in a clear light. I accepted that some people might 
not be happy with my analysis and conclusions, but hoped that they would be satisfied 
with my honour. 
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Finding Informants 
One of my key methodological issues in conducting this study was how to choose 
the informants. With my years of involvement in Wicca and magic I knew, or knew of, 
thousands of potential respondents. I was originally interested in conducting a global 
Internet meta-analysis using quantitative methodology combined with written material 
sent by contributors, and analyzing the data via SPSS. My supervisors were not keen, 
primarily because this sort of research was not what was being taught in that department, 
and because they saw this as too open to rogue contributors, too wide and impersonal. 
Their preferred method was face to face interviewing with a number of respondents, that 
not anly lent a very human element to the research, but could be taped and transcribed 
within a very traditional methodological framework. 
My main challenge was how to select this finite number of subjects for the study. 
In keepingxNith the ethos of the study I was concerned that the study should be 
reproducible. and to try to avoid contamination by 'demand characteristics', the term used 
in psychology to describe respondents telling interviewers what they think the interviewer L- 
wants to hear. rather than what they truly think. Although it would be impossible to 
achieve true random sampling, I was concerned to avoid bias and to bring diverse voices 
to the subject I was exploring. 
I opted. therefore, to use snowballing, which has been used with some success in 
reaching 'hidden populations' (Eland-Goossensen et al 1997, Babbie 2000). Snowballing 
is not without its problems, particularly that of the 'island effect' when a population 
subgroup becomes visible in the sample, or via circles of overlapping connections. 
However, in recent years it has come to be a method of choice for some of the key 
research into Pagan religiosity (Berger, Leach and Shaffer 2003, Griffin 2004). 
Berger. Leach and Shaffer (2003) discuss recent improvements to snowballing 
technique including random site sampling at each stage of the procedure, and weighting 
formulas, and conclude that while snowballing may not be the most random and 
representatiý, 'e tool available to a researcher, it is a valid and viable methodology. They 
argue that it is particularly suitable for studying Paganism, in which there is no central 
control, and subscription lists and other such sampling frames are confidential, with 
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many members who prefer not to answer questionnaires even if they sent out in 
conjunction with people whom they trust. 
In the first academic book to be dedicated to the discussion of methodological 
issues in researching Paganism (Blain, Ezzy and Harvey 2004) Professor Wendy Griffin 
describes how she turned away from qualitative to quantitative research technique to try 
to avoid data-contamination by her own emotions and involvement. She left behind 
earlier work on single mothers to concentrate on research based upon legal documents, 
only to return years later to research on Paganism as an insider and explained how she 
finally came to choose snowballing for her work, particularly to gain a wider and more 
extensive sample than she could have generated by other means (Griffin 2004). In my 
case, I would be using snowballing to achieve a much smaller sample than my own 
experience could have provided, but one that was less open to bias, which, hopefully 
wou, ld provide a more diverse sample and could be recreated by a future researcher. 
While aware of the difficulties inherent in using snowballing I chose to follow the 
methodologies being advocated by respected researchers in this field for the above 
reasons. 
I started by asking my most local coven leaders if they would be willing to be 
interviewed for this study, and also if they could recommend male Witches to interview. 
I then asked any recommended male Witches the same thing. This geographically- 
centred, respondent-led pattern meant that well-known Wiccan informants such as Beth 
and Enoch of Luhrmann's study, whom I have known since before my initiation, did not 
end up being interviewed; while it included people whom I only knew by sight, or had not 
met before they took part in the study, as well as people who are never seen on the Pagan 
6scene'. 
I also asked various male Witches and coven leaders I came into contact with at 
conferences and gatherings, during the year of the fieldwork, to ask their male coven 
members on my behalf, and to recommend any others they thought I might be able to 
interview. Although I already knew these people, and the gatherings were detennined by 
my personal pagan diary that year, this would be easily replicable hunting grounds for any 
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future researcher with the same contacts as me, or who had an informant who was willing 
to help and ask Wiccans at these functions if they would agree to be interviewed. 
Tile gatherings I attended between September 2000 and September 2001 were: 
The Pagan Federation annual conference 2000 (South East London); Secret Chiefs 
(formerly Talking Stick, ) a twice-weekly lecture discussion forum (Central London); 
ELF ELF a monthly lecture and discussion forum (East London); The Fellowship of Isis 
Conference 2001 (Central London); 'Midsummer Madness' a private annual gathering of 
approxiniately five covens run by a daughter coven of my own; 'The Coven Leaders 
Bash' an annual gathering of approximately 30 coven leaders (Glastonbury); and an 
annual gathering of European Wiccans in 2001 (Northern England). 
With -the exception of Midsummer Madness, The Coven Leaders Bash and the 
European gathering, the events are public and advertised. The annual European 
Gathering is by invitation only Z__ 
The most difficult groups to access would be the Coven Leaders gathering, which 
is n, )t pub] ic in any sense and which grew from a few London High Priestesses getting 
together once in a while to a small friendly weekend gathering limited in numbers by its 
venue, or 'Midsummer Madness', which was one coven's private guest list, and may by 
now have run its natural course. However, a determined researcher would be able to 
secure access to Witches who attend any number of such informal gatherings, if not these 
self-same gatherings, for they make up the backbone of the social and ritual links that 
bind the community into the strong yet amorphous network that it is. 
The Interview Schedule 
The Questionnaire 
A pilot questionnaire was constructed that covered themes to be investigated but 
used a basic structure that was modeled on Wilson and Dobbelaeres' 1994 study of the 
Soka Gakkai in Britain. The Soka Gakkai is one of the world's fastest growing religious 
movements. Wilson and Dobbelaere claim it is 'almost certainly the school of Buddhism 
with the largest body of support in Britain, and the one experiencing the fastest rate of 
growth" (Wilson and Dobbelaere 1994: 13). At this stage it was compared to the one used 
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by Helen Berger in her longitudinal study of the Witchcraft community in America 
(Berger 1999), and some modifications were made, particularly to include a small section 
on I itestyle, life choices and sexuality. 
I tested this pilot questionnaire on six members of my own coven (male and 
fernale) taping and transcribing the interviews for analysis. As a result the questionnaire 
mo-ed further from Wilson and Dobbelaere's work and grew to include much more 
Wicca-specific questions of my own making, particularly in the areas of magic and 
invf-ý-ation. The questions seemed to be valid for both sexes. One coven member pointed 
out that I had not mentioned black magic or cursing and that as these were negative 
stereotypes applied to Witches I should include these. I agreed with him and did so 7 
I then did a second, wider pilot study on the amended questionnaire. I sent it by 
enlai I to six male and six female initiates of different degrees, including five from 
countries other than Britain, asking them to take their time to fill it in and feel free to 
comment. They unanimously commented that the questionnaire was fine and they had 
enjoyed doing it; some forwarded it to their own covens as a useful exercise. Again the 
questions seemed valid for both sexes. This questionnnaire was then tested on one male 
and one female volunteer to check that it was viable in its final form. This resulted in the 
finished semi-structured interview. This interview schedule was intended to gain 
maximum information about issues considered important in discovering why men join 
Wicca, but also gave the opportunity for in-depth interview methodology to be 
employed. 
The quantitative research was included in the interview schedule to allow for 
some simple rating mechanisms and faciliate a level of statistical analysis. The body of 
these questions was placed at the beginning of the interview schedule to warm up the 
respondents. The questions were scored on a Likert scale of I- 10, the score of I being 
'I totally disagree' and the score of 10 '1 totally agree'. 
61 am grateful to Professor Berger for her help in sending me a copy of her interview schedule, and her 
kind and professional encouragement with this project. 
'I am grateful to Stan Bleswyck for pointing this out to me. 41 
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The qualitative research was split into 5 sections: Becoming Wiccan, Practising 
Wicca, Wicca and the Community, The Male Witch, and The Witches Speak. The 
penultimate section was designed to ask questions specifically regarding the male 
perspective on Wicca as a religion that is widely perceived to be 'female', and the final 
section asked them to add anything they thought might have been missed during the 
interview or that might be of further interest in this study. Appendix One is the interview 
schedule. 
The Respondents - Sample composition and response rate 
Thirty five male Wiccans and twelve female Wiccans were interviewed as sample 
and control group. Since this study concentrates on qualitative data from 47 interviews it 
does not purport to be a representative sample of all British Witches, but to represent a 
reasonably detailed analysis of the attraction, encounter, conversion and commitment 
patterns of some of British Wicca's male members. 
The response rate was excellent. I was given many suggestions for candidates to 
interview. When taking the next step and inviting individual witches for interview the 
response rate was also excellent. Only one person refused to be interviewed, saying he 
would happily talk to me, but not to a tape for posterity or publication, and only one 
person failed to respond to my request at all. Although I had emailed my request and met 
with a blank, I later met him at a conference and he said his email had been down at the 
time and he was very sorry that he had missed my mail but would have loved to have 
hell-ed. Many respondents were happy to visit me in my own home; others invited me, 
and my family of husband and two pre-school children, to their homes for tea or drinks; 
or invited me and my coven to join them for a Sabbat or Esbat and do the interview then. 
Some arranged to meet at parties we had both been invited to, or one of the gatherings we 
were both attending. 
Each interview took place in private; hosts and hostesses at rituals and parties 
were very accommodating, and lent me rooms such as their studies, kitchens or bedrooms 
in which to work. At gatherings the interviewee and I found a quiet corner in which to 
sit. As I was a participant in these events as much as a researcher I found a balance in my 
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duai role byjoining in the socializing and rituals whilst undertaking an average of two 
interviews per gathering, thus naturally selecting a small sample from a wide range of 
covens. At the end of the fieldwork I had obtained 35 interviews from male members of 
19 different covens, including 18 coven leaders, and a control group of 12 interviews 
from female members of 8 different covens, including 5 coven leaders. One coven 
mentioned in the male interviews was a second degree peer group that had no leader. 
Four male respondents no longer worked in covens but still regarded themselves as 
Wiccans or witches. Two female respondents had run covens in the past. 
The Interviews 
With such a small, discrete and relatively difficult to locate research population 
each respondent was given what Walker (1985) calls 'VIP treatment'. They chose the 
time and place of their interview and also chose the setting within the place we met for 
interview, and were told they might stop for breaks during the interview process if they 
felt they wanted to. Each respondent was told that the interview material was 
anonymous and confidential, and was asked to respond to questions in as much, or as 
little, detail as they liked. They were reminded that recorded material would be used and 
discussed in the thesis. 
They were told that if they wished to ask for clarification at any time they must do 
so, and that they did not have to answer any questions if they did not want to. All 
interviews were taped. Respondents could choose how long or short their answers were, 
and digress wherever it suited them. Spontaneous probes were used to clarify and 
encourage any emerging data, and to integrate and develop the resulting insights given in 
each individual response 
The interview started with the simple scoring of definitions of Wicca to ease the 
respondents into the process, which proceeded to the qualitative interview, then ended 
with the personal demographic questions, followed by a summing up section in which 
they were encouraged to add anything they felt had not been covered. CP 
The atmosphere of the interviews was very informal and within the above 
mentioned sociable environment. I was an active participant in any rituals, gatherings or 
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parties taking place, and was well known to friends or coven members of my interviewees 
if not to them personally. Even the briefest visit entailed hospitality and the chats about 
Wicca and any recent Wiccan gossip. Most interviews included an element of social 
drinking or tea and biscuits at the very least. The ritual or social setting combined with 
familiar Wiccan activities allowed the informants to be in as natural a setting as possible 
for these interviews. often having been in such an atmosphere for a while before I carried 
out the interview. I think this method gave me the best possible interviews, as well as 
ensuring that my respondents came from a wide variety of covens; however, it was a very 
time-consuming way of gathering data. 
A balance of this easy informality and professional research was maintained by 
choosing the time and place of the interview within the setting, so that the respondent felt 
'ready', comfortable and prepared, and we were sure that no distractions would take 
place. When performing the interviews I was careful to maintain a calm and professional 
attitude, and adopt a very neutral attitude and expression. I found that my respondents 
chose to take the interview very seriously and dedicated as much time as possible to 
answering the questions as succinctly as they could, and they also adopted very much 
the same professional attitude and expression. 
I found that I knew most of the people whom I interviewed at some level, and also 
noted that many of the names that were mentioned were mentioned by many of the 
respondents, indicating the small and interconnected nature of the population of male 
Wiccan initiates that exists in Britain. 
Insider/Outsider issues of obiectivity and reflexivitv 
Eileen Barker (1995) points out that writings on NRMs rely upon what she 
describes as primary and secondary constructions of social reality. Primary constructions 
are created by indirect and direct interaction between members of the NRM and the rest 
of society, and secondary constructions are more consciously crafted constructions about 
the NRM by sociologists and others, including members of the NRM. She defines six 
main constructors of secondary social reality with competing logistics as sociologists of 
religion, NRMs. the Anti-cult-Movement, Media, Law, and Therapy competitors and, on 
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lesser level, the Police, the social services, clergy, theologians, educationalists, and others 
(Barker 1995). She describes the secondary construction of social reality as fraught with 
paradox, and as the scholar interprets or translates primary data into secondary 
construction, the process is subject to conscious and unconscious, positive and negative 
manipulation: 
Not only will people perceive the movement from different perspectives, they will also describe, 
and perhaps even explain the movement in different ways. Consciously or unconsciously, they will 
select from among the features presented to them. Again, what is included and what excluded in 
the process of creating their secondary constructions will not be random, but significantly 
influenced according to their interests (Barker 1995, reprinted 2003: 8). 
Barker is one of many social scientists who have questioned the concept of 
methodological atheism. Within the area of religious studies pertaining to Paganism 
there has been a strong movement towards what Salomonsen terms 'methods of 
compassion' as opposed to 'methods of pretension' (Salomonsen 2004). In her most 
recent publication on researching Paganism (Salomonsen 2004) she follows Pearson 
(2000) in arguing quite strongly for 'going native' in anthropological research, seeing the 
argument against such conduct as being 'entangled with unacknowledged normativity 
and a positivist, hierarchical view of the relation between observer and observed 
(Salomonsen 2004: 43). She points out that such a stance requires the anthropologist to go 
native behaviourally via participant observation, but not cognitively, and is expected to 
remain true to the dominant values and cognitive worldviews of atheistic western 
scientific culture. She points out that leading anthropologists (Rosaldo 1980, Lewis 1980, 
Daniel 1984, Jackson 1989, and Csordas 1994) now oppose this dualism, and see it as 
reinforcing a dishonest illusion of objectivity (Salomonsen 2004: 48). 
She stresses that theology, in which she first trained, can be seen as essentially 
experiential in nature, where it is presumed that all scholars are natives, and first hand 
experience is seen as an avenue to deeper insight and better description. She says 
The art or craft of competent constructive theology is to evolve and deepen religious (and 
theolo 
' gical 
) experience, compassion, and understanding in the student, at the same time as she 
learns the skills of critical analysis and acquires the ability to deconstruct or revise the very same 
phenomenon that trig ers her interest. Thus if the beliefs and practices of feminist Witchcraft had 'ýg 
not trigaered any personal interest in me, I would never have chosen them as subjects in my 
studies. From a theological perspective such as choice would have been a waste of time 
(Salomonsen 2004: 49) 
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Salomonsen argues that in studies of ritual and magic it is important to understand 
the ritual via engagement and vivid participation, as opposed to simply recording and 
remembering it. She also points out that there is no outsider position in a magical 
community and that rituals are designed to alter the consciousness of all participants, thus 
rendering detachment and distance counterproductive. She proposes that it is not difficult 
to move between 'methods of compassion' and competent analysis, if the research is 
reflexive, critical and frequently assessed. She says that any method that lacks genuine 
social interaction is one of 'pretension', and if an observer were initiated into a system 
that was not compatible with their own beliefs purely to gain access or find out secrets, 
this would be unethical. As a result of her long term research she feels strongly that both 
anthropology and theology are now being challenged to radically develop 
interdisciplinary disciplines. She proposes that scholars who are their own informants 
(particularly in the field of magic and ritual) might be better served by using both distance 
observation and compassionate engagement by repeated practice of the same sort of 
ritual, the repetition of which fosters the skills and competence to be distant and 
participate at the same time. 
Wendy Griffin mirrors Barker's concern over representations of NRMs in the 
recently published Researching Paganisms (Blain, Ezzy and Harvey 2004), and voices a 
further concern that has been noted by many of the scholars in this field. She says: 
What I have learned from more than twenty years of research is that we do not, cannot leave 
ourselves behind when examining human experience, whether we are scholars in Pagan studies or 
gerontology. And in studying Contemporary Goddess Spirituality and other traditions within 
Paganism that are still evolving, this inability may be particularly significant. Who we are, where 
we have been, and how we go about our research all contribute to shaping both our understanding 
of the spiritual practice and the practice itself (Griffin 2004: 66). 
The Emic/Etic debate and the research of Pa%zanism. 
Within the last decade there has been an increasing number of scholars who 
believe that there is no true emic/etic dichotomy, rather a continuum, and that the 
insider's view has much to offer (Arweck and Stringer 2002). Tanya Luhrmann struggled 
with this issue in the 1980s but decided to opt entirely for the etic stance, from saying that 
she never believed in magic, she was not initiated as a Witch but initiated as if she were a 
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Witch. This stance has been criticized by subsequent scholars of Paganism (Orion 1995, 
Pike 1996, Harvey 1999, Greenwood 2000, Pearson 2002). The main criticism has been 
that she sought to be atheistic in methodology toward the occult, but never questioned 
the orthodoxy of her own belief. Harvey describes her theory of interpretive drift as 
being 'less about the experience of magicians or Pagans and more about assertions of 
academic 'objectivity" (Harvey 1999: 239). Ewing discussed anthropological atheism 
and used Luhrmann as an example of its failings. Ewing says Luhrmann did not question 
her own rationality and produced a theory 'embedded within the atheistic hegemonic 
discourse in which anthropology participates'; and that she insulted the people she 
worked with - 'her denial is to make her claims of respect for the people she worked with 
sound somewhat hollow' (Ewing 1994: 573). 
Since Luhrmann was following a classical anthropological model in her Ph. D. 
this sounds somewhat unfair, and it would seem that there are more fundamental reasons 
for the heavy criticism she has endured. Pearson's crushing critique of her methodology 
accuses her of using covert methods, and not respecting the boundaries of the parameters 
in which she was told things in confidence. In fact, Pearson essentially calls her an 'oath- 
breaker' - 'I have already mentioned the vows of secrecy which form part of the first 
initiation into Wicca. It is, to my mind, a serious breach of trust if one then breaks one's 
oath in order to fit a pre-ordained academic code' (Pearson 2002: 106). 
The current concerns of scholars of Paganism reflect attempts have been made to 
within anthropology to structure a theoretical framework that is broad enough to include 
both formal and informal knowledge, derived from this world and the 'otherworld. ' 
Notable contributors have included Obsyesekere (1981) Stoller and Olkes (1987), Samuel 
(1990), Young and Goulet 1994 (eds) and Cohen and Rapport (1995). Susan 
Greenwood builds upon their work to argue that spiritual experience should not be 
rationalised or explained away according to preconceptions of the current 
theological/scientific paradigm, but should be accepted and discussed as a valid source 
of knowledge. She also says that magical identities are created as a result of interaction 
with the 'otherworld', which should be taken as if they are real to the respondents. She 
concludes: 
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The realm of spirits has a cosmological unity, and its magic is rational, as Evans-Pritchard 
suggested more than fifty years ago; but this rationality should not be opposed to science ... This 
study is part of a growing awareness that our scientific conceptual frameworks need expanding. Z, 
The bringing together of two previously opposing theories - in this case magic and science - -IZ, Z, 
suggests that a new way of explaining the world is possible. Instead of opposing magical thinking 0 1ý 
and scientific thinking, a dialectical interplay between the two - through a study of multiple ways 
of knowin- their attendant power relationships - could help us to approach the subject of magic in 
a constructive manner. The crucial issue is that such questions should be asked by the scientific 
discipline of anthropology (Greenwood 2000: 212). 
While the classic stance still taken by the social sciences is not to go native, it 
must be accepted that if the 'native researcher' is sensitive to the fact that they could 
experience bias due to their sympathy with the group studied, they are surely on an equal 
footing with a non-native researcher who may not be aware of the scientific bias or lack 
of depth they are bringing to their study. In fact, they may be at an advantage. Heelas 
says: 
Very few New Age organisations or activities - their teachings and their practices - have been 
studied by way of sustained participation/observation. We - academics - simply do not know 
much, if anything, about the great majority of the thousands of different things which are going on 
(Heelas 1996: 7). 
As Puttick pointed out, a member or ex-member of a group can draw on full 
participatory experience to interpret their own experiences and the experiences of others, 
and facilitate empathy with the respondents in the best tradition of Weber's Verstehen. 
Puttick experienced an element of suspicion as an ex-member but was largely well 
received doing her research. Luhrmann and Greenwood both cite cases of suspicion and 
mistrust during their research on London occult community. Both Luhrmann and 
Greenwood were initiates but the motives of their initiation were at times questioned by 
members of the community they studied. In a personal conversation with Pearson at the 
start of her research she told me that she was worried she wouldn't be accepted in Wicca 
when she was handing out her questionnaire at the same time as introducing herself 
My own position is different. I was a Wiccan initiate for 12 years before I began 
the fieldwork for this study, and was already a well-known member of the community. 
As a result I had the opportunity to interview respondents who do not normally answer 
questionnaires or requests for help with student projects, and I could not take up all 
interviews that were offered to me. This enabled me to conduct taped interviews on tiie 
sensitive and very personal area of people's conversion experiences with respondents 
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who were relaxed, and felt very much on home ground as I interviewed them. 
Furthermore this is not an ethnographic study which might need to include material 
which might be considered 'oath bound'. This is a psycho-social survey which is 
questionnaire based, leading to a clear delineation of me as researcher and me as Wiccan 
practitioner. 
Being fully conversant with Wiccan etiquette I hoped that I could honour it whilst 
adding a considerable amount to the current understanding of Wicca and religious 
conversion in general. I have broken no oaths nor betrayed any confidences. Each 
interview was taken in full view of the tape-recorder and interview schedule. I have used 
nothing that was told to me in circle, nothing that was not recorded for the express 
purpose of this study, with each respondent knowing that it was being recorded and 
could be quoted. Where I feel I have added a new depth of understanding to Wicca is that 
I have formulated my theories after years of exposure to the religion and thus have 
analysed areas that the new initiate has not yet thought of. I hope this brings the depth 
that a theologian or Priest might bring to a Ph. D. on Christianity, as opposed to a recent 
convert conducting the same study. 
This methodology uses an integrative approach focused primarily upon the 
results of semi-structured interviews. I have given my results and analysis in the main 
body of the text. When I think that I may have something to offer of a more anecdotal 
nature, based upon my own experience I append it in the footnotes. I have also appended 
comments that refer to any insights or situations that arose due to my immediate position 
as a participant observer and practitioner of the religion being studied. 
Reflexivit 
Discussion and awareness of the multi-dimensional sensitivities that need to be 
observed when studying new religions has made scholars in this field vigilant as to the 
effects of their research, calling for a high level of reflexivity, not only of the effect of the 
researcher upon the researched community, but of the effect doing the research has upon 
the researcher. Andy Letcher reports positive feedback to his work, but notes that his 
research on performance in Paganism may have contributed to the appropriation of the 
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term 'bard' from Druidry to eco-Paganism, and that this could mean that he had 
unwittingly created the very thing he meant to study (Letcher 2004). Wendy Griffin 
found that many people responded to her Internet survey with added notes, sending 
personal details or commenting on how helpful her survey had been to them, she says: 
Simply by asking the questions I asked, I made some respondents more aware of the role of nature 
in their own spirituality than they had been before filling out my survey. I had started out 
exploring if something existed, and I had ended up reifying it. Using some of the most 'objective' 
rnethodololgY available, I had polluted the data (Griffin 2004: 66) 
Jone Salomonsen points out that data pollution by scholastic studies of Paganism 
is a particular danger when engaged in researching this field. She says: 
A majority of Witches are educated at Western universities and well read in the basic humanistic 
disciplines, including religious studies and classical anthropology. In the process of reconstructing 
their own religious alternative, they appropriate ethnographic and religious literature with the 
intent ion for turning what they learn into normative vehicles for cultured reforms, not in some 
exotic country, but in their own community. Academic texts (including mine) are therefore never 
merely descriptions or representations of 'other' forms of life but participate in cultural changes in 
Western societies as wel I, totally independent of the scholar's perhaps 'purely descriptive' 
intentions (Salomonsen 2004: 54). 
As well as maintaining awareness of the effect their research may have upon the 
populatioii they study, scholars in this field also attempt to maintain awareness of how 
their research effects them. Tanice Foltz and Wendy Griffin wrote how their first 
experience of participant observation within Paganism changed their academic 
perspective. It moved them beyond the usual bounds of emic/etic debate, and became a 
journey of self discovery (Foltz and Griffin 1996). Andy Letcher gives a succinct 
account of how his Ph. D. research changed him. He says: 
On the one hand scholarship gave me a language, a framework, and a platform with which to 
address the questions that had always troubled me but that I had not been able to articulate clearly. 
On the other hand, ... the academic project of the 
humanities came to directly challenge my faith in 
ways that my scientific training never had. I came to doubt the existence of spirits, gods, the 
Supernatural and whether the wondrous otherworldly encounters related to by my peers were 
nothin *g short of 
delusory, the product of mental instability, not inspiration. Something of a crisis of 
faith ensued, whereby I distanced myself from my self-adopted role of Bard ... Unquestionably the 
changes I went through led to a distance of myself from my former peers, one of whom once 
accused me of looking like a policeman ... 
becoming a scholar not only distanced me cognitively 
fi-oni rny former world, but also spatially and temporarily, by imposing structures upon my time 
which made it impossible to, say stay up all night playin., music ... Recently I 
have been relieved to 
find my faith returning ... my spirituality remains 
impeccably eclectic..... 1 now include Aristotelian 
metaphysics, animism, performance, romanticism, Foucauldiansim, phenolog and flaneurisme: I'y 
ternis. theories and concepts derived from academic discourse (Letcher 2004: 34). 
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Whether this study will affect Wicca remains to be seen, the religion is not 
generally thought of by its practitioners as an NRM, and most Wiccans would not say that 
they 'coiivert'. It will be interesting to hear reviews should the study ever be published. 
It is possible that many Wiccans will never get to hear of this research at all, and its only 
impact upon the community will be where some interviewees have taken the 
questionnaire to use it as a coven exercise to clarify their goals in Wicca and what it 
means to them. Studies that are more likely to have impact on Wicca are studies of its 
sources aiid origins such as the seminal work by Professor Ronald Hutton (1999) for 
which most members of the Wiccan community are extremely grateful, and to which a 
very small minority are hostile since it contradicts what they had previously believed to 
be true. 
However, it is fair to say that this study has changed me. It has given me a much 
broader understanding of Wicca than I could have hoped to have had without undertaking 
this research, and it has trained me in the intellectual sphere. Like Andy Letcher my entry 
into post-graduate academia was as much to learn to use the available scholarly tools to 
make sense of mass of information I had already gained and internalized, and to help me 
to order it into something recognizable in the outside world. It would also enable me to 
further the interest in the academic study of religion which had been stimulated by my 
undergraduate studies. It was not to be a work of Pagan apologetics, but was to set forth 
the Pagan place in the modem world, in the words of Pagan practitioners but on the 
bedrock of recognizable scholarship. Moreover, it would hopefully provide a bridge from 
graduate student to potential employee in the world of academia, where I hoped to 
continue iny learning curve with an income. And, finally, it was to be the culmination of 
my : )wn intel lectual journey, which began when I first gave up a career in marketing to 
go to university to study psychology as a mature student, inspired by initiation into 
Wicca. 
The subject was always to be the question that is always asked - why Wicca? This 
became lioned in the discussions that followed my registration. It was suggested to me 
that, in the popular imagination, Wicca had come to be strongly linked to the feminine 
but not so much to the masculine, and it would be of legitimate interest to do a study of 
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Wiccan men. Thus, this thesis was born, the research undertaken, and the data analysed. 
The Schematic Integration Model for religious conversion which resulted is my 
contribution for those who wish to know why people might seek a Wiccan initiation, and 
continue in such religion and, more particularly, why men would be drawn to a tradition 




The respondents who were interviewed for the main body of the field work were 
drawn frorn covens that operated in and around London, the home counties, the west 
country, Scotland and the south east of England. All except one Shrilankan respondent 
were British (two from Scotland called themselves Scottish, everybody from England 
called themselves British, there was no-one from Wales or Ireland). There was also one 
man who had dual Greek and British nationality. 
The youngest respondent was a twenty-nine year-old first-degree initiate, and the 
oldest a sixty-seven year-old third-degree initiate. The mean age for all respondents was 
forty-two years old. Although the youngest was of first-degree and the oldest of third- 
degree the ape range was well spread across the degrees. It included one man in his 
twenties. melve in their thirties, fifteen men in their forties, six in their fifties, and one 
initiate in his sixties. Table I shows the age ranges of respondents. 
Table 1. Age ranges of male respondents 
Age Ranges of Respondents 
Youngest Oldest Mean Age 
First De-ree 29 51 36 
Second De-ree 31 57 40 
Third Degree 37 67 46 
Marital status - handfastina seen to be equal to legal marriage in terms of life long 
commitment. 
Twemy-seven (77%) respondents said they were in a relationship, one was 
widowed. and another was 'celibate but hopeful! '. Three that were not in relationships 
said that the), were serial monogamists but currently without a partner. Of the twenty- 
seven respoiidents who were in a relationship, only two had partners who were not 
Wiccan. Ten of these partnerships (29%) were handfasted couples, those that were 
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handfasted were also married. This statistic illustrates how seriously handfastings are 
considered within Wicca, and how much it means in terms of a spiritual union and 
marriage ceremony. Since handfastings are often perceived to last a year and a day and 
then be renewable they could be perceived as a romantic ritual that means little or 
nothing in terms of life long commitment, however, the respondents in this study saw 
them as a 'real' marriage ceremony, with a civil marriage undertaken to legally validate 
the handfasting. Three respondents who had very long term Wiccan partners but had not 
married them, had not been handfasted to them either. Two of them commented that they 
did not see the need to legally or magically ritualize a relationship that they preferred to 
legitimize on a daily basis. 
Ten parents, and complex modem parenting patterns 
Ten of the men (29%) interviewed had children, for whom the parenting 
arrangements of these children reflect the complexities of modern British society. Four of 
the men had children with their wife who was also a Wiccan. One had one child with his 
Wiccan wife, and one by a Wiccan ex wife with whom he shared parenting on weekly 
swapping basis. One had children with a Wiccan ex wife, and was the step father to 
children with his current Wiccan wife, who had not been Wiccan while her children were 
growing Lip. Two had children with a non-Wiccan ex-wife who now had full custody of 
the children, one saw their child on a reasonably regular basis, and one did not since her 
mother had moved back to her native country which was a long way from Britain. One 
respondent had no biological children but had teenage step children of his Wiccan second 
wife, and finally, one had no biological children but was the step father to the grown up 
children of his Wiccan second wife! 
If we tease out these complex relationships we see a pattern that is common 
throughout Britain within which men in second marriages often inherit step children L- 
from their wife's first marriage, but that divorced fathers whose ex wives have custody of 
the children only see as much of their children as is practically possible. No one reported 
any terisioiis in custodial arrangements due to Wiccan beliefs. This study did not ascertain 
exactly how many divorcees were among the sample but those that reported they had 
been di%, orced usually said that they had parted from the first non-Wiccan wife due to 
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diverging life paths, then they had found Wicca, and thence a Wiccan second wife some 
time after the divorce, so Wicca did not feature in the divorce case or subsequent years. 
The one man who had a child by a Wiccan ex-wife and a child by a Wiccan wife had the 
youngest children among these respondents, but reported close and congenial parenting 
arrangements that worked well for all people concerned. 
Sexuality 
Twenty-nine respondents (83%) said they were heterosexual, four (11%) said they 
were bi-sexual, one said he had bi-sexual leanings and one said he was gay. He had a non 
Wiccan gay partner, whom he would like to be handfasted to at some time in the future. 
Careers 






Builder (runs his own firm renovating old houses using traditional techniques and 
materials) 






4 Civil servants 
5 in Computers i. e. I unspecified consultant, I in software support, I unspecified (was 
an artist), two web designers (one was a teacher and one was a photographer). 
Human resources consultant (also author and shiatsu practitioner) 









3 psychologists (one consultant, two non-specified) 
Trainee acupuncturist (was environmentalist) 
I adult learning support assistant (ex fine arts technician) 
Other Careers 
Retired journalist 
None 2 (ex psychiatric nurse from north of England now travelling, and ex psychiatric 
from London nurse now living off savings and enjoying London occult scene) 
Newspapers read by the respondents in this study. 
Respondents exhibited an eclectic choice in newspapers, the newspapers listed below 
indicate forty-five listed choices, twenty of which showed no particular preference for any 
newspaper, including eight people who preferred not to read the papers at all. Several of 
these emphasized that they preferred to watch the news on television, seeing it as less 
biased and less emotionally manipulative. The final score revealed eleven favouring right 




Varies 6, Any 6, Any left wing I 
The Guardian 4 The Times 4 
Telegraph 3, Observer 3 
Daily Mirror 2, Independent 2, Daily Mail 2 
Local papers 4 
Political sympathies of respondents in this stiLdy 
The political affiliations of the men in this study show that liberal to left wing politics 
are. statistically speaking for this study, the first choice in Wicca. As with subscribing to 
newspapers, eight respondents choose not to vote. There were comments that this was a 
voluntary abstinence due to lack of satisfaction with any political party. The Liberal 
Democratic party was the most popular choice with nine people saying they had voted for 
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it and would continue to do so. The political sympathies of the left wing respondents 
varied between the Socialists and the 'middle left', and with the right wing respondents 
from the Conservatives to the 'middle right'. The Green party and independent politics 
were also choices. One respondent refused to name the party he supported, saying that 






Labour 3, Socialist 3 
Middle left 2, Conservative 2 
New Labour 1, Middle Right 1, Independent I 
Music preferred by respondents in this stud 
Music preferred was also wide ranging and eclectic. Preferences are listed below in order. 
All music 19 
Al I especially rave music, All but dance music 1, All but jazz and country 1, all but 
country and western I 
Classical music 7, Classical especially Mozart 1, Classical especially Baroque 1. 
Folk 4 
Jazz 3 
Dance music 2 
Rock 1, glarn rock 1, Romantic 1, World music, I Psychedelic 1, Scottish 1. 
Television and films preferred by respondents in this study 
Television and films preferred by the male Wiccans in this study were less varied, 
and could possibly have been predicted since they mirror interests reported in the 
conversion biographies. Some respondents reported that they had very little time to watch 
television and thus were quite selective about what they viewed, others reported a similar 
lack of time but said that this meant that their viewing patterns were predetermined by the 
time that they had rather than any subject they were particularly interested in. 
Television and films 
Documentaries 7 /News 8 
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Natural History 3 /Discovery channel 2/ History programmes 3 
Science Fiction 4/Science fiction Fantasy I 
UK Gold 2/ Comedy 3/Fun I/Escapism 3 
Drama 2/Epics I 
Travel I 
Anything that's on when I get time to watch 3 
Anything with a good plot I 
It varies, a wide range 5 
No TV, just good films I/ Prefer reading I 
Holiday choices of respondents in this stud 
Respondents'were asked what was their preferred choice of holiday. This question 
raised a few laughs with some respondents citing where they would like to go (exotic 4n 
long-haul destinations rather than where they actually did holiday (GB and Europe). 
Choice of holidays was limited by finance rather than imagination, and one man said 
rather sadly that he no longer could afford holidays since he was divorced and paying 
high child maintenance. There was a noticeable lack of 'normal' package travel to 
sunshine destination, with holidays in Great Britain or with friends in Western Europe 
being the most favoured options. 
Holiday Choices 
Sun, sea and relaxing 2 
Not as tourist, to really find the country 2/adventure holidays I/ long haul travel I 
Diving holidays I/skiing I/ Walking I/Camping I 
Short breaks in Britain/weekends in the country 2 
Working holidays 2 
With friends in Britain 3/ holiday in Great Britain 4 
With friends abroad 6/holidays in Europe 4 
Hot and interesting places like Egypt I 
As many as possible I 
Don't have time I/Can't afford it I 
Wicca as the main spiritual path in respondents lives 
Wicca was a major part in all the respondents lives, except one, and it was their 
main spiritual path. One respondent who felt he was moving away from Wicca at the 
time of the interview, felt that Wicca had fulfilled a part of his life, but now he was 
moving on; he saw the drive that had brought him to Wiccan now pulling him elsewhere. 
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1- le was retraining from being an environmentalist to becoming an acupuncturist. 
Seventeen respondents said that, although Wiccan was their main path, they followed 
other religious/spiritual paths as well. These paths are listed below. 
Other spiritual paths followed 
Ceremonial magic 6 
Kabalistic magic 2/ Traditional Witchcraft 2 
DrUidry 2/ Folk Traditions I 
Shamanism I/NLP I/Esoteric spirituality I/Greek mysteries I 
Number of years in Wicca 
The number of years that respondents had been involved in Wicca varied between 
6 months and thirty two years. The average length of time in Wicca for initiates of each 
degree is illustrated in table 2. The fact that some second degrees had been initiated for 
Much longer than some second degrees illustrates that some members of Wicca do not 
see it as necessary to be initiated into higher degrees. However, the mean length of time 
in each degree shows that it is customary to move up the degrees in most cases. Table 2 
shows the number of years respondents had been practising Wicca. 
Table 2. Number of years male respondents have been practising Wicca 
Number of Years in Wicca 




Mean Years in 
Wicca 
First degrees 6 months 18 years 4.63 
ý, econd Degrees 4 years 17 years 
9.80 
11 Third degree 9 years 32 years 15.90 
These ranges and numbers of years in Wicca were very similar to the ages ranges 
noted in the pilot study. 
Coven Affiliations 
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This study focuses upon British Wiccans, as defined in Britain, i. e. initiates of 
Alexandrian and Gardnerian Neo-Pagan lineages. It is normal for such Wiccans to work 
in a coven, or partnership, rather than alone; thus, out of 35 respondents only one was a 
solitary Witch. He had left the coven he was initiated into and now worked alone, but 
within a wide occult network of friends and associates that included Wiccans. The 
reasons he left 'coven-craft' are discussed later under the heading Leaving Wicca. One 
respondent worked in a partnership with his Wiccan life partner. Of the respondents who 
were coven members, 18 were coven leaders, this accounted for all participants of third 
degree and just under half the second degrees. One second degree who was not a coven 
leader had been one in the past until he split up with the partner with whom he had run 
his coven. Table 3 shows coven affiliations. 
Table 3. Coven affiliations. 
Coven affiliations for male Witches 
I st Degree 2nd Degree 3rd Degree 
Solitary Witch 0 1 0 
Coven member 9 13 11 
Coven leader 0 7 11 
Gender balance within covens 
Seventeen respondents reported having equal numbers of men to women. Fifteen 
reported having a gender balance of 60% women and 40% men, and one reported having 
a gender balance of 70% women and 30% men. One was no longer in a coven and one 
worked in partnership with his Wiccan life partner. 
SUMMM 
This demography is similar to all other demographics noted in studies of Pagan 
religion. It demonstrates a cross section of contemporary British society of which 
members are not easily distinguishable from any other members of the public. If one 
had to create an ideal type of Wiccan male from this data one might describe a forty- 
something white British national in an unremarkable but respectable middle-class job. 
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He would live with a long-term female partner and run a small coven in which females 
outnumbered males on a ratio of 3: 2. He would be middle to left wing, holiday chiefly in 
Britain and Europe, and have an eclectic taste in music and the arts, particularly liking 
classical music, romantic art and watching documentaries. Wicca would be his chief 
spiritual path, a world accommodating religion he follows while enjoying and 
participating in the 'normal' world around him. 
The demographic noted here is also very similar to those noted by scholars of NRMs 
and in converts from the predominant Christianity of the British Isles, such as Kose's 
Muslims. Kose noted that his respondents were predominantly middle class with a 'good 
educational background' (Kose 1996: 80). Average conversion age was 29.7, with the 
ma . ority of conversions occurring between 23 and 45 years of age. Wallis found his j 
American Scientology converts to be white, young to early middle aged, from 
predominately Protestant or non religious backgrounds, in white collarjobs with a high 
school or college education. They were consumers of science fiction and were acquainted 
witi, usually at least one quasi-philosophical-psychologicaI system, which Wallis pointed 
out is similar to the profile of followers of science fiction noted by Kingsely Amis in 
1963. They showed patterns of seekership via a number of groups before becoming 
involved with Scientology, or earlier, Dianetics. Wallis said of this demography: 
Its recruits... are not drawn from the categories of the traditional dispossessed. They are not 
marginal individuals, but individuals who are members of groups and strata which are in many 
ways central to the character of industrial society. They are for the most part drawn frorn a 
relatively privileged, relatively comfortable, middle class. Analysis of this movement may 
therefore direct us to features of contemporary society which are a source of persistent alienation 
and anxiety, even to its most typical constituent (Wallis 1976: 5). 
Wallis' description of recruits to Scientology could equally apply to recruits to most 
NRMs, and to those who become Pagan. This recurrent motif of the joiners of alternative 
spirituality being drawn not from deviant misfits or brainwashed victims, but from 
volunteers from the heart of 'normal' society is interesting in the light of the 'prophecy' 
of Fdward Tiryakian in 1972. He described the youth involved in the counterculture and 
occult revival of the 1960s as harbingers of a Kuhnian paradigm shift in society, and 
argued: 
I have proposed that important ideational components of change (i. e. changes in the social 
consciousness of reality) may often originate in non-institutionalised groups or sectors of society C, 
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whose paradigms of reality may, in certain historical moments, become those which replace Zý institutional ised paradigms and become in turn new social blueprints. Relating this to the present 
essay, I propose that esoteric culture, and groups of actors mediating esoteric to exoteric culture, are 
major inspirational sources of cultural and social innovations... If we come to perceive the occult 
revival of today not as an ephemeral fad of mass society but as an integral component in the formation Zý 
of a new cultural matrix, more likely international than national in scope, ... we see 
it, in brief, as an 
: rnportant vehicle in the restructuring of collective representations of social reality (Tiryakian 508- 
510: 1972). 
Whether Wicca and other NRMs are part of such a collective restructuring 
remains to be seen, but in light of the secularization thesis this is a possibility. Certainly, 
for contemporary Wiccans, Wicca is not a remarkable extraneous part of their lives but 
rather the backbone for the morals and ethics upon which they base their actions, and the 




This chapter describes different images of, and definitions for, Wicca. It then 
defines the religion according to findings from the fieldwork viewed in the light of 
contemporary scholastic research in this area. 
Within the last ten years, Wicca and Paganism have increasingly been called 
'Nature Religion'. Notable influences have been the publication of Catherine Albanese's 
1999 book Nature Religion in America: from the American Indians to the New Age, an 
international conference held at Lancaster University in 1996 called Nature Religion 
Toda : Western Paganism, Shamanism and Esotericism in the 1990s and the subsequent y 
book published by Pearson, Roberts and Samuel in 1998 called Nature Religion Today: 
Paganism in the Modern TVorld. The formation of an internet network of scholars 
interested in Nature Religion, Natrel, in 1997, seems to have considerably reinforced 
this terminology, and Paganism has become synonymous with Nature Religion. This 
reinforcement looks like it might continue apace since the American Academy of 
Religion has given the members of Natrel their own forum within its annual conference 
from 2003 onward. 
Lively discussion on Natrel has included some questioning of this terminology; 
various scholars have pointed out that Christian networks now actively discuss 
stew ardship of the earth, and that Pagans are not the visible leaders of ecological 
movements. Responses include the argument that Pagans are involved actively in 
ecological matters but not necessarily 'out' as Pagans, and that the movements such as 
Reclaiming are very actively involved in eco-spirituality. 
Gardner first described Wicca as fertility religion, and other Wiccan authors have 
also used that terminology. However, over the years the term has come to be used 
progressively less, and now is almost an archaic description of Wicca. Doreen Valiente 
traces the evolution of Wicca from fertility cult to Nature Religion thus: 
The principle of fertility is, after all, a very deep, fundamental and mysterious thing. It is life itself, 
bursting out in a myriad form, from the earth, and the waters, never standing still, ever renewing 
itself, eternal yet ever changing ... what place have the ties of an ancient fertility cult in the modem 
world at all? Do we stil I need to perform these old rituals in order to make the crops grow? And as 
for increasing the population, isn't the world grossly populated already? ... The answer is that all things, including living religions, evolve; and the Craft of the Wise is a living religion. Over the 
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years, we have begun to see a new concept of the idea of fertility; one that is not only material but 
also of the mind and the soul ... We speak of people's minds being 'fertile' or 'barren'. We talk of 
'cultivating' ideas as well as fields; of new 'conceptions' of abetter way of living. There is a 
spiritual as well as a material fertility; and human life is a desert without it. These are the aims 
towards which sincere and intelligent present day pagans, witches and Nature worshippers are 
tending. The spirit of the old rites, therefore, continues; but in a higher form. The concern is not so 
much with literal fertility as with vitality, and with finding one's han-nony with Nature. In this way, 41 
people seek for a philosophy of life which bestows peace of mind, as well as physical satisfaction 
(Valiente 1973: 132-135). 
It has already been noted that Pearson (2000) has successfully defined Wicca as 
esoteric spirituality. This is perhaps one of the most accurate descriptions for British 
initiatory Wicca, and one well argued in Pearson's thesis. It may see a lot more usage in 
the future but, at present, is mainly used by such scholars as part of their discourse within 
the field of religious studies. 
The Wiccan view of povular images of Witchcraft. 
The witch in folklore 
The interviewees in this study were asked how they perceived the witch in 
folklore. They did not seem to be hold very strong opinions on the folkloric image of the 
Witch, nor be especially interested in the folklore of witchcraft. The folkloric witch was 
described as anything from 'amusing' to 'rubbish' and generally seen as a caricature that 
did not necessarily relate to modern Wicca. 
The celluloid witch 
Respondents were also asked how they perceived Witchcraft as portrayed in 
popular television programmes and films. This question elicited a much more lively 
response, as a modern medium that was being created in front of them, rather than a story 
telling tradition that is accepted and seemingly unremarkable. Opinion on television 
Witches ranged from amusement to annoyance to 'dreadful cheesy crap, dreadful, totally 
unrelated to Wicca. ' These portrayals were seen to be a new misrepresentation of the 
Witch, which were glamorous but inaccurate. The film The Craft was hardly mentioned, 
and mainly seen as a fun teenage movie that was harmless to Wicca, particularly with its 
good moral content. Harry Potter books and films had been very much enjoyed, although 
keen fans of Lord of1he Rings seemed to feel obliged to dislike all things Potteresque. 
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Overall there seemed to be equal numbers of Harry Potter fans to Lord ofthe Rings fans 
amongst this sample of Wiccan men 
Interestingly, the fictional Buffy the Vampire Slayer had many fans amongst my 
respondents, while the equally fictional Charmed was universally despised. Buf)Cfy was 
regarded as an enjoyable occult soap opera with mainly plausible characters, and 
storylines in which the magic was logically if not realistically possible. Charmed, 
however, was seen as an annoying series with 'plastic characters', 'risible' plot lines, and 
ridiculous magic. It appears that modem Witches enjoy a series in which the logic of the 
magic is in accord with their own, and with which they can then engage via suspension of 
disbelief, whilst they detest programmes in which the magic is impossible and to them, 
totally stupid. The dark humour in Buffy was also appreciated. 
Positive celluloid images of Witches and Witchcraft were seen as a good thing 
generally. They were seen to help the general public to relate to Witches and hopefully be 
a little more tolerant of their beliefs and practices; as usual, anti-defarnation was high on 
the agenda i. e: 
I think it is obviously exaggerated and with fantastic elements, but I think on the whole it's sort of 
gettingbetter. It's showing the public, you know, it is luring them away from this sort of, this old 
misconception of Satanism and black magic etc. 
Respondents were acutely aware of how contemporary media portrays Wicca, and 
its effect: 
I think there has been a lot of publicity, especially in America that it is basically a religion for 
women and I think that can put off a lot of men who might be interested, because they think that's Cý 
a bit -irlie. 
One respondent remarked that, because of these popular media images of 
Witchcrall. lie had to spend the first session of any open course describing what Wicca 
isn't. The coordinator of the long running Wicca Study Group had this to say: 
we're getting far more women wanting to come on study groups, that is sort of 75/25, and the 
danger is that becomes self fulfillin- and the men come and think, 'Oh, my God, should I be hereT Zý T When we started the Wicca Study Group it was less the case. It wasn't something I was aware of 
But I think, without being gender biased, women are much more likely to go to meetings (esoteric C, 
meetings) than men are. A man might get out a book on it, he might not necessarily sign up for 
sitting meditating in a circle of unknown faces. 
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Why Wiccan Priests are not warlocks 
The male Wiccans interviewed for this study were all asked why they were not 
'warlocks". Every one refuted the term. Respondents unanimously declared that they were 
not warlocks but male Witches: 
It's a bloody silly name, isn't it. Why aren't Ia warlock? Because I'm a Witch. I'm quite happy to 
be a Witch, makes a lot more sense to be a Witch. Although thinking about it, to be clear, I'd be 
more inclined to call myself a Wiccan than a Witch anyway. It seems to relate more to the belief 
system rather than the spells. 
Explanation of why they would never use the term took two clear paths. Firstly 
and most strongly, quoted by 30 of the 35 respondents (86%) interviewed was that 
'warlock' means 'oath breaker': 
Well. I hope I am neither a treaty breaker, or a traitor, or an evil magician - which are some of the 
definitions in the Oxford English dictionary, and principally I am not a warlock because I am a 
Witch. 
The men in this study thought the tenn was ridiculous: 
I'd hate to be thought of as a warlock. I mean I'm not quite sure what it means, its a sort of 
'Disney' image that has more to do with the fantasy world of films and dungeons and dragons. I 
think anybody who goes around calling himself a warlock is a prat. It's a pretentious title Cý 
smacking too much of wizardry and stuff. I 
One said he was not warlock 'because I'm not American'! The female 
respondents were asked why Wiccan men are not warlocks and came up with exactly the 
same refutation as the men. 
The male Witch 
Wicca is popularly perceived as a path for (young) women. The men who took 
part in this study were asked how they felt as a man pursuing a path that is so often 
portrayed like this. The general comment was that Wicca is actually a 'polarity' religion 
and, as Such. that Wicca 'cannot function without the male'. One said: 
Although Wicca is a Goddess-based Religion, it is not female based on the material level, it is a 
polarity religion that needs both men and women. Anyone interested in Wicca should be aware of 
that, and it is deeply empowering for men, enlightening, empowering and a foil for true 
masculinity. 
Another made the comment: 
I don't see it as the same problem as asking a woman how she feels as a plumber, in what is 
obviously a very male-dominated profession. I mean it has never struck me as a question. I am a 
Witch in a coven whichjust happens to have two men and two women and i am very much aware 
that the balance is right. 
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The religious practice of Wicca allows for experiencing working with roles and 
psychodynamic ritual incorporating archetypes that are outside the remit of the gender 
stereotypes in wider society. However, Wiccans seem to revel in the polite etiquette of 
hetero-normative behaviour when interacting with each other. Several adherents talked 
about the male and female roles in Wicca and said that they like the traditional gender 
stereotyping, and gallant male behaviour that is expected to accompany it. One said: 
You can call it what you like; there are gender stereotypes, but they work. I like being a man, and I 
like being nice to women. in Wicca men are men and women are women, and that's the way it is. 
Orion (1995) locates Wicca within the western spiritual tradition and cites the 
romantic and chivalric traditions as part of that. This could be a contributing factor to 
the '(Yentlemanly' behaviour of Wiccan men, but it is not one that I am aware of having 4n 
beeii discussed within the Wiccan community in Europe. One respondent elaborated his 
view of why such behaviour is common by saying: 
it is not unusual to see Wiccan men opening doors for ladies, or giving up their seats. I don't mind 
that, at a] I. For me it's refreshing in a world where such courtesy is lost. 
The Wiccan view of common definitions of Wicca 
Respondents were asked to score appraisals of Wicca that have been commonly 
used in the academic literature cited earlier in the literature review. They were asked to 
score the following items on a likert scale of I to 10, with I being strongly disagree and 
10 being strongly agree. The mean results are as follows: 
Goddess Religion - 6.60 
Wicca has often been called 'Goddess Religion', because it was at the forefront of the 
revival of Goddess worship and remains a religion that strongly venerates female divinity. 
Since the rise of feminist witchcraft 'Goddess religion' has come to portray a form of 
women's spirituality that either venerates female divinity alone, or is deeply aligned to 
feminist spirituality. Wiccans worship 'the Goddess' alongside her consort, 'the God'. 
My respondents were asked whether they saw Wicca as a 'Goddess Religion'. Overall 
they were happy to call it such because it does revere the Goddess, but they were 
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unhappy to see their religion defined solely in terms of the Goddess, since they equally 
worship the God. A typical comment on scoring my question was: 
Well, it is a Goddess religion. I mean Gerald Gardner's first book was A Goddess Arrives wasn't 
it? And we do certainly worship Her. But it's also a God religion; I don't like to see that rubbed 
away as it were so, in a way, I agree with the statement and in a way I don't. So it is either a 10 or 
it's aI because I think it is equally a God/Goddess religion. 
Thus favourite scores for this question were one, five or ten, each trying to 
illustrate the same effect! 
Gre. ý-m Relijýion - mean score 6.72 
When I first created the questionnaire terminology current in Wicca to indicate its 
ecological aspect was more usually 'Green spirituality/religion' than 'Nature Religion', so 
I used this phrase. At the time of writing up this thesis the term Nature Religion is in 
more common usage, and I would now favour it for this question. 
Responses in this study show that Wiccans do see Wicca as a'Green Religion'. 
However, an interesting, if predictable, discovery was that the most ecologically 
committed Wiccans saw the religion as least green, whilst the ones who had more 
recently converted to ecological thinking, usually via Wicca, saw it as most green. The 
only environmentalist in this study scored four for this item. Two people who talked of 
learning a ecological lifestyle via Wicca both gave the religion a higher score of seven 
and eight as a green religion. Although I did not specifically ask them about involvement 
in ecological activities, since the main thrust of my inquiry was on conversion processes, 
this remains an interesting area of future study. 
Wicca as part of the New Ajze Movement - mean score 3.36 
Michael York distinguishes New Age from its metaphysical antecedents by its 
own self-consciousness and its self-referral to the Age of Aquarius. He sees the Nco 
Pagan movement as something that is not readily distinguishable from the New Age but 
has a difference of orientation. He sees both representing 'a theological perspective with 
particular sociological consequences, which has been largely absent from and ignored in 
the Judaco-Cluistian hegemony dominating the west' (York 1996: 2). He differentiates 
the two by noting that Pagans seek an immanent locus of deity as opposed to a 
transcendent metaphysical reality; and (like Pearson 1998a) sees Paganism as a re- 
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awakening of tradition-bound religion as opposed to the New Age's eclectic awakening 
of spirituality. He notes the green politics of Paganism and the feminist influence laid 
upon it by Witchcraft. York also notes the different ideologies of meaning and morality, 
illusion and materialism later noted by Heelas. Kranenborg makes similar distinctions 
(Kranenborg 2001). 
Paul Heelas does see Wicca as part of the New Age movement. In 1996 he made 
a wide-ranging attempt to define and explore the 'New Age' movement in which he 
characterizes the New Age movement with three principles. These are: the authority of 
the individual, the statements 'your lives are not working'/ 'you are gods and goddess in 
exile'; and 'let it go/drop it', which he sees as the basis of a sacralization of the self 
(Heelas 1996: 18-20). Although he includes Paganism and Wicca as New Age he makes 
no distinction between the varying Pagan religions, or between initiatory or non-initatory 
traditions. Ile sees Paganism in terms of self spirituality and states 'differences between 
the Human Potential Movement and neo-Paganism, for instance, typically being a matter 
of mere idiom and emphasis' (1996: 29). 
Pearson (1998) strongly disagrees and counters Heelas in her 1998 paper 
Assunied4ffinities: Mcca and the Neu, Age. Her Ph. D. thesis focused on Wiccans self- 
identification, and examined evidence of the rejection by British Wiccans of 
identification with the New Age. In this paper she examines Heelas' three principles 
and applies them to Wicca. She strongly refutes Heelas' assumptions, basing her 4n 
argument on her own research, in which 86% of Wiccans surveyed did not regard Wicca 
as part of the New Age movement, and reactions to this association included horror. She 
found that her study did not support a categorization of Wicca as New Age. 
None of Pearson's hundred Wiccan subjectsjoined Wicca because their lives 
were not working, an essential foundation of Heelas' theory. Subsequent fieldwork by 
Pearson showed that Wiccans recognized and worked with everyday problems, with 
which they dealt with pragmatism alongside a pursuit of a holism. She notes a response 
from one high Priestess, who refused to initiate a seeker who thought Wicca might solve 
his problems. She argues that there is no evidence that Wicca regards humankind as 
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malfunctioning and that it operates within a framework of pragmatic realism that includes 
dark and light rather than seeing the New Age as the light after the darkness. 
Pearson states that Heelas is arguing that Wicca falls into a manichean dualism of 
matteribody versus spirit as typifying the New Age Movement (illustrated in extreme 
form by the Heaven's Gate incident), with Spirit being superior and ultimately far more 
desirable than matter. She then contrasts this with the results of her study in which 
Wiccans claim to seek not perfection but wholeness and completeness. She quotes a 
conversation with one of her sources, D Wadsworth, saying: 
Many religions praise spirit over the other elements, as though it is superior, but in fact as Witches 
and priestesses we say all five are essential, and no one clement, whether in Nature or in a 
personality, is more important than another, hence the pentagram is our best known symbol 
(Pearson 1998: 49). 
Pearson then argues that attitudes to authority and commitment demand separate 
classification between Wicca and the New Age. She looks at complex structures of 
coven autonomy, and within-coven authority in Wicca, and says, 'The evidence suggests 
that authority within Wicca is diffuse, there is no absolute authority located either in the 
divine or in the 11hh Priestess and High Priest. ' (Pearson 2000: 53). Regarding external 
authority, she finally contrasts the New Age rejection of authority with the Wiccan 
recognition of the authority of their Gods. 
Given the polarity of these scholarly arguments one might expect respondents in 
this study to have strong feelings about whether Wicca was New Age or not. However, 
when given the chance to assert their feeling on this matter the interviewees in this study 
had little or no coini-nent to make. This question did not gain a very strong reaction nor 
elicit much discussion at all. Respondents were happy to score the item and move on to 
the next question. 
Wicca as a New Reliaious Movement - mean score 3.51 
As noted in the literature review, Wicca has also been categorised as a New 
Religious Movenient. Certainly it fulfills the criteria most scholars of NRMs give for a 
definition of an NRM and, even if it claims ancient roots, it has only been evident since 
WWII, with Gerald Gardner publishing the first book about Wicca per se in 1954. In 
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academic discourse a rapprochement could be found between most views of Wicca if we 
take care to point out that Wicca is not necessarily New Age but may reasonably be seen 
to be a New Religious Movement. 
As xvith the item eliciting response about categorizing Wicca as New Age, nobody 
in this study seemed particularly bothered that Wicca might be seen as a New Religious 
Movement. One typical answer was: 
I'll give it a five. Really it should be an absolute ten or zero since Paganism, which is a major part 
of Wicca, has always been with us. I mean since the Stone Age. It isn't to say that if its new it 
doesn't work or it isn't as good. Whether its old or its new it works, that's good enough for me. 
It's always been there as a belief, but Wicca as a codified belief system has only existed since 
Gardiier stuck it down in the fifties and made it available to the general public. I mean, to look at 
this country's nominal faith - the disciples of Jesus founded Christianity. They were closer to the 
source. does that make them any better or worse than Christians today? 
It must be pointed out that most practitioners of Wicca are not au. fait with the 
sociological baggage that comes with the term 'NRM'. If I had asked if they saw Wicca 
as a cult I think they would have given it a very low score, but most perceived this 
question as relating to the historical validity of Wicca. 
Wicca as an Ancient reli0on - mean score - 4.72/Wicca as a Revived Relipon - mean 
score - 5.58 
The history of Wicca has caused much debate amongst practitioners and scholars 
alike. Tbeories as to how Wicca began can be ranged on a continuum that encompasses 
the belief that Gerald Gardner made it up through to it being the last outpost of the Old 
Religion, a religious survival from beyond the mists of time. Protagonist of all views 
usually have an implicit bias in the theory they choose. Thus Aidan Kelley, the author of 
Crafting the Art ofAlagic (1991), had extra motivation in portraying Gardner as the 
founder of Wicca since such a claim would add authenticity to his own newly formed 
NROOGD (flie New and Reformed Order of the Golden Dawn). For a feminist Witch to 
assert that Witchcraft hails to a golden age of matriarchy adds a historical authenticity to 
her new empowering religion. The middle ground that many Wiccans take is that Wicca 
is a revived form of the ancient Pagan mystery traditions, that we do not know its exact 
provenance. but that it clearly hails to the past whilst being a religion of the present and 
future. 
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Wicca as a Mystely Religion - mean score - 8.97/ Wicca as a Mystery Tradition - mean 
score - 8.33-3 
Although it has not been picked up by either academia or the popular press 
Wiccans often refer to their faith as a 'Mystery Religion'. They see the mysteries of the 
universe as ineffable, perennial truths that cannot be taught, but can be unveiled by each 
practitioner. Experiences, rituals and celebrations can be shared but each practitioner is 
seet, to be following a unique path towards understanding the mystery which both 
inspires. and is unveiled by, the rites. 
When asked whether they saw Wicca as a Mystery Religion or Mystery Tradition 
responses were far livelier than to the previous questions. The terms used obviously 
resonated more for the respondents in this study. Most interviewees did not see much 
difference between a mystery religion or a mystery tradition. The word tradition was 
preferred to the word religion by some who saw 'religion' as associated with traditional 
or organized religion. Others preferred the term religion i. e. 'Wicca is relatively recent, 
therefore it doesn't really qualify as a tradition. Because it's got Goddess and God, it's an 
equalist religion, without a shadow of a doubt. ' Because of this moot point respondents 
were also asked the item 'Wicca is not a religion'; this scored a mean score of 2.0, very 
low but marginally higher than the item 'Wicca is the one true path'. Thus, it seems that 
Wiccans definitely see their faith as a religion but would prefer ifto be seen as any 
number of things other than 'the one true path, an indicator of why they do not believe in 
proselytizing. 
Thus, to review these scores and put common definitions of Wicca in order of 
preference by Wiccan practitioners we have Table Four, Preferred definitions of Wicca 
for male respondents in this study. 
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Table Four - Preferred definitions of Wicca for male respondents in this study 
Definition of Wicca 
Score 
Mystery religion 41 8.97 
Mystery Tradition 8.33 
Green Religion 6.72 
. Goddess Religion 6.70 
Revived Religion 5.58 
Ancient Religion 4.72 
New Religious Movement 3.51 
New Age 3.36 
Not religion 2.02 
The one true path 1.97 
The definition that emerged - Polarity Religion. 
A definition of Wicca that is not much used in academia is that of 'polarity 
religion'. Despite this many respondents preferred to use it to any other term, apart from 
Mystery Tradition, particularly when discussing how far Wicca should be described as a 
Goddess religion. Polarity religion was described by Doreen Valiente thus: 
Life, therefore, to the ancients who philosophised from Nature, and all the fertility thereof, depends 
upon the universal interplay of positive and negative forces, counterbalancing and complementary 
to each other. Positive and negative; fire and water; sun and moon; man and woman; god and 
goddess; light and darkness; day and night; Lucifer and Diana; Pan and Hecate. 
This then, is the belief behind the sex rites of ancient fertility cults. These rites were not only 
sympathetic magic, to arouse the life giving forces of Nature. They were in their purest form the 
hieros gamos, or sacred marriage, which was the universal arcanum of Life itself the rebis or 
double thing of the alchemists (Valiente 1973: 134). 
Wicca as the one true path - 1.97 
Traditional forms of religion often see themselves as 'the one true path'. 
Adherents of religions that proselytize or evangelize feel they must save others and 
convert thern to follow the one true path. Wicca is the antithesis of this; its practitioners 
see themselves as part of mystery religion that does not seek converts. To ascertain how 
this itern would score with a Wiccan population I asked each respondent to score 'Wicca 
is the one true path' . The resounding answer was laughter and a sub scale score of 0 in 
many cases. One said, 'it is the one true path for me'. 
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The Structure of Wicca 
A polycephalous segmented polycentric integrated network or SPIN 
Wiccans reject centralization, bureaucracy and dogma to such an extent that 
their religion cannot be accurately defined or categorized using traditional Church-Sect 
typologies (York 1995). However, more suitable typologies are being developed to deal 
with NRMs. A useful example is the aforementioned 1984 invention of Wallis who, 
like Troeltsch, used the principle criterion for the typology as the relationship the sect has 
with the external world. These definitions classify groups according to their economic, 
social and cultural conditions and thus are defined as world-rejecting, world- 
accommodating and world-affirming. 
Michael York (1995) describes the structure of Wicca as a Segmented 
Polycentric Integrated Network or SPIN. He derives this term from Hine's (1977) 
description of a SPIN, and sees the SPIN as the sociological construct that is most 
accurate for Pagan and New Age groups, even though this was originally applied to 
groups keen on social and personal change such as the New Left, or Black Power, rather 
than a religious community. York focuses on non-bureaucratic segmentation and 
unbounded reticulation as essential aspects of a SPIN. He elegantly adapts Gerlach and 
Hine's model of intercell linkages via friendships, study interests, leaders talking at other 
groups or networks and conferences, travelling, and large gatherings for modern 
Paganism. Ile shows how this is relevant to the circular structures of immanence within 
this milieu that are written about by Starhawk. 
York's analysis, using SPIN and Starhawk, also lends a coherent argument for 
why the Pagan movement is growing so rapidly. He is happy to further Marilyn 
Ferguson's (1987) definition of New Age as a SPIN of SPINS that is a contemporary 
'holistic' movement which includes ecology and the Goddess movement, liberal politics 
etc. He concludes that, if this is combined with the hierarchical Church-Sect typologies 
and includes reticulated polycephalous structure, then sociology would have available 
tools for studying these areas. 
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York makes many valid points that have not been made clearly before, i. e. that 
Hill (1987) is wrong to suggest that a religious organization that seems to lack 
organization should be referred to as a cultic milieu, preferring Robbin's (I 988b) and 
Gerlach and Hine's (1973) theory that a movement might appear leaderless but is in fact 
'polycephalous'; with leadership being situation specific, with a leader's position only 
endorsed by continuous demonstration of worth, and depending on a having a personal 
following. He agrees with Gerlach and Hine that a movement is strengthened by 
polycephaly/polycentry by increasing adaptability and innovation, and, apart from active 
recruitment, accepts their definition of a movement as one that covers the New Age and 
Paganism very well: 
They define a movement by, and commitment to, a purpose which implements some form of 
personal or social change ... whose 
influence spreads in opposition to the established social order 
within which it originated, the non-centralized, many celled organization is not subject to control, 41 
manipulation, or even prediction - hence, the frequent antagonism against it that can be generated 
on both governmental and orthodox social levels (York 1996: 325). 
York's definition of Wiccan structure remains the best typology to evolve so far. 
Reiection of centralized authorit 
Respondents in this study were asked whether they would like to see Wicca with 
a centralized authority; this question scored a resounding unanimous 'NoP. A typical L- 
response was: 
No, I don't think it either should or could. I don't think it would work. I think most Wiccans, by 
nature, are fairly independent and autonomous and I think the loose collection of covens who 
know each other and work together stabilise each other; it works very well. I don't think 
centralized authority would be Wicca; itjust wouldn't work. This may not seem to be to outsiders, 
but it is our strength, the organic nature of it all; that's how it works. 
The semi-public nature of Wicca 
Respondents were also asked whether they felt that Wicca should be more or less 
public, or whether it was fine already. They almost unanimously wanted Wicca to keep 
the same level of publicity that it enjoys now. A typical answer was : 'I think it is 
gradually getting more public and accepted, and I think it is nice it is going about at a 
natural organic rate. I think that isjust about right, yes. ' 
Two people thought that it should be more public: they felt that this would help to 
stop defamation of their religion; 'Too much bad press, people need to know it's not 
what it's made out to be'. Both had less than five years experience in Wicca (one had 
been initiated for less than a year). Two thought that Wicca should be less public: they 
didn't like the way it was changing, and attributed changes to increased levels of 
publicity. Both of these had over ten years experience. As illustrated here, there was a 
correlation between length of time in Wicca and how public it was perceived to be. One 
younger respondent said, 'what do you mean, more or less, it is public really, isn't itT 
One highly respected elder, who had worked very hard in the community for a number of 
years, succinctly summed up the balance that Wiccans strive to keep in this matter: 
I find that very difficult to answer. I think that it would be great if it was accepted by the general 
community as being a recognized religion, so better in that sense, but also the danger of it C, Z, becomin g like (that goes back to your previous question about a central authority) bureaucracy, 
hierarchies, etc. So its a difficult one but in the end, let's keep it like it is. It works, and it's Wicca. 
As in the case of the two younger initiates who would have liked to see Wicca 
becoming less secret, all respondents were concerned about the public face of their faith, 
particularly when it became necessary to counter defamation. This concern led many to 
become involved in voluntary work for networks such as the Pagan Federation. This urge 
to help was augmented by the strength of community spirit that is inherent in Wicca, and 
extends beyond Wicca to the Pagan community in general. 
Wicca in relation to Wallis' tripartite typoloRies. 
As York points out, Wicca does not fit easily into any Church/sect/cult typologies 
although, like any spiritual movement, it has recognizable elements of all of these. 
Chapman found Wicca to be a world-affirming religion but with a higher occurrence of 
the mystical, affectional and revivalist motifs than is usual for a world-affirming religion. 
The fieldwork in this study indicates that its match of closest fit is sornething between 
the world-affirming and world-accommodating movements of Wallis' 1984 three-fold 
typology. 
The appeal of world-affirming movements in contemporary society lies in their 
offer of 'reducing the gap between aspiration and reality' (Wallis 1984: 51). World- 
affirming movements help people to cope and achieve in capitalist society. They 
emphasize the 'true self, and they offer self-diseovery in a safe environment combined 
with authentic relationships. They give greater authority to personal experience than to a 
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guru, leader, text or doctrine. They do not expect commitment to new utopias. The 
average age of converts to world-affirming movements is older than that of recruits to 
world-rejecting ones (Ellwood 1973, Alfred 1976: Babbie and Stone 1977; Stone 1976 
and Wallis 1984). They tend to be part of mainstream society, educated, professionally 
qualified and settled in their careers. 
Hamilton argues that world-affirming movements could well be the religions or 
'quasi-religions' of the future, and that their flourishing is a reason to question the 
secularization thesis. He describes their contemporary appeal thus: 
They offer power, status, self confidence, personal attractiveness and interpersonal competence to 
those who feel they lack them in sufficient degree or who want more of them. It is such things that 
define personal adequacy and give significance to a person's existence in contemporary culture. 
The movements offer a way of overcoming feelings of personal inadequacy to those who are 
relatively successful and privileged, a clear case of relative deprivation. In contrast to world- 
rejecting movements, the world-aff irming movements do not favour subordination of oneself but 
the celebration of the self, spiritual growth and the unleashing of hidden potential. Worldly success 
is not scorned by such movements which are to a large extent an outgrowth of the achievement 
orientation of contemporary capitalism and which uphold values largely compatible with it. On the 
other hand, they seem to also offer something more than mere worldly success. Those who enjoy a 
fair measure of it may find that it leaves a gap in their lives; they may experience a general sense of 
malaise. Such movements often seek to combine worldly success with a search for meaning. In this 
they are to some extent a reaction to those same aspects of modem life which the counterculture 
and the world-rejecting movement found unsatisfactory - its beaurocratic impersonality, role 
playing and lack of authenticity, its instrumental values, the lack of community and personal 
fellowship in a situation of social and geographical mobility, and so on - on the part of a section of 
the population which is however, to a far greater extent locked into mainstream society and 
institutions (Hamilton 2001: 259). 
It is easy to see how Wicca fits this model, and that the findings of previous 
studies bear out the appeal of a contemporary world-affirming movement as described 
above. However many of these movements are not religions. Groups such as 
Transcendental Meditation, the Human Potential Movement or the Erhard Seminars are 
often seen as sets of therapies and techniques or philosophies that 'use the language and 
trappings of religion'(Zaretsky and Leone 1974: xx). Furthermore many of these human 
development systems charge money for courses, and do not exhibit the strong religious 
and polycephalous elements that so typify Wicca. The higher mystical, affectional and 
revivalist motifs noted by Harrington (2000) were also evident in this study and are 
discussed in the following chapter. These, combined with the innate religiosity in Wicca, 
might more aptly see it described as a world-accommodating religion. However, as with 
any typology, it seems to contain elements of both. Thus, all we can say with any 
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certainty is that Wicca is not a world-rejecting movement, and that it straddles the fence 
between world-affirming and world-accommodating religion. 
Wicca as a relillion of late modernitv 
Wicca does not fit these typologies, nor does it fit the traditional model of 
religion. Adherents self-consciously refuses to allow it to do so by avoiding overt 
recruitment, not following doctrines or creeds, having no formal commandments beyond 
6an it harm none, do what thou wilt', not attaining property, not charging money for 
Wicca, nor holding services in consecrated buildings, nor ordaining any professional 
clergy. A small minority in this study said that they prefer not to call Wicca a religion 
because that word speaks to them of patriarchal monotheistic religions of the book. Many 
respondents in this study prefer to call Wicca a tradition rather than a religion to 
distinguish it from the religions of their birth. However, if one looks at the practice of 
Wicca, it does, as Helen Berger says, bear all the hallmarks of a late-modem religion. She 
writes at length, but a summary of what she says is quoted below: 
Unlike Orion (1995), who suggests that Wicca is a post-modem religion, I have asserted that 
Wicca should be viewed within the context of later modernity. Although the playfulness of the 
religious practice, the pastiche of rituals from diverse cultures, and the questioning of rationality 
makes Wicca appear at first glance to be post-modem, closer exannination reveals that the religion 
has not rejected the Enlightenment project. Wicca has instead stood enlightenment on its head by 
applying the methodological skepticism of the enlightenment to rationalism itself. My analysis of 
Wicca as a religion of late-modemity has been guided by Beckford (1984,1992a, 1992b). 
Although he does not specifically discuss Wicca, my view of the religion coincides with his model 
of reli-ions of late modernity: as incorporating a holistic image of the universe; the view that 
individuals are not separate from, but part of, nature; the notion that personal and cosmic changes 
are intertwined; the acceptance of personal transformation as a necessary part of changes in the 
social world; and the belief in the fusion of the personal and the political ... most Witches 
acknowledge that their religion is relatively new, but they nonetheless believe their practices to be 
linked to pre-Enlighteni-nent religious activities ... moral issues are becoming embedded through the 10 life politics of environmental responsibility, gender equality, freedom of sexual expression and 
tolerance of diversity ... As a religion that not only grows out of late modernity but that also 
embraces its notions of relativism, globalism, and skepticism, Wicca is a social laboratory for the 
development of friendship, community routinization, and the re-embedding of moral issues of late- 
modernity, as well as for the experimentation with gender roles for wornen and men (Berger 
1999: 123-127). 
The conversion biographies that form the main body of the fieldwork in this study 
lead me to concur with and combine Pearson, York and Berger's work to define Wicca as 
an esoteric religion of late modernity, which functions within a polycephalous segmented 
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polycentric integrated network. The current focus on conversion builds on this previous 
work, but also attempts to answer the much-vaunted question, 'Why and how do people 
begin to follow this religion, and how does it affect their livesT 
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Chapter Six 
Conversion to Wicca 
Wicca is not an evangelical religion and has no need to seek converts, for we do not enter Wicca in r, 
response to any human call but in response to the Horn of Heme the Hunter which echoes in the 
deep caverns of our unconscious minds, and in response to the Goddess whose voice, like a silver 
harp whisper, calls us to come to her altar (Crowley 1989: 243). 
This evocative phrase, written by best-selling High Priestess Vivianne Crowley, 
encompasses the sense of emotion and spiritual calling that is included in many Wiccans' 
understanding of their motivation to join Wicca. It also starts with the assertion that 
Wicca is different from other religions, implicitly indicating that it is on a higher spiritual 
level, vith adherents called by the Gods rather than by human agency. ItechoesMargot 
Adler's assertion that Paganism is a 'religion with no converts'. Margot Adler stated this 
8 in 1979. and it has since been the unquestioned paradigm, even within academia . Jones 
(200' )) points out that this statement occurs unattributed and unquestioned in some of the 
academic literature in this field. 
Adler is not alone in her assumptions, and accurately recorded the feelings of the 
American Pagan community whom she described in her survey. Among Pagans of all 
nations 'conversion' tends to be seen as a specifically Christian experience, of a 
suddeti/Pauline nature experienced alongside feelings of salvation and dedication to 
God/Jesus (Harrington 2000). As one respondent in this study said, the word conversion 
is not felt to be appropriate to the Wiccan/Pagan experience: 
it's a word that is loaded with Christian baggage, appropriate for Christians, not us. I have always 
been Pagan, I just hadn't heard of Paganism. When I did I knew instantly that it was for me, I 
sought it out. I found Wicca. I knew I had come home. It's always called to me, and I just 
confirmed it at initiation when I joined this mystery school and went deeper into my path. 
Initiation shows my commitment to the Gods, and has linked me closer to them, but I never 
converted, I always was [Wiccan]. 
It is essential to recognize and acknowledge the lived experience and cognitive 
appraisal of Pagans' experience ofjoining their religion, whilst trying to make sense of 
that experience within the framework of established conversion theory. As this study 
developed it became clear that the question of Wiccan conversion moves from 'is there a 
8 Wh i le it is understandable that practising Pagans choose not to use the term 'conversion' and d isl ike its I 
'bag, (,, a(, e' I was surprised by one Ph. D. candidate who refuted my entire thesis without reading it on the 
grounds that Pagans do not convert. I 
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Wiccan conversion process, and, if so, how does it fit into the current understanding of 
religious conversionT, to a second question of 'how can we understand this 'coming 
home', can it be called conversion, and is it unique to Wicca? '. This chapter attempts to 
answer these questions. It covers encountering Wicca, and applies Lofland and Skonovds' 
conversion motifs to respondents' first encounters. It discusses what drew them to Wicca, 
their previous religious commitments, and the speed and manner of their conversion 
process. Possible predispositions towards a later conversion to Wicca are also discussed, 
as is the nature of the 'long journey home' to Wiccan initiation. The Wiccan experience is 
analysed within the framework of Rambo and Farhadians' (1999) model for religious 
cow,, ersion. Finally, a new psychological model for religious conversion is proposed that 
is derived from the data of this study. 
Encounterint! Wicca 
The majority of the respondents in this study first encountered Wicca via books. 
This was followed by meeting Wiccans and deciding to get initiated at a later date. One 
respondent had found his first contact on the intemet, and three had found Wicca via their 
partners. One had dated his girlfriend for a year before she decided to tell him what her 
path was, and it had come as a relief to him to find out what united the vastly disparate 
group of her friends. 
Table Five - Modes of Men Encountering Wicca. 






Pagan scene 2 
Open classes 
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This table accounts for 30 (86%) of the respondents. Other unique answers 
included, 'the Goddess called me', 'it was always there', 'seeing Alex Sanders on 
television', and 'I was with a group of folk musicians in the pub but looking across the 
bar at R wearing a dinner-plate-sized-pentagram, and I knew I was at the wrong end of 
the pub! ' One of the respondents was a theatre director; he had a very interesting 
account of how preparatory research into 'the Scottish play' had led him directly to 
become Wiccan, and how it had influenced his portrayal of the three most famous 
witches in literature. 
Respondent I was introduced to Wicca when I was directing a production of' Beth 
[sic]. I was introduced to H because I was going to do some research: 
from that I got more and more interested and more and more involved. 
The interest and research went beyond what I needed to do the play, and I 
suppose it must have been two, two and a half years before I was initiated. 
I was gradually getting more and more involved and I came to H's classes 
for the best part of a year. 
Interviewer: Did H influence your production of the Macbeth then? 
Respondent: I used the information I got, certainly. Yes, I mean it was very useful 
research from the point of view of the way we portrayed the witches in 
Macbeth, and what was the purpose of Macbeth in there, and why 
Shakespeare had written him in there. Yes, from that point 
of view it was very useful, but it also awakened my interest. 
The 'recognition' effect first discussed by Harrington (2000) was particularly 
evident in this study when Wicca was encountered via books, where it often had a 
revelatory effect on the person who had never heard of Wicca before. 
fligh Priest, 37 years old, initiated in 1983 
At the age of 16 1 stumbled across my first book on Witchcraft. This was a revelation to me. I 
suddenly realised there were other people in the world who felt the same way that I did, who 
practised magic and had a non-dogmatic approach to spiritual experience, who were seeking to 
pursue an active spiritual quest through the process of initiation. 
Having read this first book, I then tried to read everything that was then available. Once I had 
finished my A levels, I then travelled to the Atlantis book-shop in London where there was a notice 
board that covens used to advertise. I rang one of these numbers, which turned out to be the coven 
that I joined. I had not met anyone practising Witchcraft before this. 
High Priest, 67 years old, initiated in 1970. 
Respondent: I was going in my lunch hour around the back streets of London and 
found a tantric bookshop where I came across Stuart Farrar's first book 
What Witches Do. I regret to say I bought it because of the cover, but I C, 
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read it and thought, 'good heavens above that's what I am'. 
Interviewer: Do you feel you wouldn't have bought the book if it had a different 
cover? 
Respondent I don't know, I might well have done. It was an intriguing title, but it had 41 Z, t, 
what has been described as the most photographed bottom in the universe. 
Interviewer: And you hadn't heard about Wicca before that? 
Respondent No. 
Interviewer: What originally attracted you to Wicca apart from the most photographed 
bottonn? 
Respondent: I think it was a very positive belief system. It accorded with my values, 
and that's about it. It accorded with my values and it was very positive and 
veryjoyful. 
Interviewer: And is what attracted you still an attraction? 
Respondent: Yes, very much so. I think the great thing about it, it is not a thou shalt 
not religion, and I always felt that whoever created this world meant us to enjoy it, and 
the idea of a God who says come in to this wonderful place and then you enjoy something C, 
and then say 'Ah got you, you shouldn't have done that'and that's not my idea of a proper 
deity, to be setting elephant traps for people. 1ý 
Lofland and Skonovds' conversion motifs. 
Respondents were asked to score conversion motifs based on Lofland and Skonovd 
(1989). Table Six illustrates these motifs and their scores. 
Table Six - Male Mean Scores for Lofland and Skonovd's conversion motifs 
Lofland and Skonovd's conversion motifs Score 
Reading 5.57 
Mystical experience 4.41 
Friends or lovers 3.94 
Family 2.03 
Intense exposure to Wiccan Teachings 1.08 
Experience at large gatherings 2.43 
Experimenting 6.43 
The mean scores level out the results. In the survey, data scores varied for each 
motif from I through to 10 depending on individual experiences in all cases except for 
'intense cxposure. ' These findings show a similar pattern to the results in the earlier 
Wiccan conversion survey (Harrington 2000), with the exception that in this survey the 
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affectional motif was split into friends/lovers and family. In the earlier study the 
affectional motif scored marginally higher than the revivalist motif. In this case, 
involvement of friends and lovers scored higher than revivalism, but involvement of 
family scored lower. 
As with the former study, older respondents who had been in Wicca for a long 
time had first encountered it via books, unless they encountered it via a lover. Younger 
members showed more evidence of experimentation and, to a mild extent, revivalism, 
with experience at large gatherings. This fits with the growth of the 'how to' book, and 
the 'open festival' organized by bodies such as the Pagan Federation, or any number of 
the conferences that have proliferated since the 1980s. However, with the relatively low 
score for revivalism, it seems that open Sabbats provide for the converted, rather than 
serve as a recruiting ground for new converts. 
As would be expected with a non-evangelical religion that sees itself as a mystery 
tradition made up of initiates, the coercion motif 'intense exposure to Wiccan teachings' 
scored very low; its scoring of a mean 1.08 is due to the scores of eight people who had 
received pre-initiatory training, particularly two Alexandrian High Priests who had 
worked full Wicca in the months preceding their initiation. As with the earlier study it is 
hard to see this result as a true value since 'intense exposure to Wiccan teachings' as a 
moti I'does not convey a sense of 'brainwashing' or coercion. Both respondents were 
referring to pre-initiatory training when answering this question. Clearly this is a 
methodological problem, and if these motifs are used in future studies, this motif needs 
to be used in its original sense, and a new motif created to reflect voluntary participatory 
praLtice in a religion prior to officially joining. 
Attraction to Wicca 
Respondents described what had initially attracted them to Wicca. Most gave a 
variety of attractions, many of these overlapped. However, it is possible to note how often 
certain attractions were talked about, and they are listed below in order of popularity. 
Attractions that were mentioned (but did not constitute themes) were curiosity, the logical 
decision to take in this weird world, the ethos: and less specific reasons such as 'itjust 
cal I ed rne' or 'it spoke to my heart'. One man described it thus: 
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I think it is very vibrant. I think it is very real. I certainly think it puts me in contact with the 
world I live in. And it's very attractive to me. I mean my only regret is that I found it so late really, 
but then I think that maybe I found it at the time that it was right to find it. 
PrimaEy Attraction to Wicca 
It fitted an existing belief system or ethos 
As noted in all foregoing research, a predominant number of converts to Wicca 
were first attracted to it because it fitted an existing ethos or belief system. This belief 
system included most of the attractions listed below. In the current study this integrative 
ethos is the key theme, mentioned first by 17 (49%) of the respondents. I have used three 
qLiotes here to illustrate how similar and universal this finding was: 
I. It seemed to encapsulate a lot of things that I believed in which I had worked out 
for myself. 
2. It seemed to fit quite nicely into my beliefs about religion and the universe. 
3. It felt right for me. I was presented with a religion which actually believed in 
the sort of things I believed, which didn't seem to have a home. It felt very 
comfortable. 
The Goddess 
Although respondents were not happy to see Wicca called 'Goddess Religion' 
per se, the presence of the Goddess in Wiccan religion was very important to them, and 
its prime named attraction. Many men mentioned the lack of the divine feminine that they 
had felt when nominally Christian, and that when they first learnt of a religion that had a 
Goddess they found this very sane and balanced. Six, including the one quoted below, 
reported a long-term interest in the Goddess that only began to make sense once they 
found Wicca. 
I think it was the fact that there was a feminine side to the religion which was completely missing 
from Christianity as far as I was concerned. I've always found the idea of a Goddess attractive. 
When I was at college I became quite interested in Isis, for instance, for no apparent reason, which 
I tried to fight against because it seemed ridiculous in this day and age to be attracted to an ancient 
Egyptian goddess but that didn't work so, yes, it was the Goddess really. 
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Connecting to the seasonal cycle 
Another very strong theme mentioned by all but five respondents was the 
connection they feel Wicca gives them to the seasonal cycles. This was elaborated upon at 
length by various respondents. Wiccan practice was believed to connect adherents more 
deeply to the universe, the Gods, to Nature, to the life force, to themselves, to the Earth 
and to the cosmos. A theme within this theme was that the Year-Wheel helps people cope 
with the ups and downs of the human life cycle by ritually dramatizing it on an annual 
basis. Many respondents felt that following the Year-Wheel made sense of their lives. 
Sacred Earth 
The Year-Wheel and the ecological nature of Wicca were mentioned frequently, 
but eight respondents took care to say that the concept of a sacred earth had been a 
specific prime attraction for them. 
Freedom of practice 
Freedom of practice was also mentioned as important in the appeal of Wicca ie: 
Wicca has a natural flow to it in which you are able to make choices, and you are able to define 
your own path, do more or less anything within that, and no one will actually question you on that. 
They won't say you are not this or, you know, that 'you can't do this, you can do that'; they will 
accept it. Its lack of hierarchy is highly appealing, it is a mature system. 
MaRic 
This was the lowest-scoring theme, with only five people mentioning it as a 
specific attraction to Wicca. One said that he would have joined a ceremonial magical 
order if lie had not found Wicca first. Another said that it was important to him to 
mention that magic remains a very important part of his path, and that he is dismayed at 
what lie sees as a 'dumbing down' of Wicca by a recent generation of 'born-again 
Pagans. interested in religion but not magic'. Most other respondents spoke at length, and 
with fondness, of magic later in their interviews, but when citing what had drawn them to 
Wicca, magic remained the lowest scoring theme. This shows how important it is to see 
Wicca and Witchcraft as a religion rather than simply a magical path, of which magic is 
an inherew part. 
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Previous religion 
Respondents were asked whether they had regarded themselves as belonging to 
any religiOLIS organization or movement prior to joining Wicca. TableSevenshows 
organizations to which they had belonged. 
Table Seven - Religious organizations to which male Wiccans had previously belonged 
Religious organizations to which male Wiccans had previously 
belonged 
No religious organization 
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Buddhist 2 
Church of England 2 
Anglo Catholic I 
Hindu I 
Transcendental Meditation I 
Respondents were asked whether they had been dissatisfied with any religious 
organization or movement prior to joining Wicca. Nine said they had been dissatisfied 
with the Church of England. However, no-one was dissatisfied with Christianity at the 
time ofjoining Wicca. The majority of the respondents in this study had been brought up 
as nominal Christians, but they had all consciously rejected Christianity, then followed 
their own religious path for a varying period of time until they found Wicca. None of the 
respondents had converted straight from that previous Christianity to Wicca. All had 
Pagaii beliefs or personal Pagan practices before initiation. A very strong theme emerged 
that slio,. -,, ed that most respondents had never been more than nominal Christians. 
Buddliisin and Hinduism were perceived as harmonious with Wicca, with no reported 
dissatisfiaction with either path. 
Dissatisfaction with Christianit 
The nominal Christian 
A] 1. except the Hindu respondent, felt that they had been nominally Christian at 
birth, but the majority had never fitted in with this faith, saying things like 'the answers 
that it gave to a lot of the questions I was asking didn't make any sense to me'. 
'Dogmatic* or 'limited' were commonly used to describe their view of Christianity. When 
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asked if they had ever been a member of a religious organization before Wicca, most of 
these respondents said they had been Pagan. 
The committed Christian. 
Only one respondent had been involved in the Church in the two years prior to 
becoming Wiccan. He had been consciously practising Christianity for a number of years, 
he said: 
I regarded myself as a Christian of various sorts. I hadn't tried any [religion] except Christianity so 
I consciously did try Christianity in a variety of its forms, firstly evangelical. I left that after three 
months, I then went on to charismatic Church of England, then I moved to Wales and tried, oh, 
I've forg 
, otten what 
it was but it was one of the churches that was locked in the 1930s. You know 
the way that the Methodist church is locked into very much the 1820s in terms of its hymns, well 
this particular Welsh church, the style of music was straight out of the 1930s music halls. 
I then spent a couple of years exploring the ideas [of Paganism] myself. Firstly, I explored 
alchemy and, after a while, [I thoughl] I don't really understand this, so I put that down, went back 
to Christianity and then I saw one of Marion Green's books in the shop one day, and I bought 
myself a couple of those. And what I read, it just felt like what I had always been looking for in 
ten-ns of relationship to environment, other people, what the world could be and, I decided, well 
reading this doesn't make a hell of a lot of sense, how am I going to do it? I'll behave as if it were Z, 
true and see what happens. So I went out into the countryside and started looking for the old Gods, 
started practising meditating, and I actually found the things for myself before I came to Wicca. Z> tý 
In terms of what I regard as the strictly religious, I went out and explored whether I could find 
those things in the world around me and in terms of the Goddess, the God, whether I could sense C, 
them, whether I could pass into the Otherworld, I found that I could, so in all those ways, when 
you've done it, it leads to belief. When it comes round to the other side of it, about looking in 
terms of my place within the norms of society, catching things that I wasn't consciously aware of, 
oh some of that's been a hell of a struggle. That's about being aware of what I had absorbed in the 41 
process of growing up and how much bigger the vision could be and how much more is asked of 
people as they enter as Priests and Priestesses within a working group. 
It was a gradual process which I started in 1984, led to me meeting my first group and practising 
with them in '87 and finally being initiated, I think it was '92. 
There was no antagonism towards Christianity by any of the respondents, despite 
thein citing it as the one religion that had caused them dissatisfaction. Perhaps there is no 
antagonism because these people were never more than nominal Christians. Had the 
ChLirch of England not been omnipresent in British society and the British education 
systein they might never have been Christian in any sense, and therefore not been 
dissatisfied with it. They tended to use their dissatisfaction with Christianity as a 
benchinark for their satisfaction with Wicca. 
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Interest in Buddhism 
There was a small trend in interest in Buddhism typifying part of some 
respondents' quest. Four respondents who had been dissatisfied with Christianity had 
tried formal practice of Buddhism, and saw their experience of practising it as a very 
valid part of theirjourney towards initiation. 
flarmony with Hindu 
The one Wiccan interviewed who came from a Hindu background said that he 
was not dissatisfied with Hindu religion, and still saw himself as a part time Hindu. He 
saw a lot of similarities between both religions and felt that if he explained Wicca to his 
Hindu priests they would think that it was acceptable to be both Wiccan and Hindu. He 
felt that both religions helped him to understand his relationship to the other religion. 
After initiation, his family had been impressed by his renewed dedication to spiritual 
practices and commented favourably that they saw his behaviour as more responsible and 
mature. 
Goddess reli2ion answering the eeds of nominal Protestants 
We saw in the profiles of this study that the vast majority of respondents came 
from a nominal Church of England family, and had experienced conscious 
dissatisfaction with the Church of England before they began the quest that ended in their 
initiation into Wicca. There was one ex-nominal Anglo-Catholic present in this study, 
who says he had never been a member of a religious organization, nor dissatisfied with 
one. York and Orion also showed a very low rate of ex-Catholics and a very high 
presence of ex-Protestants in their studies. 
Possibly this is because Protestantism has wiped magic and high religious form 
from its menu, and these are important elements in a successful state religion. The 
Catholic church is the last bastion of Christian ritual: it has kept a coherent and fluid 
oLiter religious form. It has maintained the mystery of its dedicated followers in convents 
and monasteries. Most importantly, while Protestantism and other traditional religions 
have a divine feminine figure hidden in their mystical traditions, Catholicism has 
maintained and nurtured its exoteric feminine imagery and devotion all these years. 
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The Virgin Mary offers a very powerful Goddess image at the heart of the 
Church, and Her veneration provides a divine feminine focus for the normal worshipper. 
Many nominal Christians voluntarily attend church at Christmas, but far fewer at Easter, 
indicating how potent the hopeful story of the birth of Jesus is for the average worshipper. 
At a very basic level the Virgin Mary offers celebration of the birth of a child, and the 
hope for the fuýure on a more human and mundane level than do the mysteries of the 
crucifixion. She offers an overt image of life rather than death and recalls a very 
different, more concretely hopeful, point on the Christian mythic calendar. On an 
archetypal level, worship of the Virgin Mary links into global, pan-historical 
celebrations of Mother and Child, of birth, hope, and a midwinter festival of light when 
the Sun is reborn. 
Adoption of Wiccan beliefs 
Just over half of the respondents (18 or 51%) said that adopting Wiccan beliefs 
was a mixture of unconscious and conscious processes: 'It was a decision to be Wiccan, 
to label it, but I already had those beliefs in my life. ' Ten respondents (29%) said it was 
an unconscious process: 'It's either with you or not, something that's always been there, 
not a sudden realization. You are or you are not. ' A smaller number (7 or 20%) said that 
it was a conscious process: 'Conscious. I morphed into it quite easily. I already had that 
consciousness, but I didn't know the framework that it was'. The interesting thing about 
these definitions was that whatever they chose, they seemed to be essentially saying 
much the same thing summed up by one as 'When I found Wicca I found I had Wiccan 
beliefs already. ' 
A gradual process 
The nature of Wiccan conversion meant that the decision to seek initiation was a 
gradual process for all, but two, respondents. It was not uncommon for a respondent to 
have been on the fringes of Wicca for between two to five years before asking for 
initiation. For the two who decided to get initiated suddenly the instant decision came 
after a long period of observing Wicca, and was based on a feeling that the moment was 
'right'. The following quotation describes a typical experience: 
It took me a while before I was ready to face up to the responsibility of doing it, I think. I felt it 
was sornething I didn't want to leap into lightly. I mean I very much understood what it was like 
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and the responsibilities ofdoing it, it is a very involved religion. Ifyou are goingto go into itthen 
you need to make that commitment and I think it took me a while to bring myself round to the fact 
that I was ready to make that commitment: 2 years really. 
Recognition 
The conversion biographies in this study indicate that an important factor in all of 
thein is the recognition factor. Harrington (2000) added the recognition motif to Lofland 
and Skonovd's series of motifs, and found it to be the highest-scoring motif in that study 
of on conversion to Wicca. Respondents in this study were asked whether finding Wicea 
gave a name and form to a religion they were already practising. The mean score was 
6.37. As with Harrington's study, this was the highest-scored motif of all. Respondents 
reported that standards, values, beliefs, attitudes and values all fitted the Wiccan belief 
system before they encountered the religion. Initiation into Wicca then provided a 
structure and a form of practice that confirmed and encouraged the aforeheld values and 
belief systems. Two comments that illustrate this response are: 
I think it was a ready-made home where I was looking for. I wasn't practising Wicca by any 
means at all or anything like it, but I think my standards and my beliefs and my attitudes fitted. I 
and 
I had the values, but I think when I became a Wiccan I then learnt how to practise it. As I said, it is 
a very varied religion. You can't lay down what it is, all that I can say is what it is for me and what I it is for the coven, but I think if it's for you, then you are so happy to find it at last, that you know 
imi-ned iately that it is for you. 
The long ioumey home 
Harvey (1999) pointed out that people who become Pagans have interests that 
often are indicators of a predisposition towards Paganism. These include: interest in 
ecology; interest in ancient monuments; psychism and clairvoyance including seeing 
fairies; studying the 'occult'; finding enchantment through fantasy fiction; resonance 
with ancient pantheons, and feminism. Simes noted typical characteristics of Pagans as: 
strong ethical tendencies; a 'voracious' love of reading, interest in self-education, and 
valuing happiness over 'success' (Simes 1995: 444). These indicators, which Harvey and 
Simes apply across the wide spectrum of all Pagan paths, are highly applicable to these 
Wiccan respondents' experiences. Adler discussed attractions to Witchcraft as: Beauty, 
Vision and Imagination; intellectual satisfaction; growth; Feminism; environmental 
resr, onse; and freedom (Adler 1986: 22-23), which fall very close to the attractions listed 
by respondents here, which included all these along with specifically mentioned 
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mythology, folklore and ancient history in reading material; interest in healing; interest 
in magic, mystical experience; a romantic love of nature; and a deep religiosity. These 
motifs appear to be prevalent in most accounts of conversion to Paganism. Certainly 
Luhrmann describes a few (particularly mythology) but not all of them. A closer look at 
the themes or predispositions that are not specifically noted in earlier research may offer 
clues as to what might draw some people to Wicca as opposed to another Pagan path. 
Predispositions to becoming Wiccan 
Interest iii Healing 
Healing was a clear first choice in all forms of magic practised by the Wiccans in 
this study: for some it was the only magic they performed. Orion (1995) saw healing to be 
a very strong motif in Witchcraft. Crowley (2000) discusses healing as an important part tý 
of Wiccaii belief and practice, and explores forms of healing used by Witches, including 
psychological techniques, energy transfer, magical spells and complementary therapies. 
Many Wiccans are interested in, and have trained to various levels of expertise, in 
homeopathy or herbalism, or are qualified in shiatsu, reflexology, reiki, massage, and 
aromatherapy. They also exhibit an interest in psychology, psychotherapy and 
hypnotherapy. I did not ask about these interests in this study but, from personally 
knowiiig most of the respondents, I can say that they included practitioners of all the 
above heal i ng arts. Furthermore, many of the respondents have trained in several of these 
arts but are not officially practising them as a dayjob. One who said he had trained in 
humaii resources, and now is a human resources consultant, is also a fully qualified 
shiatsu practitioner who occasionally practises, and is also qualified to train others in 
Transpersonal psychology. One who said he trained as, and is, a psychologist had worked 
before that for charitable bodies such as the Samaritans and Victim Support, and for 
several years as a nurse in a closed psychiatric geriatric ward. 
Crowley (2000) says that most studies of Witchraft show a higher proportion of 
people iii healing professions than in normal society, and that healing works on many 
levels. It provides a legitimate outlet for magical activity, allows for altruism and feelings 
of self-esteem from helping others, and it creates a sense of connectedness; to other 
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humans, and to the cosmic tides and energies of the universe, which she argues is a path 
towards self-actualization (Maslow 1970). 
An early interest in operative maýic. 
There was a strong trend toward an early interest in operative magic. People 
reported using it instinctively or making up their own spells before they ever knew 
witches existed outside story books, and being delighted to find that not only was magic 
'real* but there were groups of people out there who could teach them all about it. Many 
had been performing 'funny little rituals' of their own as far back as childhood. There 
were cases of finding bits of old furniture in attics and using it for rituals, keeping 
discarded family objects that would turn out to be excellent bits of Wiccan regalia, and 
hes, tantly trying out bits of spells from books or film and TV. 
An interesting aspect of these conversion biographies is that, despite the strong 
early interest, operative magic was a low-rated conversion motif compared to the other 
themes such as the Goddess and nature. Furthermore, when actually practising Wicca, 
operative magic was used with much ethical overlay and often in very small doses for 
anything except healing. I suggest that magic is very much a part of our earliest reading 
material, and a key theme in children's literature and arts, whereas ecology and divinity 
are not, or have not been in the past. As people become older, and leave the child's 
enchanted world for responsibility and awareness of the world, politics etc, they find 
moti Fs such as feminism and ecology of greater importance in their immediate world. 
Their enjoyment of the idea of magic remains, and is rekindled by hearing of Wicca, but 
by then the other themes also remain important, and of salience in everyday life. 
Experience of mystical states 
Another theme that ran through the interviews was a preponderance of mystical 
or spiritual experiences. In six cases respondents reported this as their first direct step on 
tile road to Wicca. This is what had convinced them that there was more in the world than 
met the eye, and that it could be experienced directly. Their experience had led them on 
their quest and Wicca had satisfied them by giving them a route back into that experience, 
and a framework for understanding it. These experiences are not necessarily epiphanic in 
nature, they can be a series of gently milder experiences, akin to Harvey's example of 
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seeing fairies, i. e. a suddenly feeling that 'the world is one in beauty', or that God/ess is 
truly immanent. 
The clarity and integrity of the mystical moment seemed to have firmly 
embedded any understanding gained therefrom in the person's psyche, and to become an 
important part of their cognitive framework forever after. This enduring effect is also 
reported in the wider literature of religious experience, in which the beauty of nature, the 
experience of wilderness and natural phenomena, particularly the experience of being on 
mountains, feature as highly rated precursors to mystical experience which often has a 
lasting effect (Beit-flallahmi and Argyle 1997). For these Wiccans, the magnificence of 
nature was a prime trigger for mystical experience, and was often discussed in romantic 
terms congruent with the words of the Goddess in The Charge which sets such an 
experience into Wiccan liturgy: 
I who am the beauty of the green earth, and the white moon among the stars, and the mystery of 
the waters, and the desire at the heart of man, call unto thy soul arise and come unto me. For I ann 
the Soul of Nature who giveth life to the universe; from me all things proceed, and unto me all 
things must return; and before my face, beloved of Gods and men, thine inmost divine self shall be 
enfolded in the rapture of the infinite. 
A deep religiosit 
A deep religiosity manifested quite clearly. Along with the high level of 
mysticism already noted, respondents' interviews yield a strong theme of deep devotion 
to the Gods, a sense of worship, awe and wonder, and a sense of duty to serve the Gods as 
a Priest. The primary usage of the term 'Priest' was not to convey a pastoral role. but 
rather that of a cipher or vessel for the Divine within the Wiccan circle, allied with a 
strong sense of responsibility within the coven. Not only were these themes evident, a 
deep religiosity had been marked from many of the respondents' earliest days. According 
to these Wiccan initiates, the Church of England was not religious nor 'real' enough for 
them, and a large part of why they became Wicean is because Wicca provides an intense 
religious experience with infinite scope for exploration of a personal relationship with the 
God/dess. One respondent explained thus: 
I was dissatisfied with Christianity. Yes, I was. I was only ever a nominal Christian; it didn't do 
anything for me at all. I have great respect for it, it provides community, hope, counselling, 
pastoral services, it provides great buildings, even good rituals; but it essentially provides for a 
congregation. In Wicca we are all priests and priestesses. Wicca is far closer to the mysteries I 
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worked in heretical mystical groups or in the intensity of a monastery or nunnery. We have no 
congregation, and are all a priesthood ministering to ourselves. 
The following excerpts also illustrate this religiosity. 
Nominal Christian before Wicca 
Respondent: I had always been religious, certainly as far back as I can remember. My 
parents told me a story that before I was three years old they had an 
argument to which I responded that 'God could help them'. Quite where 
this early religious belief came from is not clear. My parents were not 
overtly religious but religion was always something I took for granted as, 
in sonne sense, true. Later I had a variety of direct spiritual experiences 
which I felt was an awakening to the spiritual destiny that I had to answer. 
I was not antagonistic toward Christianity. I loved being in churches, it was just that I felt 
the Spiritual reality I was beginning to sense was behind the external forms presented by 
the church. I wanted to find out what that was and felt that the Christian tradition was too 
limited by dogma to facilitate my quest. I felt closer to that reality when I was outdoors 
away from the everyday world, and I began to discover my own kind of spirituality. 
Interviewer: Had you belonged to other organizations, tried other churches, new 
movements, or quasi-religious movements? 
Respondent: No -I had never even been confirmed. I had been brou-ht up in a 
nominally Church of England household attending Christmas service. I 
attended a convent school until the age of 10, then a prep school that 
began with prayers every morning. I enjoyed religious-education classes 
very much but had never been involved in any formal religious 
instruction. 
All the respondents who considered themselves to have previously been nominal 
Christians had consciously turned from the church a long time before initiation. One even 
gave an example of conscious denial of the whole Christian teaching structure, and his 
defiant substitution of something that he preferred, at a very early age. He then justified 
this defiance by saying Wicca was better than Christianity and why he felt that. 
it's something that has always been with me, I always had an interest in my earliest memories. 
Nothing else seemed to fit. I was sent to Sunday School as a child and hated it. in fact the only 
memory I have of Sunday School is using different words to the hymns and singing, 'Thor is 
working with his hammer, on his anvil way up high; Thor working with his hammer, on an anvil in 
the sky. ' But the only thing I can remember from school is RE, RE from when I was in primary 
school! 
Christians haven't got a Goddess. It is very much 'Thou shalt not. ' They deny the physical 
pleasures, everything. Christianity and Wicca are like two totally opposite sides. You know, 4n 
people killing each other for different beliefs i. e. Catholic and Protestant, I could never see that 
happening in Wicca. Wicca combines and draws people together, Christianity specializes in 
setting them apart. 
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A common element in many conversion models is the suggestion that acutely felt 
frustration or tension is a necessary predisposing condition for conversion. Snow and 
Phillips (1980) found this in a study of Nichiren Shoshu (Buddhists), and reported a five 
fold category of predisposing life problems. These were; spiritual meaninglessness, 
interpersonal problems, personality problems, material discomfort, and physical 
problems. Kose (1996) found a very weak corroboration of this in his study of British 
Mu. -Ilim converts, in which only the first element, spiritual discomfort, played much part 
in the pre-conversion profiles of his interviewees. He noted that Gillespie (1991) linked 
religious conversion with identity formation, proposing that both experiences were rooted 
in adolescent conflict, both implying a change of mental constructs to deal with 
existential questions. Kose then suggested that cognitive and existential questions were 
most likely to act as an immediate catalyst to religious conversion. He said: 
Most of the studies on religious conversion, especially those on new religious movements, seem to 
eliminate the cognitive style and give credit to turbulent background. The analysis of converts' 
preconversion period suggests that cognitive style is a variable, at least it goes hand in hand with 
emotional style, to be taken into consideration to understand the appeal of particular social and 
religious movernents (Kose 1996: 95). C, 
The conversion biographies in this study supported Kose's analysis, that spiritual 
dissatisfaction alongside cognitive and existential questions were more likely to 
predispose conversion in British adults than previous life problems. In fact, the social and 
demographic variables in the conversion profiles of Ali Kose's respondents (Kose 1996) 
are remarkably similar to those of these Wiccans. The conversion process in both groups 
is a gradual one, including a period of turning away from weak birth religion and entering 
a period of moratorium before converting. Affective and intellectual bonds are important 
in both groups, with experience of coercion being very low. Converts are older and 
actively seek their religion of choice. Emotional trauma and crisis are not Predisposing 
conditions to conversion, but cognitive dissonance and existential questions played an 
important part in the pre-conversion process in both groups. 
The most striking similarity in both sets of conversion biographies was the 
disappointment in, and disaffection with, the Christian church that both sets of 
respondents felt, and some of Kose's interviews on this subject were interchangeable 
with those of the Wiccan interviewees in this study. However there the similarities end, 
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probably due to the variables of cognitive and emotional style as noted by Kose. The 
adult British converts to Wicca in this study did not find western society to be a 'big, bad 
world' of the adult British converts to Islam interviewed by Kose (1996: 63). They were 
comfortable in their normal social setting and within secular society, but felt that it was 
but lacking in spirituality, particularly the spirituality they sought. The Muslim converts 
sought spiritual sustenance alongside certainty and strong moral guidelines including a 
prescribed way of life. These Wiccans did not seek that kind of certainty, they traded 
nominal affiliation to a religion of the book for a faith which self-consciously avoids 
dogma and doctrine, and espouses a practice of personal divine revelation. Furthermore, 
the Wiccans did not feel they had made any radical change in values, beliefs or identity 
when espousing their faith, rather they confirmed what they already believed. Thus 
Wiccans do not tend to present the 'before' and 'after' stories that converts to other 
religions seem keen to use as testimony (Travisano 1970, Barker and Currie 1985 and 
Kose 1996). In a completely different process, they claim that they were Wiccan before, 
and just 'came home' on initiation. 
Cominiz home 
Witches often speak of a sense of coming home when they f ind Wicca. One element of that sense 
of belonain- is finding a spiritual expression that is consistent with their lifestyle concerns. Being 
part of a community that celebrates these concerns, in turn, increases each person's awareness of 
changes that are required in their lifestyle for them to live consistently with their principles (Berger 
1991: 79-80). 
Respondents were asked to score a tripartite question out of ten; how far they felt 
they had converted to Wicca, how far they felt that they had been called to Wicca; and 
how much initiation felt like coming home. As in the previous studies, Wiccans 
interviewed in this research did not favour the word 'conversion', although it scored a 
mean score of 2.48. 'Called' was preferred, with a much higher 5.609. As might be 
expected 'coming home' scored the highest with a mean of 6.68. 
There was a consistent theme that the basics of Wiccan belief were not adopted, 
but could be more accurately described as matched to the pre-existing belief system of 
the seeker. When the seeker encounters the Wiccan belief system and it resonates deeply 
Three men felt 'called' implied an arrogant assumption of invitation by higher powers for a purpose. 
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with their own they feel a sense of recognition. This recognition is confirmed at 
initiation, when the initiate has their belief system validated and confirmed by a 
supportive and encouraging social group with whom those beliefs can be explored 
further. This has the psychological effect of a strong sense of 'coming home'. 
This process is further consolidated by the fact that the majority of seekers are not 
turning from any other religious path when they turn to Wicca. They are not changing 
their religious understanding but confirming it. The few respondents who had been 
active in the Church had left it long before they came to Wicca. The majority had been on 
a quest for some years. Initiates in this study frequently report feeling that they were 
alone in their beliefs prior to encountering Wicca. When they enter the circle of initiation 
they are ritually formalizing a cognitive experience of drawing together their mental, 
moral, religious and emotional worlds. This powerful psychological effect is consolidated 
and emphasized by the ceremonial symbology of the Wiccan circle, in this liminal place 
between the worlds where the four elements and spirit are believed to be joined in one 
harmonious whole. 
To try to gain a deeper understanding of this process of spiritual home-coming the 
Wiccan initiates in this study were asked how they thought that initiation worked, and 
how it felt. 
Ilow does initiation work? 
Respondents were asked how they thought initiation works. They gave a 
heterogeneous list of answers. A typical answer was 'it's a threshold thing. On one level, 
it is an acceptance into a coven and the wider network of the Craft. On another, I think 
it's a mixture of psychological shifts and a definite element of the divine spark, forging a 
path to the spirituality within. ' Themes emerged in the following order: 
A gateway/dOor/bridge. 
Initiation was seen very much as a threshold experience, which brought the 
initiates into a much closer contact with their Gods, and allowed them to make a deeper 
commitment to the path that they were already treading. 
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An iniportant part of the mystery religion 
The experience of initiation was seen as one of the great mysteries of Wicca. Two 
respondents felt it was ineffable so they could not begin to describe how it worked. 
Others said that the rite induced certain states of mind and being that made it possible for 
the initiation to work. 
An iniportant welcome into Wicca 
Recognition as a Witch and salutation as a Priest/ess was seen as an important 
moment of acknowledgment and acceptance by the group that the initiate was to work 
with. and an introduction to the wider Wiccan community: 'being accepted, in a very 
special way'. 
An introduction to the Gods 
Although the majority of respondents had been overtly Pagan and had even 
practised some form of Wicca before initiation, there was feeling that the initiation 
introduced them to the Divine in a different way, making contact with the Gods deeper 
and more satisfying after initiation than before it. If it could be quantified in any way it 
was a feeling of closer association with 'external powers of a non-human variety'. 
A deep commitment 
Nine respondents (26%) mentioned the oaths they took at initiation. One likened it 
to marriage and another said that he spent the rest of his life trying to live up to his 
Wiccan ideals as a result of taking those oaths. 
flow does initiation feel? 
Respondents were also asked how initiation felt. They were generally much more 
forthcoming about the subjective experience of their own initiations than when speaking 
of how they perceived initiation to work. 
Corning home 
Initiation as 'coming home' was mentioned by nineteen respondents (54%). When 
asked what initiation felt like, five simply said 'coming home'. Others said things like, 
'being accepted in a very special way. ' Others were more verbose 'I was overwhelmed 
by it but it felt very secure. It felt like I was coming home to somewhere I had never 
been before, if you see what I mean. A very strange sensation'. 
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Very moving/ Vejy profound 
Overall initiation is seen as a very profound experience that works deeply on 
many levels. One man described it as of equal emotional intensity as the birth of his 
daughter and death of his father, and saw the three as equal events in his life. 
Transformin 
The initiation was seen to be transformation inducing on all levels. 
Incredible/veEy good/wonderful/brilliant/amazin 
Thirty-two respondents (91 %) described their initiations as a very positive 
experience: 'Fantastic, I was on cloud nine for ages. ' 
Other comments 
Three respondents described some disappointment at their initiations. One man, 
who was initiated outdoors said that he was too cold. One felt that the rite had not been 
magical enough, and another felt that he was not coming home but leaving home, and had 
a feeling of sadness. The second respondent who said he had been disappointed at his 
initiation had been on a ten-week Wicca study group prior to his initiation. It was run by 
the people who later initiated him, and to whom he felt a strong bond. His first experience 
of ritual in the study group felt like coming home. However, on his initiation, he was 
expocted to go and work with a newly founded peer group, rather than in the coven of the 
people who initiated him. Ile did this, and subsequently felt a sadness that his profound 
experience of 'coming home' had not been at initiation and that, on his initiation, he had 
felt this sadness at having to leave the coven into which he had effectivelyjust been 
initiated. He has since stayed with Wicca and is now successfully running a coven with a 
I ligh Priestess who was initiated with him into the peer group by the same initiators. The 
people who initiated him have since stopped doing initiations like this. Such initiations 
are not normal Wiccan practice. It is interesting to note that this respondent was the only 
one I interviewed who was initiated under such circumstances, and the only one who felt 
a sense of loss at initiation. 
The other respondent who had had a disappointing experience was also a product 
of this study group. Hejoined a coven that was an offshoot of the coven leading the 
stlidy group. Its leaders were initiates of the people whose work had attracted him to 
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Wicca. He didn't have the huge magical experience he was expecting, and found the 
initiation affected him in a positive psychological way instead. Ile said, in retrospect, that 
he appreciated this, and that he had probably been expecting too much. It is of note that 4ý 
he came from a coven that was very psychologically based and run by relatively 
inexperienced coven leaders who taught a very psychological model of Wicca. This man L- 
went on to work xvith other covens, then to run his own, and at the time of the interview 
was still seeking that spiritually overwhelming experience. It would be interesting to ask 
him further along on his spiritual journey whether the reason he has not achieved it yet is 
due to unreasonable expectations of Wicca, or because he has been mixing with a closely 
connected set of covens that work with a model of Wicca which may not facilitate the 
kind of experience lie is seeking. 
Clearly individual differences and expectations all play a part in how these 
experiences are assimilated. The disappointment mentioned by the respondents who had 
attended the study group may not been experienced because of the initiation per se, but 
rather have been due to their reaction to the coven into which they were initiated. If they 
had already formed an imprint of the people who ran the study group as their ideal High 
Priest and High Priestess, then ended up in a coven run by initiates of their ideal 
initiators, then it is possible that the coven theyjoined, and its leaders, would never fulfil 
their expectations. The sense of disappointment they felt may have led them to project 
unrealistic idealisations onto the coven they originally wished to join, holding its 
perceived perfection as an unattainable goal against the reality of the coven theyjoined. 
Expectations of initiators seems to play a large part in perceptions of the initiatory 
experience. One respondent who was very happy with his initiatory experience pointed 
out that Wiccans use the phrases 'perfect love and perfect trust' during the initiation 
ritual, and said: 'I went in totally without a doubt in my mind that I could totally trust my 
HPs. At the time, whatever happened in there, I would totally trust her. It was a brilliant 
initiation. ' The effect of believing in such trust, and the power of positive affin-nation of 
self-worth and self-esteem on initiation into a small select social group that one really 
wants to be with cannot be underestimated in its positive effect on the new initiate, and 
the attachment they feel to the coven into which they are initiated. 
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ChoosinR denominations within Modem Pagan Witchcraft. 
This chapter has discussed conversion processes in Wicca, and elucidates 
something of the Wiccan conversion experience. It is important to stress once again that 
this study cannot represent, or be applied to, all Wiccans, but it is encouraging to see 
some coherence when setting this work next to that of other scholars such as Harvey, or 
even Luhrmann. Furthermore, it is possible to use the findings of this study to postulate 
why some people may be drawn to Wicca amongst the numerous different Pagan paths. 
Throughout the Pagan community people for whom the ecological aspect might 
be stronger (and the traditional or devotional side weaker) may be more inclined to 
practise a form of eco-Paganism. People for whom feminist spirituality and Goddess 
worship is very important are more likely be drawn to Goddess spirituality. Those who 
do not want to work in a hierarchical system with an initiatory structure often prefer to 
become Hedge-witches or solitary practitioners. 
Helen Berger discusses routinization. and standardization of Witchcraft in 
America via mechanisms first discussed by DiMaggio and Powell (1983) as alternatives 
to classic Weberian routinization in the business environment. DiMaggio and Powell 
argued that homogenization of business was not due to increased efficiency but to 
mimetic, coercive and normative isomorphism. Berger says that mimetic isomorphism 
occurs via covens being influenced by influential writers such as Adler and Starhawk, and 
via the rapid dissemination of information on the Internet. She states that coercive 
isomorphism is occurring in those groups that seek legal status, and the right for their 
marriage ceremonies to be legally binding. They have to conform to certain outwardly 
imposed regulations, including admitting any member to their rites. Normative 
isornorphism is happening as a result of growing professionalism. She says: 
The tension that has existed since the beginning of the religion between spontaneity and 
homo-eneity is giving way to greater routinization. The growth of information networks, the desire 
for greater legitimacy, the increased number of adherents, and the development of a professional 
ethic are all pressuring the religion to change (Berger 1999: 104). 
Berger"s theory can be aptly applied to British Wicca, and one can see the 
processes of ininietic and normative isomorphism. occurring within the British Craft 
community. The legal system is different in American and Britain, thus we do not see 
Wiccan groups aiming to be legalized as churches, to seek tax breaks or marriage 
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legalities. However, there is a form of this coercive isomorphism. happening as the Pagan 
Fe&ration seeks charitable status as a religious charity, and fights in various forums for 
recognition of Paganism as a religion. There is discussion within the community about 
just how legitimate Pagans might wish to become, how much a mystery religion should 
bother with public opinion, and how this may dilute the essence of the practice. Those 
who seek for legal recognition of whatever sort argue that one can still practise one's 
esoteric religion, but in peace and with legal security if recognition is achieved. 
What we are seeing unfold is a rapid denominalization of the Witchcraft 
movement. When Gerald Gardner first spoke and wrote of Wica (sic) it was synonymous 
with Witchcraft, and its practitioners did not called themselves Wiccans but Witches. The 
Alexandrian tradition had not yet been conceived, no one had yet claimed a tradition 
older than Gardner's, and the feminists had not yet claimed the Goddess as their own. 
Druidry and Wicca were the only visible options for those who sought a Pagan esoteric 
spirituality. 
Half a century later the situation is very different with a wide choice of initiatory 
and non-initiatory Pagan paths, and a flourishing of many traditions within neo-pagan 
Witchcraft. Thus where we see growth we also see patterns of conflict and cohesion as 
each line and type seeks its own identity, and identifies what are its own most important 
and tangible elements. With increased choice there is also a structuring and a 
traditiona Ii zing of this growing spirituality, and paths within it become more defined. 
There is also evidence in Britain of unelected but acknowledged leaders in many 
traditions. who influence the paths on which they walk. Rae Beth's writings have given 
solitary practitioners inspiration. In Traditional Witchcraft Mike Howard, editor of the 
long running magazine The Cauldron, and respected authority on Traditional Craft, has 
provided a stable point of focus as the tradition has self-consciously negotiated its own 
history. Andrew Chumbley's writings have provided impetus for traditional practitioners 
to turn from seeking authenticy in old folk traditions in favour of seeking inspiration in 
personal revelation. In Wicca, Patricia Crowther and Maxine Sanders remain 
inspirational figures; and Vivianne and Christopher Crowley (key members of the Pagan 
Federation team that set up its democratic Pagan electorate) have inspired and co- 
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ordhiated Wiccan study groups, international and national gatherings, and set up 
networks of new covens in Europe. 
Rambo and Farhadians' 0 999) conversion model's applicabilily to Wicca. 
Rambo and Farhadian's 1999 model for conversion to NRMs is the one that 
resonates most strongly with the Wiccan experience. Their seven-stage model of 
religious conversion is not intended to be unilinear or universal. It is intended to be 
heuristic and to organize phenomena and issues derived from forgoing psychological, 
anthropological, and sociological research into religious conversion, as well as that 
derived from religious studies. Its multi-faceted elegance is proved here in the way that it 
contains the sensitivity to encompass the Wiccan conversion experience, and can be 
successfully used to help make sense of it, although it is necessary to switch two stages to 
most accurately describe conversion to Wicca. 
A brief reminder of their model is that it consist of seven stages of conversion: 
I Context. A dynamic force-field including three levels- Macrocontext - religious, 
political, multinational, ecological and economic systems; Mesocontext - regional 
politics, local government and local religious organizations; Microcontext - vocation, 
farn i ly and friends, and aspects of person's life that that has impacts on their actions, 
feelings and thoughts. 
2 Crisis. External (social, political) or internal (illness, mystical experience) forces 
that trigger a questioning of a person's everyday world. Source, scope, duration and 
intensity are all crucial to the intensity of the experience. 
3 Quest. Motivational patterns, structural availability and response style are 
important factors in this stage, in which people seek to maximize purpose and meaning in 
life, and which may intensify during periods of crisis. 
4 Encounter. When a person engages in new options. The setting of the encounter, 
the potential converts, and the advocates are all major components that may trigger a 
conversion experience. 
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Interaction. Implicit and explicit learning due to immersion into the new religious 
life. 
6 Commitment. 
7 Consequences. The consequences of conversion. 
Rambo and Farhadian's conversion model and Wicca 
The experience of becoming Wiccan can be fitted to this model although, at first 
glance, many Wiccans would refute the terms crisis and conversion. It is essential we hear 
their voice in this, and use their answers to understand the uniqueness of their experience 
and thus identify what separates the Wiccan experience from that of other religions. At 
this stage, however, it is illuminating to describe a conversion model that works with 
this religion, and to use it to try to make sense of the process. 
I Context -a dynamic forcefield 
Initiates describe various contexts for conversion, including a mixture of macro, 
meso and micro contexts. The micro context of personal introspection was the most 
frequently cited motif. 
2. Crisis - breaking away from Christianity. and following a spiritual calling 
a) External crisis 
The concept of a Pauline crisis-based conversion is alien to Wicca. However, 
Rambo and Farhadian do not describe a crisis in the traditional Christian sense, with 
connotations of sudden mental change and instant conversion. They split it into external 
and internal crisis which may hold the key to part of the conversion process in Wicca and 
Paganism that has not been elucidated before, that of converting away from Christianity. 
Respondents described a level of external crisis in their desire for a religion 
which include the divine feminine, Nature, a positive morality, and was free from dogma 
and superstition, but espoused magic and myth. A significant number of them had, at 
some point, consciously turned from the nominal Christianity of their birth and set off 
into a metaphysical wilderness to follow their own personal religion, not knowing that 
others who shared the same dreams would meet them later on their spiritual journey. 
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This fits with Lofland and Starks' (1965) suggestions of predisposing conditions 
of enduring tensions within a religious problem solving perspective leading to 
respondents coming to think of themselves as religious seekers. However, not all 
respondents had identified themselves as religious seekers prior to finding Wicca. In 
comparison to New Agers (Heelas 1995) or the inheritors of the New Spiritual Freedom 
described by Wuthnow (1998) these Wiccans had had a rather limited experience of 
religion, alternative or otherwise, before 'recognizing' Wicca was the one for them. 
Previous religious experience was mainly of nominal Christianity followed by nothing 
then a period of Pagan seekership before Wiccan initiation. The tensions that the seekers 
felt were not acute, but low lying and more accurately described as chronic cognitive 
dissonance (Festinger 1957). 
b) Internal 'crisis' 
Previously felt mystical experience was also described as an important factor in 
many conversion profiles, which Rambo and Farhadian describe as internal crisis. 
Wiccans would not generally see mystical experience as a crisis, and would not usually 
ally it to mental agitation. Respondents more usually described this as occurring 
spontaneously through meditation, walking in Nature or contemplating the universe. It is 
possible that a religious person who feels unfulfilled in their birth religion enough to 
consciously reject it for their own path might have felt some low-lying unconscious 
anxiety that will interact with the spendour of nature or some such trigger. Or, they might 
have encountered it in a mild trance state brought about by meditation or deep 
contemplation. Indeed, this might predispose them to a mystical experience, which later 
will confirm, and be confirmed by, a mystical religious path that is synonymous with 
6 nal tire worship' and which purports to hold ancient hidden wisdom pertaining to the 
mysteries of the universe. 
3. Quest 
Rambo and Farhadian have provided much needed analysis of the term 'quest' to 
included motivational patterns, structural availability and response style. This gives 
'quest' the versatility to include conscious questing and unconscious questing during this 
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period in any conversion process. One seeker in this study signed up to all the New Age 
course in Covent Garden and joined Pagan societies in a conscious quest, but another 
started working voluntarily for green charities, adopted vegetarianism and went to Stone 
Henge for Midsummer, then felt an extreme 'aha moment' on encountering Wicca after 
which he expressed a strong desire to join. 
4. Encounter 
In Rambo and Farhadians' model, the setting of an encounter and advocates of the 
religion are very important factors as to whether a seeker will convert or not. In the 
Wiccan process, the right advocate is crucial for many, and is exemplified by one 
respondent in this study who waited nine years for the right place, time and people to 
initiate him. 
5. Commitment (initiation) 
Rambo and Farhadian cite interaction as the next phase of conversion, followed 
by commitment. Although there is an element of interaction prior to commitment in 
Wicca, generally this fifth stage would swap with the sixth stage of commitment, and 
most interactional learning takes place after initiation. Thus I shall discuss 
Initiation/conimitment first. 
At the stage of commitment a ceremony, public affirmation, personal or public 
testimony and/or adopting the outer garb and presentation of the group is required. In 
Wicca this is always via initiation. This is the one thing that separates a non-Wiccan from 
a Wiccan; it is a shared experience that has been handed down the lines of transmission 
and lineage and is the ceremony in which a neophyte become a 'Priest/ess and Witch'. 
Rambo and Farhadian point out that, in extreme religious groups, commitment could 
mean surrender of previous lifestyle and relationships to a religious authority. This is not 
required in Wicca. However, it is at this stage that many new initiates adopt occult 
jewellery, and overtly decorate their living spaces with Pagan paraphernalia. They may 
also radically change their life-style, adopting a career that fits more precisely with their 
beliefs, as did a number of respondents in this study. Perhaps it is psychologically 
imperative for new converts to a belief to publicly testify they have changed, as part of 
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their own conversion process and part of their personal affirmation. It is at this stage that 
many new initiates voluntarily offer their services to organisations such as the Pagan 
Federation. or Children of Artemis, or to help out in local moots or shops. Thus they get 
to immerse themselves fully into the while Pagan scene, as well as 'put something back' 
into the community. 
Rambo and Farhadians' model was intended to provide a cartography of 
conversion processes, which it does, successfully providing one of the most inclusive and 
erudite sociological explanations of conversion which allows for a dynamic and 
interactive process which continues long after commitment. With the proviso of 
acknowledging the problematic nature of using the words 'crisis' and 'conversion' for 
Wiccan practitioners, and swopping the fifth and sixth stages, it is the model that 
provides the match of best fit for Wicca, and which could provide insights into 
understanding the Wiccan conversion process. 
I laving examined the data derived from the intensive interviews with the 
respondents in this study I propose a further model for religious conversion which I have 
called the Schematic Integration Model. It is drawn specifically from the Wiccan 
conversion experience described in this study. Although it is chiefly derived from a study 
of male Wiccans it was found to be a valid model for the experiences of the female 
comparison group, a finding which is discussed in the relevant chapter of this thesis. I 
propose that its general principles could equally be applied to other religions and their 
own specific religious conversion processes. 
A model based upon the Wiccan conversion process 
The Schematic Integration Model of Religious Conversion 
Ifthat which thou seekest, 
ihoufindest not within thee, 
thou will neverfind it without thee: 
for behold, I have been with theefrom the beginning, 
and I am that which is attained at the end ofdesire. 10 
10 This quotation is the final words of The Charge ofthe Goddess. 
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The Schematic Integration Model is based upon schema theory, which was first 
elaborated by Aaron T Beck, and which draws upon the work of Kelly, Piaget, Asch, 
Heider, Bartlett, and Gestalt Psychology. It is frequently referred to by contemporary 
psychologists, particularly in the developmental, clinical and cognitive spheres. ' 'It also is 
influenced by the stage theories of Erikson and Fowler. 
Schemas (or schemata) are mental templates which are called up from long term 
memory to facilitate accurate inference, and play an important role in the predictive 
cognitive short cuts know as heuristics. This is done by facilitating theory-driven or 
conceptually driven 'top-down' processing rather than data-driven 'bottom-up' 
processing. In adulthood, they become cognitive structures consisting of core beliefs 
which represent a person's understanding of their world, themselves and others. They are 
idiosyncratic for each individual, influenced by early life experiences and emotional 
temperament, and 'provide the instructions to guide the focus, direction, and qualities of 
daily life and special contingencies' (Beck et al 1990: 4). 
flogg and Vaughan (1995) provide a useful definition of schemas as: 
A set of interrelated cognitions (e. g. thoughts, beliefs, attitudes) that allows us to quickly make 
sense of a person, situation, event or place on the basis of limited information. Certain cues 
activate a schenna, which then 'f ills in' missing details (Hogg and Vaughan 1995: 50). C, 
There are many types of schema, the most common being self-schemas, person- 
schemas, role schemas, content-free schemas, and event schemas or scripts. They all 
influence memory of old information, inferences about lost information, and encoding of 
new information. 
" Piaget (1952) remains one of the most influential writers on developmental cognitive schemata Z' t, (or schema). fie described intellectual development as a series of progressive changes through four sets of 
cognitive structures. These are the sensorimotor period (0-2); the preoperational period (2-6); the concrete 
operational period (6 or 7-II or 12); and the formal operational period (I I or 12 onwards). These periods 
are broken down into further stages of achievement within each period. Children would not go through 
these stages at the same time, but pass through them in the same incremental order. 
Post-Piauetians su--, Oest that sequences of intellectual growth are influenced by experiential and 
cultural factors, and that stages may not be as unvarying as Piaget proposed. However his influence is 4.11 4D 
widely acknowledged and developmental psychologists continue to investigate and describe the use of basic Zý 
schemata such as reflexes and inherited reaction patterns in new bom babies, and the rapid modification and 
development of schemata in infancy and childhood via organization, adaptation, assimilation and 
accommodation of new information and experiences. 
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Having been first formed in childhood to organize the constant stream of 
information that children receive, schemas develop further in adolescence. They may be 
elaborated upon throughout a person's lifetime, but remain remarkably stable (Young 
1990: 9). They then form a pervasive, broad pattern or theme, consisting of memories, 
cognitions, emotions and physical sensations. These influence how information is 
processed, and the reactions to that information. They can be dormant or active depending 
upon current situations experienced by the person who holds them, and of varying 
strengths depending on how prominent, broad, or modifiable they may be. Clinical 4-- 
psychologists Young et al (2003) describe schemas thus: 
The term schema has an especially rich history within psychology, most widely in the area of 
cognitive development. Within cognitive development, a schema is a pattern imposed on reality or 
experience to help individuals explain it, to mediate perception, and to guide their responses. A 
schema is an abstract representation of the distinctive characteristics of an event, a kind of 
blueprint of itý most salient elements. In psychology the term is probably most commonly 
associated %% ith Piaget, who wrote in detail about schemata in different stages of childhood 
cognitive development. Within cognitive psychology, a schema can also be thought of as an 
abstract cognitive plan that serves as a guide for interpreting information and solving problems. 
Thus we mav have a linguistic schema for understanding a sentence or a cultural schema for 
interpreting a myth. 
Moving from cognitive psychology to cognitive therapy, Beck (1967) referred in his early writing 
to schemas. I lowever, in the context of psychology and psychotherapy, a schema can be thought 
of generally as any broad organizing principle for making sense of one's life experience. An 
important concept with relevance for psychotherapy is the notion that schemas, many of which are 
formed early in life, continue to be elaborated and then superimposed on later life experiences, 
even when they are no longer applicable. This is sometimes referred to as the need for 'cognitive 
consistency'. for maintaining a stable view of oneself and the world, even if it is, in reality, 
inaccurate or distorted. By this broad definition, a schema can be positive or negative, adaptive or Zý 
mafadaptive: schemas can be formed in childhood or later in life (Young, Klosko and Weishaar 
2003: 6-7). 
Negative experiences in early life will cause early maladaptive schemata to forrn 
which lead a persoii to reactive maladaptivity (personal pathology) later in life (Young, 
Klosko and Weishaar 2003). Positive and nurturing experiences cause adaptive schemata 
to form, which act as positive cognitive mechanisms within the psyche for the rest of the 
individual's life (Elliot and Lassen 1997). Young, Klosko and Weishaar (2003) argue that 
schema theory can be related to Erikson's Psychosocial stages, whereby the successful 
resolution of each stage leads to the formation of adaptive schemata, but the 
unsuccessful resolution leads maladaptive schemata to be formed, which limit the 
success of further psychosocial development. 
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Schema theory has been found to be very useful in clinically-based cognitive 
behavioural therapy, particularly when combined with schema-focused therapy. This is 
used to understand and deal with early maladaptive schemas related to negative 
developmental experience, and to combat (and hopefully eliminate) maladaptive 
reactions to current situations in a patient's life. 
Schemas forrn a deep substrata of our conscious and unconscious decision-making 
processes. I feel it can add to our understanding of religious conversion, and have used 
schema theory in the model for conversion to Wicca that has emerged from this study. 
Thus I have called this model the Schematic Integration Model, which I describe below. 
The Schematic Integration Model 
The Schematic Integration Model for religious conversion is a stage model which 
also draws upon the stage theories of Eriksen and Fowler. It describes the formation of 
schemata in childhood and early adult-hood, which lie mainly dormant until Paganism is 
encountered, when they become fully activated. Further contact with Paganism in general, 
and Wicca in particular, causes the religious querant to seek to further confirm and 
expand the long formed but newly activated schemata. When initiation occurs 
previously unfulfilled templates of person, self and role schemas are fulfilled, ending the 
quest and thus eroding chronic low lying religious dissatisfaction, ending a long period of 
cognitive dissonance; boosting self esteem and self worth; and causing the new initiate to 
feel a deep sense of 'coming home'. 
It is obvious that this model could be applied to conversion to any religion that 
has been quested for, which the querant deems to be of value, and that the deeply 
satisfying sense of home coming could be replaced by dissatisfaction if expectations are 
not met. As with other stage models, it should not be taken as prescriptive, that each and 
every Wiccan will have formed these schemas at these ages, but is aimed to be 
descriptive, and a tentative heuristic framework for attempting to understand conversion 
in general and Wiccan conversion in particular. The following paragraphs propose stages 
of formation of schemata that are particularly relevant to the Wiccan conversion 
experience, and to the respondents who took part in this study. 
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Stage'theory offers some explanation of the individual differences in religious 
development and belief. In stage theory, conscious and unconscious states dynamically 
interact during a progression through various stages of religious development. Each 
theorist has provided a unique model, but they all progress from infancy in set stages, the 
last of which is rarely attained by the majority. The unsuccessful resolution of one stage 
will effect the successful graduation to the next. 
Stage 1. Deity Formation - Infanev. 
A series of schemas representing Deity as both male and female are laid down in the 
unconscious during infancy. 
Godhead is created by us in the image of our parents 
In many cultures the exoteric image of God is male even if the relevant mystical 
tradition has a female element. The question of perceptions of the gender of divinity, and 
the effect of parental roles in differing styles of religiosity has caused interest in the field 
of psychology of religion. Early. empirical work in the 1950s and 1960s used experiments 
in which the designs were the same - adults described and rated God and their father, and 
a few other figures such as Jesus and their mother. In 1975, Argyle and Beit-Hal lahmi 
(1975) reviewed the literature. They found that the hypothesis of God as Father was not 
strongly supported, but that God equated with Mother or the preferred parent. They 
found a growing body of empirical evidence to suggest that many of the conceptions of 
God in younger children are almost indistinguishable from the parental role. 
Kikpatrick and Shaver (1990) followed up the work of Argyle and Beit-I lallahmi 
but looked at reported quality of relationship with parents in relation to Bowlby's 
attachment theory instead of images of parents. They found that people who had a secure 
relationship with their mothers had a very relaxed religious style while those who had a 
distant relationship had an intense style and relation with God, with frequent church 
attendance and sudden-conversion patterns. 
In 1974 Rizutto claimed that Object Relations Theory helps interpret and 
understand interpersonal and religious relationships. He compared statements made by 
people regarding God and parents and indicated a very strong relationship between 
stat., ments about parents and statements about God. 
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Developmental studies are beginning to suggest strong links with Piaget's stage 
theories in the development of increasingly complex schemas as the child reaches each 
stage. God in the 5-6 year age group has often become omniscient; as sophisticated 
abstract thinking increases, God retreats into the metaphysical domain where the paradox 
of God's non-human existence becomes accepted as a God norm. Studies have shown 
that the perception of God becomes that of an omnipotent care-giving figure with aspects 
of both parents present (Wulff 1990). 
Stage 2. Nlythic assimilation - Approximateiv two years old to seven N, cars 
old . 
Children's literature and media entertainment lays down schemas representing 
polytheistic religions, magic and other worlds. 
Classic children's literature, including myths, are read to children. The myths 
form social cognitive templates that are readily taken on board as further personal 
schemas i. e. templates that could become conscious or unconscious models activated at a 
later period in someone's life. Mythology and Carl Jung's archetypal theory are related: 
according to Jung archetypes dwell in the collective as well as personal unconscious. If 
this is so then it could be argued that polytheistic mythological templates are part of our 
collective inheritance, as well as laid down by children's literature. Perhaps the enduring 
mythological favourites that are rehashed in contemporary blockbusters and every kind 
of hero-myth (from Popeye to Power Rangers) and fairy-tale (from Barbie to Buffy) 
speak to us with such perennial vivacity because they are hardwired into our psyche. 
Sta!! e 3. Simple Ethical Development - Seven years old to twelve years old. 
Simple systems of beliefs and ethics are developed in conjunction with cultural, 
psychological, social and developmental factors - outside influences determine 
development. 
Fowler (198 1) uses Piagetian terms to describe six stages of faith. He suggests 
that the child achieves 'mythic-literal faith' around seven when it achieves concrete 
operational thinking. The child then achieves 'synthetic-conventional faith' at around 
twelve when formal operational thinking and abstract concepts are achieved. I have 
suggested that it would be during the period leading up to 'mythic literal faith', early 
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childhood, that the schema for polytheistc worship are laid down. I suggest that these 
become modified or dormant when the child naturally progresses to the stage of concrete 
operational thinking and 'synthetic conventional' faith around the age of twelve. 
Stage 4. Complex Ethical Development - Twelve years old to late teenalle. 
Cultural, psychological, social and developmental factors continue to determine 
development, but this is mitigated by the achievement of concrete operational 
thinking and growth of independent thought. Personal choice begins to determine 
ethical development. 
Twelve is the conventional age for progress to senior school and to celebrate 
confirmation, bar mitzvah etc. Along with the powerful physical and psychological effect 
of puberty these occurrences confirm the child's progression towards adulthood. At this 
time, it is natural to relegate the world of fairy stories to the toy-box of childhood and 
turn towards the demands of the rational society, school and the critical social issues of 
the teen years. It is at this stage that we begin to develop our own sense of individuality 
and thus also glean our own systems of ethics and beliefs from the disparate groups we 
find ourselves conforming, or not conforming to, i. e. family and school friends. 
Staze 4. Conversion - turnina away - late teens to carlv adulthood. 
Turning away from Patriarchal monotheistic dogma and Church structures. 
According to Fowler, many adults remain in his next stage, 'Individuative- 
reflective faith'. During this stage, we realise the relativity of our own world view, reflect 
critically upon ourselves but have strengthened the ego enough to choose our life paths 
and own identities. I propose that it is on reaching individuative-reflective faith that 
conventional faith, traditional religion, and the Church may lose their appeal for future 
Pagans. The system of personal ethics and beliefs that inform the choice of life paths and 
identities made by many in twenty-first century Western Britain may not fit well with 
traditional monotheistic religion as purveyed by the mainstream church, hence the 
increase in 'believing without belonging' (Davie 1994). Anyone who shows any 
combination of the predispositions to Paganism is likely, at this point, to turn their back 
upon the institution and enter a period of moratorium where alternative beliefs and/or 
world views will be tested out. It is during this time, the beginning and continuing of life 
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as an adult, that enthusiastic and naYve forays may be made into various groups and 
belief systems, particularly those associated with rebellion against conventional or 
hegemonic lifestyles. 
Stalle 5. The Quest - earIv adulthood onwards. 
For the predispositionally Wiccan, the quest begins. Their natural religiosity 
needs satisfaction. And its template is in place. The seeker may not see themselves as on 
a quest but the familiar path through various interests that relate to Wicca begins. If 
Wiccan templates are beginning to activate these may include interests in green politics, 
feminism or experiments in alternative music or alternative culture. The turning away 
could also, in its radical form, include the leaving behind of old relationships. 
Batson 1978 and Batson et al 1986 have identified the religious typography of 
fiquest' religiosity. The quester seems to be more open minded, less susceptible to dogma 
and literal interpretations, less prejudiced and seeking 'the real thing'. Questers were 
found to have consistently less prejudiced views than other groups and to be looking for 
the religious answers rather than group identity or conformity. They tend to be more 
spiritually oriented although less likely to attend church. Batson showed that those with a 
quest dimension of religiosity were most sensitive to the needs of a person they were 
helping than the intrinsically religious, who helped out of the need to be helpful, driven 
by their own internal needs rather than the needs of the person whom they chose to help. 
For Batson Quest religiosity is about 'an open-ended, responsive dialogue with existential 
questions raised by the contradictions and tragedies of life' (Batson and Ventis 
1982: 152-154). 
Stage 6. Reco2nition - any time in the fifespan depending on length and 
depth of Quest. 
Paganism is encountered, the seeker is already inclined to the non-dogmatic 
refl-c! xivity of quest religion, but Paganism/Wicca speaks to the dormant schemas, and 
they are awakened. The Goddess, the Gods, the magic, and the other individual personal 
blends of the pre-dispositional variables all speak to the seeker's soul. At this point they 
may become non-denominational Pagans, or join Wicca. They may even join Wicca but 
not stay, like Luhrmann who showed only two pre-dispositional variables (early interest 
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in magic and love of mythology and magical literature) but still felt a sense of 
recognition on encountering her first book on Witchcraft. If the Wiccan template more 
accurately maps their personal inner world they may find Wicca, want it immediately, 
seek initiation then practise Wicca for the rest of their lives. 
It is interesting to note that Fowler describes his fifth stage, Conjunctive faith, as 
one that is seldom reached before mid-life and has four major hallmarks, these are: 
Needing to face and hold polar tensions in one's life e. g. old and young, masculine and 
feminine; realising that truth is multiform and being able to live with ambiguity; 
'readiness for participation in the reality brought to expression in symbol and myth 
(Fowler 1984: 65) and; openness to the truth and traditions of other communities that goes 
beyond agnosticism, and includes the humility that we do not hold the ultimate truth. The 
elements of conjunctive faith are clearly compatible with the central ideology of Wicca, 
which is fascinating ground for future research. It begs the question as to whether those 
who seek Wicca are people who have managed to make one of the hardest transitions up 
Fowler's stages of faith, and whether this form of religiosity is the reason why the 
ideology of Wicca speaks so strongly to them, and is a further factor in their sense of 
coming home. 
Staa, e 7. Initiation - coming home. 
The seeker has found Wicca, but in most cases does not join immediately. When 
they have learnt enough about it, and found a High Priestess and High Priest they would 
like to initiate them, and who agree to do so, they are initiated into Wicca. On initiation 
their unconscious finally has its long-held schematic templates matched, and the Wiccan 
feels they have 'come home'. Within the Wiccan paradigm this is the closest one will 
usually get to an initiate saying that they converted to Wicca. They will often be at pains 
to stress that they did not convert, but rather were confirming a set of beliefs that they 
already held. In this sense the initiation is a public conversion of one who has already 
privately committed themselves to the faith. Certainly, it is then that the seeker is 
ceremonially welcomed into the community and ritually consecrated as a Priest or 
Priestess of Wicca. 
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For many Wiccans the true 'conversion' or 'turn around' as in the Latin root 
6 convertere', has been turning away from (Protestant) Christianity. Conversion in its most 
popu Ii st sense, committing themselves to Wicca, is felt more strongly to be a 'return', to a 
much more deeply held religiosity/ethics/belief system that has been with them for longer 
- and to which they gladly come home. 
Imp] ications for this model 
This Schematic Integration Model fits with the descriptions of the encounter, 
attraction and conversion processes of the respondents in this study. It offers an 
explanation for the feelings of recognition and coming home that are so often spoken of 
by people who seek out Pagan religions in general, and Wicca in particular. It could 
equally be applied to conversion processes for any religion, with an individual model 
emerging for each religion depending on what early schemas were laid down for 
converts, and what psycho-social variables influenced their schemas through the 
development of their belief and ethics system. 12 For Wicca the template illustrated in the 
early part of this chapter would probably be there in some form. Obviously an early love 
of mythology does not imply the reader will become a Wiccan. However, we have 
already seen that the number of seekers of Wicca who are looking for a nature/green 
religion has increased over the last twenty years in line with the philosophy of living on a 
small green planet with finite resources that must be husbanded lovingly. Similarly, 
Wicca and Witchcraft have grown apace with feminism. 
Thus, it is possible that these schemas are forrned at certain points in a person's 
life, and these schemas are constantly reinforced during everyday life. The enduring fact 
that the universe seems to split into two genders, male and female would support the 
unconscious belief that the divine has a male and female face; literature and films in 
endless presentations of the hero myth, along with rehashing of the elder pantheons in any 
number of archetypal dramas would serve to reinforce a deep unconscious template for 
pantheistic religion. Ethics that are personally chosen and reformulated throughout 
12 Jamieson (2002) found church leavers to be deeply religious, previously model members of the 
congregation, and suggests confrontation of causes of cognitive dissonance in Christianity, and exposure to 
liberation and feminist theology would help to stem increasing loss of church membership. 
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adolescence and early adulthood are reinforced when a person begins to follow their own 
path into adult life. 
If the schemata are as I have predicted then they will not 'fit' into traditional 
Christian religion. Various belief systems that are encountered in the spiritual quest will 
fit better, but ultimately be rejected as they do not have exactly the right shape. 
Furthermore the quester will be cogitating each path consciously, appraising the 
information they are processing 'bottom-up'. However, when they encounter Paganism, 
they encounter a belief system that matches their core beliefs, and thus appears to 
integrate far better with the person's idiosyncratic understanding of their world, 
themselves and others. The seeker is drawn to Paganism and begins to investigate it, 
consciously exploring it, but at the same time unconsciously matching it to the templates 
set up by early life experiences and emotional temperament, and the focus, direction and 
quality of their daily life. 
When a person is initiated, the interrelated cognitions that contain a potent set of 
thoughts, beliefs and attitudes quickly make sense of the situation, and long held but 
previously uninvoked cues activate the schema/schemata which then fill in the 'missing 
details'. The catch here is that the 'missing details' are inferred by the initiate, and are all 
the things she or he has been looking for. Whether Wicca will live up to their dreams 
remains to be seen, but, at this moment, as the template is at last matched, they come 
home. 
It is crucial when reviewing this tentative model to be aware that I am not 
predicting that rny proposed stages of schema formation are necessarily correct, or will 
not be refuted or rearranged by future studies. The schemas that I propose are the result of 
my analysis of the responses to the questionnaire used in this study, alongside the 
literature of previous research and my experience of years in Wicca. A different 
questionnaire might reveal a different set of schemas, as might a different set of 
respondents, or different approach to field work. What I am suggesting that might be 
borne out by future studies, and what is the crux of my original contribution in this thesis, 
is that religious conversion is schema driven, and that conversion to Wicca, with its oft 
noted 'aha-rnornent' of coming home is a form of schema fulfillment. Furthermore, the 
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schemas that are fulfilled are congruent with the zeitgeist of the twenty-first century, and 
thus it is likely that Wicca will thrive as a religion. 
The feeling of coming home will be exacerbated as schemas further to my Pagan- 
predictive schemas are fulfilled. Higgins (1987) suggested that we all hold three sorts of 
self-schenia; actual self, ideal self and 'ought self', and that discrepancies between them, 
or failure to resolve discrepancies, can cause anxiety and despondence. Being adopted 
into the group and religion of one's choice, initiated as a priest/ess of the religion that fits 
all ones ideals, could have a very powerful effect of resolving discrepancies between 
ideal, 'OLight', and perceived self. Indeed, the frequently reported sense of self-esteem L_ 
that was reported as derived from practising Wicca could be rooted in this process. 
At this stage, person-schemas about the initiators are fulfilled; they let the querant 
in, kindly facilitate this experience, and seem to be highly knowledgeable and beneficent 
and willinu to share their knowledge with the initiate and take them further down this 
path of spiritual fulfilment. These potent person-schemas also hook into the role 
schemas of the High Priestess and High Priest. The wonder of initiation, and the role 
which they take, means that they may seem the ideal mentor, parental substitute, and/or 
gatekeeper to the enchanted realm of the Gods. The disappointing experience of people 
initiated by people who do not fit to these projected templates can be explained by the 
schemas not being fulfilled. It may also explain the later 'dark journey' away from the 
simplistic %N onder at coming home towards a more realistic, and holistic, view of Wicca, 
the coven and the coven members, including the High Priest and High Priestess. 
The initiation is an event, and in the (usually year long) build up to this event the 
neophyte will have built up a relatively new schema for initiation which will be fulfilled. 
But, at this level, a much longer held script schema is also fulfilled. The script of the long 
quest ends. They may be disorientated, and not know exactly what is happening during 
the initiation, but the initiate knows that it will end, they will be Wiccan. But as this script 
is fulfilled a new script is about to be written, the script of the new initiate making their 
way down the path they have chosen, and living as a Priest/ess of Wicca and a Witch. 
Where it wi II lead them, and where it will end, cannot be exactly predicted, but 
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respondents in this study reported certain commonalties which are discussed in the next 
chapter. 
In summary, I have suggested that most forms of religious conversion, particularly 
in adulthood, are schema driven. I have tentatively suggested that certain particular 
schemas are laid down in a future Wiccan convert's life. That means that they may show 
some predispositions be drawn to Paganism in general, and Wicca in particular. On 
encounteri iig Paganism/Wicca they 'recognize' it because of their schemata and, on 
initiation. the further schema fulfilment means they feel like they have 'come home'. 
Initiation will work strongly on these schemata, the rite will interact with them, the 
schemata lending gravitas and meaning to the rite, and the rite fulfiling the schemata. I 
propose that this process is not Pagan/Wiccan-specific, and that the same interaction of 
ritual and schema will cause the same feeling of coming home to any adult convert to any 
religion, but particularly one in which the conversion ends in acceptance into a religious 




This chapter explores respondents' experiences of practising Wicca, including 
being in a coven, celebrating the Sabbats, working the Esbats, and making magic. The 
Wiccan view on magic, in theory and practice, is examined with examples of peoples' 
experience with both operative and ritual magic. The Wiccan experience of God and 
Goddess, and the long-term effect of invoking those deities into the circle, and into 
anollier person, is illustrated and discussed. This form of invocation and worship has not 
been highlighted or discussed in other studies of Wicca, despite being an integral part of 
Wicca, and the fulcrum point of the contemporary Wiccan circle; here it is explored in 
depth. 
Learnina via interaction 
We have already discussed the relevance of the Rambo and Farhadian model for 
religious conversion to Wicca, and applied its earlier stages to the process of becoming 
Wiccan. The model's later stages also provide a useful framework for exploring learning 
processes and long-term practice of Wicca. In Rambo and Farhadians' model they use 
the stage of 'Interaction' to tease apart explicit and implicit learning into four synthesized 
directions of ritual, relationships, rhetoric and roles. They see interaction as the fifth stage 
in a conversion process, prior to conversion itself; but in Wicca these stages need to be 
reversed so that the fifth stage would be conversion followed by interaction as the sixth 
stage. This is due to the nature of the secrecy of initiation into a mystery tradition, and to 
the fact that full Wiccan interaction usually takes place after initiation. Herewith the 
model is used to examine and discuss learning about Wicca, and the beginning of long- 
term practice. 
1) Ritual 
Ritual takes the most important teaching role in Wicca, some of this is done 
vicariously, by absorbing and watching, some via specific training. New initiates tend to 
spend their first circles just taking part and becoming familiar with various group chants 
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and spells. This happens concurrently with training, which leads to them beginning to cast 
circles, invoke deities, take ritual roles, and eventually be invoked upon. As they become 
more experienced, they are often given more responsibility within the coven until they are 
considered able to run circles themselves, by which time they will often be offered second 
degree. As explained in the introduction, each coven has its own criteria and time-frames 
for this process, and it is usually also tailored individually for each initiate. 
Celebratinj! the Sabbats 
Respondents were asked what they felt they experienced by celebrating the 
Sabbats. Participation in the Sabbats was generally seen to be very good for the adherent 
and a very positive experience. Most people gave multiple therned answers. A very 
typical answer that encompasses the strongest themes was 'I think it helps keep me in 
tune with the general cycles of nature. It is also great fun. I mean, it isjust like really 
good fun. I think it feeds my spirituality and helps me to keep more in touch with what I 
understand is sacred'. A very strong theme ofjoy emerged, with frequent use of the 
words 'joy', 'pleasure', 'exciting' and 'fun'. 
A very conscious enjoyment of dedication to the Wiccan religion was evident, 
which one respondent described as 'ajoyous, happy duty only comparable to a Christian 
celebrating Christmas'. Happiness and spiritual well-being were prime motivations in 
adherents following these rites, combined with a very positive enjoyment of the Wiccan 
social network, of 'guesting' with other covens and participating in 'Grand Sabbats' when 
several covens got together. The strong social element of Wicca was mentioned by most 
respondents as very attractive. Covens were likened to a 'second family' by three 
respondents, and the sense of belonging that comes of working in this tradition was also 
specifically mentioned by five respondents. 
Several themes emerged. These are listed here in order of popularity and include: 
linking to the seasonal cycles of the year; partaking of the mysteries; connecting to the 
sacied; connection to the land; a sense of community; fulfilling a sacred duty, and 
helping others. Altruism also featured consciously with many respondents wanting to 
'give something back' or 'help people'. 'Helping others' included doing magical work for 
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them, and acting to help people practically when news of people in need came via the 
social network. 
Sabbats were seen to enable Wiccans to participate 'in the mysteries' via a 
magico-ritual link with 'the sacred'. This was seen to be facilitated by a 'regular tuning' 
to the seasonal cycles of the year. This was deemed to link harmoniously to personal 
development. This process was explained by one respondent thus: 'It keeps me in 
harmony with the kind of energies that are going on at the time. There is a sense of being 
in touch with the planet - realising the seasons, internalising them and seeing how the 
elements work in my own life. It's different for each individual; different people get 
different things at different times. ' One man saw participation in the Sabbats in terms of 
how he would feel if he did not attend, which he said would be 'empty'. 
Working the Esbats 
Respondents were also asked what they experienced when attending the Esbats. 
As with answers regarding the Sabbats answers had multiple themes, with teaching and 
leaming 'the Craft being the strongest theme. A typical answer was: 
I get a sense of self-worth, I think. I feel also a growing understanding about the Craft, how it 
works, what I'm doing in it. It is somethin- of an education to me, spiritual education. I think I 
grow every tirne I do one. And I think that's much more with Esbats than with the Sabbats, which 
are, I suppose slightly more ceremonial. I think I'm really learning what it's about. And I think it I 4D is also a great sense of getting recharg ,, ed. I mean we tend to meet on Fridays, which obviously is a disaster every Friday evening when I set out because I really don't want to go; and as soon as I get 
there then it is wonderful. (To say) I really don't want to go, is going too strongly - but you know tý Zý 
what I mean, it is very energizing, very energizing. 
The sociable and celebratory Sabbats were often contrasted to the private, intimate 
and 'family' Esbat, in which coven magic takes place. Esbats were perceived as a time 
when the coven members can concentrate on working their magic together. They are the 
designated place for teaching and learning the Craft of the Witch, where initiates practise 
new roles within the coven, and are taught the ceremonial side of Wicca along with the 
art of magic. This was also deemed space for personal growth; 'It is time and space to get 
in touch with your higher self, and to look at areas of your life you want another view of. 
Although themes emerged that magic showed was a very strong part of the Esbat, 
it was also stressed that Wiccan magic is part of a very religious path. Indeed, one of the 
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main foci of training in the Esbat is facilitating each initiate to manifest the Divine. Two 
respondents discussed this in the following terms. 
At Esbats I like to be able to do magic. Sometimes it's very good to do individual magic but 
Esbats II ike to see as a way of the group mind focusing on an issue and being able to form a 
solution throu h magic. And that's why I like to do Esbats, particularly 'Drawing Down the 9 C, 
Moon', as it's such a beautiful ritual, and it really is lovely to see a woman turning from a woman 
into a form of the Goddess. 
And 
Sabbats are celebrations, but I think the true worship of Wicca and the magical work of Wicca are 
done at Esbats, and I would like to say that it is first and foremost a religion. I see magic as a 
byproduct of the religion -a gift from the Deities to us. r, 
Invokina the Divine -a Wiccan Mysterv 
One aspect of the Wiccan religion, that has not been discussed in depth in earlier 
studies, is ritual 'possession' by the Gods. This slow, but sure, journey from mundane 
consciousness to magico-religious trance, and thence divine communion and transmission 
of the God and Goddess, occurs in all rituals except some rites of passage. It is considered 
one of the most important parts of any rite, and of the Wiccan experience; and considered 
an important art of the Priest/ess path of Wicca, in which the close personal experience of 
the Divine is facilitated by, and for, the coven as a whole. 
The entire coven assists with the ritual intention, concentrating on invoking the 
Gods into the people who will become the vessel for the divine force. The invocation of 
the Moon Goddess is known as 'Drawing down the Moon', and in some traditions the 
invocation of the God is called 'Drawing down the Sun'. 
A Priest and a Priestess are literally possessed by the God and Goddess, but the 
possession is unlike the obviously ecstatic voodoo traditions more commonly associated 
with possession in that it is facilitated within a ritual framework that owes much to 
ceremonial western magical form, and the purest form of the possession only lasts during 
a short and rather dignified ritual drama. It is, however, believed to have a subtly 
permeating effect on all participants in the rite. 
Each ritual builds up to the moment when a male and female initiate 
(occasionally more) stand close to the altar and have a seasonal or lunar aspect of 
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Wiccan deity invoked 'into' them by another initiate, using ritual intention, gesture and 
words. When entranced they then speak the words of a 'charge' 13 .A charge is a learned 
poem or piece of prose, although the invokee may also talk spontaneously as the 
God/dess. The experience felt by the invokee and all other members of the coven, at this 
point, is one of the ineffable mysteries at the heart of Wicca itself. The transformatory 
experience lingers on, and is believed to be a major part of the spiritual journey of each 
initiate. 
It is customary for each member of the coven to come before the person "ho is 
channeling the divine force, and kneel to receive a blessing; sometimes this is wordless, 
sorretimes this occurs in the form of a brief speech. Wiccans report a very altered state of 
consciousness at this point and invokees often do not remember what they said or for how 
long anyone communed with them. Those who commune with the Gods often feel that 
they receive answers to questions they were looking for, or healing or comfort in times of 
stress. 
In some ways, this ritual action is similar to New Age 'channeling', and 
participants do channel these deities 'freeform', but always the Deities; not spirit guides 
or the dead, as in mediumship. When entranced they will very often speak set pieces of 
Wiccan liturgy such as The Charge of The Goddess. This works in a manifold way, it 
gives an aural as well as visual component to the ceremony for other members of the 
coven, but when learnt by heart and used many times it also occupies the invokee's 
thinking function like a mantra, allowing the rest of their conscious and unconscious 
mird to be free and connect in that safe space to their Gods. Certain ritual actions make 
sure that the initiate is no longer 'holding' the God or Goddess after the circle, but the 
transformatory experience lingers on, and is believed to be a major part of the change 
that occurs in practitioners as the years go by. 
13 Rewritten in its current form by Doreen Valiente, The Charge ofthe Goddess, or The Great Mother 
Charge is frequently used. It is an amalgamation of various texts including work by Charles Leland and 
Aleister Crowley; it is in places similar to The Desiderata. If anything can be regarded as a 'sacred text' it 
is this one, as it has become almost a central creed within Wicca. However, when I talked to Doreen 
Valiente aboutitshesaid 'I arn heartily sick of it, of people using it to justify things it was never rneant 
for, of using itasacreed and dogma. Wicca has no dogma. It is just a poem and that's that. ' II 
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New initiates do not usually have the Gods invoked into them. This is a ritual role 
that is bestowed after some time immersed in Wicca, and after learning all the other 
functions within sacred circle. It is common for initiates to invoke the God or Goddess 
into others for some time before they have the God or Goddess invoked into them. In 
contemporary Wicca it is usual for experienced first-degree Wiccans to work with this 
form of Divine contact. In a very few covens only High Priests and High Priestesses of 
second-degree may do this act of worship on the grounds that it is only at second-degree 
that the 'power' has been passed, preparing the initiate to receive such power safely. 
This practice vividly recalls what Rudolph Otto called the 'numinous', that which 
he saw as the core of all religion, and the essence by which religion itself might be 
defined. He saw the numinous as purely experiential and ineffable. Ile said: 
This mental state is perfectly sui generis and irreducible to any other, and therefore like every 
other absolutely primary datum, while it admits of being discussed, it cannot be strictly defined. 
There is only one way to help another to an understanding of it. He must be guided and led 
through ways of his own mind, until he reaches the point at which 'the Numinous' in him perforce 
begins to stir, to start to life and consciousness (Otto 1950: 7). 
This is the essence of the 'mystery' of Wicca, and exactly what Wiccan 
invocatory technique attempts to achieve. Vivianne Crowley describes an invocation thus: 
When words are used to conjure visual images, they act very powerfully on the psyche of the 
invokee and will take him or her into a very deep state of consciousness where the boundaries of 
self merge into a greater whole. At this level of consciousness the invokee can become at one with 
ges which the invoker creates until the invokee is the archetypal imag words and ima- e which they 
reflect. This does not usuall happen straight away and when people are first invoked on they y 41 
may reach no more than a meditative state of consciousness. With time, however, deeper and 
deeper states of consciousness are reached, which takes us into sarnadhi and beyond. Here there is 
no subject and object, you and 1, self and other, but only a sense of a vast expansion of 
consciousness and oneness with the universe (Crowley 1989: 145). 
Invokiniz the Goddess 
Respondents were asked what they felt when invoking the Goddess. Tile answers 
the. y gave were richly descriptive. Adjectives used most frequently were, in order; 
privileged (10), honoured (9), reverential (4), awed (4), inspired, exhilarated and lucky. It 
is important to convey here how honoured and privileged these men feel when invoking 
the Goddess. Their voices dropped, their speech slowed down, and they stressed what 
they said. This may have been due to demand characteristics, but the respondents knew 
that I was interested in their conversion profiles rather than their experience of the 
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Goddess, and this was the only section where this effect occurred. Some felt they were so 
involved in the moment when invoking that they could not describe it adequately. An 
eloauent theatre director who had invoked for the first time shortly before he was 
interviewed described its ineffability: 
I felt very, very responsible doing it. A great sense of privilege I suppose. I can't describe the 
sensation, when I realised it worked, but, I don't know, just a sense that something is happening. 
That there was something going on in this room that I can't quantify. Oh.. it's here where language I t, t, 
stops... I can't put it into language, which is annoying because I'm sort of quite used to using I language, but it was a very strong emotional feel that there was something happening and it was 
very powerful. I mean it's not as powerful as when the God was on me, obviously, because it's one 
person removed, but the sense of change. I was no longer talking to L, I was talking to the Goddess 
and you become aware of that. 
Several respondents described invoking as nerve-racking, even after many years in 
Wicca. One who had been intensively involved in Wicca for ten years described the 
experience as almost frightening because he felt he could never take it for granted that the 
Goddess would appear. He said: 
It's almost frightening. If it doesn't work then I feel that I failed. So it puts the pressure oil. It 
does work usually, yes. But I can never be quite sure that it wi II work. Even after 10 years, I do 
not take it for granted that it will actually take off as such. No. It is an awesome experience, a Cý 
powerful experience. It boosts the adrenaline all right. It makes me think very much about the 
cycle of life and everything else which sounds very twee, but I suppose that is the best way of 
putting it. 
When asked about invoking the Goddess, the men in this study responded about 
invoking the Goddess as part of daily devotional practices, as well as invoking Her into 
Priestesses in coven rituals. One described how it felt to him, thus: 
It'sjust a glorious feeling. I actually do a dedication to Hekate every morning and it is part of my 
regular daily practice and it's a sort of strength andjoy in my life really. I think it's - 011, it's 
shifted things in so many different ways. I think particularly working with Ilekate has -I think it 
has opened me up to mystical experiences. I know it has opened me up to mystical experiences I 
didn't have before. I think it has helped me to become more of an integrated human being. 41 
The lonl! -term effect of invokinll the Goddess. 
Respondents were asked how regularly invoking the Goddess had affected them. 
All thought it had had a very positive long-term effect. Very clear themes became 
evident. 
Cot-nection to the Goddess. 
The foremost theme was of connection to the Goddess. Five described this as 
'very powerful, and six expressed specifically that they 'really enjoy it. ' 
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More conriection with and respect for women 
A direct result of this deep communion with the divine feminine was thought to 
be a deeper and more empathetic connection to women in general. This was deemed to 
enhance the respect they had for all women, and for that respect to translate into practical 
fellowship within all spheres of their lives. 
Pro-cimity to the sacred 
The experience was thought to bring them much closer to the sacred. One said: 
'Yes, it's a direct participation in the mysteries, which I think is the great gift of Wicca, 
and it also really accelerates your own gradual growth like nothing else I've experienced. ' 
Another said, 'You have met the Deity and therefore it is a very solemn moment and it 
reinforces my commitments. ' 
Awareness of their own 'female side' 
hivoking the Goddess was believed to have brought men closer to their own 
'female side'. This female side was described by such qualities as empathy, nurturing, 
and intuition. These male respondents believed that by regularly invoking the Goddess, 
taking part in a rite in which She was invoked, they became more empathetic, nurturing 
and intuitive. However, this was not seen to take place to the detriment of their 
mascu Iini ty, because invoking the God was believed to enhance that too. 
Experiences of Invokin, the God 
Respondents described the duration of the experience of 'bearing the God' with a 
rich plethora of adjectives. Adjectives that were used by three or more respondents were, 
in order of popularity, 'awestruck', 'enlightened ', 'energized', 'expanded, ' 'animated, ' 
'transformed', 'ecstatic', 'powerful ' and 'horny! ' The first three of these adjectives 
were each used by at least five respondents. 'Awestruck' was used by six of them. A 1- ligh 
Priest, initiated in the 1970s said: 'Awestruck. I always get goose pimples after and 
feelings running up and down my spine. I really do feel that the God is there. ' Another 
who had been practising Wicca for thirty years tried to explain the ecstatic side of 
invocation which he still feels each time: 
Ecstatic, I suppose. It's a very - for me - it's very often a very sexual experience. It's very just 
sort of - you feel this energyjust tingling through -I suppose at the basest level that is what that 
ener-Y is - it's a sort of very sexual energy, but -I love it -I love it. 
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Two interviewees said that they were in such an altered state they didn't 
remember it, or couldn't describe it. Several remarked that the experience was different 
depeiiding on which aspect of the God, or which God, was being invoked: 'It depends 
very much which particular aspect it is, because I have worked with different aspects and 
depending on which particular aspect's coming through, it will sit, or He will sit, more 
or less comfortably with me. ' One had just borne the God for the first time. He was 
asked how it felt and replied: 
Respondent: I've only done it once, and I found it was numbing and I completely lost 
control. Quite frightening, empowering and disempowering at the same 41 
time. 
Interviewer: How was it empowering and disempowering? 
Respondent: It's empowering as you sense there is somebody else taking over yourself, 
but I found, actually, that I really couldn't cope with it. I felt totally numb. I 
was trying to speak but the words wouldn't come out. 
Interviewer: Did you learn the words off by heart beforehand? 
Respondent: No. The way it was set up there were no preprogrammed words anyway. 
It was just to see what the God was saying. We did it at the Rollrights 14 not so long ago - 
about a couple of months ago. So it was allowing the God to ad lib, to express the God 
in me, I feel, became much more physical than vocal, and I actually found I was 
struggling to speak. I had a sore throat for about a day afterwards, but the words wouldn't ZP 
come out; like when you're still in a dream when you can't speak. Empowering in as much 
as I mean in so much that everybody - that something else had taken me over but 
disempowering in as much as I had lost control, like I didn't have the will and the 
direction to deliver it. It was quite disconcerting, but quite exciting; well, very exciting. 
It shook me up a bit I think. 
Another first-degree respondent recalled his first invocation and said that he had 
been very surprised to feel such a sense of another consciousness entering his. Ile had 
previously thought invokees were 'just being theatrical'. He said that he no longer felt so 
disconcerted, but rather respected the fact that 'The God' was a force that he may have 
drawn from within him, but definitely, to the conscious mind, felt like another person, a 
qualitatively 'real' force that was a manifestation of benign masculine energy and a very 
empowering and enlightening one at that. He also noted that he had difficulty in speaking 
"A stone circle in Oxfordshire. Formerly privately owned by a family sympathetic to Paganism it had long 
been prized as a location for Pagan worship, in the country but accessible to London and the Home 
Counties. When it came up for sale in the late 1990s an unsuccessful appeal for mutal Pagan ownership was 
launched, when'this failed it was bought by two anonymous city business men, who facilitated it to be 
stewarded by 'friends of the Rollrights', and remain a venue open to contemporary Pagan usage. 
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at first, and gradually came to be able to speak, and later to 'ad lib' while still holding the 
other consciousness. 
The Iona-term effect of bearing the God. 
Respondents were asked how regularly 'bcaring the God' had affected them. All 
thought it had had a vcry positive long-term effect. Very clear themes became evident. 
A feeling of enhanced understandina of masculinit 
Many respondents felt that bearing the God regularly had made them look much 
more deeply at %%hat a male is, and what role the male has in society. As a rcsult, they fclt 
that this had shifted and deepened their relationship to their own masculinity. They Nt it 
had helped them to be much more aware of their masculinity and how they relate to it. A 
typical description of how they Nt that this %%us a positive experience is: 
It's made me more coherent internally. It's made me much more in tune with my own masculinity 
and %%hat maleness is about. I don'tjust accept gender stereot)pes an)TnOre. It's also a really good 
model to hang lots of things on. It's made me feel a lot more settled. 
Enhanced confidence 
'Carrying the God' clearly empowers Wiccan men. Four shy men thought that the 
religious experience had increased their confidence. One spoke of the effect, thus: 
It has actually increased my confidence Nklien I am out there in the non-Wiccan world, if there are 
sort of %veak, vulnerable moments, I remember itý I think about it and I think, yea, well I'm just 
as good and equal and strong and powerfiil as anybody else, you know, especially when people 
are trying to treat you in a sort of very unreasonable way. You know the talk down attitude. So 
even if I-I don't have to be aggressive back to them, just knowing you have that connection. 
It's a confidence thing. 
Conversely, the same technique was described as changing and calming one respondent 
%% ho had previously used anger-management techniques but no longer needed them. 
Providing something to live Up to 
Believing that they are actually acting as a vessel for divine force, and acting as a 
cipher for the God, not only increases self-esteem and confidence, it gives male Wiccans 
a model to live up. This provides the inner strength needed to remember the priesthood 
into %% hich one has been initiated. This process %%-as described by one respondent as: 'I 
think it has made me very concerned that I keep to my vows and keep up the standards 
that the God and the Goddess impose on me'. 
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In summary, active participation in Wiccan ritual was seen as an important 
experiential teaching method, as well as crucial to the whole Wiccan experience. 
Participation in Sabbats provided a social environment in which to connect to the seasons 
and to nature, and experience the ineffable Wiccan 'mysteries'. Esbats were seen to be 
more important for teaching and training, a place where magic and self development took 
place. The highly ritualized experience of invoking the Gods %vas believed to be at the 
core of the Wiccan mystery religion, and to significantly enhance personal development, 
spiritual development and the lives of the practitioners. The long ter-m effect of bearing 
the God was bel ieved to faci I itate closeness with the God, enhance conf idence, and 
promote a better understanding of masculinity. Long-term invoking of the Goddess was 
believed to bring men closer to women and to the Goddess, and to their own 'female 
side' i. e. more nurturing and caring qualities. These longitudinal effects were regularly 
built upon when following the wheel of the year, thus promoting an enduring feeling of 
blessedness. scir-worth, personal conviction, inner peace and mental strength as a 
bed-ock for increased tolerance and compassion outside the circle. All these effects were 
noted as leading to increased mental health, well-being and spiritual satisfaction. 
2) Relationships 
Intensive interaction with converts is a feature of the 1965 Lofland-Stark 
conversion model that is not highly applicable to Wicca. It is possible to practise just 
once a month, or less, and some respondents did show an almost nominal attachment to 
their adopted faith. Furthermore, since Wicca is not commune based or practised with any 
form of daily personal interaction, this particular 'contingency' is the least applicable of 
this enduring model of religious conversion. However, affective bonds with members was 
an important factor in respondents joining and adhering to Wicca. The respondents 
referred to the strength of the affective bond they felt %vith the Wiccan community, 
especially once they had been initiated. This did not usually create a conscious tension 
with existing friendships since there was no call to eliminate 'extracult attachments*, and 
family relationships were seen in some cases to have improved as a result of a person 
becoming Wiccan. However, competing affective attachments did cause some conflict in 
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initiates with romantic attachments to non-Wiccans and was chiefly responsible for 
people deciding to leave Wicca or to stop practising. 
Wiccan covens fit into the definition of a small group (approximately 4- 10 
people). Groups are dynamic, changing over time with the input of each individual 
member. Organizational psychology acknowledges this d)mamism and often uses 
longitudinal studies of groups to try to achieve a realistic portrayal of the long term life of 
any group, large or small (Wilpert 1995). A good definition of a (small) group is: 
A group is two or more individuals in face-to-face interaction, each aware of his or her 
membership in the group, each aware of the others who belong to the group, and each aware of 
their positive interdependence as they strive to achieve mutual goals (Johnson and Johnson 
1987: 8). 
Within small groups, a constant process of group socialistion occurs whereby 
members evaluate past, present and future re%N-ards in the group, alongside potential 
rewards else%% here (Moreland et al 1993). This evaluation affects individual commitment. 
Group cohesiveness is determined by 'interpersonal attraction' which is engendered by 
personal attraction, social attraction, mutual interdependence, cooperative interaction, 
mutual goal satisfaction and seeing others as sources of re%, %urd Le. imbuing other 
members, vvith positive valence (Ilogg 1992). The constant dynamism of all these 
elements of group cohesiveness %vill determine how long and howwell the group 
survives, i. e. the course of its lifespan. 
The function of a coven is to provide a fellowship of like-minded people, bonded 
by similar initiatory experience, to celebrate the seasonal festivals and meet together for 
full moon Esbats. Most covens also provide a three-tiered teaching structure through 
which initiates are expected to graduate, then choose to leave to start their Own 
group/work with a partner, or stay on as coven elders. Each member will have their own 
set of goals, which will change over the time that they are members of the group. A new 
initiate might just want to get initiated but after a period of time will be encouraged to 
take up a variety of ritual and coven roles, and may , vish to take further initiations, and/or 
start their own group. 
Wiccan initiation offers a rite of passage for a seeker, simultaneously bestowing 
the initiate with a cohesive social group; friendships made in coven are often enduring 
and deeply felt. Initiates also gain spiritual mentors in the High Priestess and High Priest 
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and other coven elders. As mentors, they guide the learning process, including when and 
how the initiate learns new roles in the coven and in ritual, thus guiding their spiritual 
development. On a practical level, the close bonds and mutual support also lead to 
increased happiness and feelings of self worth. One respondent talked of how he felt that 
no-one had ever had the time to truly listen to him until he joined Wicca, that he had 
finally found friends who truly valued him for himself, in a group that made him feel he 
was a real contributing member. 
One psychodynamic process that is sometimes talked about within Wiccan coven 
leaders' meetings is the dreaded process by which a coven can brew up a potent mixture 
of unresolved emotional issues and unleash them into coven relationships. This can 
happen when the mentoring roles of High Priest/ess are seen to reflect some parental 
dynamics, and then an initiate projects unresolved, deep seated and highly irrational, 
parenting issues upon their initiators. If the initiators are sufficiently aware of the 
psychological mechanics of this process it is possible to either ignore it and defuse it, or, 
in rarer cases, to work with it. Coven leader who are aware of basic psychology then may 
also be aware of a level of counter-transference in their own reactions, and work privately 
with these feelings. If they are not aware of what is happening for the initiate, or in their 
reaction to them, this can lead to a variety of unhealthy psychological dynamics that may 
resolve, or may lead to 'fireworks'. 
New initiates often powerfully project their own imagined ideals of Wicca onto a 
coven, and of what a High Priest/ess should be or do onto their initiators. If the initiators 
are experienced and fit the expected schema to a large extent, this can work to the 
advantage of the coven. The members look up to the leaders, who may be able to then 
project a certain glamour or charisma (impression management - Schenkler 1980), and 
the whole scenario becomes embued with a certain magic; the coven itself is 
'enchanted'. After a certain amount of time in a coven these projections will have been 
modified, and an initiate will have gained a more realistic picture of Wicca, the coven 
and their initiators. and begun to internalize some of the strengths they first projected 
upon their initiators. To a certain extent, this is expected to happen and is catered for 
within the initiatory framework of Wicca. The second degree is often described as a 
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journey into the dark, where the initiators can no longer go with the initiates to guide 
them, nor coven mates journey beside them, but a path they must tread alone but in the 
sight of their Gods, who will be their guides on the next part of the journey. 
3) Rhetoric 
Rhetoric in Wicca comes from a wide variety of sources. A newcomer 
will usually be recommended books formally and informally, attend conferences, hold 
conversations, partake in rituals, subscribe to magazines and Internet forums until they 
reach a level of understanding about their adopted religion with which they are happy. 
Informal discussion among Wiccans provides a good forum for working out personal 
ideas and understandings of magic, theology, ethics and a vast variety of related topics. 
On a deeper level, the words and actions of ritual are used to facilitate connection to 
divine forces via ritual, and the coven and the community provide the language to 
generate and frame this experience. 
For male initiates, the subject of Pagan men's spirituality is also introduced 
whereby men begin to discuss their relationship with the positive role model of the God, 
to integrate and work with this model of a primal masculinity which contains the 
capacity for love, gentleness and relatedness with the feminine. This is what mens' 
spiritual writer Kenny Klein calls 'sacred manhood', and Jungian psychologists Moore 
and Gillette call 'deep rooted masculinity'. 
In the responses given in this study, we can see that Wiccan men do not come to 
Wicca primarily to seek the male mysteries or engage with the God, or even with an 
interest in 'men's spirituality'. Rather, they perceive a lack of the feminine spiritual force 
in their lives and society, and are drawn by the Goddess; nature; the esoteric view of the 
universe; magic; and freedom from dogma. They come to Wicca for these things then 
undertake an initiation, after which they come to know a very different face of God, her 
consort, the Homed God, who is masculinity in its essence. They then find that in 
worshipping and honouring the Goddess they do not have to reject or subjugate their own 
masculinity, rather they are encouraged to model and revel in positive 'deep rooted 
masculinity'. The role of the male in Wicca, the Priest and the High Priest are discussed 
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with mentors, learned vicariously in coven, and integrated via ritual roles. These expand 
this newly learned rhetoric which carries with it expected codes of conduct that are often 
unwritten and unspoken of but part of the Wiccan norm. 
d) Roles 
The Wiccan coven is a hierarchical system based upon a structure of three 
degrees of initiation and leaders in the role of High Priestess and High Priest. However 
Wiccans describe Wicca as non-hierarchical. What they mean by this is that each Wiccan 
coven is autonomous, there is no central body or institutionalized beaurocratic regime in 
Wicca, and that coven leaders are not seen to be charismatic leaders but as facilitators. 
They are expected to teach, train and guide the Priestesses and Priests whom they have 
initiated, in all aspects of Wicca. They are not seen to be standing between congregation 
and God but to be dedicated to helping new initiates to deepen their own personal contact 
with the divine. On a practical level, the leaders provide a venue for meetings, coordinate 
rituals and events, and act as a stable core for the group. What the Wiccan system does 
not aim to provide is a forum for guru-disciple relationships. Initiates are expected to 
learn the practice of Wicca, process through the degrees, and then stay as peers, or leave 
to form their own group and start the process again. 
Within the coven structure there are many varieties of working dynamics, 
depending on length of time of people in the coven, and their relationships to each other. 
A coven may function with a number of long-term initiates who have worked together for 
decades, or may consist of a teaching group of young newcomers to Wicca. The former 
usually has some sense of a peer group with the High Priest and High Priestess acting as 
coordinators. The latter often has a much more pronounced sense of teacher-pupil 
relationships. Some experienced Wiccans may form peer groups with a rotating role of 
ritual coordinator, but are likely to have been initiated and trained within the traditional 
cov-n system. 
People who seek Wicca are aware of the three-fold system of initiations, of the 
structure of the coven, and the autonomy of High Priest and High Priestess. In the 
contemporary spiritual market place of the Neo-Pagan world there are numerous 
alternative to Gardnerian and Alexandrian Wicca to turn to for companionship, mentors, 
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and information. Yet Wicca remains the most popular path, with a constant demand for 
covens far outstripping supply. 
Perhaps this is because the tripartite structure of the Wiccan initiatory system 
falls into a common template for many human social and scholastic groupings of leamer, 
practitioner an and master practitioner. 'Robert', an initiate of Gardner's coven, has 
written in several private Wiccan forums about his analogy of Apprentice, Craftsman and 
Master Craftsman, while Professor Ronald Hutton described the three degrees of Wicca 
as similar to those of undergraduate, masters, and Ph. D. postgraduate (pers comm). In 
such systenis it is considered necessary and desirable to have teachers to teach those 
people who are new to the system and would like to learn from those with more 
experience. as well as become part of a community with similar interests. Graduating 
levels of commitment and achievement help to set targets to be worked for, define an 
amount of common ground between different groups, and, when achieved allow initiates 
to feel a sense of achievement and completion, as well as boosting self esteem. 
Social scientists point out that that only the smallest and most simple groups do 
not assign roles to its members to divide labour. Roles are defined as 'specifically 
designed to differentiate people within the group for the greater good of the group as a 
whole' (Ilogg and Vaughan 1995: 264 ). They also provide self definition within the Z-- 
group, and information about expected social behaviour. This is very much the case in 
Wicca, ", here explicit and implicit roles are used within general organization of the 
group. and to facilitate the group process as a whole. 
Moreland and Levine (1982,1984; Moreland et al. 1993) say that role transitions 
are usually ritualized public events or rites that serve a number of functions. They 
identify five distinct phases of group socialization which are distinguished by distinct role 
transition. These are: Investigation ended by entry into the group; socialization - ended 
by acceptance; maintenance - full membership, ended by divergence away as fully 
graduated member or resocialisation out of the group due to unexpected divergence; 
remembrance which can vary from fond recall to rewriting history. These can easily be 
applied to Wicca, and are a viable frame work to describe the movement of the initiate 
through tile various roles of the Wiccan coven. 
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In Wicca the initiate takes on different esoteric and exoteric roles as they move 
through degrees. A new initiate is expected to attend and learn; they are eventually given 
smal I ritual roles, and not given much responsibility within the coven After a longer time 
in Wicca they will have been given more ritual roles, and expected to assume further 
responsibility in coven. After second degree the initiate is a coven elder and will often 
take responsibility for coven administration, regularly take major roles in ritual and often 
help with training. After hiving off they will be a High Priest/ess in their own right, 
starting the process all over again but as a group leader, hopefully taking the experience 
they have gained from their mother coven to help them run the new group. After third 
degree, either as a coven elder who has stayed on, or as a coven leader, the initiate is 
usually seen as an elder in the Wiccan community, as well as being expected to have 
achieved a deep understanding of Wicca and some personal and spiritual development. 
These roles are, of course, approximate since each initiate and each coven has their own 
pace and criteria. An initiate may choose to stay first degree but be integral to the running 
of the coven. 
One of the most important roles is that of the group leaders, who have usually set 
up the group and run it in their home. They offer not only mentorship and the social 
environment of the coven, but also offer the role model of the High Priest and High 
Priestess. It is common to see coven members modelling themselves on their coven 
leacers, even copying their style of clothing and ritual persona, and endowing them with 
charisma. It is then also common to see the same people showing some anger and 
disappointment with the same group leaders when they fail to live up to their projected 
expectations. If the relationship survives, and the initiate is able to come to terms with the 
reality of the relationship, and to begin to internalize what they previously projected, then 
they begin to create and access their own inner High Priest/ess. This is common around 
second degree, and fits with progression through the degrees, from nurtured beginner to 
fully independent, individuated member of Wicca. 
This process is a form of behavioural modelling. Behavioural Modelling Theory 
(BN/lT) derives from Bandura's theory of social learning and social cognition (Bandura 
1977). It has been used successfully in clinical psychology to cure phobias as well as 
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within the field of occupational training. Social modelling consists of a component 
process outlined below. 
Bandura's Behaviour Modelling Theojy and Practice 
1. Attention. Senior figures introduce material and indicate important 
learning points. 
2. Retention. Senior figures model desirable behaviour, supported by 
specific training. 
Motoric reproduction. Trainees provided with opportunity to develop material and 
practise roles (includes role play and work experience). 
4. Motivation. Positive reinforcement ensures target behaviour. 
Research has shown that BMT is an effective training method within industrial 
psychology, although retention of process and techniques will be affected by the post- 
training environment (Decker and Nathan 1985). Studies into role identity theory has 
proved that assuming roles can influence both sense of self, and personal identity, and 
that societal expectations and societal interaction can create real and enduring identities 
for people (McCall and Simmons 1978, Stryker and Statham 1986: Hogg and Vaughan 
1995). This may be the reason for the positive experiences of Wiccan covens reported in 
this study, including the respondents who felt they were inspired to live up to their oaths. 
Furthermore, role assimilation in Wicca may have the same positive effect as that noted 
by Susan Palmer (1993) who described women's 'cocoon work' in NRMs: 
One of the significant contributions of NRMs is their provision of a modem equivalent to the 
feminine rites of passage found in traditional societies, which allow women to engage in an 
intensive process of self-reconstruction ... there 
is evidence to show that the majority of members 
eventually reject the authority of their ad hoc ritual elders and instead use these rites of passage 
for individual ends (Palmer 1993, reprinted 2003: 254). 
Leadership in Wicca 
Unlike newer strands of Witchcraft, particularly those influenced by Starhawk and 
the Reclaiming movement, which consciously strive towards egalitarianism, Wiccans 
view group structure in a similar way to social scientists: 
Almost all groups, even those that appear most egalitarian, have some form of unequal distribution 
of power and influence whereby some people lead and others follow. Although leadership can take 
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a variety of forms (e. g. democratic, autocratic, informal, formal, intrusive, modest) it is, 
nevertheless, a fundamental aspect of almost all social groups (Ho,, a and Vaughan 1995: 276) 
There is a wide body of literature within social sciences that shows the formation 
of status hierarchies in groups to be a natural part of human interaction, caused by a 
process of social comparison (Festinger 1954; Suls and Miller 1977) and diffuse status 
characteristics (the attribution of ability to others based on expectations due to their 
position outside the group (Berger et al 1977; Berger et al 1985; de Gilder and Wilke 
1994). Status hierarchies quickly become institutionalized (Strodtbeck al 1957) which 
relieves members from having to endure fierce systematic social comparison. The status 
hierarchies that evolve do not necessarily remain fixed as competition and comparison 
continues throughout the lifespan of the group and its dynamic changes with new 
members or the loss of old ones. 
Literature on leadership of groups is vast, but a general summary can given that a 
leader's role in a small group is to enable the group to function in a coordinated manner, 
and to be as productive as possible. Wiccan leadership is highly relationship orientated, 
and usually strives towards a form of democratic leadership of a friendly, group-centered, 
task-orientated group. This has been found to be the most productive and popular form 
of leadership of small groups, leading to a cohesive and enduring group with happy 
members (Lippitt and White 1943). 
Successful covens depend on positive dynamic interaction of the personalities in 
the group, and the ability of the leaders to maintain a leadership style which works for the 
group at any given time in its life span. This will vary over the years, depending on the 
leader's experience and the current group membership. Inexperienced coven leaders may 
tend towards authoritarianism, or a modest leadership style verging on laissez-fair 
leadership, which tend not to be as successful as the democratic model, and can lead to 
the fairly rapid demise of a newly hived first coven. If coven members become 
disillusioned with the coven leaders they are likely to leave, and the coven will 
consistently fail to attract or maintain membership. 
Factors which contribute to higher levels of status within groups include past 
task success, high group orientation, seniority and assertiveness (Knotterus and 
Greenstein 198 1 ). If a group leader is unable to provide these, or covers a lack of them 
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with autocratic behaviour, they will find it hard to fulfill the expectations of the group, 
who may then look elsewhere. Usually, however, the leaders of a coven will be more 
experienced than the people they have taken on as initiates, be able to offer Wiccan 
home-coming via initiation, and be in a position to provide information, training and a 
place to practise Wicca with others. Thus they will have status and seniority. If this is 
corrbined with assertiveness which is clothed in the velvet gloves of decency and 
democracy, the coven should function for a reasonable life span. 
The autocratic High Priestess whom Susan Greenwood thoroughly disliked seems 
to show all the markers of an inexperienced coven leader, desperately trying to keep the 
few initiates she has, and to garner more. In contrast, Ken Rees, who becomes 
Greenwood's magical mentor, ostensibly runs a single tier coven with no designated 
High Priesthood but is the clear leader with all the seniority, experience and leadership 
qualities necessary to convince Greenwood that she can benefit both scholastically and 
spiritually from maintaining membership of his coven (Greenwood 2000). 
What was evident in this study was a remarkable lack of discussion of power or 
even awareness of the concept of power over vs. power within. This could be an effect of 
gender; maybe a larger comparison group of female Wiccans would have generated more 
discussion of such concepts. It is also possible that Wiccan men, who already enjoy the 
dividends of patriarchy outside Wicca, do not need to think in such terms, and are able to 
enjoy the balance of power in the Wiccan circle as a refreshing alternative then return to 
their mundane enjoyment of the male hegemonic divide. But, without further research it 
is impossible to correctly attribute this lack of discussion or consideration of issues of 
power and control in the circle. 
Another finding regarding continued adherence to Wicca was that the respondents 
seemed to be very happy with their covens, and with their coven leaders and/or 
initiators. A factor that might have led to such a high level of satisfaction in this sample 
was that all the coven leaders of people interviewed were well established and had been 
running covens for some years. The shortest time any coven leader had been involved in 
Wicca before running their own coven was three years, and in that case, had been running 
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a training group for two years concurrently to working through the Wiccan degrees 
himself. 15 
Within this sample we do see a few cases of mild disillusionment. These include 
two men who were not initiated into the coven with which they first identified and who 
did not feel as close to their eventual initiators as to the leaders of the Wicca Study 
Group. Since then they had found a group that suited them, and were now running their 
own covens. There is also the case of the man who felt that his original High Priestess 
was not as knowledgeable about magic as him, and to be subjecting him to a level of 
sex-, ial harassment. Ile was the only respondent to say his disappointment directly led him 
to leaving Wicca, although he remained such an active member of the magical and Pagan 
community that he was part of the sample recurited via snowballing, and was now 
practising a form of traditional Witchcraft. 
Leaving Wicca 
Since the field work took place three of the respondents have left Wicca. The first 
was the hairdresser, who spoke of the fact his partner was not Wiccan and that, as a 
recovering alcoholic, he found some of the celebratory aspects difficult. The other was 
the trainee acupuncturist who has moved away from his coven's location to live with a 
new girlfriend, who was not Wiccan, and whom he had encountered at acupuncture 
lessons. Both left their coven on good terms and see themselves as Wicca initiates and 
that they may practice Wicca again at some point in the future. The third man to stop 
practising Wicca with his coven since this fieldwork took place also had a non-Wiccan 
partner, but left the coven after a period of mild, but continuous, personal differences 
with other coven members. There are, however, a few pointers that might have indicated 
'5 The training group consisted of dedicated neophytes working in a very Wiccan way, who .ý 11 t, specifically wished to have him and his partner initiate them. They were prepared to wait for him to 
achieve second degree and hive off to form his own group. These trainees had known him and his partner 
(a long established Wicca Priestess) for many years, and had become interested in initiation when they saw t, 
the possibility of coven run by this particular couple. They were a very close knit group who had known 
each other via the biker community, and so shared further values and interests in common. This is not 
unusual in Wicca; the intimacy of Wicca is partly due to this kind of process and partly feeds it. Many 
covens start like this, with friends who had been part of the same magical or Pagan community seeing 
someone they feel they would like to initiate them into Wicca come to stage in their lives when it may be 
possible to start a coven. Thus we see groups with interests in common as noted by Luhrmann's who 
discovered a coven fu II of computer experts. 
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that. for these men, Wicca was a transitory rather than a permanent expression of their 
spiritually. The hairdresser was the 'token gay male', the acupuncturist had become 
interested in Eastern philosophy, and the man who left after a period of mild difference 
was the only respondent who had been a committed Christian for some time before he got 
initiated. Thus, although they may have shown all the early predispositions to become 
Wiccan it is possible that competing ideologies and life choices meant that their 
commitnieiit to Wicca would inevitably be limited. Also, it is possible that feeling a level 
of cognitive dissonance with Wiccan theory and practice clarified their own ideological 
standpohit. and direction that they wished to take in life. 
Summa 
Whilst operative spell-craft is commonly thought to be the stock in trade of the 
Wit-h, the ceremonial side of Wicca is not so well known. Ritual invocation of Goddess 
and God were described as integral parts of the Wiccan circle. Invocation takes place at 
each rite. vN-liereas spell-craft may or may not happen at any given circle. The experience 
of being invoked upon and becoming the God or Goddess was thought to be one of the 
mysteries of Wicca, an almost indescribable experience that has a deeply transformative 
effect. It was regarded as an honour to invoke or embody the Divine, and the practice was 
thought to require a certain amount of training. Variously described, the phrases 'a 
glorious fiecling' and 'a direct participation in the mysteries' seem to encapsulate 
respondents' experiences of the immediate effect. 
These male respondents throw a new light on a previously gender blind or gender 
biased image of Modem Pagan Witchcraft. Here we see men of different ages, from 
different backgrounds united in a ritualized form of worship that honours the female but 
also honours their own innate masculinity. Through Wiccan ceremony respondents 
aspired to spiritual union, and 'the ecstasy of the Goddess'; and they reported achieving 
it. They firmly believe that they learn from these embodied experiences of deity, leaming 
at an intuitive 'gut' level; from direct physical, mental and spiritual union with their 
Gods, rather than from books or human teachers. This feeling of direct connection to the 
Divine, conducted within a supportive social circle, and believed to be in tune with the 
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rhythms of the universe, is believed to fortify them to engage in life in a direct and 
positive iiianner. 
It is outside the scope of this study to ascertain whether there was any quantifiable 
difference in behaviour or the cognitions of these men before and after initiation and 
long-term Wiccan practice. That would be a fascinating further study, particularly if 
compared in a cross-sectional study with other religions and religious converts. However, 
as we have seen, some respondents reported that their families noticed that they were 
more settled or mature in outlook, others felt a quantifiable difference in how they coped 
in difficult situations, and one man had found the inner strength he derived from Wicca to 
work as well as anger management training. Overall enhanced confidence and feelings of 
self-worth. contentment and social support, were reported along with a general increase 




For Wiccans, there is no real distinction between religion or magic. Magical rites 
facilitate religious experience, and mystical and religious experience facilitates the 
creation and understanding of magical rites. Enacting Wiccan ceremonies is believed to 
change the practitioners in a thaurnaturgic process that starts prior to initiation, but is 
particularly facilitated by the levels of initiation experienced by the Wiccan initiate, and 
the constant practice of the Wiccan religion. We have already discussed the central 
practice of invocation of Goddess and God in Wicca, its importance, and the effect it is 
believed to have upon practitioners. In this chapter we will explore operative magic, 
spel lcraft, or 'results magic'; the ethics surrounding its use, and its perceived efficacy. 
It is impossible to review the vast literature that has been generated over the ages 
relating to 'witchcraft' (i. e. operative magic). Elliot Rose defines four schools of thought 
on the subject. These are the 'Bluff or Fiddlesticks' school who dismiss witchcraft as 
'one of the many benighted delusions of the credulous middle ages'; the 'Knowing 
School', whom he describes as Freudians eager for accusations of depravity; the 'Anti- 
Sadducee', who believe everything and lump everything into a connected system; and the 
'MUrrayite School', who descend from Margaret Murray and include Gerald Gardner and 
those who gave credence to her theory of an Old Religion that survived underground 
thrOU, (,,, hout the centuries (Rose 1962: 8-14). 
It is, however, possible to say that in the majority of modem scholarly literature 
diSCUssing magic (operative, ceremonial, or otherwise), it has generally been seen as a 
form of mystified superstition, used by people in the past, or in 'uncivilized' cultures, to 
attenipt to achieve specific ends via bizarre rites that compel dangerous or non-existent 
spirits. It has not been equated with advanced first world civilization, and the fact that 
seemingly valued members of its societies practise magic is in itself generally considered 
an anomaly (Luhrmann 1989). The increasing popularity of Paganism and Witchcraft, 
along with the rise of the cultic milieu and New Age, has created a growing number of 
scholars of alternative religions who question this paradigm, and have attempted to 
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create new models for understanding the theory and practice of magic. Catherine Bell 
discusses this possible paradigm shift thus: 
The intellectual framework for 'doing theory' has shifted dramatically in the last twenty years. The 
premises and boundaries of the theoretical enterprise have undergone a wave of challenges, a 
periodic but no less traumatic experience, leaving us to wonder how and what we can know. This 
series of challenges has generated an open debate on the social and political ramifications of 
particular forms of knowing. Some consensus has emerged from this debate that critical analysis 
of a theoretical perpective must look not only to the logic of the set of ideas under scrutiny, but 
also the history of their construction. In addition, a critical analysis must also incorporate a 
reflexive awareness of the conditions under which it operates to constitute meaningful 
interpretations. In this area of theoretical practice, therefore, we are "rethinking7' entire conceptual 
constructions handed down within our field of inquiry (Bell 1992: 5). 
Recent work by established researchers of Paganism has begun to elucidate a 
the( ry of magic that is based upon what Salomonsen calls 'methods of compassion'. 
Susan Greenwood has followed up her first book with a volume called The Nature of 
Magic; an anthropoloV ofconsciousness. This book delves further into her personal 
experiences as a participant in Pagan ritual, her efforts to work out a late modern 
anthropology of magic, and her conviction that 'magic' is a result of communion with 
Nature, and the Otherworld. 
She harkens to Geoffrey Samuel's Multimodal Framework (MMF) for social and 
cultural anthropology which seeks to deal with the issue of how westerners can analyze 
magical consciousness, when western thought structure has been shaped by a rationalism 
that does not legitimate magical consciousness. This model seeks to dissolve Cartesian 
dichotomies in favour of a model of thought where rationality is not opposed to the 
symbolic, and knowledge might be contained in a'patterning of mind and body as 
totality' (Samuel 1990: 6). 
Greenwood aims to demonstrate that Nature Spirituality may have a varied and 
contradictory practice but has an underlying theme uniting it, that of an active 
consciousness uniting human and other-than-human, that she sees not as mystical or 
supernatural but as 'a context specific expression of one aspect of what it is to be human 
(Greenwood 2001: 213). Greenwood's anthropology of consciousness is complementary 
to that of Jenny Blain, scholar and practitioner who published Nine Worlds ofSeid 
Magic; ecstasy and Neo-Shanianism in North European Paganism in 2002. She, too, 
questions traditional anthropological approaches to magic, and sees herself as a someone 
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who, as a writer, becomes a shaman between the worlds of anthropology and seid-magic, 
attempting to convey the reality of the Otherworld to all those who travel there, whilst 
maintaining her integrity as a senior lecturer and scholar. 
Regarding ritual of any sort, O'Keefe points out that the normal cognitive 
framework is a fragile social construction that can be altered easily via motor stimulus, 
increased stimulation, increased alertness or mental involvement, and somatological 
factors (0 Keefe 1982: 96). Wiccan ritual does this, and the practitioners easily slip 
'between the worlds' to the liminal space of the Wiccan circle, and then back again. Part 
of Wiccan training is to teach the initiate how this is done, and how to return to normal 
consciousness. Greenwood describes Neo-Pagan ritual as a 'space of resistance to the 
rationalism of the wider culture' in which psychospiritual transformation can take place 
(Greenwood 2000: 2). 
The practitioners in this survey do not generally bother with such issues of 
definition and description; to them, magic is, magic works, and magic has its own set of 
logic and rules that they are keen to learn, rather than to debate its existence or efficacy. 
This chapter explores how contemporary British Wiccans perceive operative magic to 
work, how they use it, and what it means to them. 
The roots of Wiccan magic 
Wiccan magic employs virtually the same techniques as those described, in great 
detail, in texts such as Cornelius Agrippa's three books of occult philosophy, first 
published in London in 165 1. Prototypes of the ritual practice of modem-day Witches are 
clearly described in the grimoire traditions, with texts such as the Key ofSolonlon having 
perhaps the greatest influence. In terms of practice, the basic forms used such as the 
magic circle, techniques of invocation, systems of correspondence and the symbolism 
remain the same. 
Wiccan ritual is therefore, in part, directly derived from the Western Mystery 
Tradition of ritual magic, from the Ordo Templi Orientis, the Order of the Golden 
Dawn, Levi, the New Templars, the Rosicrucians and beyond. Both Orion (1995) and 
Pearson (2000) discuss at length Witchcrafts renaissance roots, and particularly mention 
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the 'pagan' heretic Giordano Bruno, who believed in the divine in Nature, Egyptian 
magic and religion, and Gnostic mysticism, and who was burned at the stake in 1600. 
Despite its magical heritage, many Wiccans do not feel it necessary to study 
Wicca's magical roots, nor become embroiled in the intricacies of the ceremonial or L- 
grimoire traditions. Many prefer to follow the synthesized and simpler form of the 
religion that is promulgated by most covens, finding deep spiritual satisfaction in the 
infinite permutations of ritual and experience that can be achieved in Wiccan practice. 
The working dynamic within a Wiccan coven may be compared to the intensity 
and familiarity of Christian house churches, or that of small celebratory family gatherings. 
Wicca's success, in terms of growth and satisfied adherents, lies in its very simplicity, 
and many Wiccans have anecdotal stories of great healings achieved by a simple 
combination of dance, chant and creative visualization. 
Practical Ma2ic 
The science and art of practical magic is a very distinctive aspect of the Wiccan 
religion. During the ceremonies spellcraft is often used. This takes many forms; from 
candle magic to cord magic, use of incense, talismans, invocation of deities and spiritual 
beings, and raising of energy when 'the cone of power' is sent to fulfil the purpose of the 
spell. Witches believe they can raise energy and direct it towards a set aim. There are 
many ways to do this, including dancing, chanting, incense, trance, meditation etc., and 
these are taught to new initiates, discussed in the Book ofShadows, and indeed, published 
in most books on spellcraft. Spellcraft usually signifies any kind of enhanced 
visualization technique or repeated prayer. It can include cord magic (knotting a cord 
while concentrating), chanting, dancing, meditation, and sigil work or the use of 
talismans. Magic is worked either as a solitary discipline or as a group activity. 
Respondents were asked what kind of practical magic they used. Healing was 
overwhelmingly favoured as the magic of Wiccan choice. Healing was mentioned as the 
main form of magic practised by all 35 male respondents; for some this was the only 
magic they performed. This finding concurs with previous studies, as well as Crowley's 
discussion of healing as one of the central motifs in Wicca (Crowley 2000). 
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Most practical magic was used for practical things - such as better relationships at 
work, successful house moves, and so on. Particular techniques that were mentioned 
were chanting, runes, cord magic, visualization, and candle magic, which was very 
popular. 'Contacting spirits in the other worlds' and working with the elements were also 
mentioned. Three practitioners mentioned using shamanic techniques as part of their 
Wiccan repertoire. This mixture of techniques was described by one very experienced 
respondent: 
Very simple stuff. We use chants. We create talismans. Sometimes we work moving, dancing 
and chanting. Sometimes wejust sit. We do candle magic, cord magic, 'kitchen magic' or'low 
church' magic perhaps. We are not high or ceremonial magicians. Z, C, 
Respondents were also asked how often their spells succeeded. Ten respondents 
gave a percentage, which averaged at 75%. Others used expressions such as 'a pretty 
good batting average', or 'more than is scientifically possible. ' Many had kept records. 
One said: 
Surprisingly often, yes. When I started out I was asked to keep the coven log because we used to C, 
record the work we'd done, and then later any feedback or results. I was looking through it one tý 
day sometime afterwards and I thought well, yes that one worked, that's interesting and that one z C" 
worked too, and that one worked; and, good heavens, that one worked as well. It can't all be 
coincidence. It was certainly better than evens results. 
There was a strong correlation between length of time as a Wiccan and the 
amount of practical magic used. One of the most experienced men in contemporary 
European Wicca said: 
I'm not a great believer in doing magic for the sake of it. I think the longer you are in the Craft the 1ý cp 
more sparing the more selective you become. So yes, healing, one feels that one can do it, or to 
lessen the pain or relieve the pain or whatever. So healing is very important, but I don't like 
interfering with other people's lives. 41 
Black Maaic 
'Black' magic is claimed to be incompatible with Wiccan belief due to the 
Witch's understanding of Karma and the interconnectedness of all actions. There is 
within Wicca some discussion about the very simple 'Law of Three Fold Return' and 
many Witches do not agree with it entirely, but agree that on a very basic level there is an 
understanding that evil will be repaid by evil and good by good, or that negative thoughts 
and behaviour will breed negative consequences whereas positive thought and behaviour 
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will have their own rewards. It is popular to stress, at initiations, the Mccan Rede: 
'Eight words the Wiccan Rede fulfil, An it hann. none do as ye will, Bide the Wiccan law 
ye must, In perfect love and perfect trust. ' 
All these rules are summed up in the phrase 'An it harm None. ' A witch must never use his or her 
powers in a way which will cause harm to anyone or even frighten anyone by clairning to ... A sharp line must be drawn (ii-hen using magic) between influencing other people and manipulating them. 
Healing, or the solving of the personal problems of someone who has asked for your help, is 
le 
, gitimate and 
indeed necessary influencing. Manipulation, in the sense of interfering with an 
individual's right of decision and choice, is not (Farrar and Farrar 1984: 141-142). 
The respondents were asked if they ever used black magic. Two themes emerged: 
the first was that Witches do not define magic in such terms - great pains were taken to 
illustrate the fact that magic is neither 'black' nor 'white' with a rich variety of 
metaphors. The example below shows how one respondent used one proverb and two 
metaphors within the same short explanation. 
I can't accept those terms. No. I can't because one man's meat is another man's poison. Magic is t, 
magic. You take your bread knife, you cut your bread with it, or you cut your wrists with it. The C, 
knife isn't affected. You take your ma-ic, the same corollary applies. I don't accept the distinction I between h1ack and white. I mean it's like talking about black electricity and white electricity. 
If a respondent chose to define black magic, it was either perceived as interfering 
with another's will, or dealing in negative energies: 
I would say, I think, the kind of Starhawk's notion of power over, is probably quite a good way of 
understanding black magic. So if you are working magic in a way that is expressly intending to 
affect somebody else's will, then you are working black magic. 
While niagic is seen as a neutral force, its morality is governed by the person who 
is directing it. Black magic is seen as incompatible with the magic and morality of Wicca. 
Several respondents took the usual metaphor further to explain this: 
But the point is that magic is not aware of morals. Magic is only aware of its own existence if it is 
aware at all. It simply exists. Gravity doesn't care whether it stops you falling off the earth or 
makes you fall over and gash your head. Gravity doesn't change. Magic doesn't change 41 4D 
depend ing on what you do with it. So black magic is down to individual, moral judgments. You 
decide "hether magic is black or not. If it's black, the general perception would be that it's 
intending to cause some form of harm to somebody. At that level I see that as entirely counter- 
productive with a religion that is based primarily on the fertility, notjust of the race, but of the 
moral tone of the race. 
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CuLsing 
Asked if they would curse anyone, the overwhelming response was negative, 
qualified by such comments as 'I think it's got to be something of a last resort', 'I think 
one has to be very careful with the power we've got', and 'there are better ways of 
dealing with people'. Generally, the feeling was that practical means would be the best 
way of deal i ng with any problems, and that magic was not the best choice. However, 
sixteen people said they had never cursed but would curse if it was necessary. Two 
examples ol'what they said are: 'Under certain circumstances I would do. I think if there 
was an extrerne situation where there was a chance of somebody doing violence against 
me or somebody who I loved. But so far I haven't, ' and 'as a last resort, if all else failed, 
and I had to protect my family, then yes I would, but really, there must always be other 
means of dealing with any situation'. 
Only three respondents said they had performed black magic. Each of these acts 
had been done by an individual alone, and nobody reported ever having performed any 
kind of black magic as a coven - this is because a coven discusses work to be done, and 
all work must be agreed upon unanimously, and the Wiccan ethos combined with general 
opinioii would preclude such a working. All three had done the negative magic when 
quite new to Wicca, and said that they would not do such a working now. 
Oiie had used a dark-seeming ritual, more theatrical than anything else, after 
neighbOUrs played loud heavy-metal music late at night for two years despite being asked 
to stop al , ter a certain hour. He deliberately performed his ritual when they were in, so 
they could hear it. It seemed to work, as after this, they turned the music down as soon 
as he asked for the first time since he had known them, and they moved away soon after. 
The respondent said that he was not at all sure whether this had anything to do with his 
ritual, but that leaping round the room chanting his worst-sounding chant had helped his 
own psychological balance greatly! 
The other two stories I have included verbatim as they are quite rare examples of 
such acCOL111tS. 
Second story - Alexandrian/Gardnerian second degree. 
Yes. Once, in my very first days as a Witch. It was part of my thing of learning to be responsible z: - 
and I did something which was the worst thing that I have ever done in my life and I'm really not 
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proud of it at all and it was really horrible. It worked and it was really horrible and I faced my 
conscience immediately because I was so full of remorse and I prayed and just said, 'look, 
Universe, I don't know whether to do more or leave well alone, can you please just sort it out, 
because you can see how sorry I am? ' And it did. 
Third story - Gardnerian second degree. 
I did have an experience when I- kind of -I was cursing an object and somebody Z, kind of got in the way, SO that was a scary one. It was during the building of the MII link road 
and there was a chestnut tree on the green there at Leytonstone and they sent in a bulldozer to 
knockitdown. This bulldozer was coming across the grass. It was really muddy, andwe'dbeen 
up since six o'clock that morning trying to protect this tree and the police had been in and they'd 41 41 
been dra--Cin- us about and I was cold, I was muddy, I was tired, I was bruised and I wasn't in a 
particularly good mood; and this bulldozer was coming across the grass to knock this ancient tree 
down. I wasjust getting a bit pissed off and I was, like, 'you will stop, you will rust, you will not 
come no further. ' And I was really, like, giving it some; and then one of the workmen who was 
walkin-nextto, no, one of the security guards who was working next to this truck thing, slipped 
and I think he actually, he didn't actually fall under the wheel, but he did fall over and he injured 
himself. lie was hospitalized. So I probably stopped that, only for a little while. Theydral-Ied 
him to the hospital then the bulldozer came in again and the tree was smashed to pieces. Butit 
wasabitofa- Iclon'tknow- It's one of those situations. I can't sit here nowand saytoyou I 
caused it, but I wouldn't do it again. 
We can see from these three accounts that various forms of magic were used, and 
each given a different rational. All the magic was deemed successful. The one case of 
stereotypical 'black magic', featuring the most dramatic ritual, was attributed to work on 
a psychological level, rather than a deeply magical level, on the magician and the 
recipients. The latter two situations were deemed to work on a direct magical level of 
cause and effect, were spontaneous, and caused the respondents remorse. According to 
the second account, one can 'break' a spell by contacting the higher powers of the 
Universe. The third account illustrates a common theory of magic in Wicca, that magic 
works via the path of least resistance, and thus the unfortunate security guard was injured 
in a spell aimed at the bulldozer. This was thought to have achieved tile aim of the spell, 
stopping the machine, but in only a temporary success that ultimately achieved nothing 
more than regret in the spell-worker. Training in Wicca usually covers discussions of 
magical currents, causes and effects and ethics, hence the reluctance of many Witches to 
do more than healing, and even then to discuss the issue of ethics and free will in each 
spell. 
Altcrnative methods of resolution of conflict 
A popular line of self-defence mentioned in favour of cursing was binding. 
Binding is a magical technique used in extreme situations, and is believed to stop another 
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person's aggressive action. Four respondents specifically said they had used binding 
spells, and all felt that they had done so successfully. 
If black magic or cursing means anything at all, it means invoking the destructive components 
within yourself, which is often what people do anyway, when they're very angry or frustrated or 
inadequate and all those other things. So, no, I don't do black magic. My ethic on that is I I Z, 
wouldn't do something magically that I wouldn't do in the flesh. So I have restricted people's 
activities, and it has worked. 
Less frequently, Witches will work a spell directed at an aggressor: this is seen by 
others as a grey area but not a curse. One example was given: 
One of my favourites is someone who is doing something that I think is particularly bad, 
particularly disruptive and harmful, is actually to work magic to give them insight. So it may be 
quite painful for them in the beginning and they may not like it very much but the intent is for them 
to grow from the experience and stop doing that, rather than to actually throw out more negative 
energy into an area where it is already present. 
Trusting The Gods 
Magical methods of self-defence were specifically rejected by 19 (54%) of the 
respondents. One explained in the following tenns: 
To me black magic or cursing are not appropriate at all. I might bind them (an agaressor) from 
doina harm, but again that binds me to them. So, I can't say I'm wildly keen on that either. I'd 
rather leave it to the Gods. 
Another said: 
I don't think it's necessary to, you know. I pretty much trust in the justice of the Gods and fate 
andsoon. That's not to say that I'll just accept everything that comes along. I'll sort of deal with 
things reasonably I think,. You know practically, person to person, but I don't think it is really 
necessary to do dark stuff. I think it does the doer perhaps as much, if not more, harm as the 
person you are airning it at. 
Summary 
It can be seen from this chapter that the overarching belief system of Wicca owes 
much to the esoteric and occult traditions of the past, but includes a post-modem fluidity 
in its practice. The basic calendar and rites of passage are very simple, but within this 
simplicity lies the potential for individual covens, or Wiccan individuals, to develop as 
complex a belief system or way of practice as they desire, influenced by personal paths 
and spiritual callings. 
Despite not being popularly described as a key reason for getting initiated, magic 
was seen an integral part of Wicca, practised at every rite, and requiring training. It was 
described as enjoyable and energizing. 
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Spellcraft involves creative visualization, positive imagery and meditative states, 
which all act as important stress defence and coping mechanisms It significantly bolsters 
belief in self-eff icacy, a chief component in the creation and maintenance of self-esteem 
(Bandura 1997). In working magic initiates are also set comfortably, but invisibly, apart 
from society; as part of an initiated and consecrated priesthood of an ancient magical 
tradition, that provides a sense of a secret distance and empowerment that can be drawn 
upon at any time. Two respondents said that knowing they could use magic in a situation 
gave them a sense of power to deal with it, even though they did not use magic. If these 
people carry on their daily lives with enhanced confidence, they then find it easier to 
communicate with others, to manage difficult situations, and generally improve their 
lives with a more positive outlook. 
To Wiccans, magic is not 'the employment of ineffective techniques to allay 
anxiety when effective ones are not available' (Thomas 1991: 800). They consider 
operative magic to be remarkably effective, to such an extent that many in this study only 
used it for healing, if at all. When Wiccan operative and ritual magic is viewed within 
the framework of Western esoteric spirituality it can be more easily comprehended than 
when isolated upon the vivisection board of rationalist critique. It cannot make sense 
when dissected with the presumption that magic is mystified superstition petitioning 
supernatural forces. Wiccans believe they are choosing to use a little known science that 
has been taught estoerically for centuries, which they believe works. Even if it cannot be 
proved to 'work', magic can be seen as one of a variety coping mechanisms and 
con, idence boosters used by people who choose tojoin a complex, but psychologically 
coherent and sociologically viable, religion of late modernity. 
That membership of such a religion is drawn from the ranks of this conventional 
society should not be surprising. The myth that people attracted to NRMs are the 
marginal dispossessed is outworn. Those who seek alternative religious paths are marked 
not by their weirdness or deviance, but by their quest for knowledge, their quest for 
answers and their seekership of the mysteries behind life itself They are also seeking 
companions on the way, and validation of their own ethical, spiritual and societal values. 
And, like the perennial outcropping of NRMs based on ancient Eastern philosophy, 
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Western esoteric spirituality will never die. The occult has always had its place in society, 
for humankind has always sought answers beyond what is known, and beyond what can 
be seen and taught exotericall ; the 'hidden' wisdom of the ages. L- y 
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Chapter Nine 
Livina with Wicca 
In previous chapters Rambo and Farhadians' model of religious conversion has 
been applied to Wicca as a useful construct for understanding the process of becoming 
Wiccan. Their seventh and final stage, 'consequences', can also be usefully applied when 
looking at the effect becoming Wiccan has on initiates' lives, both as committed 
followers of the religion, and within the wider society outside of that community. 
Consequences are dependent on how many aspects of a convert's life have been affected 
by the conversion, and to what depth a transformation has taken place. This chapter 
explores further commitment to Wicca, how open people are about being Wiccan, how 
they 'come Out'. to whom they come out; and how other people react to them when they 
do. It covers the issue of public misconceptions about Witchcraft, which leads directly to 
the thorny issue of what to tell the children, and how to bring them up. Membership of 
the Wiccan community and how people contribute to it are also discussed, as are the 
generally perceived benefits and disadvantages of being Wiccan, and the effects of long- 
term practice. 
Long term practice - Higher Degrees of Initiation 
Respondents were asked what degree of initiation they had attained, and to 
describe the differences they had felt at second or third degree. I seemed to get less 
information as each degree was described - as if the ineffability of the moment increases 
with each level of initiation. Each degree was described as having its own different kind 
of emotive power. Although one cannot reduce such fundamental experiences of Wicca to 
any one element, it is possible to narrow down the themes to the most popular for each. 
These come down to the experience of the first degree as an opening into Wicca, the 
second degree focusing on a deeper commitment and the passing of the power, and the 
third as a personal experience of integration and harmony that would have a very positive 
effect on the psyche. 
One man summed up the progression through the degrees in a way that reflected 
others' points of view thus: 
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The first degree, which is the initiation into the Craft, is very much opening up the way for 
someone. It is the introduction, the bringing in of the individual. Hopefully it opens various 
gateways 
in their psyche as well, so they become aware of what they are being bought into, more 
aNvare of themselves and their place within the overall scheme of things. The second degree I think 
is less of a personal thing and more of a commitment to the Craft itself. You are making a 
commitment that is beyond your own personal level, that you are notjust in it for your own 
personal advancement but that you are also in it to help others as well. The third degree I think is a 
different aspect again. I do believe that third degree is basically about a certain form of magic that 
is worked within that degree, and I think that the magic, if you like, is open to people of second 
de-ree, but what it is about is about a magical partner that you are coming together with. You are 
taking that from that point and working the magic for the greater good; again notjustfor 
yourselves, for the individuals, but for the good of the Craft and the greater good beyond. 
It must be noted that these are descriptions are concepts that are current in Wiccan 
literature. flow much the literature affects the experience or the experience affects the 
literature is difficult to correlate, but it is fair to say that if the rituals are structured to 
provide such experiences and conducted to do so successfully, then it is probable that the 
initiate would experience the initiation in this way, especially if they have been reading 
the relevant Wiccan literature before undertaking the initiation. In examining all the data, 
themes emerged in the following order: 
A much deeper experience 
Two quotes illustrate how this deeper experience was perceived: 
Far niore powerful and overwhelming; you are much more a part of it as opposed to being on the Zý 
cdoe, it fully encompasses you at second degree. 
And 
Flu-e change. Each degree was much deeper, much more deeply moving. And much more C, 41 
intense. Deep, fundamental changes within me and mirrored in the outside world as well. Very, 
very different. Different things entirely. 
A much deeper commitment 
Second degree was seen as a much deeper commitment to Wicca on many levels, 
to sPiritUal and psychological groNNIh, and to serving the Wiccan and/or Pagan 
Community 
I think the second Degree meant taking a lot more responsibility in the coven, and it was a 
recognition of the degree of experience that I had; and also led on to me taking on more 
responsibility in general. So it was kind of - 'You are notjust a beginner now, you're somebody 
" ho has a certain responsibility within the Craft'. 
Initiates viewed the time-scale of the changes caused by initiation in different 
ways, but one gave an illustration of how he felt the commitment he made at second 
degree clial lenged him the next day, and talked of how he dealt with the feelings this 
caused. and then sought to fulfil the practical aspect of his promises. 
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Respondent: The initiation process itself mostly felt similar in that it was similar. It 
was challenging in its own particular way. The thing that I most noticed 
about it was the day after. The day after was a psychodrama workshop and a woman there 
went into a very bad place relating to abuse that she had suffered. What really struck me - 
I was the nearest person to her at the point when the material started coming up, and I 
had not an idea how to deal with it, and it felt like not being able to be there and do - that 
I'd immediately thrown up everything which I had said I would do the night before, and it 
was just completely the most horrible experience of my life. Because it really felt as 
though I'd made these deep promises and I couldn't uphold them. I didn't even know 
how, and my immediate response was 'errgh' And I went within 12 hours from feeling on 
top of the world and really competent, to being at the bottom of the deepest pit you could ZP imagine. 41 
Interviewer: How did you come out of that then? 
Respondent: In terms of coming out of it, the Priestess who had been my sponsor the 
night before took time to sit down and talk to me, which was extremely 
helpful. Since then I've spent a number of years working on competence, C, 
and working on actually being aware of as many different psychological things as possible 
in terms of counselling and learning counselling; to be able to respond appropriately and Zý 41 t, 
to be able to be the Priest which I've said that I wished to be. 
Increasing levels of spiritual fulfilment 
Increasing one's level of commitment to Wicca seemed to bring an increased level 
of spiritual fulfilment. This is to be expected in deepening commitment to any religion. 
Willi these Wiccans it was most commonly described as a sense of completion, 
fulfillment or contentment. 'And the third degree was a very deep, amazing sense of 
oneness'. 
Les-, impact 
Despite the increased level of spiritual fulfilment noted above, some respondents 
said that they felt less impact at the second and third degree initiation than at the first. 
This relates to the idea that there is only one initiation into Wicca, the first degree, after 
vdiich the second and third degrees are known as elevations. One is initiated as a Witch, 
into the priesthood of Wicca at first degree. One respondent said 'There is only one 
initiation, they are all part of the same process. One never stops being initiated'. Another 
said: 
First was very much a happy positive thing. The second had less of a positive impact and I think 
probably for two reasons. One because I kept expecting there would be another sort of impact 
likethefirst, andtherewasn't, it was more of a working through rather than a starting point Then 4ý 




Some initiates discussed the 'passing of the power' at initiation. The following 
excerpt is a good description of how this process is perceived to work: 
I don't think it is a transference of power as such, because that gives the impression that you are 
giving something away to someone else. I think it is a linking, you are linking someone in to a 
power that is already there; not, if you like, transferring it. Within the second-degree ritual there 
is the passing on of power, but I don't think it is passing on from the point of view of you're 
passing on something to someone and you no longer have it. I think it's the actual shared thing, 
that is, the actual shared power of the group initiation, of the overall tradition in a broader sense. 
Two respondents noted the effect initiation had on the perception of others, 
saying that non-Wiccans within the Pagan community reacted differently to them if they 
knew they had different degrees. One newly initiated second degree said that non- 
initiated Pagan women seemed to be more interested in him once he became a High 
Priest! He thought this could be for several reasons. Firstly, it could be because the term 
'High Priest' holds a certain glamour for those interested in, but outside of, Wicca; or 
that the non-initiated Pagan women were more interested in him as this title indicated he 
had a certain amount of experience he could pass on. He also thought it was possible that 
they saw him as someone who could potentially initiate them into Wicca. 
Public perceptions of Wicca 
Once someone has been initiated into Wicca they have to face the dilemma of 
xkhen and how to tell people of their faith. 'Coming out' as a Witch is a decision that has 
to b-, re-negotiated each time a Wiccan meets new people or enters a new situation. 
Although the celluloid Witch of recent years has considerably softened the public image 
of Witchcraft this is still a difficult area to negotiate for those who follow this path. 
There remain three broad categories of the Wiccan public image. These consist of the 
image of a harmless New Religious Movement, a mysterious underground cult, and the 
servants of Satan. Those who are closest to the movement with most information about it 
(practitioners, families and friends of practitioners) see it as most harmless. Those 
furthest away, who know nothing about Modem Pagan Witchcraft, are most likely to 
Oew it negatively. 
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Three broad categories of public images of Wicca. 
A non-threatenin New Relijzious Movement 
One of the reasons that New Religious Movements, especially world-rejecting 
ones, have been so controversial is the stigma attached to them that members have been 
'brainwashed' into joining. Landmark studies such as Eileen Barker's 1984 The Alaking 
ofa Moonie have been central to exploding this myth, with empirical evidence that it is 
only a very small percentage of workshop attendees that everjoins the movement, and 
even fewer who remain adherents after two years. 
However, the charge that NRMs somehow perform 'menticide' on their converts 
is nothing new. As Hamilton points out: 
When otherwise perfectly ordinary individuals are attracted to what appears to others to be strange 
and bizarre sectarian groups, it seems to them this can only be explained in terms of some kind of 
manipulative or coercive technique. Converts appeared to have been robbed of their mental 
autonorny and capacity for critical thought and free choice, the modem idiom for which is the 
charge of brainwashing (Hamilton 1995: 260 - 26 1). 
Such accusations also provide a way to denigrate the movement in question 
(Richardson and Kilbourne 1983) and to justify equally controversial 'deprogramming' 
activities (Bromely et al 1983). Interestingly, this is not an accusation that has been 
levelled at Wicca. There are several reasons why this may be the case. As discussed 
when defining Wicca, Wicca's status as a world-affirming/accommodating religion 
precludes it from alarming families or old friends. Previous social networks are not 
rejected and, since Wicca does not actively recruit converts, it is usually very clear that 
people have voluntarily joined the religion. As a non-centralized SPIN that does not have 
any central body (or even temple), whose members unanimously despise evangelism, and 
understand their faith to be a mystery religion made up of an initiated priesthood, it is 
unlikely that this should ever be a problem. 
Thus it seems that the 'otherness' of Wicca lies in its use of ritual and magic, 
rather than in its place in the wider social world. It was common for members of this 
study to have found that their families were alarmed at them joining Wicca. They were 
worried about them potentially joining a satanic group, or a cult. The families then 
realized that Wicca is not satanic, the beliefs made sense to them, their kin were mixing 
with people they found more appealing than some of their old friends, and that practising 
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it had brought them contentment and satisfaction that reflected in the rest of their lives, 
and their relationships with others, including the family itself 
Wicca is world affirming/accommodating, teaching its adherents to take 
responsibility for their actions, and to work towards happiness in this world, so it fits 
very well with the expected social norms of contemporary mainstream Western society. 
Family members who were not told the name of Wiccan relatives' beliefs, but were told 
what the beliefs consisted of, said they were happy with their kin's lifestyle and 
commitment to a certain set of beliefs. 
An exotic esoteric mystery cult 
A common journalistic premise in writing about Wicca is that the jounalist 
managed against the odds to gain admittance to Wiccan rites, or that they were allowed 
to take part for some special reason. The successful Channel Four series Desperately 
Seeking Sonielhing, screened in November 1996, which involved the late Peter McCarthy 
experimenting with a wide variety of New Age and Pagan groups, used just that premise 
wh(n working with Vivianne and Chris Crowley's Wiccan coven. 
Even academia has fallen into this mind set. Luhrmann justified her 
anthropological study of Wicca on the grounds that fewer primitive societies and more 
difficulties with foreign governmentsforces anthropologists to examine ethnicity, 
acculturation, and religious revitalisation in the west, but then approached magic as an 
underground occult movement rather than a contemporary expression of the religious 
urge in late-modern Western society. 
Despite Wicca's easy acceptance as a positive New Religious Movement it has 
had, and probably will have again, its fair share of negative press. Most of this derives 
from the fact that it is a form of 'white Witchcraft', and thus is vulnerable to be the 
focus of fear and misunderstanding generated by misconstruing it as a form of satanism. 
(Thomas 1991: 534). It is thus an easy target for negative press, written by people who 
have any number of motivations. 
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A sinister threat to societ 
British Pagans were horrified about a series of events that took place in Britain in 
the 1980s. Members of the social services who had been on a training course on how to 
spot the signs of 'satanic ritual abuse' then raided a number of families in various 
locations, taking their children away in the middle of the night and keeping them in 
custody for months, if not years. The parents were accused of satanic abuse. 
One woman who was taken into care, and along with sixteen other children from 
the Orkneys, is suing her local authority for compensation for a lost childhood. An article 
in Scotland on Sunday on Sunday May I 11h 2003 tells her story. She was not ever abused, 
nor showed any signs of having been abused but was kept in care for five years after 
being taken from her parents. They were not allowed to see her for a year, and then only 
allowed limited, supervised contact with her and her four siblings. 
Many other members of her extended family, including a six month old baby, 
were taken into care for considerable periods. Charges were never brought against the 
parents and many were not ever questioned by police. Meanwhile the children were kept 
in care until the case was resolved. Social workers mounted a sustained campaign to 
prove that up to 90 adults had been involved in ritual abuse, but it later emerged that a 
'sinister gathering' had been a Halloween costume party. The ensuing public inquiry cost 
the British public f 6,000,000. During the inquiry it emerged that aggressive interview 
techniques had been used upon the children, including prolonged interrogation about 
fantastic events that had never occurred; this inquisition was itself condemned as abuse. 
The inquiry ended with Lord Hope, Scotland's seniorjudge at the time, demanding the 
return of the children to their families and calling the scandal a 'tragedy of immense 4: 1 
proportions'. 
The woman who is suing had meanwhile been moved with the other children 
between residential care homes and foster homes, and even a young offender's unit, 
where she was attacked more than once by an unstable older girl. She says she was a 
prisoner, has never had an education, has no self-esteem or confidence and lost her 
childhood. At the age of twenty-three she can finally begin to sue the authorities now she 
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has a lawyer who has persuaded the Scottish Legal Aid board to agree to fund the action 
(Mega 2003). 
The inquiry uncovered the fact that the social workers involved had been on 
courses that originated in America, where similar events had occurred, based upon 
controversial work with recovered-memory syndrome and instigated by Christian 
fundamentalists. Professor Ronald Hutton describes the events thus: 
It arrived in Britain in 1988 with the agitation of the Reachout Trust, and rapidly made an 
impression upon social workers and police. In the event, the tragedies which resulted afflicted Z' families which were not Pagan, but this was partly due to the speed and viglOur with which Wiccans 
responded to the threat, and fought it during the five years until a government report disproved the t, 
assertions of the Reachout Trust and its allies (Hutton 1999: 68). 
The government report of which Hutton writes was published in 1994 by the 
HMSO, with full cooperation of the police force and numerous social-policy and social- 
work bodies. It concluded that none of the 84 alleged cases studied had any evidence of 
abuse directed towards a religious or magical objective. However, three had evidence 
of abuse which included a proclamation of mystical/magical power to entrap and impress 
victims of the abuse, the abuse being the perpetrators' prime objective. It was also found 
that interviews with alleged victims had been very poorly conducted including 'leading 
questions, contamination, pressure and inducements to agree to suggestions' (La Fontaine 
1994: 30). Furthermore, it was stated that 'the evangelical Christian campaign against 
new religious movements has been a powerful inducement encouraging the identification 
of satanic abuse' (LaFontaine 1994: 30), whilst 'specialist' qualifications and claims 
were rarely checked, and their information proved unreliable. The final conclusions were: 
A belief in evil cults is convincing because it draws on powerful cultural axioms. People are 
reluctant to accept that parents, even those classed as social failures, will harm their own children, 
and even invite others to do so, but involvement with the devil explains it. The notion that 
unknown, powerful leaders control the cult revives an old myth of dangerous strangers. 
Demonising the marginal poor and linking them to unknown satanists turns intractable cases of 
abuse into manifestations of evil (La Fontaine 1994: 3 1). 
The leader of this government research, Professor Jean La Fontaine, went on to 
expand this research on satanism for the scholarly series The Athlone History of 
Witchcraft and Magic in Europe, published 1999. There the inherent dangers in tile 
Christian fundamentalist evangelical response to the rise of New Religious Movements 
were stressed in greater detail: 
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This mytholog was revived as a direct result of the New Christians' strug le against other Z: I 
religions. Fundamentalist Christians had always opposed freemasonry and previous dissident 
Christian sects such as the Seventh Day Adventists, condemning them as the devil's work; from 
the 1960s onwards they also campaigned against the practices of the hippies and against New Zý ZD 
Religions as manifestations of Satan. The neo-pagans, and particularly witches (it was only later 
that the evangelicals leamt to call them Wiccans) were, from the first deemed to be servants of 
Satan and their rites, about which little was known, to be modem forms of devil worship. The term 
'cult' was used to refer to all New Religions, particularly those that were small and unconventional 
and the term quickly took on a derogatory inflection. Christian campaigning organizations in both 
the USA and Britain described themselves as anti-cult. The terrn 'cult-cop' was used in North 
America to describe those policemen and women who became 'experts' in satanism and who 
propagated the myth in lectures and workshops' (LaFontaine 1999: 122). 
What alarmed Wiccans, and other Pagans, in the late 1980s and early 1990s was 
that the social services, whose job it is to protect children and families, could have been 
so gullible, and so proactive, and then authorize and undertake such damaging twentieth 
century witch-hunts. Moreover, although none of the traumatized families had any 
connection with Paganism, the obvious worry was that if they had, how much worse their 
situation could have been. 
Events such as these, and the perennial lurid defamation of Wicca as depraved 
devil worship by such self-swom enemies, have generated a strong commitment to 
combating ignorance about Wicca. The irony of this situation is that the more defamation 
of Paganism happens, the more Pagans will react and seek positive media coverage, 
which then fuels the ever-burgeoning interest in Paganism today. A tolerant approach to 
Pagan religion and lack of defamation would do more to disarm such bodies as the Pagan 
Federation than any other. For, over 25 years after it was founded to counteract 
defamation, most of its volunteers feel they need to spend significant amounts of their 
time supporting it, and other such bodies across the Pagan world, to be sure that they can 
practise their religion in peace. 
Service to the Pa2an Community 
Respondents in this study were asked 'do you undertake any service to the 
Wiccan or Pagan community'. Every one answered that they did, or had in the past. A 
vast amount of this service was done under the aegis of the Pagan Federation (PF), 
although many of the people who had worked for the PF at committee level no longer did 
so. Table Eight illustrates services that respondents undertake or have previously 
performed for the Pagan community. 
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Table Eight. Services to the Pagan Communijy undertaken by male respondents 
Services to the Pagan Community undertaken by male respondents 
Currently Undertaken Previously undertaken, but not for the last three 
years 
PF President (2) 
PF Committee Member (6) 
Organize PF conference (1) Organize PF conference (2) 
Help organize occult/Pagan Conference (4) CP 
Regional Coordinator (2) Regional PF Coordinator (8) 
Running local Pagan Federation magazine Editor of The Wiccan (The former PF magazine) 
Contact for local moot (2) Local PF coordinator (6) 
Run open PF rituals (11) Run open PF rituals (11) 
Run other open rituals Run other open rituals (2) 
Organizing Pagan Federation open rituals (2) n 
'Token Asian member' 
'Token Gay member' 
Run workshops (4) Run workshops (4) 
Run PF Pub moots 
Run other pub moots 
Clearing up public areas (7) Clearing up public areas (7) 
Run a Pagan environmental group Run a Pagan environmental group 
Give talks Give talks 
Write articles Write articles 
Run a Witchcraft/Wiccan magazine 
Run a Witchcraft/Wiccan website (3) 
Run Contact Groups (1) Run Contact Groups (2) 
Anti-defamation Anti-defamation 
Organize annual Wiccan gatherings (1) 
Organize annual Wiccan gatherings (2) 
'Rentapriest' 
The one gay man interviewed in this sample said that he was a token gay member 
with a laugh, but did feel that it was important personally, and for others, to see him as a 
visible Pagan. The one Asian Wiccan also interviewed in this sample felt much the same 
about his etimicity. This sample is taken from a wide selection of British Witches. I tried 
to get the most natural sample available, and these figures of one gay or non-white 
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initiate out of 35 are not unusual. 16 There are a few more women of mixed race and of 
Afro-Caribbean backgrounds in Wicca, but that increase in numbers may simply reflect 
the overall trend of the Wiccan community approximately consisting of twice as many 
women as rnen. 
The term 'rentapriest' is quite a throw-away line, but covers the chosen work this 
one High Priest does in travelling around the country helping out female members of his 
Wiccan network who are currently without a High Priest. This may be because they have 
split up with their partner, or have decided that they would rather start a coven alone than 
wait for Mr. Right to come along. An experienced High Priest is very useful to stand in 
for the niale ritual roles, and to help train the men who are newly initiated. This man 
travelled a lot and had many contacts, so felt that this was a useful contribution he could 
make to his religion. 
The modesty I witnessed was widespread. Respondents said that they had worked 
for the Pagan Federation but did not mention previous significant roles within it including 
two past presidents, one past committee member and one past editor of the Pagan 
Federation's magazine. Their answer to the question was simply that they had worked 
voluntarily in the Pagan Federation for some time. If I was aware they had held a 
particular post, I asked them about it, and only then did they mention it. Such modesty is 
perhaps because these respondents were secure and content in their occupational and 
social spheres and did not need the titles or positions within this international 
organization to bolster their egos and, as they said were simply doing ajob they felt they 
should do at the time. 
The Pagan Federation has lost many Wiccan volunteers in recent years. This is 
not surprising when one takes into account that many of these respondents were part of 
the original Wiccan team who ran the organization, then later supported the setting up of 
a bureaucratic infrastructure and elective committee to facilitate a wider spectrum of 
Pagan leadership and membership, within a more democratic forum. Some had been 
regional coordinators for over twenty five years and were friends of the founder, John 
16 1 have noticed that the ceremonial magical community has a similar demography. The one black male 
practitioner of magic that I have met within this community used to refer to himselfjokingly as 'the black I 
magician . in a pun on his skin colour and his chosen path. 
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Score. The ex-committee members had been involved in many different capacities, then 
done three years in their respective committee jobs before retiring. A typical answer when 
asked about this was given by one past president: 
I think the situation has really changed. When I started, covens were very few and very far 
between. Well there's certainly an awful lot of choice now and Wicca has grown. I think there is so 
much greater awareness about Wicca in the general community. It's achieved a much higher 
profile and a much greater respectability in the serious press. The broadsheets now talk happily 
about Wicca; it's just better known, better accepted and less controversial than it used to be. 
There's still an awful long way to go, I think - I'm more than happy doing it but -I think that's a 
general scenario to - time for other people to pick up the baton, as it were. 
Respondents were asked to say whether they would participate in a variety of 
activities that might constitute public relations work for Wicca, and whether they would 
participate of their own volition or upon being invited to do so. Table Nine illustrates 
services they would perform for Wicca, and which circumstanceswould prompt them to 
do so. 
Table Nine. Circumstances in which male respondents would perform services to Wicca 
Willingness to participate in services 
to Wicca 
Of own volition On the invitation 
of others 
Evangelize for Wicca 0 2 
Speak about Wicca at Interfaith events 5 22 
Speak about Wicca at Pagan events 5 29 
Run open classes teaching about Wicca 10 27 
Talk about Wicca to people you meet 23 29 
Undertake anti-defamation work 25 32 
The results here are fairly homogenous. They indicate that most Wiccan men 
refuse to evangelize but are happy to talk about their religion. They do not seek to appear 
as a public face for Wicca unless they feel it has been defamed; in which case they will 
fight for their the integrity of their religion, and their own religious freedom. They are 
responsive to requests within the Pagan community and, thus, would speak publicly at 
morc events if asked to do so by others than by personal choice. 
The two men who said they would evangelize if asked to by another person had 
both been in Wicca for less than a year; both felt it should be more public, and were in the 
fervent stage in their initiatory journey that is often seen in newer initiates and tends to 
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lessen as they approach second degree 17 . They were from different covens but both said 
they might have been prepared to evangelize if asked by their initiators. It would be 
interesting to see if these respondents would give the same answers when they have been 
involved in Wicca for longer, and whether they would retain such unquestioning loyalty. 
The people who said they would run open classes on Wicca of their own volition 
were all coven leaders. If there is any sort of recruiting ground for Wicca, it is in open 
classes. These are where coven leaders run a set of classes that introduce people to the 
history and philosophy of Wicca with the addition of a little experiential meditation and 
ritual work. If a subscriber to one of these courses then asked them for initiation they will 
spend some time getting to know the seeker and, if they accept them for initiation, will 
usually then take them for a period of pre-initiatory training that covers these topics in 
more depth. This is also a period of a mutual process of each getting to know each other, 
a time for the seeker to decide whether to ask for initiation, and a time for the organizer to 
decide whether they think that person would suit their coven. 
People who contact coven leaders who are public within the Pagan milieu to ask 
for initiation are often recommended to go on these courses to make sure it is what they 
want, and to allow the potential initiators to assess whether the seeker's personality 
Nvould fit with their other coven members'. It is often said, in Wicca, that it is possible for 
someone to be right for Wicca but not for that particular coven, or even for that coven at 
that stage in its evolution. People are sometimes referred to other groups that they might 
fit into, or join after a couple of years when the interpersonal dynamics of the coven has 
changed. 
Interpersonal dynamics in small groups such as Wiccan covens are notoriously 
tricky and are the reason some covens have detonated after a honeymoon period. Coven 
leaders try to ensure that a would-be initiate is suitable for their group and often bring 
coven members to study groups to let them meet potential candidates. This must add a 
significant social dimension to the new initiate feeling they have 'come home' after such 
" One long-term respondent mused that by third-degree initiation the oaths of secrecy are not repeated, 
and thus they function to contain the over-enthusiasm of the new initiate during their 'prat with pentacle 
period'. 
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a period of barely veiled assessment and scrutiny is followed by acceptance into the 
group. 
Coming out as a Witch 
Since joining Wicca all respondents have stayed in touch with old friends. When 
asked if they had made any new friends since joining, the usual response was to laugh and 
say something like 'hundreds' or'so many I couldn't count them'. All respondents C, 
reported making many new friends since initiation. They were asked who knew they 
were Wiccan. Table Ten illustrates their responses. 
Table Ten - People who know a man is Wiccan 
People who know someone is Wiccan 
All Most Some None 
Family 15 8 7 5 
Friends 17 15 3 0 
Colleagues 41 
10 3 11 1 1 
Families 
Many of the respondents' families knew of their religion. Reasons given for not 
telling family members were unanimously for fear of upsetting elderly or close relatives 
who were very Christian. In some cases respondents had outlined their beliefs but not 
used the word 'Witch', which they felt was loaded with negative connotations. All who 
bad told their families said that it wasn't a problem for them. If there had been any 
problems, they had been resolved over time as families saw the positive effect Wicca had 
on the initiate. Resolution of conflict occurred when relatives saw new friends were 
&nornial people', decided Wicca was not a cult, and were greatly relieved to realize 
Wicca is not Satanic. As has already been noted, the Hindu respondent found that his 
family approved of his renewed spiritual devotion. 
Friends 
The majority of respondents' friends know they are Wiccan, but there was quite a 
large group who said they had told 'most of their friends'. Old friends were likely to 
know but new ones, who were not part of the Pagan milieu, were given a period of time 
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before they were told that a respondent was Wiccan, if they were told at all. Length of 
friendship determined how much friends were told. For example one respondent said: 'I 
don't keep my spiritual and magical beliefs secret from any of my friends, but I don't tell 
new friends immediately. There's a moment when it's right to do so, and I have never lost 
a friend over my beliefs, but there is always a probationary period. ' 
Girlfriends 
Three single men pointed out that commitment to Wicca had interfered with their 
love lives. All felt it limited their chances of getting a new girlfriend. They reported that 
girls do not appreciate men who are committed to exclusive but sociable engagements 
regularly on weekend nights, or that their boyfriend worships naked with other women. 18 
Two gave examples of a friend who had left Wicca when he married a non-Wiccan, and 
one said that lie tends to practise far less when he is involved with a non-Wiccan 
girlfriend. This also correlated with two men who had been very interested in Wicca 
when married to non-Wiccans, but felt unable to pursue the interest until after divorce. 
Collenues 
Whilst it was common for respondents to inform many of their friends they are 
Wiccan, and most members of their families, far fewer work colleagues are told for fear 
of reprisals at work. Within the group who had told their work colleagues, it was more 
usual for one's peer group to know, less usual for one's subordinates to know, and very 
unusual for Witches to tell their bosses. One said 'My immediate boss knows - going 
higher up, well, it is none of his business really. It's not something I shout from the 
rooftops. ' Another explained that he felt he was good at his job and preferred to be seen 
in that light rather than as 'a Witch, a label or a stamp'. 
One respondent reported feeling that he had lost his previously secure job 
because of his beliefs; he felt that after he came out as a Witch he had become the 
subject of malicious gossip and his promotion was blocked from there on. One 
conimented on very negative office politics that had resulted in him voluntarily changing 
jobs after corning out as a Witch. Another had lost his job because of his beliefs. He was 
18 Wiccans often worship naked, this is called 'skyclad'. It is believed that there is a historical precedent for 
naked ritual (Valiente 1973) , that it facilitates an effective altered state, and that 
it allows social distinctions 
and 'masks' to be set aside within the circle. 
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a computer programmer who had booked a room, out of office hours, in the same 
building as his office for a group tarot-reading session. He was responsible for the room 
booking and handing out wine to participants. He then was told by his boss that he had to 
leave: 
I was sacked for 'being involved in the occult arts'. I told them that they could not sack me for C, 
that. took them to a tribunal, and then before the hearing they settled out of court. But I lost my job 
for handing out glasses of wine and 'being involved in occult arts', and they knew they were in the 
wrong or they wouldn't have settled out of court. 
The two of this man's superiors who sacked him were openly Christian, and he 
believes that Christian prejudice against esotericism had caused him to be dismissed, 
even though his dismissal clearly contravened normal employment criteria. Ile preferred 
to take the money offered by them and to start afresh in a newjob, for which he received 
a good reference that did not include the reason why he had left. Obtaining a fair 
reference based on his occupational ability had been part of the out-of-court settlement. 
Two respondents who worked in the civil service had interesting comments to 
make. One said that, after coming out very visibly in a local paper he had been taken 
aside by his boss. He invited him for a coffee then gently suggested that there were many 
thingsin life worth fighting for, but endangering one's job over pointlessly parading very 
sensible. but essentially private, beliefs would be a very silly thing to do. The respondent 
felt supported but that he had been given an important hint, stopped such openness, and 
continued for some time in that job before taking a promotion that took him elsewhere, 
after which lie did not mention his religion other than the basics of his beliefs. Another 
who had not told anyone in his job said: 
I have to admit that I have kept it quiet from them. I had to keep it quiet from the previous job 
because of the security clearance; they might have got a bit funny about it. That was working with 
defence and research. I might have been checked already because I had a very high security Z, 
clearance and it involved very deep checks, background checks. To a degree, if I was straight up C, 
front and clear with it, it might be OK, because their concern was always the blackmail angle. t, 
That was the only thing they were concerned about. To a certain degree they couldn't care less, it I 
was blackmail that they were concerned about, somebody putting pressure on me. ZP 
It is interesting to contrast the experience of the former civil servant with the 
experience of a computer programmer who similarly came out to his work colleagues via 
an unexpected piece in the media. In this case, the Witch was interviewed for The Sunday 
Times Magazine, and featured on its cover. 
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Interviewer: Which of your work colleagues know you are Wiccan? 
Respondent: All of them. All of them. Mainly because I appeared on the front of the 
Sunday Timesk/aga: ine and they saw that. 
Interviewer: Before you told them? 
Respondent: Yes. 
Interviewer: And what happened? 
Respondent: Well, people were just genuinely interested. They didn't take the piss at 
all. I thought I was going to have the piss taken out of me something 
chronic, and it wasn't at all. 
Interviewer: So what did they say at work on the Monday morning? 
Respondent: Well, it was like 'you're a bit of a dark horse aren't you, what's all this 
then'. And, yeah, I don't think people knew quite what to make of it, 
because I just said, yes, that's me, and I wasn't coy or embarrassed about it in any way 
whatsoever so they had to accept it at face value, so - that was it. Also I saw some friends 
a couple of months ago I hadn't seen for a 
while and there's a group of friends arranged to meet and one of them 
brought a copy of this magazine in to show to other people who might not have seen it. 
And I don't know whether he was trying to embarrass me or not, but it certainly didn't 
work. 
This respondent's experience is similar to one mentioned by another, whose 
friend. a shop manager, came out on television. He did a ceremony consecrating cakes 
and wine during a televised ritual. Afterwards, his work colleagues teased him by asking 
him to bless any cakes, biscuits or sandwiches they had at the office. In both cases open 
huniour, given and taken well, sufficed to preclude cycles of gossip or negative feelings, 
and work continued as normal. 
It is interesting to see how different these reactions can be, from sacking someone 
for passing out wine in a tarot group to joking about someone who has taken part in a full 
ritual on television. Obviously, colleagues' own religious paths and prejudices play a 
signil-i cant part in reactions to men coming out as Witches. People who had come out on 
television seemed to have had morejoking and less malicious gossip than those who were 
simply known and gossiped about. Perhaps it is the nature of this multimedia age that 
f ifteen minutes of fame on television comes with some sort of tacit 'approval' value, as 
wel I as giving colleagues a chance to watch what someone does rather than simply gossip 
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and imagine. Further research media presentation and public perceptions of NRMs would 
certainly yield fascinating results. 
Reactions to leamin someone is a Witch 
Negative reactions 
Nine respondents mentioned negative reactions to people finding out they were 
Witches. These include the experiences in the workplace that were noted above. Other 
negative reactions included being thought mad, sinister, misguided, silly and to be mixing 
wi tl i the wrong sort of people. When asked about negative reactions, fourteen said that 
they had not received any because they had not told people who might be negative. 
Oth? rs said they tested the ground by talking about beliefs without labels. The strongest 
theme to emerge was that respondents felt they had received far more positive reactions 
than negative reactions. However, one quite public Witch who was initiated in the 1970s 
claimed he had experienced being spat at by nuns, having bricks thrown though his 
window, and been accused of eating babies. 
Positive reactions 
Positive reactions far outnumbered negative reactions to Wicca, although this 
finding must be considered in the light of the fact that people are very selective about 
whom they tell that they are Wiccan. A typical answer was: 'Yes, lots of positive 
reactions. Well, I mean, when I first told my family about it, my sister said "whatever it is 
you are doing, it must be good because you seem to be really much more together now 
than you used to be, so if you are doing this, then it must be good". ' 
Wicca and daily life 
The Wiccans in this study were asked if they felt that their religion had affected 
their daily life, and in what way. For many, Wicca had increased their social circle and 
given them lasting friendship with like minded people. Some said it had enabled them to 
make distinctive life choices, particularly those who had changed jobs to pursue a career 
that fitted their chosen ethos and belief system better. These distinctive life choices 
included leaving computer programming for reflexology, or city headhunting for shiatsu 
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to a builder who chose to only renovate old houses with traditional methods rather than 
building new ones. Wicca's generally spiritual rather than materialistic ethos was 
believed by some respondents to have deterred them from financial gain while following 
their path. Several respondents laughed and said that 'there is no such thing as a rich 
Witch', a saying that tends to be used to justify a non-materialistic prioritization for the 
search for a spiritual life within a capitalist culture. One of these said that Wicca had 
given him the confidence to retrain to gain new skills to opt out of the 'rat race' and live 
his life as be always should have done. 
Many respondents reported increased interpersonal skills, feelings of 
understanding and empathy with other people i. e. 'How I relate to people especially 
women, animals, nature, the world. I treat them with more insight and respect'. Another 
example was given thus: 
Well, I find I am not so careless as I was before. If there are things moving about then I would C, 
actually stop to think why it is happening, rather than before when I just blindly made a sort of 
emotional reaction to it. For example, I had a rabbit and it was out in the garden and a fox came 
and got it. My quick reaction without having lived through Wicca would have been to be very 
angry at the fox; but while everybody else in the house was being very kind of biased about it I was 
I ike, yes, you know I felt the sadness of having lost the rabbit but had no anger for the fox, because 
it was just doing its thing and it was all part of nature. It is a kind of way of looking at it. 41 C, C, 
Practising Wicca was regarded as a catalyst in personal growth: 'Because I find 
Wicca very challenging -a spiritual awakening - it makes you look at yourself. ' 
Attitudes and values were reported to have been changed by Wicca, particularly 
regarding respect for women, and being careful not to hurt people. It also had reportedly 
broadened adherents' outlooks, and reinforced their principles: 
I think it has reinforced where I was going. It's also somewhere to look when life gets you down. 
it is reassuring. Yes, I suppose it has affected my lifestyle in as much as I have got a whole new 
family. Which if I've got a problem or I want to celebrate something, then there are people I can 
talk to. So it has affected my social circle quite a lot, which is I suppose my lifestyle. 
And 
Yes. I think it's reinforced my environmental principles. It's certainly deepened my spiritual 
awareness, so that shifted my lifestyle big time. I think because of all the public work that Wicca 
has led me to do, it has meant that I have gone from somebody who would never have chosen to 
stand up in a group of people and speak to them. I'm now quite happy and prepared to stand up in 
front of a couple of hundred people and give a talk, so that has been a very positive and big shift. 
The effect that was mentioned most was confidence, with respondents who did 
not outwardly seem unconfident confiding that Wicca had made a great difference to self- 
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esteem, self-image and confidence. The confidence that resulted from practising Wicca 
seemed to create a safe vantage point from which to explore increased understanding and 
empathy. On a more mundane level, respondents commented that Wiccan practice had 
got them to travel more than they would have done, and that feasting in circle had 
increased the amount of alcohol that they might normally consume. 
The benefits of practising Wicca. 
Respondents were asked to name the benefits and disadvantages of practising 
Wicca. Everybody interviewed found that being Wiccan had brought them benefits in 
life. Increased confidence and empathy, and a more satisfying career choice have already 
been noted. Some said that the benefits were 'unquantifiable' or 'immeasurable', and 
most answers were mixed, such as: 'They are innumerable. I think it's quite difficult to 
pin them down because I've no idea what I would have been like if I hadn't have gone 
into Wicca, but it's been socially very good. I think it has been very emotionally 
enhancing. I think it's helped me to become a more integrated person generally. ' Or 'I 
think it helps us to heal ourselves and become better as human beings, and I know it 
sounds arrogant, but become more of who we are. ' Themes appeared in the following 
ordcr. 
Celebration of Joy and life 
I think the purpose of religion is celebration of the joy of I ife and Wicca has that awareness. I do 
think that is one of the key reasons why I am attracted to Wicca rather than any other religion. As 
far as I am concerned they've got it right in the balance. Other religions are downright miserable. 
Spiritual growth 
Self-development and spiritual growth were often talked of in much the same 
terms. However, if isolating strands in the often multi-dimensional answers, spiritual 
grow1h was mentioned more than self-development. It was seen in three ways: Greater 
understanding of life's mysteries; greater understanding of oneself, and a feeling of 
healing, 'wholeness' and completion. One man described his process thus: 
Accelerated growth, I suppose. I've grown up and am more mature emotionally and spiritually. 
I've changed in the way I behave. I've changed the patterns by which I think and perceive things. 
It's got me to places that perhaps would have taken me years to get to, if ever I would have got 
there on my own. 
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Self-Development 
Inextricably linked, but sometimes seen as different strands of the same process, 
self development was seen as a more mechanical, less esoteric process than spiritual 
growth. Nevertheless it was often perceived as a process which works in a mystical way, 
rather than purely via mentoring or meditation: 
Wicca makes me understand a lot more, even if I don't want to. It teaches you to embrace your 
fears and conquer them as part of the training, fear of heights for example, or claustrophobia It 
seems to bring you to face situations and you have to face them. The effect of it - it's fantastic for 
your own spiritual growth. It can bring up loads of things. it can help you immensely and you can 
be incredibly supported while you are growing. 
Communit 
The social side of Wicca also figured strongly. Overall it was seen as a very 
supportive community. A third degree said of this simply 'I love doing ritual with people 
I love% a second degree described the experience with more verbosity: 
Well, it has given me the spiritual foundation which I was searching for. As I say it has given me 
this whole new family and a support network if you like, but notjust a support network, it's 
something which you are actively involved in. You know, it's a hands on thing. I am putting as 
much in as I am taking out. And that is important to me. I enjoy that. But there is something you 
belong to, and really belong to. I mean it's not about being this 'Priest' thing. It really is a religion 1 41 
without a hierarchy. If you're in you're in, and you have to work at it. 
The community aspect of Wicca was seen to have woven a certain magic on is 
adherents. One described the experience of living in 'a community that works' as healing 
on many levels. He had experimented in alternative communities and found them to be 
riddled with interpersonal and political problems, but said that Wicca made him realise 
that communities could work, especially because Wicca worked within the wider 
community in Britain today, and had thus given him hope for society itself. He reported 
that this had changed his outlook on other people and their motivations, making him 
engage with a much wider cross section of society than he had before and thus had found 
himself to be more open minded and tolerant altogether. 
The disadvantages of practising Wicca 
Time, money and travelling 
When asked what were the disadvantages of being Wiccan themes also emerged. 
These were the amount of commitment in terms of time, money and travelling that Wicca 
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requires. Coven members travel to rites and help set up the temple and prepare the feast 
so it is ready for after the rite. Coven leaders host these events in their houses, and 
spend considerable time with each individual initiate in the course of their training. Each 
ritual requires participants to bring a bottle of wine or non-alcoholic drink, and a 
contribution to the feast, on top of travel expenses. Since Wiccans follow the lunar cycle 
as well as the Aheel of the year, meetings are held at night, so covenors without transport 
often have to stay the night. The coven leaders also have to supply beverages, snacks 
and breakfast for the group and guests. Although some covens run a coven fund for ritual 
sundries such as candies and incense, most do not, and many coven leaders pay for them 
out of their own pocket. 
Interferin with findina a partner 
The time, money and commitment required in Wicca were regarded as genuine 
but easily surmountable, inconveniences to respondents without partners or who had 
Wiccan partners. However, it seriously affected those with non-Wiccan partners. Only 
four respondents mentioned this, but to them it was described as a great disadvantage. 
it does take up a lot of your time. I believe if you are doing it properly it takes up a lot of your 
tirne. The opportunity to meet other people is limited by it. I don't have a partner at the moment 
and find that explaining to somebody that I am going somewhere every two weeks because I work 
in a magic circle is not the easiest introduction. And how long you leave it before you tell them 
this is a very big issue if you are single, I think. 
Problems with non-Wiccan partners 
The following interview excerpt comes from the tape of a conversation with a 
twenty-nine year old first-degree male when asked what were the disadvantages of being 
Wiccan. 
Respondent: Trying to explain it to girlfriends and therefore being banned from 
attending things by some of them. 
Interviewer: Why is that? 
Respondent: Well, you know, like going to [visit]one's cousin. flAthe girlfriend 
disagrees, it's a bit hard to get away. 
Interviewer: Have you ever been out with someone who is also a Witch? 
Respondent: I've tried that, but they tend to be too focused on Wicca for my I iking 
because that's not my be all and end all as it can be with some people. 
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Interviewer: Are you currently in a relationship? 
Respondent: Yes. The girlfriend has been up there but didn't really fit in. I had 
another one that did, so that was fine, but she wasn't Craft. She fitted in 
with the party aspect, but not the religious bit. I don't know really. It is a C, bit up in the air. It is diff icult, I don't want to let down my High Priest and 
H igh Priestess, but I don't want to compromise my relationship. I can do 
my own form of Wicca alone, which seems to be OK by my girlfriend It's 
me working in the nude with other women she finds threatening even if she knows I t, ZD' 
don't fancy them. Its tricky for all of us. There was a similar situation in the coven 
recently with a friend of mine. In the end he got married and got dragged off. 
The issue of introducing the fact that one is Wiccan to non-Wiccans was 
discussed by many respondents, who felt it was a difficult subject to broach to new 
people. The following two interview excerpts show how similar this discomfort can be, 
even when discussed by one very private Wiccan who prefers not to tell people his 
religion, and the 'public Witch' who 'came out' in the Sunday Times Magazine. 
'Private [Viccan *- Alexandrian 2 degree and Gardnerian second degree, aged 48. 
There is a difficulty inherent in bein ,g 
Wiccan when you meet other people. There are a lot of 
people " ho aren't Wiccans so you have a difficult choice every time you meet them in how much 
of your-self you open up to, and how much of it you can just slightly open without actually having 
to explain Wicca. If you can do it as a general sort of basic value of humanity, you know if you 
can peddle it that way, then you do. And I do, but there comes a point where you suddenly have to 
mention Wicca and that's the difficult bit. 
'Public Wiccan'- A lexandrianIGardnerian second degree, aged 40. 
I have not found any disadvantages in Wicca. Well, perhaps having to explain to people who come 
across the fact I am Wiccan, i. e. people I work with and that sort of thing; having to be ribbed and 4ý 
teased mercilessly by some of them when they have seen my picture in the paper on one or two 
occasions. and things like that, which I could have done without, but it hardly really matters. 
This discomfort and reluctance to reveal that one is Wiccan is not derived from 
guilt at the faith that gives its respondents so much joy, but in fear of serious reprisals at 
work through to simply being teased by colleagues. Younger men without children were 
less bothered by this than older ones in longer-term jobs or with children. It is not 
surprising, therefore, that so many of the respondents in this study were very keen on anti- 
defamation and positive public relations for their religion. 
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Children and Wicca 
Out of thirty-five male respondents, ten had children. This is a typical example 
of the number of Wiccans that have children in the wider esoteric community. Parents 
were asked how they are raising their children in accordance with their beliefs. Those 
who were not parents were asked 'If you did have children, how would you raise them in 
accordance with your beliefs? ' No difference was found between the practical answers of 
the parents and the hypothetical questions of the non-parents. All said that they would 
continue to practise Wicca but encourage their children to be open minded about all 
religion, and to seek their own path in life. The most prevalent theme was a deep aversion 
to imposing belief on anyone else, even their own children. The responses appeared to be 
considered, and sociologically and psychologically informed. 
The non-parent's point of view on bringing up Wicca's children. 
Spirituality would just be inherent in everything. I like to think that I would try to give them a 
broad understanding of spirituality as I understand it and let them find the path that was 
appropriate for them. I'd certainly let them know what I believe in at a certain age but I certainly 
wouldn't expect them to follow Wicca. I would like them to explore and really find out what is 
right for them, because it all relates back to your question of Wicca and the one true path. I don't 
feel I can dictate another's religion, even my own children, yeah. There's more than one way. I 
would hate to impose it on them. 
The parent's point of view on bringing up Wicca's children 
There was no desire to bring children into Wicca, but a view that Wiccan ethics 
and spirituality was part of daily life. The one place where parents allowed children to 
become slightly involved in Wicca was celebrating the festivals as a family, usually by 
going for a nature walk then having a family meal of food appropriate to the season. 
I try not to bring my daughter up specifically Wiccan. I think she must make the choice. I think 
one of the dangerous thin -S is if you push children into a particular path, then they are going to 
rebel against it. I did not like being pushed into Christianity. It wasjust the done thing, my 
school and the family and whatnot, but I did not enjoy it at all. I got thoroughly bored sitting in a 
church listening to somebody drone on, and it really is not of interest me. So with my daughter, she 
has to go to school, there is Christian doctrine in the school and you have to accommodate that. So 
of course she has to learn about Jesus. I want to try and encourage the school to teach them all 
sorts of religions because taking them to a synagogue for one morning in year 6, that is not 
teaching comparative religion. 4: 1 Zý 
If anything. parents tried to discourage children from getting involved in Wicca, 
all repeating that it was very much up to the child to choose their own religion, after 
finding out all the facts about that religion. Having sought out Wicca for themselves 
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parents believed that their children should still seek Wicca if they thought it was right for 
them. One, whose eighteen-year-old daughter had decided to get initiated, said 
'Regarding religion, I hope we have given her the one thing that I would wish to give any 
child, and that's an open mind'. Another had a stepdaughter who was fourteen years old 
and very interested in Wicca. This is a transcript of this part of his interview: 
On Children and Mcca - Male respondent, age 55, second-degree Alexandrian and 
second-degree Gardnerian 
Respondent: I have a stepdaughter and stepson and the stepdaughter is 13, we] I 14just, 
and is very, very interested; I mean obsessively interested and my attitude 
is that when you are 18, then you can get involved if you so wish. Up until that age we 
talk about it to her, we don't hide it from her, but we try and steer her into doing other C, 
things which teenagers of that age can do and enjoy before they get involved in something zn 
- any form of religion, notjust Wicca I 
Interviewer: Do you think she might be influenced because you and her mother 
are Wiccans? 
Respondent: I think she is, yes. Yes. It's not necessarily good, but yes, I'm sure she 
can't help being influenced when she sees people coming and going all 
the tirne and most of the friends, the people who come to see us are. 
Interviewer: You don't see her as rebelling? C, 
Respondent: No. She wants herown little altarand soon and so forth and we find it 
very difficult to steer her away in a gentle way. I will go along with the fluffy bunny in 41 
that instance and say, fine, you have your little altar, but I insist she does not get too 
involved because there are too many things that a child of 14 can do, like learning to ride 
a horse and getting involved in clubs and things for young people that I think she should 
pursue. 
This interviewee was one who would have preferred Wicca to be more secret and 
felt that it had become diluted and 'fluffy bunny' in its popular appeal. However, in the 
case of his stepdaughter demanding to be allowed to practise some form of Wicca, he 
preferred her to experiment with all that is 'fluffy bunny' and be directly steered away 
from what he considered 'real Craft'. Thus his family lived with a three-tiered approach 
to Wicca: the initiatory workings he did with his wife (the 'real thing'); the nature walks 
and Sabbat feasts he shared with his stepchildren combined with a general fluffy bunny 
approach whenever discussing Wicca/Craft with his family; and secrecy about his religion 
to work colleagues. 
This approach is not unusual among families with Wiccan parents, and is 
generally considered sensible as it does not alarm or encourage the children, whilst 
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keeping the real initiatory mysteries to those who are initiated and over eighteen-years- 
old. It is interesting as it answers Helen Berger's question as to how the tradition passes 
on with second generations being born to convert parents. It seems that in British Wicca 
the parents do not seek to dilute their tradition in order to be able to include their 
children. They continue to practise 'the Craft' at the same time as sharing an exoteric 
enjoyment of nature and the passing of the seasons. Furthen-nore, their children are 
actively encouraged to explore as wide an approach to religion as is possible. 19 
Leaving Wicc 
Each interview included the bipartite question 'Do you know anyone that has left 
Wicca', and 'Why do you think anyone might leave Wicca? ' Twenty of the men in this 
stuoy said that they did not know anyone who had left. A typical answer in this category 
was: 
I don't know anyone that's ever not stayed. I know people who don't practise with the sarne 
regularity they did when they were 18,19,20,21 but that may be down to circumstances or maybe 
down to the fact that they don't feel that they need to do that. But I don't know anybody who has 
turned around and said, 'I'm sorry, it's not for me'. 
The respondents who did not know anyone who had left Wicca decided that one might 
leave for the following reasons, all cited in order of popularity of response: 
1) Personal reasons. 
2) Wanting instant magic rather than a religion. 
3) Because of the level of commitment within a coven structure. 
4) Moving on in life. 
Fifteen respondents said they did know someone who had left Wicca. A typical 
statement for this category came from one High Priest who has been running covens for 
over twenty five years, who said: 
'9 As a participant observer I do know of three Wiccan families that do not fit in with this model as 
generated by the respondents in this study. Although the model does apply very well to many other 
Wiccans, I have come to know there are a few exceptions. One family deliberately sent their children to a 
church school to ensure they had a good education, including attending Sunday school; whilst another 
sought (and obtained) their headmaster's permission to preclude their children attending assembly at a state 
school. I also personally know several families who share 'children's circle' with their offspring. None of 
these families featured in this study as they were not at the events I attended to collect data, nor lived in the 
area from which I drew my respondents. 
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I think it would be a very individual thing and I don't think I could generalize. I'd be far more 
horrified if nobody left Wicca. I think for some people it's right at some stage in their life. I hope 
they wouldn't leave because it's not what they expected, because I would hope that they would 
have spent sorne time discovering if it was right for them in the first place, but maybe it was right 
for them at one point. I think that some people do leave because they think that's it's going to be 
magic - instant fixes. 
One respondent who had been involved since the 1970s said that he expected 
people to leave Wicca because Wiccans are 'interesting, exciting, experimental, 
anarchistic, creative people'. A contemporary of his said that he would be surprised if 
no-one left Wicca, and took a more psychological stance saying: 
Wicca is not actually an easy path. It demands truth, notjust to others but to oneself. It demands 
that one fulfils one's true self. That can be daunting to those who came to it for other reasons, and 
are not willing to face themselves. 
In contrast to the chiefly philosophical stances given by the respondents who did 
not know any one no longer practising, or who vaguely knew of people who had left, the 
ones who personally knew people who had left Wicca cited concrete personal reasons. 
Eight people left Wicca because they had non-Wiccan partners who did not like them 
behig involved, and two who had drifted away at first degree. The first degrees* 
departure was described thus: 
I think they were looking to Wicca for things that Wicca doesn't provide I think they were looking 
to Wicca either to bring them material advantages or as a therapy, and it is not a therapy. I always 
say there are two reasons for being in a hospital, either you are a patient, or you are a doctor or C, 
nurse and if a member of the coven needs help, of course we will provide it, but that shouldn't be 
why they are there. They should be on the medical staff, as it were, strong enough to help other 
people, not looking for help all the time. 
The description of another departure is interesting. It was the only person I 
interviewed who said he had left group Wicca but was a solitary Witch. He pointed out 
that ceasing Wiccan practice does not necessarily mean a ceasing of Wiccan beliefs, and 
that he had left Wicca, not his initiatiatory promises or his commitment to his path as a 
solitary witch, but his commitment to any kind of hierarchy, after he fell out with tile 
High Priestess of the coven where he was initiated. He left because his High Priestess 
seemed to know less about the history and technique of magic than he did, and because 
she wanted to sleep with him. This was the only instance of sexual harassment I came 
across in this study. He has since continued on his path as a solitary Witch, and happily 
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fraternizes with Wiccans but now questions 'whether anyone should be given a 
hierarchically superior co-ordinatory role purely based on their gender'. 
Two clear effects emerged here. The first is that personal factors and small-group 
dynamics are much more likely to contribute to people leaving Wicca than philosophical 
differences, but the main cause for ceasing Wiccan practice is having a non-Wiccan 
pailner. 
The Goddess and the Wiccan Priest 
Respondents reported much more sympathy and empathy for women after 
becoming Goddess worshippers. As with having to think of ecology, entry into Wicca had 
caused men to consider the role of women in society and Wicca. As one woman 
respondent in the comparison group said 'if they are prepared to accept a matriarchal 
system with women in power, then they're not going to be male chauvinist pigs. An 
interesting by-product of this is an almost unconscious remodelling of gendered 
normative behaviour occurring in a number of covens i. e. for the men to prepare the 
circle and circle food and to wash up while women organize things and chat. This extends 
beyond the circle. One High Priest in this study referred to this alternative role modelling 
and said 'The High Priestess is the powerbase; she is not sitting there gossiping, she's 
holding the circle together while sitting gossiping, she's multi-tasking. I don't mind 
putting on the odd pizza 20 , and it ensures I eat sooner rather than later! ' 
The God and the Wiccan Priest 
As with women invoking the Goddess, embodying the God appears to empower 
the Wiccan priest. The process appears to work in exactly the same way, allowing 
communion with the Divine, while glorifying and celebrating a potent masculine God in 
an allegory of the male life cycle as the year wheel unfolds. As well as the prime 
motivation of communing with the God, the invocationary process requires men to share 
inthate monients with women that are sexual, but not sex, and to feel a warmth of 
companionship within the coven that allows them to explore friendships with women 
20 This statement plays down the annount of preparation he usually did, whereby the feast might include a C, 
whole salmon poached with all trimmings, or a spread of salad, pasta with special sauces and garnish etc. 
etc. 
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that last for years but are not necessarily 'relationships'. Bearing the God allows them to 
feel they are truly in touch with their own masculinity, then to explore that, its place 
within the coven, within Wicca and thence within the wider world. They report that this 
results not in overt displays of strength or male aggression, but in a quiet inner strength 
that empowers them further. 
The Role of the Wiccan Priest 
Respondents were asked how they saw the role of the Wiccan priest, and how this 
perception affected them in their 'normal' life. All said that Wicca had affected their 
normal Ii fe. particularly in terms of tolerance and respect of others. Male Wiccan 
initiates felt that being part of the Wiccan priesthood had increased their general sense of 
empathy to others, particularly to women and feminist issues. Three respondents noted 
that people seemed more drawn to talk to them, particularly if the other person was 
troubled in some way. 
Living up to the experience of bearing the God was also mentioned by sixteen of 
the respondents. One also said, 'I am constantly reminded of the vows I have taken, the 
commitments I have made and the standards I have to keep. It keeps me up to the mark. ' 
Eighteen respondents said that they had become more confident. Those that noted this 
effect attributed it to becoming more in tune with the universe and their true path in life, 
thus becoming happier in all aspects of their lives. One said that this was due to knowing 
the power that he could use if he had to when in a difficult situation. He said he had 
never used the forces he knew he could invoke, but enjoyed knowing they were there as a 
backup. 
The respondents who had been initiates for longer did not mention power at all. 
There was a direct correlation between conceptions of power, (and usage of magic), and 
the time someone had been in Wicca. New initiates saw their role as a proactive one in 
which they should tell the world about Wicca, or give their time back to the Pagan 
community. People who had been involved in Wicca longer (5 - 15 years) saw their role 
as multifaceted, but with a stronger theme of self-discovery, and developing inner 
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strength, often couched in Hermetic terms such as 'know thyself 2 1. These people often 
felt concerned about a pastoral element of Wiccan Priesthood, whether undertaken 
within Wicca or in the wider community. This particularly included a counselling role 
and generally empathizing with, or giving more time to, others. 
People who had been Wiccan longest usually had very simple answers, these 
included supporting the High Priestess and facilitating the spiritual development of their 
initiates. This sometimes included quoting or paraphrasing the Book ofShadows: 'My 
role? I think -a quote - better try and get this right, "the High Priest lends his power and 
authority to the High Priestess for her to use at her discretion". And I think that sums it 
up-. 
Perceptions of the role of the Wiccan Priest fit quite neatly into the general 
understanding of the Wiccan degree system. At first degree the initiate is new, 
enthusiastic and often keen to tell the world about the religion they have found. Although 
Wiccans do not evangelize, this is when the initiate is most likely to be indiscreet. As the 
initiate matures, and gets more used to the Wiccan tradition everything becomes more 
integrated into his daily life. He then starts to focus more inwardly, to start to use the 
theories and techniques he has been taught to develop psychically and spiritually. After 
the initiate has been involved in Wicca for some time, it becomes a part of the natural 
cycle of his life rather than a pressing quest. It is at that stage of development that any 
initiate running a coven with a female partner will be settled into his role, often seeing his 
role as one within his own coven, and sometimes within the Wiccan community, within 
which he can pass on his knowledge and help his initiates. One priestess interviewed 
remarked that the longer a man has been in the Craft, and the more initiates he has that 
truly respect him, 'the less he feels he has to wear his crown'. 
It is believed that the initiatory rites facilitate personal and spiritual growth if and 
when the initiate is psychologically mature enough for that development or insight to 
Occur. Similarly, a Wiccan may have remained at first degree for many years and may 
have attained just that insight and maturity without the help of the degree system. 
I lowever, in any one subset of Wiccan groups one can generally refer to initiatory 
2' From an inscription on the Temple of Apollo at Delphi dedicated to the seven sages. 
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progress by degrees as each degree attained will have taken a certain amount of time and 
development to attain. The respondent group for this study was a fairly homogenous 
group of Wiccans, and many of the covens network together. Each group's criteria for 
initiation to higher degrees are fairly well respected by other groups. It would be much 
harder to generalize to a more disparate set of Wiccans, either from a network that had 
nothing to do with any of the people who took part in this study, or from other lineages. 
Having made that clear, I have cited below answers from initiates of different degrees to 
the question of how they perceived their role as a Wiccan Priest/High Priest when it was 
posed as part of the current research . 
Male GardnerianlA lexandrianfirst degree, 38, newly initiated in 2000 
To correct misconceptions about Wicca, not evangelize, but show how it really is, how good it is, 
that it isn't evil or warped but totally natural and the best religion. Well it's the 'Old Religion' isn't 
it? 
Hale GardnerianlAlexandrian second degree, 31, initiated in 1996 
Doing the whole God thing. God, energies and thinking about those things, has actually made me t: 1 C 
stronger and given me more sort of importance to my self. Also working in the Pagan/Wiccan 
community, helping run the coven, helping other covens, doing open rituals that sort of thing. 
High Priest, wel I, in the outer world, what do they know about it? I 
Afale Third Degree GardnerianlAlexandrian, 35 initiated in 1992. 
Well, it's double edged. I certainly don't think about it all the time but, yes it's there, even when I 
am computer programming, just not consciously. My conscious role is to support the High 
Priestess, 'cos that's Wicca That's the way it works, and I am very happy with that. Also to bear 
the God, to bring that energy through. That's important. That's an essential part of the mystery. 
It is here that Tanya Luhrmann's theory of interpretive drift may have some 
relevance. What we see, however, is not the drift that Luhrmann proposes whereby the 
initiate goes via a process of learnt conformity from rationality to an irrational belief in 
magic, but something deeper, with a further implication. The initiate believes in magic 
long before initiation, formalizes his commitment to learn more at initiation, becoming at 
that point a 'Priest and Witch'. At this point it is all very new, glamorous, exciting and 
'other'. He then starts to try to live up to his title and his religious ideals and enters a 
process whereby he internalizes the system, the magic and the religious mystery, to 
become the magic, and the magician. He internalizes these models into his psyche until 
they becomes a part of his daily life, and when the novelty has worn off, magic and 
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mystery become no more unusual or remarkable than any other aspect of his life. At this 
point magic is not 'other' but part of the 'normal' life. The initiate who has become a 
'High Priest and Magus' can now live happily computer programming while comfortably 
aware of his commitment to his esoteric religion. He feels no cognitive dissonance but, 
as was reported by so many adherents in this study, rather a sense of completion, 
fulfillment and contentment. 
Alternative belief systems and 'realitv conflict' 
Roy Wallis (1976) discussed the way in which conceptions of reality are socially 
constructed and sustained through social interaction, including socialization, reification, 
and habituation. While ultimately vulnerable to outside challenges, mechanisms are 
evolved for accommodating, managing or eliminating threats to any established social 
order. lie pointed out that Scientologists were successful members of mainstream 
society, whose belief system could be seen as the legitimate heir to rationalization and 
the Protestant work ethic - and yet their beliefs were widely condemned as deviant, and 
they themselves often labelled as deviants. He attributed this to 'reality conflict' between 
Scientology's unique and complex meaning system and conventional knowledge and 
belief, and pointed out that while 'deviant beliefs' challenge the conventional world, they 
find that their legitimacy and validity are challenged by it: 
The major legitimating agencies of the conventional world: the mass media, the educational 
institutions, the political parties, and the churches are oriented to the dissemination and support of 
a set of beliefs and assumptions at variance with - and perhaps sometimes in direct conflict with - 
those of the deviant minority group. The power institutions of the society which can be mobilized, 
to enforce a particular definition of a reality - the police, the courts, the military, and the state 
bureaucracy - are directed by those who are usually firmly committed to tile prevailing hegernony 
(Wallis 1976: 226). 
Wallis pointed out that Scientologists were open to a constant challenge to their 
beliefs. They do not have a communal orientation, their belief system is a product of 
industrialized culture with its major support drawn from industrialized societies, and it is 
dep, -mdent upon the contribution of 
its membership who are chiefly employed in the 
outside world. Since they are unlikely to become insulated or isolated from mainstream 
society, they have developed different coping strategies. These include using means that 
are compatible with the social Pattern of industrialized mainstream society: such as 
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differentiation of home, work and leisure; legitimating within the group by reference to its 
power, size, and success, in-group strategies to deflect criticism, and the use of their own 
extensive technical vocabulary. He also said that their public relations exercises were 
important reality maintenance devices. 
Pagans are also drawn from mainstream society and work and live in it. We can 
see from the interviews described above that Wiccans maintain a high level of 
differential between work, home and leisure (including not even telling family members 
they are Wiccan), for fear of upsetting relatives, losing theirjobs, or careers. It could be 
argued that, in contemporary Paganism, public relations play an important part in reality 
maintenance, particularly around Halloween when media networks are preemptively sent 
literature on the meaning of Halloween in a bid to negate negative press about Witchcraft 
and educate the public about what Pagans really believe. 
However, the nature of the reality created and sustained by Wiccans is one in 
which practitioners expect to maintain some sort of differential between their 'mystery 
religion' and the mundane world. They do not expect to evangelize, to bring about vast 
social change or to achieve an earthly utopia. They see their teaching as the wisdom of all 
ages, available to anyone who is dedicated or called to learn it, but not for all. They talk 
of the circle being a place 'between the worlds', between the 'world of men' and the 
otherworld, a place where their Craft bridges the gap, and brings them peace, ecstasy and 
'knowledge of the spirit eternal' whilst bringing them also joy on earth, and they learn to 
walk between these worlds. 
Jo Pearson noted in her study that 'In such communities individual identity can 
remain fluid and flexible, the personal contact of 'real' local communities can be 
maintained within the 'global village', and a sense of the sacred can be sustained within a 
traditional framework which attaches the present to the past and the individual to the 
group (Pearson 2000: 234). This was also noted by Amy Simes who said that Paganism 
and Wicca are 'indicative of a modem spiritual trend which supports and encourages 
individuality without denying a need for communities within society (Simes 1996: 188). 
These conclusions confirm Wicca's status as a world-affirming religion, and also 
indicate the 'this-worldly' benefits that adherence to world-aff irming religion can have. 
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Chapter Ten 
The female comparison Ilroup 
This study focused on the conversion processes of Wiccan men. However, to add 
a within-study variable for comparison and contrast, a small female comparison group of 
twelve women was interviewed 22 . The subjects of this group were sourced from the same 
gatherings and groups as the male subjects. They were given the same interview schedule. 
Overall patterns and themes were very similar to the larger group of male suýjects. 
A brief outline 
Demoaraphy 
Eleven respondents were British, the other one French, but with British citizenship 
having married an English man. As with the men in this study, the women had an 
extremely eclectic choice in newspapers, music, and the arts, although they had enjoyed 
more exotic holidays in comparison to the men. They showed a slight bias towards 
classical music and romantic artists. They were also politically unremarkable with a 
leaning towards middle to left-wing politics, but nothing radical. What was more notable 
was that four out of twelve of them ran their own companies. These were a voice coach, 
a computer consultant, a transpersonal psychotherapist and a music publisher. All twelve 
of them worked. The other careers were: student publisher, author and photographer, 
dental nurse, bio-chemist, civil servant, receptionist, another transpersonal 
psychotherapist, and an office- manager/accountant. Two had had significant career 
changes: one had moved from catering to psychotherapy and the other from travel- 
agency work to training for a career in publishing. 
An interesting finding regarding sexualit 
Any non-Wiccan viewer of Buffy the Vampire Slayer might have been able to tell me 
what I should have expected regarding female sexuality in Wicca 23 . However, as a 
Wiccan conducting a Ph. D. research project using recognised methodologies I could not 
have predicted the results of this section of my fieldwork. The unexpected finding was 
22The number of women in the comparison group was twelve because I originally was going to interview 
ten, but nnisfaid. the tape of two early interviews, conducted two more in its place, then found the original 
tape in time to include it in the data analysis. 
23 In Bzif), v Me Vampire Slayer the Wiccan character, Willow, is a lesbian who had a boyfriend in the past. 
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that when asked about their sexual orientation four respondents claimed to be bisexual, 
and four made comments such as 'well I like a good looking woman, if you know what I 
mean' or 'I'm about 78% heterosexual', and one said she loved men but enjoyed a 
partially sexual relationship with her best friend. Since the question asked was whether 
the respondents were heterosexual, bi-sexual or gay I felt these answers were best coded 
as bi-sexual. In future research I might add a fourth choice of 'Other' in which people 
could try to express their sexuality in terms which suited them better. 
In the process of this research I discussed with other Wiccans the fact that two-thirds 
of my female respondents claimed to be bisexual, while only a small minority of my male 
sample claimed to be anything other than heterosexual Some women professed to be 
sliocked, not at bisexuality, but at the fact that such a high percentage of the respondents 
claimed to be bisexual. These women were a part of the same wider group that my 
resrondents came from, and it was only by chance that they had not been interviewed. 
Certainly it must be noted that two women in this group, (my closest Wiccan neighbours 
when doing the fieldwork) were handfasted to each other, and this is not a very normal 
situation in Gardnerian or Alexandrian Wicca. 
However, it is a finding which is well worth discussing. All the interviews in this 
Study were taken under very relaxed, trusting conditions and people opened up to me as 
an interviewer. Maybe there would have been many more women claiming bisexuality if I 
had interviewed more. Certainly the attraction of the Goddess in Wicca, along with the 
matriarchal and matrilinear system could attract women who already are bisexual. The 
trust and friendship implicit in the relationship between a trusted Wiccan interviewer and 
imerviewee could have encouraged an openness to talk about an element of sexuality that 
is not normally discussed so openly in other sociological settings. Possibly women 
communicate about sexuality in a different way from men, allowing a philosophical 
element regarding fantasy and experimentation to be a part of a description that is not 
easily codified, while men put their sexuality straight into a categorical box. Certainly I 
found some of the older men, and one or two younger ones, looked a little embarrassed 
when I asked them about their sexuality, whereas the women seemed to enjoy talking 
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about it. Obviously the fact that I was a Wiccan female interviewer could have affected 
the openness with which respondents of either sex answered the questions. 
When talking about this to other Wiccans one man said that it was obvious thatjust as 
society does not see lesbianism as a perversion in the same way as it sees homosexuality 
as a perversion, so it is not shocking that women should adore a female love object quite 
naturally, particularly since we all have a woman as our first love object. He went on to 
comment that, since the Goddess drew both men and women to the Craft, it is not 
surprising that women might be keen to explore and express love with another woman. 
This finding, that females interviewed leaned towards bi-sexuality, but the men did not, 
also indicates that it is important to look at information derived from studies of Paganism 
in terms of gender, which can reveal interesting areas for future research. 
Two women were married and handfasted. Three were handfasted and not married. 
Two of these were the bisexual couple, and they had also formalized their handfasting by 
taking legal steps to ensure their partner had as many rights as possible as if they were 
legally married. Two were married and not handfasted. The former of these two said she 
was not handfasted because she married before she became Wiccan, and although her 
partner was Wiccan they had not felt a need to reaffirm their vows within their new 
religion, the latter had married in a small civil ceremony and was saving up the money 
for a big handfasting of her dreams. All who had partners had Wiccan partners except 
one, Aho was married to a very sympathetic magician, with whom she shared an interest 
in cerenionial magic. Three were serial monogamists who were currently single. 
Wiccan statistics 
The women interviewed consisted of three third-degrees initiated between 1972 and 
1982, six second degrees initiated between 1991 and 1994, and three first degrees 
initiated between 1990 and 1999. They had an age range of 33 to 57, with a mean age of 
41. Their number of years in Wicca ranged from I to 30, with an mean age at initiation 
of 32-years old. Eight were coven leaders: these included the three third degrees. These 
three worked Wicca in partnership with their life partner; the rest were members of 
covens. The mean size of a coven was 7 members, although numbers of covens seemed to 
mainly be six or eight in number. The average gender balance was a 60/40 split with 
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more womeii than men. For seven of them, including all the third degrees, Wicca was 
their main path. One first-degree cited New Age Spirituality as her equal first path (thus 
distinguishing it completely from Wicca), and another said alchemy was her other main 
path. One secoiid-degree was involved with the Druids and a magical order. One cited 
magic as a complementary path; and, for another, Astangi yoga had become an important 
path in her Ii fe. 
Deflniniz Wicea 
The female Witches interviewed in this part of the field study were marginally 
less concerned than the men about images in the media that portray modem Witchcraft as 
the domain of young, attractive women. They all saw programmes such as Charmed 
and Sabrina as fun to enjoy for light entertainment. As with the men, Buffy the Vampire 
Slayer was considered the best that modem media offered both in terms of enjoyable 
entertainment with believable magic, and in terms of its soap-opera qualities. Harry 
Potter and Lord ofihe Rings were mentioned as good entertainment but without the 
'either/or' mentality that was evident in the men's section. 
As with the men interviewed, the quantitative questions designed to test reactions 
to definitions of Wicca elicited some comment, but not as much as the open questions 
about Wiccaii practice and personal experience. The female scores were very similar to 
the mens', and even though every one of these respondents had come to Wicca because of 
the Goddess. they discussed the title 'Goddess Religion' in the same way as the men, and 
scored it the same way, thus only giving this title a mean score of 5.58. Table Eleven 
shows female respondents scores for definitions of Wicca. 
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Table Eleven. Female respondents scores for definitions of Wicca 
Female respondents scores for definitions of Wicca 
Definitions of Wicca Mean Score 
Wicca is a mystery religion 7.66 
Wicca is a mystery tradition 7.58 
Wicca is a revived religion 6.05 
Wicca is a -reen reli-ion 11 5.00 
Wicca is a Goddess religion 5.58 
Wicca is an ancient religion 4.50 
Wicea is a New Religious Movement 4.33 
Wicca is a New Age religion 3.08 
Wicca is a not a religion 2.16 
Wicca is as the one true path 1.00 
Encounterin Wicca 
The women described how they had first encountered Wicca. Table Twelve shows 
themes for encountering Wicca. 
Table Twelve. Themes for female respondents encountering Wicc . 
Themes for female respondents encountering Wicca 
I hernes tor 
Encountering Wicca Number of Female respondents 
Books 4 
Paumn Scene 3 
Frieilds 2 
Open Classes 2 
Advert I 
These themes are congruent with the way the female adherents scored Lofland and 
Skonovd's coiiversion motifs. Table Thirteen shows the mean scores for female 
respondents for Lofland and Skonovd's conversion motifs. 
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Table Thirteen. Female Mean Scores for Lofland and Skonovd's conversion motifs 
Female Mean Scores for Lofland and Skonovd's conversion motifs 
Score 
Reading 6.41 
Mystical experience 6.75 
Friends or lovers 4.91 
Family 1.16 
Intense exposure to Wiccan Teachings 1.05 
Experience at large gatherings 2.25 
Experimenting 6.83 
Female attraction to Wicca 
Attraction to Wicca 
Regarding attraction to Wicca, female respondents offered a range of themes that 
were almost identical to the men. The themes were explained in the same terms, but took 
a preferential different order. Although the women in this study chose not to define 
Wicca primarily as 'Goddess Religion', they had been very strongly drawn to it because 
of the Goddess. The chief attraction of Wicca, which remained so for all of them, was 
that it had a Goddess as well as a God, and that they could work with the Goddess. 
Closely following Goddess worship, and still attractive, were linkage to the lunar and 
seasonal cycles, the use of magic, the appeal of a Nature Religion, working with like 
minded people, and lack of dogma/freedom of practice. Magic was a higher scoring 
theme for women than for men, since four out of the twelve women mentioned it as an 
attraction. Unlike the men nobody said 'itjust fitted' or anything of a similar ilk: the 
women were all quite specific and said what had fitted where Le the simplest explanation 
that was: 'The Goddess element, the female element of spirituality which I was looking 
for, and the caring for the earth aspect, which doesn't seem to come into the male 
orientated religion. ' 
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Conversion 
Previous religion, and dissatisfaction with Christianity 
Seven respondents said that they had previously been involved in a religious 
organization, and five had been dissatisfied. The dissatisfied ones had all been Christian, 
along with one dissatisfied ex-Buddhist. This respondent had been born a nominal 
Christian, and saw her years as a Buddhist as part of the quest that had led her to Wicca. 
Of the two who had been in an organization before, but had not been dissatisfied, one had 
been a member of the Pagan network The Fellowship of Isis, and the other a Druid. 
Both were still involved in these organizations. Both had wanted to join Wicca to work 
within a coven and learn initiatory techniques, as well as enjoy the company of the people 
they had chosen to initiate them. None had experienced any difficulties in coming to 
Wicca due to previous affiliation with any organisation or any previous religious beliefs. 
As with the men, the female respondents spoke of the long quest for Wicca, and 
the need for a Nature religion, saying, for instance: 'since childhood there was something 
inside me that sort of didn't belong to the normal religious beliefs and patterns and 
wanted, needed, to be involved with Nature'. 
One gave an account of how she moved from devout Christianity to becoming 
one of the most respected elders of British Wicca, and responsible for a coven network of 
over 400 initiates: 
Respondent: I was a devout Christian, and so the transition for me, to go from the 
Church of England, to the Craft, that was a big step. I was really 
devout, as devout as you can be in the C. of E. without becoming a Catholic. When I first 
got into the Craft the God and the Goddess were a bit Christianised. They were a bit like 
the virgin Mary and Jesus on the Cross. Through reading and studying, I evolved the 
picture, and, also with the help of various friends in the coven, I got this picture of A* 
* 24 and K*, and D, and I love her to bits now, but they were, the Goddess was very 
Madonna like with the blue and the white. I was pretty sad, but I have moved on, honest! 
2' A*. K* and D* stand for the names of the Goddesses and Gods used by this coven. A* and K* are 
considered secret names by many Witches even though they have been published. They are often written in 
various versions of The Book ofShadows in this way so I felt it would be disrespectful to the tradition and 
to those adherents who feel upset by publishing the names to print them in full. D* is not traditionally a 
secrct name but it is used by this coven. It seemed good researcher etiquette to write all three names in this 
way since nothing is lost from the transcription by doing so, but it avoids needlessly upsetting practitioners 
who would consider this a breach of oaths. 
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Interviewer: Why did you stop being a devout Christian? 
Respondent Well I just lost my faith. They went to Church on Sunday, and that 
was it. You are never outside of the Craft. In this household you are 
not. Maybe in others they don't think about it till they get to circle, but 
here, it's my I ife. They talk about faith. I was going to church, I was 
forced to go as a child, and I didn't like it, but as I got older I started to 
love it. I was always into religion, at school I was top of RE. I don't know what 
happened, I was in the Church on my own, one Sunday morning and I looked round and I 4ý 
thou-ht, 'Why are they hereT I thought 'Mrs Lewis is here before Mrs Tudor wil I say 
'where were you on Sunday, I didn't see you at Church' And I thought, 'Why am I here? ' 
and I thought. Its not because of Mrs Lewis or Mrs Tudor, I'm here because I want to be 
here. 
And then I thought is it right? Am I here because I want to be here or is it because, you 
know, if you don't go to church once week, you might not go to heaven. I thought 'Am I 
that brainwashed? ' And that's when I left. I'd been brainwashed by the rest of thern. But I 
can't knock Christianity, that is orthodox Christianity, as there are those people who 
really, really believe. And it's when they are there because Mrs so and so says 'I didn't 
see you at church on Sunday' I can't handle that. I can see there are so many hypocrites in 
the Church that I just got out. But there were some years before I got in the Craft that I 
used to lapse. Closet Christian you know. Perhaps the first year after I got initiated I 
thought, 'Oh I ought to go to church, you know. t, 11 
Interviewer: So where are you now, over twenty years later? 
Oh God, well, I'm there, (laughs a lot) I'm where its at (laughs more). No, joking aside, Zý 1ý 
religiously I am where I want to be. I wouldn't want to change it. I love the Craft, I love C, Z, 
the people in the Craft, I love all its tapestry of life. It's amazing, everybody is so 
different. But if you haven't seen anyone for two years, and they know you and you 
know them, what's the first thing you do, you kiss them. That's the beauty of the Craft, 
you love everybody. I do. 
Adoption of Wiccan beliefs 
Three female respondents felt that they had consciously come to adopt Wiccan 
beliefs, three felt that they bad unconsciously adopted Wiccan beliefs, and the other six 
felt that it had been a mixed process. All except one woman had made a gradual decision 
to get initiated. The one for whom. it was a sudden decision said it was 'A sudden 
switch. I hadn't ever wanted to join any one else's gang. In the end, I met some good 
peodle, really good, and the time was right. There are times and tides and the tide was 
right, so I did it and here I am. ' 
Comin out as a Witch 
Since initiation all female respondents have stayed in touch with old friends. 
They all reported making many new friends sincejoining Wicca. 
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People wbo know, and perceived effects of 'coming out'. 
The female respondents in the comparison group had a very similar experience to 
the inale subjects in choosing whom to tell they were Wiccan. Those who had not told 
their families had done so in order not to upset them, but were happy for them to know 
about their interests and beliefs. Colleagues were again the least likely to be told about 
adherence to Wicca, and as in the male section one respondent felt that her credibility at 
work had suffered as a result of people at work knowing she was a Witch, she saw this 
incident as pivotal in causing her to change her career. 
Table Fourteen. People who know a woman is Wiccan 
People who know a Woman is Wiccan 
All Most Some None 
Fai-nily 7 2 2 1 
Friends 6 4 2 0 
Colleagues 1 2 3 6 
Maf! ic and the female Witch 
Female respondents were asked what forms of magic they used. Not surprisingly, 
since they worked in the same covens as male respondents, they listed using the same 
forms of magic as the men, and in the same order of Preference. As with the men, 
women who had been involved longer deemed it less necessary or desirable to use 
operative magic than the ones who had been involved for less time. However, the 
comparison group provided another result that was unexpected. This was the only Witch 
in the study who admitted cursing, enjoyed the experience, and did not regret it. This is 
her story: 
There are two things that are really important in my life. Myjob and my cat. Myjob is my Zý 
company and, you know, I never had children, so they are my children, mine personally. And if 
anybody tried to touch my company or harm it in anyway, I would. Anything goes. If anybody 
tried to harm my cat, then again anything goes. And you know, that includes physical as well as 
magical because they are very important to me and, you know, I would fight to defend myself The 
work one, somebody who used to work for me, she left work and went to work in her boyfriend's 
company, which is a rival company, in the same business, and she started to take on my clients. So 
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I feel, I feel quite happy that it was magic that worked, and I destroyed their relationship, because I 
knew that if they fell out she wouldn't continue working in the same company as her boyfriend. As C, it turns out, it turned out very well because she found a better boyfriend and they are both 
perfectly, perfectly happy now. That's still continuing, she left. It happened the next day after I 
did the thing. All I did was ust get a brooding sense in the head and just circled my fingers anti- 
clockwise because I just sort of thoughtý you know, it is the obvious thing that will happen. When t, Cý 
you do a sort of magic it works best if it's in accordance with, you know, natural things. A 
relationship within a small office, you know, is bound to cause friction, so I just played on that. I 
just circled my fingers in the air in a broody state of mind. I was well broody. It worked. I don't 
regret it. 
Here we have a description that contains all the classic images of a cursing Witch, 
embodying the broody malevolence of a woman with vengeance on her mind. This 
respondent felt fully justified in what she had done, and was proud of the result. She 
qualified the outcome by saying it turned out well for everyone. As with all examples of 
operative or 'results' magic, one is left with an open-ended explanation of its efficacy. 
For the curser her magic worked, for the pragmatist the relationship may well have split 
up anyway, as she said 'a relationship within a small office is bound to cause friction. 
This magical act was one which fits the storybooks -a witch doing harm by 
simply circling her finger in an anticlockwise direction (against the sun, or widdershins 
thus thought to be an 'unwinding' and often negative force). She felt she needed no other 
ritual and could work magic by expressing the brooding within her. It appears to have 
been equally as cathartic as the rite that involved lots of ritual and regalia. Possibly this 
form of curse was more effective and empowering for her since she didn't use any regalia 
or ritual, and when she saw what she thought was a result, felt empowered. 
If a researcher were to predict who, if anyone, in the study would do a curse, this 
lady would be the first candidate. She was the only respondent who had delayed initiation 
by years due to her refusal to 'join anyone else's gang'. She had not had a relationship 
for over twelve years prior to her initiation, and she remains single at the time of writing 
up this thesis. Thus her cat and company did indeed mean a lot to her. She is also one of 
the respondents who preferred Wicca to be less public and enjoyed the feeling of power 
and otherness that being a Witch gave her. She tended to describe Wicca as 'bit fluffy', 
and 'a good social environment' and liked to make it clear that she was involved in more 
complex forms of ceremonial magic, describing herself as an alchemist as well as a 
Wiccan, and preferring the term 'Witch' to 'Wiccan'. She felt she had done an act of 
magic that worked instantly and effectively, but with no lasting harm to any one: With no 
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lasting harm she could further justify her act as fitting with the Wiccan rede 'an it harm 
none, do what thou wilt'. 25 
An interesting discussion on initiation 
One respondent had previously been initiated into Thee Temple ov Psychic Youth 
(TOPy)26 
. 
She said that her initiation into TOPY had been very intense, including ritual 
27 scarification. In contrast she had found Wiccan initiation to be extremely gentle. She 
said that she had at first been disappointed at this gentleness, feeling that the Wiccan 
initiation had not had anything like the power of her first initiation, but that later, 
particularly as an initiator herself, she had come to see the gentleness of Wicca as one of 
its strengths. 
This respondent discussed her experience of these initiations, and as far as she 
was able, whilst maintaining TOPY's confidentiality, outlined how they compared and 
contrasted. 28 She also mentioned an incident when she was in Africa on a research and 
photography trip when the priestesses of what she termed a 'fetish cult' recognized her 
as a priestess via her initiatory marking, which was the same as theirs. This was a 
profound experience for her, and one that offered her personal and magical validation 
from an unexpected synchronistic source. 
This respondent was the only one who had been through a physically and 
mentally testing initiation prior to Wiccan initiation. As a result she had found the 
23 Dvring this study I have not found any problem in being both a Wiccan and an investigator. However it is 
at this point that I had to make the decision to leave further analysis of this character here. I had known her 
for a number of years and could have written a long case study on her as the only person who was happy to 
curse. However I feel that I have to draw the line here and only discuss what she volunteered for an 
interview that she knew would be printed and discussed, and the obvious things such as her attitude, which 
any participant observer might note. 
26 Thee Temple ov Psychic Youth was a radical group (or even a very small and obscure cult) that enjoyed 
some popularity/notoriety in the youthful alternative magical and musical scene in the 1980s. It centred on 
the charismatic fi-ure of musician Genesis P Orridge. It seemed to have run its course by the early 1990s. 
2' The Wiccan initiation is effectively a gentle experience. The initiators strive to make the environment one 
of 'perfect love and perfect trust'. Although the rite contains many elements designed to disorientate the I z; 1 
candidate, and to facilitate an altered state of consciousness, it is not physically or emotionally distressing, 
and an initiate would be unlikely to be afraid or upset. The ritual ethos is that the High Priest and High tl cl 
Priestess perform the ritual, but it is the Gods that initiate the candidate. 
2' Although I have discussed how Wiccan initiation affects those taking part I have not included the ritual 
text or discussed the metaphysical mechanics of it. I have refrained from doing so to avoid offending 41 Zý 
practitioners w-ho see this material as oathbound, even though the rituals are published in books on Wiccan 
practice. In respect of TOPY membership I am not quoting this interview verbatim for the same reasons. 
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Wiccan initiation too gentle for her own liking, yet, she subsequently went on to alter the 
Wiccan initiation she gave to members of her own coven to make it less demanding. She 
deliberately, with much forethought and discussion, took out a very small part of the rite 
in which the initiator asks whether the initiate is willing to suffer to learn. Despite the 
powerful effect the first TOPY initiation had had on her, and the validation she had felt 
she later received of that initiation from priestesses of another culture, she felt that she 
needed to make the Wiccan initiation she was to give even softer and more gentle than 
the one she had received herself. 
This is a very drastic step in Wicca. People do not usually change the initiation 
rituals, and there is a general consensus that one 'can add but can't take away'. 
Conservative Gardnerians would not see the initiations given by this person as valid if it 
had beeii changed. However, this interviewee had consolidated her decision by 
discussing it with High Priestesses she particularly respected, such as Vivianne Crowley 
and Dorecii Valiente. She felt she remained faithful to her initiates by telling them in 
detail what she had changed, and why, and letting them decide whether they would like to 
proceed with the altered initiation. Should it have ever been a problem to them there was 
always the possibility that they could retake a more traditional form of initiation, but she 
hoped that this should not have to be the case within the Wiccan community in which she 
moved. The decision was a result of her own experiences in life, in which she felt she 
had suffered and did not want to commit magically to any more suffering, but to 
magically commit to happiness and fulfilment. As such she felt that she could not fairly 
expect her initiates to go through a process she herself was unwilling to commit herself 
to. 
What exactly 'suffer to learn' means, and how committing to do that might impact 
on one's life does not lie within the scope of this study, but it is worth mentioning that it 
is often the subject of much Wiccan theological and philosophical discussion. This and 
some elements of the initiation are often discussed with neophytes before initiation, and 
are also the reason why some initiators feel that it is right for initiates to read about 
initiation and to read the oath prior to committing to the ceremony. Generally this phrase 
is seen. as one High Priest put it, as 'committing to being forged in the fires of the Gods 
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to beconie a fitting vessel for them'; or, as another women said 'you commit yourself to 
your true will on initiation, of course its going to be hard shedding thatt which is outworn 
when yoti can't see the bigger picture; afterwards you always do, and afterwards you 
know you are in the right place. ' 
Cenderinjj the Wiccan experience - findings from the Comparison Group 
Perceptions of Wicca -a united vision 
The main body of the women's responses were strikingly similar to the men's. 
Even the images and metaphors used were identical to the male Witches. Furthermore, in 
general. the female Witches did not seek to perform any of the empowering or healing 
rituals that typify feminist Witchcraft. The rituals they described were less personalized, 
less about healing the wounds of patriarchy, or personal events, than those described by 
feminist Witches, and more about healing others, and observing the Year Wheel. It was 
remarkable how little differences there were between all accounts, but three key 
differences were noted: putting the Goddess first, which I have already discussed; male 
and female communication patterns; and a gendered experience of invocation. 
Stereotypical gender differences in communication patterns 
It was interesting to note that, with the exception of two Alexandrian High Priests 
who had often spoken to the media, and who waxed lyrical for hours, the women gave 
longer answers than the men. As has already been noted, they were much less vague in 
their descriptions of what drew them to Wicca. Women also tended to follow themes 
withiii the interviews they gave, returning to issues they had mentioned in one question in 
another, and using examples they had already given to illustrate connections in what 
they , Nere trying to explain. 
I found that the women gave me more succinct explanations of how they perceived 
Wic ca to fit into these categories than had the men. Those of higher degree were able to 
define things in very simple personal terms, and in ways that would be very easy for 
trainees to understand; such as this description of Wicca as a mystery religion: 
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It's quite funny, I didn't realize it was a mystery religion until I'd been in the Craft for a long time. 
There's nothing mysterious about casting a circle, it's magical but not mystical. Then you un coverthe 4.41 
mysteries. It took me four or five years, then suddenly, underneath it all I could see there were all these 
mysteries. In the Craft, there's no inner temple like in the ancient mysteries, no great hordes of priests 
and congregations. The inner temple is of your own making; inside you, and you start the mystery .I there. It's not actually written down anywhere though, or there wouldn't be a mystery! 
Where I interviewed partners of men who had already taken part in this study it 
was striking how similar the imagery was that they used. However, it was notable that 
the High Priestesses who ran covens talked of initiations in more practical terms of 
teaching, and the responsibilities this brings, than had their husbands. These respondents 
also noted a change in Wicca over the years, noticeable by what had drawn people to seek 
initiation: 
In the past, people were coming from a magical perspective; people who, to a certain extent, 
rightly or wrongly, were intrig ed by the Witchcraft word, I suppose. Whereas now they seern to 0 C, P 
conne from the green spirituality side of things. Also, there wasn't the information available, so the 
only way you got the information was to join a coven, be taught or be given books, lent books as 
you couldn't get them. Now, because of the amount of technology available, you can get anything. 
They come in now, you say what books have you read, and they reel them off until you have to 
stop them by saying they have read more than you; they haven't but otherwise they'd be reciting =1 
titles all night! They are ready to be initiated, nearly always there and then, but we have to leave 
thern for a while, just to make sure they are the right people. So that hasn't changed an awful lot. Cý 
They also spoke more of set criteria for moving up the degree system, i. e. saying 
of second degree 'they've got to learn how to work with magic, how to use magic, and to 
use it properly'. This is probably because the running of the coven, and the organization 
of the training, is often under the directorship of the High Priestess of the coven. It is 
she who has the final word on if, and when, initiations take place. A typical coven 
leader's comment on initiation was: 
Respondent: Initiation heightens the senses, and it makes the initiate feel that they belong to a unique 
religion. Well, I hope that that's how they feel. There's no other religion where you can 
actually becorne a Priest or a Priestess there and then. Once they are initiated, they're not 
the congregation; and of course it gives them the inspiration to IgO and 
to meet the divine, 
and to find that higher self. The whole thing is about spiritual development, for ourselves 
and others. We never take the high-handed attitude that we are there to teach others, we 
have as much to learn from them as they do from us. And we take it that we are on a 
parallel path as it were, and we can help each other on the way. I always 
feel that way. 
Every initiator takes on the responsibility of that person, in their karma if you like. You 
really have to work, to take on that responsibility. You have to tread very carefully 
if they 
havejust come into the craft, and also, whenever you do an initiation you always re-enact 
your own, I feel. And, of course, as the years go on it becomes stronger. 
Interiewer: How does that happen? 
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Respondent: We] II suppose, when I say it gets stronger your faith gets stronger. When you do the very I first initiation you are as nervous as them because of course you want to get it right for 
them. But as you do more over the years it doesn't become as frightening, but you get 
more in tune with what you are doing, and you can really get into the energ , go through 44y 
the initiation with them, go through what they are feeling, know what they are fearing, or 
what they enjoy about it; so you do tend to go through it with them, it does tend to get 
stronger. Z, 
A gendered experience of invoking the Gods 
Women's descriptions of invocation used different terminology than the men. 
Men tended to used one powerful physically descriptive word such as 'animated', 
'awstruck', and 'energized' to describe the feeling of bearing the God. The women gave 
fuller descriptions of invocation such as 'being enfolded in the arms of the Goddess' 
and of 'being at one' . Women seemed to be more concerned to 
describe the 
transpersonal than the physical dimension of their experience. The following description, 
with its stream of consciousness approach, was quite typical: 
She enfolds me, I let go in tier arms, and reach the inner places, the edges of my conscious, the 
ed ' ges of 
the cosmos, and beyond. I go to a quiet place at the heart of it all and find tier. As soon 
as I do She is there, flowing through me; the Goddess. The power that you raise in the circle, it is 
the power of the God and the Goddess. This is where you are taking it. This is the heart of it all. 
This one notable gender difference, that of Wiccan men and Wiccan women's 
experience and description of invocation, is very interesting. It was totally unpredicted 
and would be fascinating for a future researcher to continue. Certainly there is a lot more 
to this effect than immediately meets the eye. In Wicca the atmosphere between two 
people performing an invocation is often experienced as a sexual energy. So maybe tile 
terms used to describe it are a reflection of gendered perceptions of sex itself 
Women seemed to feel more blasd about invoking the God than the men did 
about invoking the Goddess: therewas no performance anxiety, no worry that it would 
not work. Women spoke of enjoying the intimacy of the invocations, and of that safe tn 
intimacy as leading them to trust men more, and to feel happier about their own sexuality 
and their own sexuality around men. One specifically said that working Wicca had 
helped her td break down barriers to intimacy with men in her life outside Wicca. Shortly 
after her initiation she had consciously decided to end twelve years of self-enforced 
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celibacy, and was enjoying a pleasurable sex life and a positive 'light-hearted' 
relationship as a result. 
This effect is not unusual in Wicca. One important factor in the empowerment of 
Wiccan women is the relationship between men and women within the safe intimacy of 
the Wiccan circle. It is here, in the forgiving glow of the candlelight, that women of all 
shapes and sizes, all types and all ages, are honoured as Priestesses of the Goddess, 
vessels of tier divine force, made in the image of Her. It is here that the men kneel 
before them, speak to the deepest part of their femininity, then adore them. It is also here 
that women kneel before men and summon the deepest part of their masculinity, in the 
safety of the circle they call forth a God who is virile, vital and sexual. They feel his 
presence, adore him, and share a communal loving cup, consecrated in a rite that talks of 
the blessedness of the God and Goddess joined as one. Thus it is here that women and 
men who have not previously felt such easy yet non-threatening intimacy can begin to 
trust their fellows, and that trust can lead to healing and happiness. It is not surprising, 
therefore, that the women interviewed in the comparison group were very positive and 
protective of Wiccan men, and when talking about them said that they were 'good 
blokes' and 'enlightened men' with whom they very much enjoyed working their mystery 
religion. 
While descriptions of invocation differed, the long-term effect of being invoked as 
the Goddess and invoking the God had exactly the same reported effect on the women as 
it did on the men. The primary result of long-term invocation of the Goddess, as with the 
men, was considered to be a very positive experience. It also enhanced the women"s 
understanding of their own femininity, enhanced their confidence, and provided them 
with something to live up to. As in the men's descriptions, the words 'connection' and 
4real' were used frequently. 
Summary 
The comparison group of twelve Wiccan women showed very little difference in 
their conversion biographies from the main male group in this study, with the chief 
demographic difference being a much higher rate of professed bisexuality than in the 
male group. Feminine divinity and the Goddess were an extremely important factor in 
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drawing women to Wicca. However, the female respondents mirrored the male 
respondents in preferring the definition of Wicca as a Mystery religion to Goddess 
religion. Women exhibited the same religiosity as men and described similar conversion 
processes away from Christianity, into a quest, and thence to Wicca. They also reported 
similar benefits and disadvantages, and similar effects of confidence and contentment 
from long-term Wiccan practice. Apart from the aforementioned difference regarding 
sexuality, the chief discernible difference between the two groups lay in their 
communication patterns; women generally gave more detailed, longer and sometimes 
more personal answers than the men. This could be ascribed to gender differences 
between men and women, whether learnt or innate. This may also have been because 
they were talking to a female Wiccan, and may have been different if I was a male 
Wiccan researcher or an 'outsider'. It would be interesting to conduct more interviews 
with a male interviewer then compare the results of the interviews. Overall findings from 
the comparison group show that within the bounds of this study, men and women 





Judith Okely discusses the lack of study of Western culture by anthropologists in 
search of the 'exotic isolate' (Okely 1996: 2). She says that anthropologists seek isolated 
com in unities, or even construct them, in a neglect of the geographical self, which is 
contra to the anthropological aim of studying of all of humanity. Wicca is in an 
interesting position in this respect. Luhrmann studied it as a Western exotic isolate, while 
Pike depicted Paganism as part of a contemporary search for authenticity and community; 
and Heelas, Pearson, Harvey and Berger describe it as a natural part of late modem 
spirituality. In an early review of literature in the field it became clear that there was gap 
in our knowledge as to why people become Wiccan, and what are the conditions of long 
term adherence. I chose therefore to undertake this research, examining the processes of 
attraction, conversion and commitment to Wicca, with particular reference to male 
converts, who form a silent minority in a hidden population. 
I have already discussed the rationale and aims of my methodology. The study 
included survey questions to provide a detailed demography of the respondents. I chose 
sno%N balling to try to achieve a diverse sample, since it is impossible to achieve a true 
random, systematic or even stratified sample in a population that has no central body or 
membership. Quota and multi-stage sampling are also out of the question, but 
snový balling is the method most often used for a hidden population. (Haralambos and 
Holborn 1991, Griffin 2004. ) However, given its limitations it is possible that 
snot. %balling may have lead to methodological problems. 
Although the data collected started with a geographically close coven in London 
the sample itself was wide ranging, including Wiccans from as far afield as Scotland. 
Ho-vvever, the danger with a population recruited by snowballing is that it may not be 
representative of the wider Wiccan population. It can create an 'island effect', which in 
this case might explain the homogenous nature of the experiences described. This 
homogeneity is in an itself interesting phenomenon, for example respondents came from a 
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variety of nominal Christian (Protestant) backgrounds, but all saw 'The Church' in the 
sarre way; as a cipher for monotheism, and patriarchy, and moral prescription. 
They were not 'anti-church' but found it had not facilitated the expression of their 
own deep-seated religiosity. They tended to see it as a comparative framework against 
which to judge their religion of choice. Effectively they were broadly stereotyping the 
Christian religion, from their somewhat limited knowledge of it. Perhaps this affirms 
that secularization has not diminished Christianity's standing as the state religion of the 
British Isles, with an ever present imprint retained even in the minds of Wiccan converts. 
I have seen this view of the Church espoused by a wide section of the Pagan population. 
It would be intriguing to conduct further studies into the impact that previous religion 
has on Pagan practitioners, and how far their views of Christianity concur. Certainly the 
man who came from a Hindu background had happily combined his two faiths, but of 
course this is more easily achieved than attempting to combine Wicca and Christianity. 
That said, there has been a very small movement of Christo-Paganisin evolving in the 
last ten years, particularly in America; and it will be interesting to track its success if the 
Pagan world view (or in Carpenter's terms, the New Ecological Paradigm), becomes 
more prevalent in main stream society. 
Whilst conducting this research I have tried to stand back from Wicca, clearly 
marking the boundaries of my roles as a Priestess and a researcher. However my position 
in the community may have also influenced the data. The experiences I recorded fit with 
existing Wiccan literature on initiation. There may have been an element of what 
psychologists call 'demand characteristics', and what sociologists know as 'the 
f law1home effect', whereby research subjects respond to the fact that they are being 
researched and act accordingly. It is possible respondents were influenced, consciously or 
sLib-consciously, because they were talking to a relatively well known Wiccan High 
Priestess, as well as the fact that they were being taped for a research project. 
The most remarkable instance of homogenous responses in this study, is that I 
seem to have accessed a very contented group of Wiccans. In the final stages of writing 
Lip this thesis no further respondents had left Wicca, although two coven leaders had died. 
Many of the initiates have moved up the degree system, and a number of new covens 
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have hived off from the covens in which they were interviewed. Two long standing 
covens have closed down due to serious health issues of the coven leaders, who now 
'guest' with friends or covens which hived off from them in the past. 
Certainly there was very little discussion of power-over, hierarchy or authoritarian 
leaeership as discussed elsewhere, particularly in Susan Greenwood's study. Discussion 
of 'power-over' is a key concern in Feminist Witchcraft, drawn from feminist theory. It 
is not discussed much in Wicca, and thus had not featured in Wiccan discourse I had 
witnessed for over a decade before attempting the field work which informed the 
questionnaire, nor did it occur in the data I collected from this group of Wiccans. It is 
important to address this discrepancy. 
The difference may be due to bias from snowballing - wherein one contented 
coven would recommend another, leading to a high proportion of coven leaders being 
interviewed whilst disaffected former Wiccans were not included in the sample. After 
becoming aware of this potential methodological problem I telephoned a further ten 
male and female Wiccans from my own personal contacts and asked how much these 
findings concurred with their own experience, and of the people they mix with. They all 
answered that this was a very typical Wiccan experience. Their view was that it was the 
initiate's responsibility to choose a group wisely, getting to know the groups around, and 
the people in them, and following the basic advice of only joining a group one would 
wish to be friends with outside of Paganism. A consensus of opinion was that that it is 
no longer necessary to be Wiccan to be Pagan or a Witch. They repeated the view that 
Wicca is a 'mystery religion' that does not suit all. 
I then spoke to the one man in this study who had left Wicca due to an 
authoritarian and sexually oppressive High Priestess. He repeated that the woman in 
question knew far less than him about magic, and he was not keen on one person being 
elevated over others simply on the basis of gender. He stressed that his problem was 
personal and not Wiccan, and that he preferred to work alone anyway. I hope that my 
analysis of leadership in Wicca has addressed some of these issues, certainly in this 
respondent's case the leader had not fitted normal criteria for leadership of any group, and 
abn. -. gated any possibility of assuming the role of his spiritual mentor. 
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When looking at all these findings it is essential to take note of the 
denominational splits within Witchcraft and Paganism itself. Greenwood's authoritarian 
conflict occurred with a women who was not Wiccan and did not at any stage purport to 
run a Wiccan coven. It is not clear that the coven leader had ever been initiated into any 
form of Wicca or Witchcraft, (other than calling herself 'Traditional'); or whether 
Greenwood was fully initiated into her group at any point. The 'coven' seemed to be 
operating in a vacuum, without mentors or close coven networks. In contrast Luhrmarm 
and Pearson were very positive about their experience with initiatory 
Gardnerian. /Alexandrian Wicca, of their own initiators, and of the close networks 
surrounding the group they joined. On joining the group described Greenwood did not 
exhibit any affective bonds with any of the members of the 'coven'. In contrast she seem 
to ah-cady dislike the leader, thus she was always likely to register disillusion in a group 
with a leader she did not actually like, respect or feel any real kinship with, and simply 
saw as a means to conduct research. Perhaps it is timely to conduct cross sectional 
studies of Witchcraft and or/Paganism, to eliminate some of the confusions that have 
arisen due to-conflating contemporary Pagan and spiritual groups, as noted by 1998 by 
Pearson in her paper Assumed Affinities. 
If we ascribe these differences to the fact that snowballing did produce an island 
of Wiccans that cannot be seen to represent the wider Wiccan population, then the aim of 
this study to produce a non biased sample has failed. However, hopefully it has succeeded 
in its aim to a achieve study that can be reproduced by another researcher who is not 
Wiccan, or is new to the field, and has provided a basis for further studies. 
Certainly the Wiccan covens explored in this study showed stability and 
longevity. One of the covens, 'Whitecroft', had been handed by its founder to the High 
Priestess I interviewed, thirty years before she handed it to her successor on her death 
bed. It continued with appointed 'Goddess parents' in the wider community assisting its 
new leaders in undertaking initiations, mentoring them (and the other coven members), 
until the group becomes fully stable after the inevitable stress that follows the loss of such 
well-loved leader. The two covens that have closed down due to ill health had run for 
thirty and twenty years respectively, with age and fate taking their inevitable toll. Further 
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study of such long established, and well connected groups, along with their leaders who 
have been committed to successfully training Wiccans for decades, would be a rich 
ground for further research on the Wiccan religion. 
As a 'native researcher' I hope that I have created a study that has the honesty 
and opacity to be successfully evaluated by the academic community. It is only with time 
and further studies of Wicca and Paganism that we will be able to build up a coherent 
picture of the movement as a whole, but I hope that this study has provided an accurate 
picture of at least one subset of the Wiccan community, and illuminated why people, 
particularly men, convert to, then adhere to, Wicca, and how the process works. 
I have tried to accurately portray the Wiccan perception of becoming Wiccan and 
maintaining commitment to the religion, whilst unravelling some of Wiccan language, 
jargon and ideology i. e. their assertion hierarchy and dogma do not exist, when they 
clearly do. I found that investigating Wiccan conversion in the light of literature about 
New Religious Movements was invaluable. Rambo and Farhadians' integrative model 
proved to be a very helpful framework within which to discuss conversion to Wicca. This 
literature was particularly useful for examining conversion, and ascertaining that a 
conversion process can be said to occur in this 'religion without converts'; that the 
Wiccan conversion process is not necessarily unique, and has elements in common with 
conversion to other new religions, or subsets of traditional religion that are outside the 
mainstream of a convert's society. 
As a result of this study I was able to conceive the Schematic Integration Model of 
religious conversion, which seems particularly apt for conversion to Wicca, but could 
equally be applied to other religions. Testing the model via applying it to other religions, 
or mapping the religious paths of people who have had sonic exposure to the conditions I 
have proposed are precursors to Wiccan conversion, would provide some evaluation of its 
validity. It would be possible to develop the model by identifying any further Wicca- 
appropriate schemata, and developing each stage, particularly in relation to the work of 
the influential stage theorists such as Piaget, Erikson and Fowler. Since the model is 
derived from Cognitive Behavioral Psychology there is already a body of literature 
available in this field, including schema assessment, inventories and questionnaires, 
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which could be used as a basis to develop tools to map religiosity. Furthermore, I would 
suggest that some of the assessment tools that map early maladaptive schemata could be 
integrated into the study of religion forthwith. For example, Wiccans could be assessed 
with schema evaluation tools for levels of Narcissism, alongside a control group from 
any section of society, to test Faber's hypothesis that Wicca is a form of narcissistic 
fantasy. 
Summary of the findinas of this studv 
A brief summary of the findings of this study is that British male Wiccans 
exhibit almost identical conversion profiles to British female Wiccans with the exception 
of a few gender differences that are part of Western cultural norms rather than a product 
of Wicca itself. They encounter their religion after experiencing dissatisfaction with 
previous religions, particularly the Church of England, and then actively seeking a path 
that affirms their personal belief system. This leads to an effect whereby they do not see 
themselves as converting to Wicca but 'recognising' it on encounter, and 'coming home' 
on initiation. 
Wiccans see Wicca as a 'mystery religion', with religious mystery at its heart, 
unveiled in an ongoing process of personal revelation. It is from this numinous mystery 
that Wicca is believed to draw its identity and strength, with adherents cherishing the fact 
that their religion has no centralized authority, centralized premises nor programme for 
evangelism. Wicca's attraction includes its lack of prescribed textually based dogma, and 
validation of the individual spiritual experience on a path that aims for the 
transformation of consciousness, and a personal contact with the divine. Its bedrock 
consists of a veneration of Goddess on equal, if not more powerful, terms than God 
(mirrored in its feminist ethos), and a concern for oneness with Nature within an 
enchanted universe in which magic is an integral part, and primarily used as a tool for 
transportive and transformative spiritual experience. 
Wiccan men find working with the Goddess to be liberating, to facilitate them to 
connect more closely with women and with the issues of feminism. They are very happy 
to be initiated into and support a predominantly matriarchal system, and to assist fellow 
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female Wiccans on their own path of self-discovery and empowerment via the Goddess. 
These men often join Wicca seeking the feminine face of the Divine but then find that 
their relationship with the God in Wicca empowers them, and leads them to explore their 
own masculinity. The masculine ideal they work with is seen to be virile yet nurturing, 
strong yet gentle, the embodiment of a male leader and protector who would die for his 
loved ones if called to do so 29 . They practise their rites embodying this ideal male, 
seeking a 'polarity' with the feminine ideal striven for by female members of Wicca. 
The respondents enthusiasm was very noticeable, even after years of involvement. 
The mysteries of initiation were deemed to be at the core of Wicca, and the invocation of 
the Goddess and God to be the heart of the mystery of its practise. These men had come 
to Wicca for a variety of reasons, and found that it brought them closer to Nature and 
facilitated spiritual growth, and positive life change, as well as being fun, refreshing and 
energizing. They reported feeling more empathy with, and tolerance of, others, and 
finding a 'balance' within their own lives. They felt Wicca had brought them closer to 
both their own masculinity, and to aspects of womanhood and femininity they may not 
have thought about or integrated into their psyche before. Overall, and overwhelmingly, it 
brought them peace, hope and joy. 
Esoteric spirituality as an iniportant buffer for mental health 
'Peace, hope and joy' are to be found at the heart of all spiritual quests, no matter 
what religious path eventually calls the seeker. When one asks what attracts people to 
Wicca they invariably talk about the Goddess and the God and a 'Gnostic contact with the 
Divine'. They then talk about the importance of the individual journey, the mystery, and 
the perceived lack of dogma, and the community. 
From a functionalist perspective, this study found that peace, hope and joy were 
attained by respondents in a variety of ways that meet and mesh within the Wiccan 
experience. Firstly, the seeker lays to rest a long period of cognitive dissonance when 
they find Wicca and achieves, instead, a form of cognitive resonance, when they, at last, 
find a religion that fits their own belief and value system. This is ritualized when they 
29 It is common to enact a symbolic ritual sacrifice of the God at Lammas, when the God is cut down by the 
Goddess. His willing sacrifice is the embodiment of the mythos surrounding the archetypal Divine King, in 
a multi-level ritual dranna that was described as profound by several respondents. 
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6come home' on initiation; within that ritualization is a strong personal validation as these 
previously personal beliefs are reflected back to them, but this time in full religious form. 
Some of the discontents of modernity are alleviated by entering into a direct 
dialogue with Nature and the cosmos, a sense of a religious tradition with long historical 
roots, and being accepted into a very strong social network. The holistic, integrative 
religious model that the initiate adopts encourages spiritual and personal development. 
Thii is combined with a cyclical psychodramaticjoumey through the wheel of the 
year/wheel of life. This annual 'journey' provides initiates with a psychic space in which 
to come to deal gently, and repeatedly, with any unresolved psychodynamic blocks or 
issues from the past, troubles orjoys in the present, or make goals for the future; 
consciously within the supportive coven environment, or unconsciously as the wheel 
turns. 
Conversion to Wicca and Maslow's 0 962) hierarchical theory of human needs. 
In a] I studies of Wicca so far, we see that it is predominantly white middle-class 
people born and living in first-world nations who come home to Wicca. Maslow (1962) 
postulated a hierarchical theory of human needs ranging from physiological need through 
safety to love and belonging onto self-esteem, self-actualization and onto transcendence. 
He suggested that one cannot meet higher needs until the lower ones are met. Depending 
on one's vision of God these needs may, in the deeply spiritual person, be met by God 
alone and bring transcendence, and in others the first stages of need might be met by one's 
religious community, enabling a step towards transcendence. 
In many ways, the people who come to Wicca are safe enough, loved enough, and 
have self-esteem enough to seek self-actualization and transcendence. In the comfortable 
atmosphere of twenty-first century Britain they do not need to convert from without, or 
briefly hold the tenets of any 'Rice bowl conversion. ' They are privileged members of the 
first-world who have the time, money and leisure to pursue the mysteries of the occult. 
They have the freedom of religious choice to pursue Wicca, and the plurality of society to 
be able to practise as they choose. However, converts also come to Wicca for the 
elements iii Maslow's lower section of the ladder; they come and find emotional safety, 
they come and find social community, personal validation and divine love. Wicca brings 
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its followers self-esteem and self-actualization, and, reportedly, transcendence, but in a 
package that weaves these states together not as a ladder but as an integrated whole. 
Men and Wicca 
The conversion patterns of respondents in this study were almost a direct opposite 
from that proposed by Luhrmann of 'interpretative drift'; and their dedication to Wicca, 
as an earth-based holistic religion was very different from the New Age adherents' 
profile as postulated by Heelas. At the end of this thesis I concur with York about the 
stru-tLire of Wicca and its place in a sociology of Paganism, and with Orion and Pearson 
that it is an esoteric spirituality with its roots in the Western mystical traditions. It is part 
of the esoteric current that appears to have'emerged, as Tiryakain said in 1974, at this 
major time of cultural change, and at the approach of the new millennium. And, as 
Barker and Berger point out, the study of new religions such as Wicca have much to offer 
our understanding of religion, and of society itself. 
This study also concurred with others on Paganism and the New Age in finding 
that approximately twice as many women practise as men. Rose's 1998 study of the New 
Age found that men concentrated on matters of community and spiritual concerns while 
women concentrated on bodywork and healing. Such a split is not evident in Wicca. The 
men aiid women tend to be interested in the same things and use the same methods. 
Perhaps this is because it is a religion with a very strong feminine aspect, so men are 
fittin- into a mode of religious thought and activity that is already gendered (Berger 
2000). Several male respondents remarked that they liked not having to be in control and 
just being able to come along and help, others noted the chatty atmosphere and compared 
the coven to family. Wicca is matriarchal and matrilineal, and Wiccan covens 
communicate in modes more often associated with female than male behaviour. 
Faber (1993)30 described Witchcraft as a regressive escapism returning to the 
womb of the mother. This has been disputed by Vivianne Crowley who argues that this 
30 Faber is a Freudian analyst, working with a foundation assumption that all religion is regressive fantasy, 
and al I ritual an expression of neurotic compulsive desire. 
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is a misconception, and that Wicca offers a holistic route to self-actualization (Crowley 
2000). In a study that investigates men and Wicca it is apposite to point out that in 
entering the circle of the Goddess the initiate is not entering the domain of the Goddess 
alone. At the centre of the circle the God and Goddess are 'joined in love as one'. They 
are seen as the two perfect halves of the one perfect whole. They symbolize the positive 
and negative forces throughout creation, the inner contrasexual side of each gender, and 
the perfected Self of each. This is where the mystery at the heart of Wicca is believed to 
be found. 
Men's spirituality 
Pagan men's spirituality is a very small part of the contemporary Pagan revival. 
Its size and vitality is comparable to the size and vitality of the secular men's movement 
in relation to the secular women's movement. Writings on men's spirituality are 
influenced by sociological and psychological critiques of conventional gender roles and 
ster-ýotypes. They are frequently written from a psychological view point (particularly 
Jungian), exploring archetypes and the meaning those archetypes can have in modern 
lives. A classic exploration of the hero myth is that by Joseph Campbell in Hero with a 
Thousand Faces (1956). A more contemporary example is In Quest of the Hero by Otto 
Rank, Lord Raglan, Alan Dundes and with an introduction by Robert A Segal (1990). 
This explores patterns in the stories around legendary or historical heroes from 
Gilgamesh to Buddha. 
An influential book in the literature is the androcentric poetry and prose of Robert 
Bly. A key work regarding the search for true masculinity first published in 1990 is Iron 
John, a book about inen. This is mentioned by most later writers. It intersperses fable 
with basic psychological theory, and suggests that there is a hunger for a father and a 
mentor in the young men of today that can be fed by naively destructive relationships and 
the 'tough guy* image. He describes a quest to develop the 'inner warrior' on the 
initiatory path to becoming the 'wild man' as opposed to the 'savage man': this path has 
eight stages of iiiitiation, which include partnership with, and honouring of, the feminine. 
Robert Bly has been criticized as offering only a 'man to man autonomy from woman' 
(Keller 199-33: xii) and writers such as philosophy professor Glen Mazis have written in 
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direct response to what they see as Bly's condescension to other men, claiming that 'Iron 
John' is 'another image of the impermeable, metallic, indestructible, primal male 
identity... looking backward to an essence of masculinity rather than embracing the 
evolution of a new kind of male person. ' Mazis rejects Bly's argument as to how men are 
wounded and wrote the book The Trickster, Magician and Grieving Man, concentrating 
on the archetypes he feels that Bly did not explore. 
Another strand in the literature is a quest for understanding male spirituality as 
an answer to the feminist critique of patriarchy. Tom Absher's book Men and 1he 
Goddess (1990) typifies this in an examination of the hero's quest in classic Western 
literature and reveals it as a quest for wholeness and for the feminine. He maintains that 
men have been victims of patriarchy, and need to work with Goddess symbology to 
achieve the feminine powers of intuitive understanding, regeneration and oneness with 
Nature. His arguments are similar to those used by feminist writers saying that 'men 
have designed and built the very labyrinth that now traps them. If men can muster the 
courage necessary for personal change and reinvention of the self, we may yet be able to 
discover the way out' (Absher 1990: xv). 
What all writers have in common is the suggestion that men today lack positive 
role models, and lack proper initiation ceremonies. A best-selling example of book that 
offers a map through the labyrinth of male spirituality is King, Marrior, Magician, 
Lover: Rediscovering the Archet), pes ofthe Mature Masculine, by psychologists Rupert 
Moore and Douglas Gillette (1990). This is a leader for a series of books on each of the 
archetypes described. They write about a crisis in masculinity due to the breakdown of the 
traditional family, and the loss of true ritual processes for initiating boys into men, which 
has led to a dominance of *boy psychology' that oscillates between weakness and abuse. 
They also argue that patriarchy (which they call 'peurarchy') is abusive to men as well 
as women, and is not a deep and rooted masculinity. 
They propose that deep-rooted masculinity has capacity for love, gentleness and 
relatedness equal with the feminine. The crux of their argument is that what men are 
missing is not the feminine but the true masculine: 
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An adequate connection to the deep and instinctual masculine energies, the potentials of mature 
masculinity. They were being blocked from connection to these potentials by patriarchy itself, and 
by the feminist critique upon what little masculinity they could still hold onto for themselves. And 
they were being blocked by the lack in their lives of many meaningful and transformatory 
initiatory processes by which they could have achieved a sense of manhood (Moore and Gillette 
1990: xviii). 
Many of these books form the literature of the mythopoeic men's movement. This 
works in a similar fashion to books that explore feminine archetypes and the myth of 
eternal return. In the same way as feminist Pagans reconstruct ancient society though the 
lens of modern man, these books hark back to traditional societies, and prehistory, or 
pre-patriarchy for guidance on how to live today. Part of this literature is the distinctly 
Pagan work of Kenny Klein, Nicholas R Mann, John Matthews, Alan Richardson, John 
Rowan and RJ Stewart who explore men's mysteries, images of the Horned God, and 
the masculine journey round the Year Wheel, and offer men ways of surmounting the 
same crisis in masculinity as that posited by more secular authors: proactive use of 
mythology, psychodrama, mentorina, initiation, and the use of sacred space. They work 
with a wider range of archetypes than secular authors such as the youthful wild Green 
Man, the sacrificial Barley King and Heme the Hunter, and use the ubiquitous Pagan 
wheel of the year in their ritual and psychology. Kenny Klein writes in The Floivering 
Rod, Afen, Sex and, 51firiluality how lie came to develop his model for the achievement of 
mature masculinity: 
European paganism, Wicca, became a blueprint for me, a model to be followed to come to terms 
with these questions, and with sacred manhood. It challenged me to see in a new way all that I had 
seen men be before: fathers, lovers, brothers, workers, it taught me that all that we do as men can 
be sacred (Klein 1993: 8). 
It is noteworthy that. while Starhawk and other feminist Witches look forward to a 
collective utopia, many of the books, %vritten regarding men's spirituality (with the 
exception of Klein) seem to focus on the individual and his personal initiatory path. It 
seems that while these Pagan women are seeking to use their beliefs to influence the 
outside world, to gain the sword of power in the patriarchal world, the Pagan men are 
seeking a more introspective route, to look closely into and drink from the cup of tile 
inner psyche. This is perhaps a fruitful area for analysis of gender differences within this 
modern spiritual dornain. 
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Writers within the Men's Movement declare that patriarchy is destructive but see 
it as destructive to men as well as women. They acknowledge and respect the emergence 
of the Goddess, and men who revere Her. However, they also seek to explore what truly 
constitutes the 'male' of the species, and how they can redefine maleness and the Divine 
Masculine. They seek to understand and develop masculine forces that do not negate 
their masculinity but celebrate Moore and Gillettes' deep rooted masculinity which they 
also call 'mature masculinity' and 'masculinity in its essence' (Moore and Gilette 
1992: 5). 
Moore and Gillettes' analysis of the literature available reveals several interlinked 
routes prescribed for men to find mature masculinity. 
Intedinked routes for finding mature masculinily suggested by literature on men's 
spiritualit 
1) Recognition of themselves in relation to their fathers and sons. 
2) Recognition of the flaws in patriarchy, and seeking a different sort of 
masculinity. 
3) Working with positive masculine roles that include traditionally 'feminine' 
qualities. 
4) Understanding and integrating powerful positive male archetypes into their 
psyches. 
5) Initiation - metaphorical or literal. 
5a) Within a special space, preferably made special or sanctified in some way. 
5b) With deeper psychological complexity than group hazing or n1acho brutalizing. 
5c) Performed in the company of respected male elders. 
5d) Usually with a spiritual leader who is a'wise old man'. 
5e) Of an allegorical, psychodynamic or spiritual nature 
6) Conscious effort to integrate all the above into their lives. 
Wicca facilitates all this for its male initiates, although the first stage is probably 
the least contested area. The dynamics of the Wiccan social and initiatory structure 
facilitate a supportive community and a route for personal growth. However this is an 
implicit benefit rather than an explicit part of the Wiccan system. 
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The initiating High Priest offers a role model of the elder wise man. Wiccan 
rituals also include the essential cohort of wise older males: even if the initiate is 
chronologically older than other members of the group they are still tile newcomer and 
learn from the people who have been there longer. These men provide further role 
models both in the circle and in the wider community. Within that community the ethical 
norms of Wicca are prevalent and reinforced at each meeting. 
Wiccan men also enjoy time spent together. Many covens set aside a time before 
each ritual when the coven (and guests) split into separate male and female groups before 
the rite. Outside the circle they socialise. The men from one London group instigated an 
occasional social group jokingly called 'Priests wot pub' in a response to their female 
counterparts starting a similar group, jokingly called 'Ladies who lunch'. This does not 
meet as often as it once did, but includes many of the male coven leaders of the London 
and outer London area. While this was purely social, it acted to further relationships 
between all those covens, and as important social glue in the wider Wiccan community. 
It led directly to the formation of the coven leaders network, and an earlier version gave 
birth to the annual European convention that now has an invitation only guest list of 
several hundred members. Other networks socialize in the same way, providing 
autonornous circles of networked covens that spawn many and varied gatherings, some 
extant, some now defunct, none of which are publicized or advertised, and represent the 
vibrant life of a secret tradition. 31 
However, whilst Wicca provides Wiccan men with routes for realising 'mature 
masculinity' they do not seek to pursue any single gender male mysteries, for their 
masculinity is worked out in relation to men and women. No-one in this study talked of 
any single-sex mysteries, or groups, even though three of the twelve female respondents 
had. at some time, worked in single-sex groups and one was still involved in one. The 
only people to discuss single-sex working were the bisexual female couple, who had an 
all4emale group, but only to say that they always invited men along to ensure they could 
practise the polarity magic of classic British Wicca. 
David Green (2001 ) wrote that Paganism is rhizomatic in nature, and these flourishing, offshooting, but ZI MI 
never static gatherings, led by different people at different times, in different places perhaps illustrate his 
point quite neatly. 
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A critique of Iron John by Pagan male mysteries writer John Rowan talks about 
Iron John's isolation from women, and the fact that the Grimms' fairy tales ftom whence 
this character is drawn are generally negative to women. He cited Kramarae and Treicher 
(1985), who show how these folk stories portray women as passive, opportunistic or 
cruel. He says: 
Bliss (1984) has to say that 'a group in Boston felt the wildi-nan concept gave them permission 
for sexuality without sensitivity. ' Although Bly disapproves of this and makes a distinction 41 between the Wildmen and the Savagemen, the opening is there, the confusion is there. What Bly 
wants is for the Wildman to be the answer to the feminine man, the man who has learned 
gentleness and nurturance, maybe too well. For these men, who have been down into the pool of 
femininity, the Wildman is valuable as a corrective, or a further step. But for the men who have 
never done the feminine bit, who are unreconstructed male chauvinists, the Wildman is simply an 
invitation to be even more aggressive (Richardson 1987: 111 
Most of the books on Pagan male spirituality invoke the return of a suitable 
consort for the Goddess, and talk of the achievement of the metaphysical hieros ganlos 
or sacred marriage. the harmonious integration of the contrasexual other, within the 
psyche of the male Pagan practitioner. Moore and Gillette are not Pagan authors, but 
psychologists, who call the same thing the achievement of the 'diamond body of the 
Great Self' (Moore and Gillette 1992: 239). This diamond body contains both the self and 
the contrasexual self, depicted as triangles that integrate to form 'a perfect diamond self 
within'. 
Wicca externalizes the quest for this integrated self in its dance of Goddess and 
God, and their coming together, throughout its ethos, its rituals and its degree system. In 
Wiccan ritual the Priestess carries the sword, and the Priest carries the cup. At tile final 
consecration of the communion wine the Priest kneels before the Priestess, salutes her as 
the Goddess, and in an integrated ritual action by both parties, the sword and cup unite. 
For Wiccans this ritual of cakes and wine is a sacred moment, and we can see that tile 
'perfect diarnond self' of psychologists Moore and Gillette is portrayed in this ritual 
tableau. 
This study found that Wiccan men do not come to Wicca primarily to seek the 
male mysteries or engage with the God. Rather they perceive a lack of the feminine 
spiritual force in their lives and society, and are drawn by the Goddess; Nature; the 
eso', eric view of the universe; magic; and freedom from imposed dogma. They come to 
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Wicca for these things then find that while they worship and honour the Goddess, and 
honour women in a mutually nurturing fellowship, they do not have to reject or subjugate 
their own masculinity, instead they learn to revel in positive masculinity. 
In acknowledging and seeking the Divine feminine, they come to know a very 
different face of God. And in metaphorically and ritually laying down their own power at 
the feet of the Goddess, they gain an unimagined empowerment when they identify with, 
and assimilate into their psyche, her consort and protector, the Horned God, a potent 
symbol of 'masculinity in its essence'. 
A refutation of 'interpretive drift' and proposal of the Schematic Integration Model 
for becomini! Wiccan 
This study has yielded results that are congruent with Tanya Luhrmann's 
descriptions of Wiccan practise, but are vastly incongruent with her assessment of 
Wiccan belief. Luhrmann finds symbolism to be the most important element of the 
magicians' 'magical engagement'. She decided that the magical plane is a protective Zý tý 
metaphor within which serious play leads to a fantasy of truth that allows expression of 
the inner child, the imagination, and leads to understanding a vast language and protocol 
where magic is real. 
This study found the opposite to be true. It was found that Wiccans already 
believed in the possibility of magic, saw their path as serious religion rather than 'play', 
and felt their prime motivations to spiritual home-coming rather than therapeutic fantasy. 
Crucially, as evinced by all the cases of 'recognition' and of 'coming home', they did 
not drift into understanding magic to be real, but actively sought membership of a 
community of belief in which magic is real, not fantasy. More than that, magic was not 
the main premise of the belief system they were seeking, rather a holistic and integrative 
religion that included the belief in magic amongst a complex set of beliefs that spoke to 
them on all levels. Furthermore, magic to them meant either operative ritual magic to 
achieve a particular goal, or the ceremonial form of specific Wiccan initiatory, seasonal 
and lunar rites. These Nature-based rites are the varied but essentially unchanging 
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backbone of the Wiccan religion, and the antithesis of the creative escapist fantasy that 
Luhrmann describes. 
There are several reasons for the findings of these two studies to be so disparate. 
Firstly, Luhrmann was not studying conversion but magic. Secondly, she focused on a 
very wide esoteric community that contained everything from Christian magicians to 
Chaos magicians, and it is possible that Luhrmann's profile fitted some of them better 
than the Wiccans who were observed and interviewed for this study, or for the other 
studies of Witchcraft that also refute her theory. Thirdly, she focused heavily on 
intellectual factors in the process of 'interpretive drift'; the sociological, psychological, 
political, ecological, moral and religious aspects of the process were hardly referred to. 
She is honest about this, and gives her reasons: 
I was honest about my enterprise, but my intention was to fit in, to dispel outsider status, and I was 
rather relieved when people forgot what I had so carefully told them. But as a result I collected 
I ittle systematic information on magicians' backgrounds. I saw no obvious patterns and thought it 
foolish to darnag my acceptance by passing out questionnaires which only asserted my outsider e 41 
status and would not begin to touch the things I thought important ... at any rate the question of 
what factors predisposed people to begin practising magic seemed less intriguing that the effect 
which entering magic had upon their manner of understanding events... I am no witch, no wizard, 
though I have been initiated as though I were. There were personal reasons for finding the 
intellectual problern so compelling; there always are... I always wanted to make sense of the 
vividness of my own daydreaming. I was enchanted by the imaginings, and yet I always knew, 
%hen I was child, that the make-believe world was never real. I never have and do not now believe 
in magic, but the summer after I left college, I came across a teach-yourself guide to witchcraft ... I 
was hooked. These witches were recreating a childhood world, enchanting adulthood, and their 
involvement offered me a means to come to intellectual terms with my past (Luhrmann 1989: 17 - 
18). 
Ground breaking though this study was at the time, as a conversion model it 
lacks the macro-context of religious, political and sociological factors; just as it lacks the 
micro-context of support networks, family and friends. I propose a very different model 
as Oe result of attempting to address the above variables, and feeling able to ask 
anything of my respondents in order to do so. It is also as a result of having spent thirteen 
years in Wicca prior to writing up this study, and thus feeling a need to ask a very 
different set of questions to any that have been asked before. As a result I offer the 
Schematic Integration Model of religious conversion, as detailed in the earlier chapter on 
Conversion to Wicca, and hope that it will be a useful addition to the literature, both in 
terms of understanding Paganism and Wicca; and in understanding religious conversion. 
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I have suggested that most forms of religious conversion, particularly in 
adulthood, are schema driven and predict a sense of coming home on full commitment to 
the religion. Eileen Barker found that people who became members of the Unification 
Church often felt a strong sense of what I have called 'recognition' on hearing Moon's 
teachings. One case was so striking that Barker wrote of witnessing it happen as a form of 
sudden conversion while she was undertaking participant observation (Barker 1984: 171). 
She also discussed the psychological and emotional relief many members reported at 
feelin.,, 'at home' within the movement (Barker 1984). Linda Shires (2003) describes her 
adult. journey from Protestant to Jew as one of coming home. Daren Kemp notes that New 
Age Christians also'talk of homecoming (Kemp 2003: 104). This feeling of coming 
home is most often noted in conversions to minority or marginalised religions, or in 
con%, ersions that do not fit a cultural norm e. g. British adult conversion to Islam (Kose 
1996). Kose does not use this terminology but describes a Muslim convert's very similar 
process of recognition prior to commitment: 
The more I read, the more I felt I was a Muslim and I took the shahadah when I was 30. It wasn't a 
question of choice like 'Oh, Yes, I will be a Muslim. ' I felt'011 Yes, this is what I believe, 
therefore I am a Muslim' (Kose 1996: 90). 
A marked similarity is that all these converts leave the Western mainstream. They 
usual 13, forge a religious identity that is outside of the known mainstream, then encounter 
the faith that fits their own belief system. Affirming their commitment to that religion 
affirms everything they believe in, providing them with a social group who encourage and 
approve their choice and affirming their own spiritual identity; which feels like 'coming 
home'. 
A strong finding in this study was that Wiccan initiates come from those people 
that Stark and Bainbridge refer to as the 'unchurched'. As has been found in most ofthe 
previous studies on Paganism respondents were from an overwhelmingly nominal 
Protestant background and were not practising Christianity prior to conversion. 1- lowever, 
the) did not hold the fewer or weaker ideological attachments that Dawson (1996) found 
in his overview of conversion to NRMs to be salient. Rather, they hold very strong 
ideological views that cause them to reject Christianity which they feel cannot work for 
them. The Wiccans in this study hold strong personal ideologies including feminism, 
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equality, ecology and a sense of the immanent Divine that many thought formed a unique 
theological mix prior to finding Wicca. It was on finding and joining a religion that 
fulfilled their religious urges, laid to rest their religious cognitive dissonance, and ended 
their period of seekership that they felt they had come home. Subsequently, improved self 
esteem, prestige, social support and a sense of control and power in their lives served as 
add, d attractions in maintaining their membership and, thus, they remained committed 
practitioners of Wicca. 
Final 
-Conclusions 
The secularization thesis, particularly as promulgated by Max Weber, predicted 
that the modem world would come to be dominated by purposive rational action, and 
that science and rational analysis would begin to provide the answers that people had 
previously sought in religion. Thus, religious views and practices would become steadily 
less significant. Weber described a process of demystification of religion happening both 
from within (i. e. Protestantism) and without (i. e. via science). Bythis modemlifewould 
be drained of its ecstatic and magical elements - demystified, desacralized and 
disenchanted. 
Some contemporary sociologists such as Elias and Dunning (1993), Selfe and 
Starbuck (1998) and Bird (1999) have argued that the NAM and NRMs serve to re- 
mystify and re-enchant this modem rational world: 
By believing in the New Age, many people attempt to remystify their lives; that is, to recognize 
the importance of the spiritual and unseen forces, which science often denies (Bird 1999: 88). 
Such discourse is also gaining some currency in a wider scholastic field, as is 
iII ustrated by Patrick Curry's paper in 1999 which argues that magic and enchantment 
are two different things; magic being an exercise of will to create change in the world, 
and therefore scientific, and enchantment being the creation of, and entering into, a 
secondary world. Ile draws his distinction from Tolkein, whom he quotes as describing 
enchantment as 'the realization of imagined wonder ... (a) kind of knowing ... (which 
is) 
... a prelude to fuller knowledge'. Curry feels re-enchantment is indicated by : 
Wonder in and at the natural world ... consistent pluralism in at least three respects: 
epistemologically as relativism, axiologically as value-pluralism and politically as a project of t' 
radical and plural democracy (and) the frank admission of a spiritual dimension of human 
experience that is not exhausted by institutionalist religion (Curry 1999: 407411). 0 
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These concepts have also surfaced within current academic discourse on 
Paganism. Dennis Carpenter (1994) saw re-enchantment as apart of the appeal of 
Paganism in America, Marion Bowman and Graham Harvey ran a three day academic 
conference on Pagan spirituality in September 1997 at Winchester College (1999) simply 
entitled 'Re-enchantment', and Harvey cites enchantment as a valid motif in his 1999 
paper on Pagans coming home and coming out. 
At the end of this study, I conclude that Wicca does re-enchant the world for its 
adherents, particularly in the way that Curry describes, and because it provides ecstasy, 
maoic and myth as an integral part of its function and appeal. However, at its conclusion, 
having read in detail vast arguments for and against secularization, and even arguments as 
to xN hether it has occurred at all, I feel that I have to say that Wicca is not a form of re- 
mystification in the strictest Weberian terms. 
If we are to accept 're-mystification' in the terms mentioned above, then Wicca 
certainly is a part of such a process, and the excellent work that cites these terms explains 
why that is so. However, re-mystification in the truest Weberian sense would include a 
tension between supernatural and natural, and between magic and science in a 
dichotomy that has no place in the modem Witchcraft movement. Science has often been 
invoked as the sword of rationality which cuts away the superstition and mystery of 
religion. Weber et al thought that scientific knowledge would offer such a superior 
explanation of natural disasters that people would abandon religious explanations 
altogether. This would be part of the demystification of the secular society. For 
sociology's founding fathers, magic is synonymous with superstition, and superstition 
with ignorance. Thus, the equation follows that when humankind is rid of ignorance, they 
will be rid of superstition, and when rid of superstition they will be rid of magic. 
We see in this study that Wiccans are not invoking magic as a form of 
superstition, to placate supernatural forces; rather they are using it as a technique to 
achieve communion with nature and with their Gods. Modem Pagan Witches are 
unrcmarkable members of contemporary society, men and women who see magic as an 
alchemical crucible for the development of their own soul and psyche, rather than a 
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simple means to effect a desired outcome. The Witches in this study came to Wicca to 
worship the Divine, and to resacralise a secular world; a world that for them has lost its 
colour, sense and meaning in the wake of the industrial revolution, and the dour 
Protestant finale of millennia of patriarchal monotheism. Therefore, perhaps, in the 
strictest sociological sense, we should refer to the growth of Wicca not as part of 
secularization at all, but as part of a growing process of sacralization. 
Sacralization 
In recent years there has been a shift in the number of scholars who wholly 
subscribe to the secularization thesis. Secularization has been rejected as self-limiting, 
causing revival. innovation and new faiths wherever it occurs (Stark 1985). Casanova 
(1994) points out that secularization has come to be seen as myth in a Kuhnian paradigm 
shift that says more about the nature of academia than it does about the evidence for and 
against any theory, which he says has not changed as much as the academic climate. An 
example of such a shift is that by Peter Berger. Berger discusses the evangelical upsurge 
and rise in Islam, the rise in revival movements such as Shinto and Sikhism and the 
increase in all conservative religion and says : 
The assumption that we live in a secularized world is false. The world today, with some 
exceptions ... 
is as furiously religious as it ever was, and in some places more so than ever. This 
means that a whole body of literature by historians and social scientists loosely labelled 
secularization theory is essentially mistaken. In my early work I contributed to this literature. I was 
in good company - most sociologists of religion had similar views, and we had good reasons for 
holding them. Some of the writings we produced still stand up ... what they (these upsurges) 
have in 
common is their unambiguously religious inspiration. Consequently, taken together they provide a 
massive falsification of the idea that modernization and secularization are cognate phenomena. At 
the very least they show that counter secularization is at last as important a phenomenon in the 
contemporary world as secularization (Berger 2000: 434 - 445). 
Scholars such as Aldridge (2000) have talked of the 'sacralization of modernity' 
via civil and political religion. Woodhead and Heelas (2000) have called the paradigm 
shift discussed by Casanova 'sacralization theory'. They identify three sub-theses within 
sacralization theory: growth (via conversion); dedifferentiation, where religion starts to 
affect secular institutions previously evacuated of religion; and intensification, whereby 
norninally religious people adopt a stronger form of religion, then act under the influence 
of this enhanced religiosity in the public sphere, thus contributing to the process of 
dedifferentiation. It appears that Wicca has a place in all these processes, particularly via 
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a blend of intensification and conversion. Certainly as Gallagher (1994) pointed out, if the 
process of becoming Wiccan is analyzed within the scholastic context of religious 
conversiciii this allows much greater scope for its comparison it to other New Religions; 
this illuminates its place in this process of the resacralization of society, which then can 
be properly acknowledged and investigated. 
Sinimel wrote in 1917 that he foresaw large social groups turning away from 
Christianity and towards a 'supra-denominational mysticism', he said: 
The religious soul hopes to find here direct spontaneous fulfillment, whether in standing naked 
and alone as it were, before its God, without the mediation of dogma in any shape or form, or in 
rejecting the very idea of God as a petrifection and obstacle, and in feeling that the true religion of 
the soul can only be its own inmost metaphysical life not moulded by any forms of faith whatever 
(Sinimel 1917 in Lawrence 1976: 259). 
Wicca offers its adherents a community in which they can follow a mystical and 
ecstatic path, which embraces a magical universe of meaning as its overarching 
plausibility structure. In engaging with this model for religious devotion, initiates 
reverse the classically projected trajectory of secularization. For in Wicca religion is 
rediscovered, and retraditionalised, offering its Priests and Priestesses not a re-mystified 
world, replete with superstition and supernature, but a resacralised world in which all life 
has sacred spirit indwelling, and in which all people have the Divine spirit within them. 
Yet Wicca finds a middle ground that Simmel could not foresee at the turn of the 
last century. 'rhis is a religious form that does not fit with traditional models, but that 
maintains a structure, a hierarchy a strong sense of tradition, and indeed some dogma. It 
is a tradition that initiates and nurtures the powerful mysticism that Treoltsch predicted 
would become a strong force in detraditionalising religion and lead to a rise in mysticism. 
He said that this would feature a 'radical religious individualism' (Troeltsch 1931: 377). 
This radical religious individualism is a key feature in the detraditionalisation of 
religion in Weberian terms, and also a key feature in the strength and appeal of Wicca. 
For Wicca does not offer the routinisation of the charisma of a prophet or a guru via 
bureaucratic office, but a revitalisation of charisma in each and every initiate via direct 
communion with the Divine. This means that it has integral defences for maintaining the 
individual vitality of each adherent's religious experience, and thence the fluid vitality of 
a living religion. 
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It is tell ing that the once-dominant secularization theory is now being questioned by 
its former champions as religion refuses to die but clearly adapts and transforms. Religion 
is transforming, adapting and changing, it is evolving, just as the human race is evolving. 
At this time it is perhaps ironic that 'the Old Religion' should be enjoying a revival; 
ironic but not surprising, as it holds many attractions in late-modem capitalist society. 
Science has not brought the end of religion, but a new beginning, where we know the 
answers to many questions that have never been answered before, but the innate human 
need for spiritual sustenance lives on. If the findings from this study prove to be true then 
it is likely that Wicca will enjoy steady growth in years to come, as religion itself is 
redLfined and reborn. 
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Appendix One 
The History of Wicca 
The birth of Wicca in its modem form can be dated from 1951 when the 
Witchcraft Act was repealed, and replaced by the Fraudulent Mediums Act. Witchcraft 
was hardly believed to exist in the mid twentieth century and thus was, for the first time 
in centuries. not a legally punishable offense. Tben, in 1954, a retired colonial rubber 
plantation owner and erst,, %hile government opium inspector, Gerald Brosseau Gardner, 
published IVitchcrqfi Today. 
Ile claimed to have discovered a lost Pagan Priesthood which was the remnants of 
the ancient Pagan faith first written about thirty years earlier by Dr. Margaret Murray in 
The ff i1ch Cull of Restern Europe 32 . The members of this Witch Cult were apparently 
very different from the evil Witches of folklore and fairy tale. They were members of a 
mystery tradition which worshipped ancient Pagan deities, in a nature based faith that 
celebrated the seasons of the Nature and cycles of the moon; with ceremonial, ritual, 
festival, feasting and magic. The Old Religion had apparently survived intact over 
millennia despite the triumph of the Christian Church, the Witch hysteria and Witch 
hunts of sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, and even despite the modern age of 
secularism and science. 
Gardner said he had discovered and been initiated into a coven of the Wica 
33 (sic), or the Witches, in the New Forest in England in 1939: 
32 The lVitch Cult in Western Europe was the eminent archeologist's first book about Witches. Followed 
by several others it was published in 1921 and her work created a new school of thought on the ag old 41 e debrte of whether Witchcraft had ever existed in any organized form, and what exactly the Witches did at 
their meetings. Since discredited, it nevertheless provided a popular and enduring folklore of Witchcraft I 1ý which included a very long running entry on the subject by Murray in The Encyclopedia Brittanica. 
33 Wica/Wicca used to be pronounced 'Witcha', in the early days of the revival when people tended to call 
themselves Witches rather than Wiccans. According to a close friend of the late founder, T17e Mccan, the 
mag ,, azine of 
the Pagan Federation was originally pronounced as 'The Witchen'. In a private conversation 
withmethis longstanding member of the British Craft said that it really annoyed him to hear people 
calling thernselves Wiccan, pronounced 'Wikkan' when in fact they meant that they were Witches, as 
followers of'the Old Religion'. He thought that this showed they derived their knowledge secondhand via 
the Pagan Federation's public magazine, having only ever read the word and not understood the connection. 1 41 
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And then I knew that which I had thought burnt out hundreds of years ago still survived ... I found 21 C, that Old Dorothy and some like her, plus a number of New Forest people had kept the light shining, 
(Bracelin 1960: 165). 
He said he yearned to keep alive the old ways, and in 1949 had written a novel, 
HighMagic's Aid which he wanted to publish for years, to let the world know about the 
religion that he had found to be barely surviving. He claimed that he was not allowed to 
publish anything until the death of the original High Priestess of the coven, 'old Dorothy', 
and then only a partial amount. With the death of Dorothy Clutterbuck and the repeal of 
the anti-Witchcraft laws he felt could at last publish works of fact rather than fiction, and 
01chcraft Today was followed in 1959 by The Meaning of lVitchcraft. 
Gardner wrote as an anthropologist who had discovered a lost religion in Europe, and 
argued that in dealing with native races one records their folklore, the stories and 
religious rites on which they base their beliefs and actions, so why not do the same with 
English Witches? 
Though their authors know that witches exist, none of them seem to have asked a witch for her 
views on the subject of witchcraft. For after all, a witch's opinion should have some value, even 
though they may not fit with preconceived opinions (Gardner 1954: 17). 
There has been much controversy over Gardner's story of his initiation, and the 
antiquity of the coven into which he was initiated, as well as the authenticity of the 
tradition he taught. Arguments about the history of the Craft still fuel bitter debate as 
hotly as when Aidan Kelley first posited in 1991 that Gardner had created Wicca lock 
stock and barrel. Certainly there are many mysteries as yet not explained in the history of 
its early development, from the fact that 'Old Dorothy' was not dead when Gardner 
published High Afagic's Aid, and that she may not even have been his initiator (Bourne 
1998, Hutton 1999), to uncertainty as to how well he knew Aleister Crowley and exactly 
how much this involvement had meant to him. Despite reams of theories, no concrete 
facts have yet been uncovered that fully prove the argument for any angle of the debate. 
While Wicca has a plethora of amateur historians who enjoy reading and writing about its 
origins, the Wiccan practitioners' overriding attitude towards its authenticity and historic 
bac, '-. ground is summed up by Lois Bourne, a popular writer on the subject, who says: 
After Gerald's death controversy arose as to whether his grirnoire was from a genuinely ancient 
source, and it was suspected that it was gleaned from ancient writings of many occultists and 
magicians and sorcerers from the past. in America, where the craft had become very popular a 
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monumentally boring book made various comparisons and sought to prove this. It is true that 
Gerald was less than completely honest on occasions, but the ancient wisdom which is the basis of 
witchcraft is changeless and constant, and the nature of the gods remains the same. Whetherhis 
portrayal of the craft is an accurately ancient one or a modem invention is only important to 
pedants and historians. In the final analysis magic works (Bourne 1998: 93). 
Whatever its provenance, Gardner's sheer dedication to the propagation of his 
religion meant that by the time he died on 12 February 1964 Wicca had grown 
sigrificantly. fie had gathered a core of similarly dedicated followers who were 
determined to be a] lowed to practice their religion in peace, to make it accessible to 
others, and to dispel as many misunderstandings about it as possible. These included, 
amongst others, his own former High Priestesses, such as Doreen Valiente, Patricia 
Cro, -vther, and Lois Bourne. They have continued over the decades to write for and about 
Witchcraft. While Valiente preferred to remain outside the media and public eye she 
created some of the most central and enduring liturgies and rituals of Wicca. She 
continued to do so until her death on I September 1999. Much of her work, i. e. The 
Charge ofihe Goddess, is widely considered the closest thing that Craft has to sacred 
texts. Crowther continued Gardner's promotional, anti defamation and media work, and 
does so to this day. Many of the enduring images of modem witchcraft used in photo- 
archives are pictures of her. 
!n the 1960's a new strand of Wicea emerged. Alex Sanders, a Mancunian 
spiritualist medium and cabalist appeared from no known Wiccan group and with his 
young wife courted the yellow press. Many of those associated with Gardner condemned 
Sanders, generally for the flamboyance of his performances in various media exploits, 
and particularly for his claim to be 'King of the Witches' (Valiente 1989, Crowther 
1998). However, Sanders has been described by many of his initiates and friends as a 
magnetic, magical, kind and highly knowledgeable man, who via his very media exploits 
attracted a following all of his own. 
Both Gerald Gardner and Alex Sanders were experienced ritual magicians. Gardner 
wrote knowledgeably about magic in Keris and Other Malay Weapons (1936), a book 
that is still one of the leading works on the Malaysian ceremonial dagger. High Magic's 
Aid is more replete with grimoire magic than Wicca. A grimoire or 'grammar' is a book 
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with instructions on how to perform various forms of ceremonial or ritual magic. It 
contains sacred alphabets and magical sigils, which are designs for contacting 
intelligences such as angels and spirits, genie and other such entities. Printed today, but 
hand copied for centuries these grimoires are reputed to require great care when handled 
for fear of the potent magic contained within them. They are probably much closer to the 
popular image of how magic is worked than Wicca's typical circle dancing and song. 
Gardner justified this by saying he didn't want to give away any Wiccan secrets but used 
the grimoire, the Key ofSolonion, since it was already published. By 1947 Gardner was 
only person in Britain to hold a charter signed by Aleister Crowley to run a body within 
Crowley's own occult Order, the Ordo Templi OrientiS34 . However, Gardner 
differentiated between the ways and magic of the ceremonial magician, and tile ways and 
magic of the Witch, whilst Sanders incorporated Kabala, Egyptian, Angelic and even 
Aztec magic into his version of Wicca. A distinction become clear in which 
Alexandrian covens practiced a form of 'High Church' Wicca, and Gardnerians practiced 
a more 'Low Church' form that maintained its more earthy stance, firmly based in 
folklore and fertility magic. With Witches of both high 'Catholic' and 'Presbyterian' 
taste catered for Wicca expanded once more. The two strands of Wicca began to run side 
by side, known as the 'Gardnerian' Craft and the 'Alexandrian' Craft. Between tile two a 
steady growth in membership began to happen, and by the 1970's Wicca was an 
established, if still very small, alternative religion. 
The 1960s also saw the rise of the Traditional Witch. One of the most famous is 
Robert Cochrane who worked with Doreen Valiente for some time and after his death his 
34 The OTO harks back to Occult Templarism and was founded circa 1895 by Karl Kellner, a mason, who 
claimed to have travelled and met three adepts who taught him the sexual secrets of the East which lie 
combined inasystern with western magical practice. After him it was taken over by Theodore Reuss also a 
Mason, who had links with the Golden Dawn and who decided Crowley should be its head when the latter 
seemed to have published the sexual secrets of the Order in his Book ofLies, which was first published in 
1913. Crowley's appointment was not accepted by some and the Swiss OTO split off at that time, 
remaining more Masonic, whilst Crowley went on to rewrite many of the rituals to incorporate his own 
vision and philosophy of life. He remained the head of the rest of the OTO until his death in 1947, and his 
influence is still very strongly evident in its ritual and philosophy. Since Crowley's death further schisms 
have occurred, along with much argument and international legislation as to which branch is the genuine 
OTO, or has right to Crowley's copyrights etc. At the time of writing up this thesis international legislation 
was still ongoing regarding matters of his leg cy, complicated by the lucrative book rights, and the fact he _-a died bankrupt. 
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surviving coven members went on to work within 'The Regency' and 'The 1734' 
traditions. Traditional Witches claim to come from remnants of 'Old Craft', and to 
practice a pre-Gardnerian form of Witchcraft. (Robert Cochrane originally coined the 
term 'Gardnerian' as a derogatory reference to a form of Wicca he swore was younger 
than his own. ) Traditional Witchcraft remains a small but pervasive strand of the modern 
Pagan movement although the historical validity and authenticity of some of the 
claimants to the title 'Traditional' is sometimes questionable 35 . 
Many different types of practice have since sprung from the Wicca of Gerald 
Gardner. The 1970s saw the rise of the feminist Witchcraft. In America seminal 
authors, such as Miriam Simos or 'Starhawk', started to write about Witchcraft as a 
political as well as a spiritual movement where magic and nature worship are united with 
social and political activism. A key author within the Pagan Movement she has been 
particularly influential in the growth of Goddess Spirituality. Feminist based 'Dianic' 
Witchcraft emerged in the same period; as did such paths as the Faery (aka Feri) tradition 
inspired by the poetry and vision of Victor Anderson. The American community began 
to hold ever larger gatherings, camps and festivals. As the plethora of books oil 
Witchcraft available today began to flood the book shelves of increasingly main stream 
stores ever more paths emerged, each reflecting a different slant, such as Seax Wicca 
derived from Raymond Buckland's interest in all things Saxon. 
People such as Doreen Valiente and Patricia Crowther published 'self-initiation' 
rituals to help those who wished to practice Wicca but could not find a coven could do so. 
Authors such as Janet and Stewart Farrar published sets of rituals along with research and 
35 Although Traditional Witches exist, they usually shun publicity or controversy. Bourne (1998) describes 
this attitude in a woman whose coven she eventually joined. Charles Cardell was one of the first people to 
purpjrt to be a traditional Witch for various reasons. In the early 1960's he started hostilities with 
Gardner, and sent a woman undercover as 'Olive Green' to spy in Gardner's coven. In 1964 he attained 
the dubious honour of being the first person to publish Gardner's spellbook, the 'Book ofShadows'. I 
Each Witch keeps a book of the spells and rites which is known as The Book ofShadows. It is copied by 
hand from their initiators book, but Witches also adds to their books with personal diaries of magical work, 
rituals, recipes, poems and spells, so while the core material remains a facsimile of Gerald Gardner's book, 
each Witch's book (or books) tends to be unique. Today many rites are sent by email attachments, and discs 
of shadows are copied for initiates, but the hand written book is still a prerequisite part of the training of a 
new witch, since it ensures they familiarise themselves with the material thoroughly. 
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advice to aid those who wanted to practice Wicca. Vivianne Crowley published a book on 
inner working of the Witch's circle (Crowley 1989), at the same time as she and her 
husband developed 'The Wicca Study Group' (1988) that taught courses on Wicca, by 
correspondence, as well as in seminars. They also established an annual European 
Wiccan Convention in 1990, which went on to draw members of European Wicca into a 
strong community that spawned further gatherings and meetings across Europe. 
When the internet developed, Witches embraced it - worldwide networking 
commenced. At the time Of writing this thesis there are countless numbers of internet 
discussion groups and forums on Witchcraft and Wicca. Issues regarding history, 
authority, validity, transmission and tradition are all being constantly discussed, re- 
evaimiied omo 1)y wi(ches. as well as news, revieNvs and chat. and sonietini,. - 
serious requests Jor healing are passed along the very busy information highways. 
As the religion has grown and changed many British Wiccans have chosen to 
def me themselves by using the words Wiccan and Wicca, over and above the words 
Witch and Witchcraft, since in Britain at least Wicca has come to mean those Witches of 
Alexandrian and Gardnerian initiatory lineages, or a synthesis of the two. 
Wicca remains a subset within Witchcraft in general. Non Wiccans include many 
Witches proud of their own ways of working such as the 'Hedgewitches' who work as 
and when they wish in ways spiritually in tune with the folklore of the village wise 
woman or herbalist. Rae Beth's influential book Hedgeivitch, a guide to solitary 
lVitchcraft was seminal in consolidating this tradition. She says 'there is a certain kind of 
Witch at home with solitude. He or she need not be friendless. But by temperament, 
some are drawn to worship and work magic on their own, and to fulfill a different 
archetype from that of the coven member' (Beth 1988: 7). A majority of Hedgewitches 
refuse to use the word Wicca in order to differentiate themselves from the Gardncrian and 
Alexandrian initiatory hierarchies. 
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Appendix Two 
The Interview Schedule 
Please answer each of the following questions with as much or as little detail as you wish. 
All answers are anonymous and confidential. The results of this survey will be available 
to all respondents when the project is finished. 
Listed below are questions relating to previous research. Could you please indicate your 
own personal reaction to the statements below on a scale of I- 10. (1 totally disagree, 
10 = totally agree). 
Wicca is a Goddess Religion. 
Wicca is a Green Religion. 
Wicca is part of the New Age Movement. 
Wicca is a New Religious Movement. 
Wicca is a revived Religion. 
Wicca is not a Religion. 
Wicca is an ancient Religion. 
Wicca is a Mystery Religion. 
Wicca is a Mystery Tradition. 
Wicca is the one true path. 
Please score on a scale of I- 10 which of these experiences/influences were important in 
deciding to get initiated. (I = not at all important, 10 = extremely important). 
a) Reading about Wicca and related subjects. 
b) Mystical experience. 
C) Involvement of friends and/or lovers. 
d) Involvement of family. 
e) Intense exposure to Wiccan teachings. 
f) Experience at large gatherings. 
g) Experimenting with Wicca and Paganism. 
On a scale of I- 10 how important is Wicca in your life? 
Becomina Wiccan 
Before you became Wiccan did you regard yourself as belonging to any religious 
movement or organization? 
If yes - which? 
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Had you been consciously dissatisfied with other religious/spiritual paths before you 
found Wicca? 
Did you experience any difficulty in accepting Wiccan beliefs due to your previous 
religious experience? 
If yes, are they resolved now? 
Would you say that you consciously adopted Wiccan beliefs or that it was an unconscious 
process? 
Did you decide to get initiated after a sudden shift to a Wiccan mindset or was it a 
gradual process? 
How did you first encounter Wicca? 
What originally attracted you to Wicca? 
Is what originally attracted you to Wicca still an attraction? 
Did you experience any difficulties in joining Wicca from your friends or family? 
Are they resolved now? 
If so how did they resolve? 
Have you received any negative reactions to your beliefs? 
Have you received any positive reactions to your beliefs? 
Which of your family knows you are Wiccan? Mother, father, brother(s), sister(s), 
auni(s), uncle(s), grandmother(s), grandfather(s). 
Which of your friends know you are Wiccan? All your friends, some of your friends. 
Which of your work colleagues know you are Wiccan? Boss, colleagues, subordinates, 
other 
Since joining Wicca have you stayed in touch with old friends? 
Since joining Wicca have you made any new friends? 
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Practisiw Wicc 
How do you think initiation %vorks? 
When were you initiated? 
When you were initiated how did it feel? 
If you have had second and/or third-degree, how did they feel? 
In what %-., ayvvas it different to the experience of first and/or second degree? 
What do you feel you get out of celebrating the Sabbats? 
What do you feel you get out of working the Esbats? 
What do you feel like when you bear the God? 
Has regularly bearing the God affected you? 
What do you feel like when you invoke the Goddess? 
Has regularly invoking the Goddess affected you? 
What kind of magic/spel I craft do you work? 
When you have worked for results, were the goals you worked for realized? 
Have you ever worked black magic? 
If so, why? If not, why not? 
Would you ever curse any one? 
If so, why? If not, why not? 
Wicca and the Co mmunit 
Do you undertake any kind of service to Wicca, or the wider Pagan community? 
If yes, which? 
Please indicate which of the following services you would undertake for Wicca on the 
invitation of others. 
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a) evangelize for Wicca? 
b) attend inter-faith events to explain Wiccan beliefs to people of other faiths? 
c) speak at a Pagan gathering about Wicca? 
d) run open classes to teach Wiccan beliefs and practice. 
e) talk about Wicca to people you meet. 
0 undertake anti -defamation work for Wicca? 
Please indicate which of these services you would undertake for Wicca by making your 
own arrangements to do so. 
a) evangelize for Wicca? 
b) attend inter-faith events to explain Wiccan beliefs to people of other faiths? 
c) Speak at a Pagan gathering about Wicca? 
d) run open classes to teach Wiccan beliefs and practice. 
e) talk about Wicca to people you meet. 
f) undertake anti-defamation work for Wicca? 
Do you think Wicca should have any centralized authority? 
Do you think Wicca should be more or less public? 
Do you have children? If so please indicate their age. 
If you have children, could you please give a short explanation on how you are raising 
them in accordance with your beliefs. 
If you do not have children, could you please give a short explanation on how you think 
you would raise them in accordance with your beliefs. 
Has Wicca affected your life chances, ie income, skills or property? 
Has Wicca affected your lifestyle, ie patterns of consumption, attitudes and values? 
What have been the benefits of becoming Wiccan? 
What have been the disadvantages of becoming Wiccan? 
Sorne people leave Wicca, why do you think that is? 
Please indicate your own personal reaction to the statements below on a scale of I- 10. (1 
=totally disagree, 10 =totally agree). 
a) I was called to Wicca. 
b) I converted to Wicca. 
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c) Initiation Nvas like 'coming home'. 
d) When I found Wicca it gave a name and form to a religion I was already practising. 
A few questions for the statistics and sociological analysis. 
Please indicate your degree and tradition. 
Are you a member of a coven? 
Are you a coven leader? 
If you are a member of a coven what is the gender balance in your coven? 
Is Wicca your main path? 
Are you involved in any other religious, magical or spiritual paths? 
Please indicate your age and sex. 
Are you trained in a particular occupation or profession? 
What is your job now? 
What nationality are you? 
What is your romantic/partnership/marital situation? 
If you have a life partner, are they Wiccan? 
Are you handfasted? 
Are you heterosexual, bisexual, lesbian, gay? 
What newspapers do you read? 
What political party do you support? 
What TV/films do You watch? 
What music and arts do you prefer? 
Where do you prefer to take your holidays? 
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The Male Witch 
How do you feel as a man in what is often presented as a very female-oriented religion? 
How do you feel about the folkloric image of the Witch? 
How do you feel about the media portrayal of Wicca ie films like The Craft, and 
Practical Magic or series such as Buffy the Vampire Slayer and Charmed.? 
What do you think is your role as a Wiccan High/Priest? 
How does being a Wiccan High/Priest affect your mundane/regular life? 
Is there anything you'd like to change about Wicca? 
Why aren't you a Warlock? 
The Witches Speak 
Please feel free to add anything you feel might be relevant to explain the attraction of 
Wicca as a religion, the effect of practicing it, and about your personal experience as a 
manjoining, and living, the Craft. 
Many thanks for your time and opinions. Please let me know if you would like a copy of 
the results of this survey. 
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